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Introduction
This book began with a simple idea: to teach the
basics of digita l electronics in a hands-on manner
using the desktop microcompute r as the primary
learning tool.
This pr imer is not a cookbook of circuits. Instead, it provides an approach that will allow you to
acquire a basic but t horough knowle dge of digital
devices and techniques and the ability to appl y
these skills to more complex and interesting projects.
Because it is assumed that you have little or no
knowledge of electronics (digital or otherwise), one
of t he major goals of t his book is to provide you with
a knowledge of essential e lectronics. T oo many
books assume this knowledge and jump into digital
electronics r ight away. T he other broader and more
intensive emphasis is on the digital IC chips themselves: what they do, how to specify them, and how
to use them to perform simple tasks. Familiarity
with bas ic e lectronics and with a varie ty of IC chips
• from t he major functional categories will together
give you a firm fo undation for future progress.
Some additional, specific aims include helping you

gain competence in reading and using the technical
data and applications li te rat ure, in designing smallscale circuits for specific functions, in interpreting
digital schematics (such as the Apple main board
diagram), and even inte rfacing your computer for
s imp le I/O (input/output) applications.
Once yo u've been grounded in these fundame n ta ls eve r ything e lse -includi ng compu te r
hardware applications - are nothing more than extensions to this knowledge. The intention is to g ive
you a firn1 base for advancement.

TOOLS
Learning demands doing. Digital electronics is
as much a set of ski lls as it is a body of knowledge.
Your competence in this fie ld depends as much on
your working with a variety of digital devices as it
does on knowing their function. Handling, testing,
and building a circuit using a device gives you a
range of stimuli not obtainable from passive study.
The more ways you are exposed to a s ubject,
through the fingers as well as through the brain, t he
better you wi ll understand it.
vii

Like many micro owners who want to learn
about t he digital hardware, you may be hesitant and
uncertain about how to satisfy your curiosity. T he
would-be expe rimenter faces the prospect of fi rst
acquiring a logic trainer, boxes of parts, and barre ls
of equipment before embarking on his projects or
studies. T his costly and time-consuming process is
unnecessary. A powe rful educational too l is alre ady
at you r disposal-the Apple computer itself!
The microcompute r has been touted for a long
time as a "solution in search of a problem" and as a
" universa l tool." So it seemed logical that this powerful all-purpose machine could be adapte d to
teaching the fundamentals of dig ital hardware.
By exploiting the economy and simplicity of
t he Apple game port, you can t um this microcompute r in to a digital desktop laboratory with very
li ttle effo rt and minimal expense. You w ill cont ro l
game port s ignals via an App lesoft u tility program- the Bre adboard-In Software - that converts
t he monitor screen into a dynamic, reconfigurable
display. What happens in the circuit is re flected on
t he screen, from moment to mome nt, even as you
change s ignals. This arrangement e liminates most
of the inconvenient pre liminaries, yet retains all the
advantages of the hands-on experimental approach.

principles and practices introduced are related to
computer operation-bus organization, interfacing
principles, memory decoding, etc.
After a general survey in Chapte r 1, you are
shown how to set up your desktop digital laboratory
in Chapter 2. Other " too ls" are developed as part of
the overall organization. You will first study the
digita l IC as a "black box," as a functional unit rathe r
than as an e lectronic circuit. Funct ion is emphasized. You learn about basic "building block"
chips (combinational SSI devices) in Chapter 3, and
t hen see how forma l Boolean methods can be
applied to digital des ign using th is important group
of ICs (Chapter 4).
Chapters 5, 6, and 7 comprise the "essential
electronics" section. You learn about discrete
electronic components and t he ir laws of operation
(capacitors, resistors, diodes, and transistors) .
Then you apply this knowledge to the operation of a
typical digital IC. At the end of this section, you will
be quite comfortable with concepts like fa n-out,
despiking, current s inking logic, capacitative loading, and totem-poles. Data manuals and the technical specifications they contain will no longer be a
mystery. You'll use them wi th facility and confidence.
You then can tackle the area of sequential deMETHOD
vices in Chapter s 8 and 9. Both SSI and MSI leve ls
Because a broad range of materi al is covere d in of integration are detailed, with representat ive
the Apple Digital Hardware Primer, particular at- chips from each category. Then in Chapter 10, the
tention is given to t he me thod of presentation. The important MSI combinational chips are covered.
va lue of maintaining a consistent leve l of difficulty,
In all of the above chapters, experimentation
while at the same time building on preceding mate - plays a critical role in the presentation. Sometimes
r ial. is obvious.
problems are presented as part of the expe riments,
I don't cover every imaginable top ic. Rathe r, so that they are more than mere demonstrations.
the coverage is selectively deep in what you have to
Chapter 11 concludes the book with coverage
know. The emphasis is on basic skills and key of some important topics in computer hardware
concepts.
applications under t he gene ral heading of interfacIn t his book you will do more than just dem- ing. T his chapter rests on the fo undations laid down
onstrate the functions of many digital IC chips. in the previous material. General principles are
You learn how to describe the ir functio n us ing fo r- supported by a chip-by-chip description of key I/O
mal methods and to use them in design by means of circuitry on the Apple main board. Memory mapBoolean algebra. Also, you learn not only what t hey ping and address decoding are dealt with in detai l,
do, but how they work- the e lectronics ins ide t he using t he Apple as an example. A few projects using
IC packages. This allows you to use them safely and resistive transduce rs for simple A D conversion
e ffectively in actual phys ical circui ts. Further, the close the book.
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Fundamentals of Digital Electronics
The digital integrated circuit is more than just a
popular symbol for modern electronic technology.
It is the basis for learning about that technology. In
fact, the rationale for this book is that in-depth
knowledge of representative digital integrated
circuits-how they work and what they do-is the
bas is for your competence in digital e lectronics. In
this chapter, you' ll survey the role of the digital IC
and get a preview of the material to be covered in
late r chapters.

THE CHALLENGE OF DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
Digital integrated circuits are more than just a
new group of electronic components. A phenomenal
amount of theoretical knowledge and engineering
savvy has gone into the creation of these electronic
marvels, popularly known as IC chips. Microelectronics, the technology behind these devices, has
created entirely new areas of activity and produced
dramatic changes in existing ones.
Consumer electronics, including home entertainment and personal computing, global satellite

communications, office and factory automation,
medical diagnostics and new graphics design tools
are just a few examples of these new applications.
Certainly, the IC chip deserves to be the symbol of
this e lectronics revolution. Its impact on daily life is
obvious even to the proverbial man on the street.
For you, the microcomputer owner, digital
integrated circuits hold more than a mere casual
interest. Your machine would not exist without
them. More than that, you may have sensed that a
knowledge of digital e lectronics opens up new
possibilities-as a hobby, as an enhancement to
your present job or as the bas is for a new career.
Whatever your specific motives, practical applications or sheer curiosity, it is assumed that you do
have a strong interest in learning about digital
hardware. It's also assumed that you possess little
if any electronics knowledge, but that you are willing to put in the extra effort to learn the basics.
Digital electronics is a complex fie ld. Even the
more e lementary material is challenging. There are
so many terms, principles, and concepts that the

subject begins to take on the characteristics of a
language. Thorough grounding in the basic concepts is especially necessary in digital electronics
in order to avoid superficial cookbook knowledge.
T he whole concern of the first half of this book is to
help you gain mastery of the fundamentals.
However, the major problem is not the difficul ty of the subject matter, because your willi ngness to tackle it is taken for granted. Rather, t he
problem is that of paraphernalia. Let me explain.
Paraphernalia is a long sto ry with a sometimes
unhappy e nding. It begins wi th t he question, " What
parts, too ls, materials and equi pment do I need to
get started in learning digital electronics?" It continues with searches through the catalogs and the
making of long lists. After you shop, the n you
order; then you wait. often for quite a while. When
your digital laboratory is assembled you can rightfully feel proud. And also a lot poore r. It is usually
only when you start paying the bill that you realize
that perhaps you overbought. You didn't really need
that fancy dual trace osci lloscope, that function
generato r or that e laborate logic tra iner -p rototyping apparatus. In addit ion, it may take a while
to gain proficiency in the use of this equipment
before you can even begin expe rimenting.
Quite frank ly, hardware enthus iasts do spe nd a
lot o f time and money on e quipme nt and materials .
There seems no other way to acquire t he necessary
hands-on knowledge of dig ital e lectronics othe r
than to follow the scenario suggested above. And of
course, quality equipme nt is wort h it in the long run
if you actually need it. But is it necessary to spend
all that money as a beginner? Isn't the re a better
way?

THE MICROCOMPUTER SOLUTION
A powerful, all purpose tool already in your
possession will he lp you to solve this hardware
paraphernalia problem: the Apple mi crocomputer.
By exploiting the economy and s implicity of
the Apple game port, you can turn t his mach ine into
a dig ital logic tra iner/breadboard system w ith
mini mal effort and expe nse. You control the game
port s ignals and monitor them via an Applesoft
uti l it y program-the Bre adboard -In-Software
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(BOIS) - which turns the monitor screen into a
dynami c, reconfigurable tabul ar display. All the
signals sent to and received from the circuit under
study are displayed in an easy to read form. This
arrangement e liminates al l of t he costly preliminaries , yet provides all of the advantages of a
conventional hands-on system.
This computer-based trainer offers othe r advantages. Meaningful labels can be assigned to t he
s ignals of the device or circuit unde r examination.
Pin-outs may be specified for ease of circ u it
hookup. Display format may be altered for convenient viewing. A printout can be obtained for pe rmanent records of your expe ri ments if you desire.
Also, BOIS continually monitors the outputs of the
circ uit under study and automatically updates the
display.
All that is required is a jumper cable , solderless breadboard strip, and a half-hour or so to type
in the Breadboard-In-Software (BDIS) utility program.
At this point it is tempting to present the BOIS
uti lity, show how to make the s imple game port
connection, and then procede to some "flashi ng
lights" demonst rations. We'll do these and many
o ther things in t he next few c hapters. But first it is
necessary that you have a clear idea of how you are
go ing to study digital devices and circuits.

LEARNING ABOUT DIGITAL DEVICES
You can look at any specific digital IC device
from several different standpoints:
0 As a sealed black box which pe rforms ce rtain logical functions.
D As a collection of discrete e lectronic compone nts integrated on a tiny chip of s ilicon.
D As the member of a particular family of
devices which share the same e lectrical characte ristics .
0 As representing a particul ar level of component de ns ity pe r unit area o f silicon-a level or
scale o f integration.
Virtually all t he things you should know about
digita l ICs fall into one or the other o f t hese

categories. The first category mentioned, the black
box view, stands apart from the rest. The next two
categories both relate to what goes on ins ide the IC.
The last category refers to the levels of functional
complexity of ICs. Let's look at each item in turn.

~

Inputs ~ Outputs

DIGITAL DEVICES AS BLACK BOXES
The black box is a convenient engineering concept wh ich is invoked wheneve r there is a need to
s implify a complex process or system. If t he object
under study appears too complex you may, figurative ly s peaking, draw a line around it. By boxing in
the system, you hide from view a lot of confusing
internal de tail. This techniq ue makes it easier to
unde rstand how outputs are related to inputs. For
the moment you don't care about what is going on
inside the system, how the electrons do their
chores, or how the system was manufactured (Fig.
1-1).

System
One or more~
inputs

Who cares? t--7 One or more
outputs

Fig. 1-1. With the black box approach, you don't care about
the mechanism inside. Your concern is with function-how
the inputs are related to outputs.

Dig ital integrated circui ts are fabricated on a
microscopic scale on wafe rs of silicon, commonly
seale d in oblong, black plas tic packages, and connected to the outside world by small me ta l tabs or
pins. The resemblance between the black box idea
and digital !C's suggested in Fig. 1-2. is no coincidence. They literally are little black boxes and
were designed to be used as such.
Entire circuits, consisting of dozens, hundreds
or thousands of components have been packed into
t hem according to strict design guidelines. Because
complex circuits have been put in to standa rd,
easy-to-hand le packages, the use r is free to conce ntrate on the main task of circuit design: how to
configure individual chips into a system us ing the

Fig. 1-2. The IC as black box. In learning about the devices
from a functional standpoint, the electronics is incidental.

chips as circuit building blocks. Likewise the student can begin learning about devices and simple
circuits by studying digital functions. He does not
have to worry about device electronics or e lectrical
characteristics at the outset.
This is the approach taken in Chapters 3 and 4,
where the emphas is is placed on what the device
does and on the methods used to describe its function.

DISCRETE COMPONENTS
AND DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS
Naturally, the engineer or student will have to
take into account a numbe r of practical matters
when h_
e actually starts building circuits. Knowledge of power consumption, allowable s ignal and
power s upply vo ltage levels, and current loading
limits is essential. What t his really boils down to is
some work ing knowledge of bas ic electronics, at
least enough to unde rstand device specifications.
But just how much knowledge is enough?
You need only learn about t hree limited areas:
passive e le ments, the transis tor as a switch, and
the ope ration of a typical digital circuit in terms of
these individual components.
Passive e lements include resis tors, capacitors
and diodes; t he rules governing these components
are straightforward. Trans istor operation is not as
s imple. However, we are only concerned with its
operation as a switch, not as an amplifier, and this
makes the topic much easier. Last, we will look at
how these components are configured on a t ypical
IC chip and talk about the I C's electrical parameters.
Three chapters - Chapters 5, 6, and 7 - are
devoted to this material and include supporting ex-
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periments. These chapters may demand more effort from some of you, especially if you've forgotten
or never learned such things as Ohm's Law and
Kirchhoffs Law. But remember, the goal is not to
tum you into an IC design engineer, but just to teach
you some basic electronics.
As a result of your efforts you will be able to
open up any IC data manual and read it inte lligently.
Since the technical data and applications manuals
from the many chip manufacturers are valuable information sources in their own right, this is an
important s kill. The di scussion of digita l IC
characteristics in Chapter 7 includes the type of
specifications you would normally encounter in data
manuals. Therefore, by the time you finish this
section, you should be fairly adept at reading and
us ing them.

choose. Most de vices fall into either one of two
broad semiconductor families : those based on t he
bipolar transistor and those based on the field-effect
transistor. See Fig. 1-3.

Bipolar
transistor

Field-effect
transistor

TTL - - Schottky TTL
~-- ECL Standard TTL

Ill

CMOS- NMOS
NMOS
PMOS

FAMILIES AND SUBFAMILIES

Fig. 1-3. The major families and subfamilies of digital ICs are
based on the two main types of transistor. The electronics is
important when it comes to actually building the physical
circuit.

The subject of familie s of IC devices is really
an extension of the subject just discussed, discrete
component e lectronics. As mentioned, ICs are t he
result of rigid des ign criteria which define the electrical properties of the device packages. IC design
also involves building in the black box function; the
specific logical, arithme tic or other task that the
device is to perform. Obviously you may require
that a device fulfill a given function and be able to
operate in a wide variety of settings. For instance
you may want the fastest device currently available
and require the lowest power consumption available . Unfortunately you can get either characteristic alone, but not both combined in the same chip.
This is known as the speed/power tradeoff. There
are other tradeoffs as well.
In other words, whate ver property you care to
discuss-noise immunity, power use, cost, current
o utpu t, ope rating te mpe rature range, s peed,
e tc. - you will have to make compromi ses. Improvement in one factor is usually realized to the
detriment of one or more of the othe rs.
The reason for these real-world constraints
involves the type of semi conductor used to make
the device as well as the fabri cation me thod
employed. The nature of your compromise is very
much determined by the family oflC device that you

The bipolar transistor , the original one inve nted in 1948, is the basis for a major family called
transistor-transistor-logic, or TTL for short. Other
bipolar IC families are EGL (emitter coupled logic)
and Ill (integrated injection logic). Each is the
result of careful cons ideration of user require me nts
and of fabrication techniques. E ach has it's own
strengths and weaknesses. For example , both ECL
and TTL are used in digital logic applications . ECL
is lightening fast, but also power hungry, and very
demanding of precise powe r supply voltages. TTL
is also fas t, though not so fast as ECL. However , it
uses less powe r and is less fi nicky in regard to
supply voltage.
Integrated injecti on logic, the other major
bipo lar family, is used in li near applications . TTL
and ECL are primaril y d igital devices. Linear IIL
devices include o scillators, voltage to freque ncy
converter s, modulators, and amplifie rs. This family
will not be conside re d furt he r.
The other major fami ly of IC is based on t he
fie ld e ffect transistor, which operates on s light ly
diffe re nt principles than the bipolar t rans istor. The
various de vice types in this group are collecti ve ly
known as MOS devices, metal oxide on s ilicon.
MOS family names refer to the type of semi-
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conductor, positive or negative type, used in the
given family. In PMOS, the charge carrie rs are
positive (holes). In NMOS, the charge carriers are
negative (electrons). In CMOS, (complementary
MOS), field effect trans istors made from both types
of semiconductor are used. CMOS also has high
performance cousin HCMOS.
At this stage, the important thing to keep in
mind about MOS ICs is that the y use very little
power in comparison to TTL and are proportionally
s lowe r. In particular, the CMOS family (complementary MOS) consumes only a fraction of the
power of comparable TTL devices, making CMOS
very useful in battery powered applications where
high speed is not essential. A second major advantage of CMOS over TTL is that you can safely use a
wide range of power supply voltages.
However, all MOS devices have a handling
problem: they are inherently sens itive to static
discharge. Older CMOS ver sions required that the
user be attached to earth ground via conductive
floor mats and wrist straps, and that he observe
certain storage and handling precautions when
working with these ICs. If you rub your feet on a
carpet on a dry winter day and then touch a metal
object, you will have a clear idea of how static
discharge can destroy a delicate MOS chip. This
problem has been partially remedied in more recent
designs. However, it is still possible to destroy one
of these chips with static electricity if you don't

follow these precautions.
Whe re does all this leave us in terms of
choosing the best family on which to learn?
Well, there is a s ubfamily of TTL which meets
the s tudent's and the experimenter's needs admirably that is called low power schottky ttl (LSTTL).
LSTTL devices are based on the Schottky des ign
enhancement of the traditional bipolar transistor.
Schottky trans istors are faster yet conservative of
powe r. This means that LSTTL devices enjoy an
excellent combination of both high speed and modest power drain. At the same time, they have an
edge over CMOS in terms of ruggedness and are
also a bit cheaper than CMOS. Because of these last
factors, LSTTL has been chosen for the experiments in this book .
Table 1-1 provides a quick compariso n of
CMOS and LSTTL, and covers the points just mentioned.

SCALES OF INTEGRATION
Scale of integration refers to the numbe r of
components that can be packed onto a unit area of
semiconductor. The number of trans istors per
square mi llimeter of silicon would be an example .
In practice chip density or scale of integration relates to the fini shed IC package as you see it on the
shelf. The more components that manufacturers
can miniaturize and integrate in a given area, the
higher the scale of inte gration.

Table 1-1 . Some Typical Device Characteristics for Two Popula r IC Families.
Characteristic
Power Supply Voltage Range
(in volts)
Power Consumption per Gate
(in milliwatts mW)
Speed or Propagation Delay
(in nanoseconds ns, i.e. ,
billionths of a second)
Ruggedness
(in handling)
Cost
Noise Immunity

LSTTL

CMOS

+4.5 - 5 .5

+3.0 -15

1.0

.01 - .1

10

100-150

excellent

satisfactory •

low
good

low - moderate
very good

• CMOS demands certain handling precautions, is more sensitive to static discharge and to improper input
currents.
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1 million

-

100,000
Number of
transistors
per IC chip

10,000

Number of
gates per
IC c hip

1,000

10,000
1,000

100

100

10

10

1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

1985

1990

Fig. 1-4. The growth of IC complexity or scale of integration in the past two decades.

Referring to Fig. 1-4 and Fig. 1-5 and to Table
1-2 you can see that small scale integration devices
(SS!) made their appearance around 1960. They
have, by definition, less than 100 transistors per IC
device. (The term device means the functional unit
on the chip: a flip-flop or a gate for instance). The
sma llest logic e lement is a circuit composed of
transistors, res istors and diodes, often called a
gate. A typical gate contains from 5 to 9 transistors.
The gate count per device is more meaningful than
the number of transistors per device. Hence, SSI IC

devices are usually defined as having a maximum of
11 gates.
In the mid to late 1960's, medium sca/,e integration (MSI) became available. Digital ICs at this
leve l ranged from 100 to 1000 transistors o r 12 to
100 gates per digital device. MSI devices provide
many of the workhorse func tions of digital circuits:
counters, registers, decoders, etc.
large scale integration (LSI) is defined as having from 100 to 1000 gates, or up to 10,000 trans istors pe r device. More recentl y, VLSI (very large

1000

100
Relative chip
complex ity
10

1960
Fig. 1-5. T he rise of IC complexity has been accompanied by dramatic decreases in cost.
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Table 1-2. Number of Transistors and Gates Per IC Device as a Function of the Scale of Integration.
Scale of
Integration

Approximate Time Of
Introduction

VLSI
LSI
MSI
SSI

1980
1970
1965
1960

scale integration) came into be ing. VLS I can contain
up to 10,000 gates o r 100,000 trans isto rs per
package. Ultra Large Scale Integration is also in the
works. It will contain up to 1 million transistors per
device. LSI, VLSI and ULSI are exemplified by
microprocessor chips and by large (64-bit and
256-bit) computer memory.
The whole point can be s ummarized in one
sentence. Impressively complex functions, in
ridiculous ly small packages a re available a t
astounding ly low cost.
As one ascends the scale of integration, one
sees more and more complex and sophisticated
functions. Cost has dropped off dramatically as the
comple xity has risen. These changes have been
expone ntial. The cost of computer hardware is de creas ing by a factor of about ten ever y seven years
or so. Your two or three thousand do llar desk-top
s ystem of today would have carried a price tag in
1960 of close to a million dollars for equi valent
functions and with cons ideration for space , power
and maintenance figured in.
Another way to view this phenomenall y rapid
de ve lopment from the black box pe rspective is
s uggested in Fig. 1-6. In the pre- 1960 days, circuits
we re bui lt large ly from individual electronic compone nts . Since then the re have been a series of
major steps in which the prior techno logical scale
was condensed and integrated into a denser and
more complex black box. In this sense , the digital
syste m designe r may not care about the MSI leve l
functions that have been packed into the VLSI microprocessor chip that he is working with. He simply uses this chip as a functional black box, along
with many othe r black boxes, in the digital system
he is creating.
De spite these advances, the lowly SSI device

Transistors
Per Chip

Gates
Per Chip

> 100,000

> 10.000
100 - 1000
12 -100
< 12

1000 - 100.000
100-1000
< 100

s till occupies a ve ry important place . As we' ll see
late r, SSI chips serve as a sor t of gl ue which ho lds
the more complex chips together. Occasionally,
some simple circuit functions are best realized entirely by SSI chips rathe r than by highe r level de vices.
The educational role of SSI is equally as important as the ir design ro le . Unders tand ing SSI is
straightforward because of its relat ive s implicity.
You can examine the outsides of SSI chips and
unders tand all of the basic digital logic functions.
You can also examine the ir insides and learn the
basis for their e lectrical characteristics and how to
use the m in practical circuits. Further, once you
mas ter SSI, MSI compone nts present no real difficul ty, because they are just e xtensio ns of the SSI
building block functions. Subjects that fall into the
LSI range, such as microprocessors, me mory, in-

/'

l

Discre te
components

J

SSI
MSI
LSI
VLSI

/
Fig. 1 -6. The black box o f today is swallowed by the ne x1
larger scale of integration o f tomorrow .
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terfacing and computer hardware applications are
then qu ite accessible.

BINARY AND HEXADECIMAL NUMBERS
You should have some familiarity with binary
and hexadecimal numbe r syste ms at the outset. An
ability to translate a numbe r in e ither syste m to its
decimal equivalent is all that is really required, so
t he fo llowing will be brie f.
The simplest and hence most reliable number
system is the binary numbe r system. In this system
there are only two values fo r each digit: 0 and 1.
Numbers in this system are based on the powe r of
two, rather than on the power of ten, as in the
familiar decimal system. Binary is said, the re fore,
to be a base-two system.
Binary is ideally suite d to digital circuits for
one main reason: lack of ambiguity. In digita l circuits, the circuit elements can assume only one of
e ithe r of two states or values. Such a circuit e leme nt can be either on (conducting) or off (nonconducting). This is analogous to a mechanical switch
be ing closed or open. In fact, the basis fo r all digita l
circuits is nothing more than an electronic version
o f the mechanical switch. In short, because there
are no intermediate values between high and low, 0
and 1. or on and off, digital systems are by their
nature, very, very reliable. (This is unlike analog
circuits, which operate on a continuum of values,
with the exact state of the circuit element always
approximate, always slightly uncertain).
In digital circuits, the binary values of 0 and 1
correspond to two different vo ltage levels: high and
low. These two levels are called /,ogic high and logic
low because they represe nt the two logical states:
true and false . In the LSTTL logic family the nominal va lues of these two voltage levels are 0 and + 5
vo lts for 0 and 1, respective ly. (There is actua lly a
range for valid logic low/0 and logic high/1 voltage
levels, something detailed later on.)

Binary Representation
Let's formalize a little . A bit is a single digit in
the binary number system. It can assume the values
of 0 and 1, just as a dec imal digit can assume a value
in the range ofO to 9. J ust like decimal digits, binary
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digits or bits have a place value. For instance, in the
number 539, the place values are from right to left:
un its, tens and hundre ds. More generally, the place
values are 1, 10, 100 and so on, proceeding by a
factor of 10 for each place to the le ft. The leftward
most digit is the most s ignificant digit, or MSD,
because it has the highest p lace value or nume rical
weight.
How this works out for the binary number
system is illustrated in F ig. 1-7. A four bit binary
number is given in Fig. 1-7 A, with the places called
d, c, b, and a from most to least significan t bit. The
positions for these bits are numbered 3, 2, 1, and 0
respectively. Since this is a base-two number system, the place value for each position is given as:
Place Value

= 2• where x is the b it position.

That is, the place values in the binary scheme are,
from right to left, 1, 2, 4, 8, and so on by powers of

2.
The number of va lues represented by a ce rtain
number of bits can be figured out quite easily. You
know that a three digit decimal number can assume
any one of 1000 values when you include 0. This is
just 1<>3: you s imply raise t he numbe r base by the
number of digits. In binary, this becomes:
Table 1-3. Equivalence of Binary,
Decimal, and Hexadecimal (see text).

Decimal

Binary

0
1
2

0000
0 00 1
0 0 10
0 0 1 1
0 100
0 10 1
0 1 10
0 1 11
10 0 0
1 0 01
10 10
10 11
1 10 0
110 1
1 110
1 11 1

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Hexadecimal
0
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
A
B

c

D

E
F

Bit position:
Bit name:

3

0

2

.___d~-~c_ _b_ _a__, Place value = 2•
where x
bit position
[
20
1
,____ _ 2 1 = 2

=

()

22

=
=4

23 = 8

Number of values
= (base )N
= 2"I where N
number of bits

=
=

Nibble
4 bits ----+
24
Byte
8 bits
--+
2s
Address word
16 bits.-.21 s

=

MSB
Most significant bit
~

[ 1

4-bit number
(nibble)
1

0

1

l

= 16
= 256
= 65,536 (64 K)

LSB
Least significant bit
~

~!~~= ~~:ue
1 x 1

=1

2 x 0 = 0

4 x

4

8 x .1

8
Decimal 13

Fig. 1-7. Binary Representation. Reier to the text.
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Number of Values

= (base)N whe re

=

N number of bits
or
Numbe r of va lues = 2N
This works out to 16 value s (0 to 15 decimal)for a
four bit numbe r or nibble and to 256 values for an
e ight bit byte. See Fig. 1-78. For a 16-bit number,
there are 216 possible values, or 65,536 - 64 K for
short (1024 bits 1 K). This 16-bit length is known
as an address word in the typical 8-bit mic rocompute r.

=

0

You can work out the decimal equivalent of any
binary number us ing the method shown in Fig.
l-7C. T ake the bit value (0 or 1) of each bit position
and multiply by the corresponding place value; then
add the result.
T able 1-3 lis ts decimal numbers with t heir
binary equivalents . The range of values for a four bit
number are given. The table also indicates that you
can represent a binary nibble with an alternati ve
numbe r system, whic h has a base o f 16. This is t he
hexadecimal system with which you may be famil-

iar.

Hex digit position:

3

2

1

Hex digit name

z

y

x w

0
Place value
x

l

160
161
162
163

= 1& where
= digit position

=1
= 16
= 256
= 4096

Number of values

= (base)N
= 16N where

N = number of digits

Nibble = 1 hex digit
~ 161 = 16
Byte
= 2 hex digits (page) "-? 152 = 256
Address word
4 hex digits ~ 164
65536

=

=

4 digit hex number
[$

c

0

5

8

1

Place
value
1

Digit
value
8

16
256
4096

12(c)

=

8

5

=

80

0

=
=

49,152

0

J

[ 49,240
Decimal
$1101
$FB1E

= 4353 decimal
= 64.286 decimal

Fig. 1-8. Hexadecimal representation . Refer to the text.
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Hexadecimal Representation
The reason for using the hexadecimal number
system is simple: there is a nice symmetry between
t he binary system and the hexadecimal form of
representation. Each 4-bit nibble in binary can be
represented by a single hex digit. This is demonstrated in T able 1-3. As a convenie nce, you
should think of the hex system as mere ly a conde nsed form of binary.
Following the same sequence as we did for
binary, re fer to Fig. 1-8. Again, each digit in a he x
numbe r has a pos ition numbe r and a position name.
In this four digit number (Fig. l-8A), we call the
dig its Z, Y, X, and W. The dig it positions are 3, 2, 1
and 0. The pl.ace values are given by 16' , where x is
the digit position. Digit Z in the 3-position has a
place value of 4096, etc.
Figure l-8B shows that a four digit hex number
can assume 65536 diffe rent values, the same as a
sixteen bit binary numbe r, cer tainly an improve-

ment in economy of representation. A s ingle hex
dig it-with values 0 to F hex, or 0 to 15 decimal-is
equi valent to a fou r bit binary number . T wo hex
digits are equivalent to a byte, and four hex digits to
a 16-bit address word.
Figure l-8C illustrates the conversion of a fou r
digit hex number tQ its decimal equivale nt by the
same process as that fo r binary to decimal conversion. Note that hex numbers are preceded by a
dollar s ign $. T his number, $C058, happens to be
the me mory address o f annunciator 0 off the Apple
game port (explanations late r).
Finally, Fig. 1-8 0 shows the decimal e qui valent of two other hex numbers. Verify them for
yourse lf. The first looks the same as the binary
example in Fig. 1-7C except for the preceding $
sign. The second number happens to be the address
in the Apple Monitor for reading the paddles off the
game port.
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The Digital Desktop Laboratory
In the last chapter, we took a broad view of digital
electronics and the key ro le the individual IC devices play in the learning process. By now, you are
probably anxious to start doing something; therefore, in this chapter you'll be shown how to set up
the computer-based logic tra iner. You'll also collect
a few other items which, togethe r wi th the trainer
will comprise a desktop laboratory for studying
digital devices and circuits.
First, let's look at the Apple game port.

THE GAME PORT CONNECTION
The logic trainer cou ld be built around one of
the peripheral s lots on the Apple main board. With
all those signals (48 to be exact) a really e laborate
trainer/prototyping setup would be possible. However, slot-based input/output (1/0) projects such
as these are not for the beginner. They require
know ledge of interfacing, construction methods and
troubleshooting, and a fair cash investment fo r
materials and equipment.
However, the Apple game port provides t he

cheapest, easiest and most immediate approach to
setting up the computer-based logic trainer. It is
well s uited to its ro le because of the number of
signal lines available on its socket. There are 12
signal lines plus power and ground. These are quite
adequate for our logic traine r/breadboard system
as we ll as fo r a number of other applications such as
A/D conversion.
In short, a system based on the game port is
the ideal choice for the beginner. It will give you all
the necessary features of the traditional stand-alone
trainer, plus the advantages of a dynamic tv monitor
display of your experiments, but without the expense and expe rience neede d fo r the e laborate
slot-based system.
As you advance in digital electronics, you may
find a need for a conventional tra iner/breadboard
because they are handy when several projects are
going on s imultaneously. Later, more sophisticated
projects which require t he peripheral s lot signals
may attract your attention. But for an outlay of 20
dollars and half hour or so to type in the uti lity
program, you're ready to start expe rimenting.
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4
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12

AN 3

6

11

PD L3

PDL1

7

10

PD L1

GND

8

9

UT ILSTB

5

POLO

Fig. 2-1. Game socket pin-out.

Game Socket Overview
The hardware/mechanical part o f se tting up
the trainer involves nothing more than plugging one
end of a DIP (dual-in-line-package) jumper cable

into the game socket and the other end into a small
breadboard strip. Before doing this, you should be
very famil iar with the port signal lines you wi ll be
us ing.
Figure 2-1 is a view of the 16-pin game socket
located at the uppe r right hand corner of the Apple
main board. Table 2-1 is a listing of all of the digital
game port signals: their pin numbers, names,
labels, locations in memory, and function. Also
listed is the cassette input.
For the trainer you will requtre four outputs,
four inputs, and power and ground. The fo ur annunciator lines are 1-bit digital (on or off) outputs from
the computer; these will serve as inputs to the
device or circuit under study. You also need four
single bit lines into the computer in order to read
the outputs from the device or ci rcuit. These are
the three pushbutton lines plus the single cassette

Table 2-1. Game Port Signals, Inc luding the Cassette Input, Used In the Computer- Based Logic Trainer.
BOIS Also Uses the Utility Strobe. Paddle (Analog Gamel Inputs Are Also Present. These Lines are Detailed Later on.

Pin

Label

Ad dress

Function

Hex

Decimal

15

annunicator O Off
a nnunciator 0 O n

AN( O)
AN(O)

$C0 58
$C059

49240
49241

Output
O utput

14

annunciator 1 Off
annunciator 1 On

AN(1)
AN(1)

$C05A
$C05B

49242
49243

O utput
Output

13

annunciator 2 Off
annunciator 2 On

AN(2)
AN(2)

$C05C
$C050

49244
49245

Output
Output

12

annunciator 3 Off
annunciator 3 On

AN(3)
AN(3)

$C05E
$C05F

49246
49247

Ou1put
Output

2

pushbutton O

PB(O)

$C061

49249

Input

3

pushbutton 1

PB(1)

$C062

49250

Input

4

pushbutton 2

PB(2)

$C063

49251

Input

cassette in

PB(3)

$C060

49248

Input

+5 volts

V ee

N.A.

Nominal limit of 100mA
current drain on this
power supply.

ground

GND

N.A.

Circuit ground .

rear
jack

8

14

Signal Name

input line . Finally, you need the +5 volt power line
and ground. Discussion of the paddle and utility
strobe lines wi ll come later, as they are required.
Right now, Jet us consider the required lines in
detai l.

Annunciator Outputs
Figure 2-2 emphasizes the re lationship between computer, annunciators and peripheral device. These four annunciator pins on the game socket serve as 1-bit outputs from the computer to the
peripheral device. They can assume either of two
states: on or off. T he on state corresponds to a
voltage high or a binary value of 1. The off state
corresponds to a voltage low or a binary value of 0.
When the annunciators are used to control digital
circuits, it is often appropriate to think of these
states as binary 1 or 0. Alternatively, they may be
viewed as simply on or off, as when they are used to
control a lamp, re lay or alarm buzzer.
As to the actual voltages on these lines, remember that the annunciators are TTL outputs.
This means that during the off/O state the respective line has a value of near zero volts, and t hat
during the on/l state the respective line has a
nomina l voltage of around 4. 0 volts. T hese voltage
levels are typical of all TTL devices, both Schottky
and nonSchottky.
F igure 2-3 indicates that TTL ICs have bee n
designed to give well-defined output vo ltages.
Voltage high is defined as 2.4 volts or more.
Voltage low must be between 0 and 0.4 volts. Anything between 0.4 and 2.4 volts is defined as an
indeterminate output voltage level and would imply
either a faulty device or improper use of the device.

Vee +sv ,..

GND

4.0

..,

3 .o

..,

Computer

1
I

Perm issible TTL output
voltage high range

v

Indeterminate voltage
range
Permissible TTL output
voltage low range

Fig. 2-3. TTL output voltage ranges off the annunciator lines.

All TTL subfamilies have been des igned to these
output specifications, and the annunciator circuitry,
being TT L, likewise conforms to t hem.
Each annunciator is assigned a pair of locations
in memory, one to turn it on and the other to turn it
off. These locations or addresses in me mory are
just like switches and may be activated merely by
referr ing to them with t he proper command. The
BASIC P OKE command will do the job, e ither from
within a program (deferred) or as immediate commands issued from the keyboard. Provided that you
access the correct address, it makes no difference
what value you poke into that address. You can even
use a PEEK command. For example:
POKE 49240,0
POKE 4920, 137
PEEK (49240)

And,
POKE 49241,0

Game

...

2.4

~o~v =~ 04 )}

15

[

}

socket

14

ANO_,,,
AN1,..
_,,,,

13

AN2,..

12

AN3,..

or
or
wi ll each cause
ANN(O) on pin 15
to go off or low.

or

Device

_,,,, or circuit

,..

Fig. 2-2. Annunciator output lines off the game socket.

15

POKE 49241,217
PEEK (49241)

or
will each cause
ANN(O) on pin 15
to go on or hi gh.

Because you are accessing one of a pair of
locations, the action is much like one of the oldstyle two button wall switches shown in Fig. 2-4.
Pressing the on button by any means gives you t he
same e nd res ult: the room light turns on. Now press
the off button be low (which popped out when you
pressed on) and the light goes off. The analogy
be tween the two annunciator addresses and the two
light switch buttons is very close.

Fl
~

Fig. 2-4. The annunciators are toggled much like wall
switches: two separate locations for turning a light on and ott.

This is why the annunciator addresses and
s imilar memory locat io ns a re re fe rred to as
softswitches; by accessing these locations from
software you can effect a change in hardware. In this
case t he voltage leve l changes on a particul ar
socket pin. Because you are referencing one o f a
pair of addresses assigned to each pin or output
line, you are toggling the softswitches.
NOTE: The tenn annunciator can refe r to an
address in memory, a chip on t he main board
that holds the high o r low voltage. or a particular pin on the game socket. The particular
meaning is usually clear from the context. For
example, softswitch obviously re fers to the
me mory location, while line wou ld refer to the
actual pin or the wire leading from it to the
peripheral circuit. The same distinctions hold
true for the pus hbutton inputs di sc ussed
be lo w.
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Pushbutton Inputs
Figure 2-5 illustrates the three inputs which
are us ually associated with the pushbuttons fo und
on game controls. The Apple Reference Manual refers to these inputs as SW(O)-SW(2) and calls them
switches. However, the term pushbutton input
conveys t he same meaning and is more specific than
the term switch. The refo re PB is used as the label
in this book.
Note that unlik e the annun ciato rs, these
pushbutton locations are not softswitches because
they are compute r inputs, not outputs. T he computer reads these input lines. Each pushbutton line
or socket pin is assigned a s ingle address in memory. This locatio n will co nta in data indicating
whether the line is in a high state or a low state.
From BASIC you must use the PEEK command to
find o ut if the voltage is high or low. The form used
1s:

=

x
PEEK ({address})
x = PEEK (49249) for PB(O) for example.
IF x > 127, then the line is high, on, binary 1.
IF x < 128 t he line is low, off, binary 0.
x
the value in that address

=

So much fo r t he addresses and form o f command. What about voltages?
The peripheral device connected to t he given
PB line-whether a mechan ical switch or a complex
digital circuit-m us t place t he correct voltage on
that line . Since the PB input circuitry is TTL,
these voltages must adhere to TTL guidelines for acceptable input voltage ranges.
Figure 2-6 depicts these permissible vo ltages.
This diagram is s imilar to that of Fig. 2-3 except
that it refe rs to TTL inputs, not outputs. Any
voltage between 0 and 0. 8 vo lts wi ll be interpreted
by a TTL input as a low or 0. Voltages above 2.0
volts are seen as high or binary 1.
Don't get confu sed about input and out put. Just
remember that an nunciator outputs from t he computer may be considered as inputs to a peripheral
device unde r study on the breadboard. Likewise,
pushbutton inputs to the comp ut e r from a

2
3
4

Computer

,,..

PBO
PB1
PB2

.....L_

Device
or
PB3 circuit

~
~

Game
socket

..---1

Cassette input
Fig. 2-5. Pushbutton input lines to the computer.
peripheral may be thought of as outputs from that
device or circuit.
Caution: If you place a voltage much above
+5 V. or much below 0 V. (negative) on the
pushbutton inputs to the Apple, the game port
circuitry reading these lines could be damaged. Since you are using the Apple's own + 5
volt supply off the game port, this caution may
seem unnecessary. However, at some time
you may advance to a larger external power
supply with multiple + and - voltages, so
keep this caution in mind.
Naturally, if the peripheral is another TTL
circuit, you don't have to worry about voltage compatibility. This is because the maximum allowable
TTL output leve l for a logic low is well below the
maximum allowable input leve l (0.4 and 0.8 volts
respectively). Similarly, the minimum allowable
output for logic high is well above the minimum
allowable input level (2.4 and 2. 0) volts respectively). This is the beauty of standardized families
and subfamilies, namely compati bility of e lectrical
characteristics. It is generally good practice to stay
within the same family unless there are good
reasons to the contrary, and this is another reason
why LSTTL devices will be used for our experiments .
A Fourth Input

It was mentioned earlier that the cassette
input could be used as a fourth digital input for

monitoring the circuit outputs under study. The
physical location for this line is the cassette input
jack on the back of the Apple, and is labeled as such.
On the Apple Ile, it is the rightward cassette symbol with the downward-going arrow. On Apple II
and II+ it is labeled as IN or as CASS IN. A method
which is quick, cheap and compatible with all Apple
versions is to s imply plug a miniature phono plug
(with a single wire attached to the signal lug) into
the cassette jack. The other end of the wire is
stripped and connected to the peripheral circuit.
That's all. There are no traces to cut or main board
modifications to be made, so you don't have to be
concerned about voiding your warranty.
Like the pushbutton inputs, the cassette input
has its own location, as indicated in Table 2-1. To
read the status on the cassette line, we use the
BASIC command:
X

V ee

= PEEK (49184)

J

+5.0 V
4.0

Pem>i'5ible TTL iopol

voltage high range

3.0
2.0
1.0
GRD

ov

0.8

v

Indeterminate voltage
range
Permissible TTL input
voltage low range

J
l

Fig. 2-6. Standard TTL input voltage levels.
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Because of the circuitry involved, the voltage on
the cassette input is inverted, so the corresponding
values of high and low are reve rsed re lative to t he
value of x. That is,

terna lize the gameport and cassette input signals,
plus a uti lity program, the Breadboar d-In-Software
(BDIS). These are descri bed below.

Hardware Hookup
If x > 127 t hen the line is low, off or bin;:iry 0.
If x < 128 then t he line is considered as high,
on o r binary 1.
Regarding the voltage leve ls themse lves,
there is no problem. The TTL output voltages from
the devices be ing examined are compatible with the
linear cassette input circuit ry (essentially an IC
amplifier called an op-amp).
I am go ing to call the cassette input pushbutton
input 3. or PB(3), as a matter of convenie nce.

Power and Ground
Five volts at 100 mi lliamps (mA) current is
avai lable on pin 1 of t he game socket. This means
that you have 1/2 watt or 500 mi lliwatts (mW) of
power to drive your devices or circui ts. This may
seem small, but it is adequate to power all of the SSI
and MSI devices we will be studying, as we ll as a
number of practical circuits consisting of several
de vices. Ground is on pin 8 of the game socke t.
Each line is connected to t he respective pins on t he
device(s) be ing s tudied. Just remembe r that you
should not short t he +5 vo lt line lo ground, or vice
ve rsa. If you do, the Apple's self-protecting powe r
supply will emit a cl icking sound as it attempts to
reset itse lf by s hutting on and o ff. Turning the
machine off and checking for the inadvertant connection be tween +5 and GND is the best thi ng to do
if this happe ns. No damage to the machine wi ll
resu lt, but do try to avo id this mistake.
There are a few other general precautions to
be taken in using the compute r-based breadboard.
These are ment ioned in the in troductory section
preceding Experiment 1 at the e nd of th is chapter.
Disregarding them wi ll do your computer no permanent harm, but do try to adhe re to them.

Making the physical connection to the game
socket and cassette input jack is simple . An y Apple
system which has Applesoft in RAM or ROM is
sufficient. Even an INTEGER machine with 16 K of
memory an Applesoft in RO M will do. (Are there
any left out there?) Besides the Apple, you wi ll
need these items:

D A three foot 16-conductor ribbon cable with
16-pin DlP plugs on e ither e nd.
D A solderless breadboard strip.
D A miniature phono plug and some solid
hookup wire (20 gauge preferred).
Figure 2-7A illustrates the jumper cable. It
cons ists of a le ngth of Insulated Displacement Connector (JDC) ribbon cable, wi th an JDC DIP plug at
e ithe r end. T he term JDC refers to the mec hanical
a rrangement of contacts in the plugs which makes
the close packing of parallel conductor s possible.
JDC is an industry standard arrange ment for jumper
assemblies used in digital systems, both a t t he
breadboard and fin ished product stage. You will fi nd
literally hundreds of cable and jumpe r arrangments
advertised in the catalogs for virtually every application. T ypically, the pins of the end connectors in

Pin 1

0

rn_s~~~~~~~~~-LJ

·?'

Q~V-0-d~_s>_»_»_;;/_:__,·

TURNING THE APPLE INTO A DIGITAL LOGIC TRAINER
Turning the Apple into a logic traine r involves
a few inexpensive hardwa re items by which to ex-
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Pin 1

Fig. 2-7. Jumper cable and solderless breadboard.

the IDC standard, be they DIP plugs or some other
type , are spaced one-tenth inch apart. (Pin 1 on the
plug is indicated by the litt le dot in Fig. 2-7 A).
This 0.1 inch standard is fo llowed in many o f
the solderless breadboards commonly available ,
one of which is shown in Fig. 2-7B. The socke t
ho les on these prototype boards are also on 0.1 inch
centers and readily accept IC DIP packages and
plugs as we ll as s ingle wires. The DIP devices and
connectors s imply stradd le the center channe l in
the breadboard. Since each row of five socket ho les
on e ithe r side of the channel are connected in common, you have fou r re maining holes on the side o f
each pin available for connections.
T o keep matters simple, we will be using a
widely available dual-ended 16-conductor jumpe r,
manufactured by A P Products, and a particular
breadboard s trip, the Experimenter 300 manufact ure d by Global Specialties. The breadboard was
chose n because of cost and availabi lity, but more
specifically fo r its expandability: there are interlocking lips on all fou r sides of the unit which make
the addition of extra units literally a snap.
These items can be obtained from mos t any
e lectronics parts distributor, e ither locally o r by
mai l order. I've listed the cheapest sources I could
find for t hese items:

0 The 3 foot, 16-conductor ribbon jumper
cable can be obtained from
J ameco Electronics
1355 Shoreway Road
Belmont, CA 94002
PHONE: 415-592-8097
Part # DJ16-3- 16 $3.59
in 1983 catalog, page 25.
Jade, Digi-Key, Acti ve Electronics and A P
Products are othe r sources.

0 The solderless socket strip, or experimente r's protoboard is available from any Radio
Shack outlet as well as through mail orde r.
Rad io Shack carries t he Experimenter 300
protoboard under Part # RS 276-17 4 for $11. 95.

0 The miniature phono plug is also ava ilable
from Radi o Shack unde r Part # RS 274-286@ 2 fo r
$1. 29.
If you want to purchase one of the game port
expanders (see Creative Computing, Sept. 82 for a
comprehens ive review), you will have t he added
flexibility that several exte rnalized game sockets
afford. They typically run from about $20 up to $50
for t he more e laborate versions. However, you will
still need the DIP jumper, breadboard and phono

I I 11 1 I
Peripheral 1/0 slots

Apple main board

Fig. 2-8. Connecting the game socket on the main board to the solderless breadboard strip using the jumper c able. Make sure
pin 1 lines up as shown at either end.
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plug listed above for the experiments in this book.
So unless you have the urge to play games at a
moment's notice, t hese expande rs are not necessary for our purposes.
Now, fo llow these steps closely. Figure 2-8
shows how the ribbon jumper is connected. With
the cove r off, you can locate the game socket at the
upper right-hand corner of the App le main board.
Note that pin one of the game socket is at the lower
right co rner of the socket as you look down from the
front of the machine. When you insert t he DIP plug
at one end of the jumpe r, Take care that pin #1 of
t h is plug is aligned with pin 1 of the game
socket! A half twist in the cable will be necessary
to align pin 1 as indicated in the figure.
Now lead the jumper out of the back pane l slot
o f the Apple (or through a panel cutout in Apple Ile)
and replace the cover. Plug the other end of the
ribbon cable into one end of the breadboard strip as
shown in Fig. 2-8. This time the 1 pin of the DIP
plug will be oriented to the upper left, with the plug
straddling the center channel of the breadboard, as
illustrated.
Finally, take a 21/2 to 3 foot length of solid 20
gauge hookup wire and strip about l/2 inch of insulation off each end. Unscrew the phono plug cap. Pass
one bare end of the wire through the tip of t he lug
hole (or wrap the bare end if there is no hole) and
solder it as shown in Fig. 2-9. Crimp the lug teeth
around the insulati on and screw t he cap back on.
The n plug the phono plug into the cassette input
jack at the back of the App le. You can put the ot her
bare end of the lead wire into an e mpty hole on t he
solderless protoboard if you desire .

The Breadboard-In-Software Program
Every logic trainer has to fulfill the following
basic function s:

D Send digital s ignals to a device or circuit
under examination.
D Receive signals from the circuit.
D Display those s ignals.
The conventional, stand-alone logic trainer
has s lide or toggle switches to send highs or lows to
the circuit. These inputs to the circuit or device are
indicated by the physical position of the switches.
Light emitting diodes (LEDs) usually S'e rve as indicators for the circuit outputs . The o nly way of recording the various states of inputs to and outputs
from the circuit is by paper and pencil. One must be
sure that the right switch position and the ri ght
LED condition correspond to the right column of
data you are writing on. This method of keeping
track of experiments can be rather laborious to say
the least. It can take a bit of the fun out of working
with the hardware.
In the compute r-based t rainer, th ings are
much e as ier. T he keyboard digits rep lace the toggle switches, and the tv or video monitor re places
t he s imple row of LEDs. Wit h a computer gene rated dis play of our experiments, the work of examining device and circuit operation is almost a pleasure when compared to the conventional approach.
Both inputs and outputs are echoed to the screen in
a convenient, easy to read format, one which you
can modify as appropriate. You are able to use
meaningful headings, such as IC pin-outs and signal

Gro und lug

I

/~(~\
Tip

Ground

Tip lug

{,~ 1/2-3 ft(. ). ._ _ --J)1-----,

Teeth

Fig. 2-9. Details of the cassette input jack with attached lead wire.
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Cap

Bare end of 22 ga hookup wire

Table 2-2. The Three Hardware Items Needed to Turn the Apple Into a Digital Logic Trainer.

D IP Jumper

Solderless Breadboard

Miniature Phono Plug

A three foot, 16-conductor ribbon cable with
16-pin DIP plugs at either end. Used to
externalize the game port signals.
A P Products 9241 16·36
Usually, a rectangular plastic object with many
small socket holes or " tie points" for the
connection of wires and components. Cheap and
reusable. A boon to the experimenter and
circuit designer. Global Specialties:
Experimentor-600
Used to input signals into the " fourth
pushbutton" line, the cassette input.
Any local or mail order store.

names, both as an aid in double checking the wiring,
and in interpre ting the final resul ts . In fact, you will
be able to generate a table of results and print them
out for a permanent record of your experiments.
All of these featu res are provided by the
Breadboard-In-Software utility program, and are
furt her outlined in Table 2-2. Each is explored in
de tail in Experiment 1 at the end of this chapter. As
you begin using BOIS, you wi ll discover that it has
something of the feel of a simple video game, or
more accurately of a s imple spreadsheet program.
BOIS, the brain of the trainer, is written
mos tly in Applesoft BASIC as you can see from

Listing 2-1. A short Keyread machine-language
s ubroutine is also necessary to monitor keyboard
input and to aid in continual updating of the display.
This is given in Listing 2-2. I'll talk about entering
t he listings in a moment.
BDIS was written in a structured manner.
Most of t he code is devoted to parsing using input,
formatting the display, reconfiguring the display,
and enable printout. Only three lines of code are
actually devoted to toggling the annunciator outputs
and reading the pushbutton inputs. The program
will run on any standard Apple: the II with A/S
(Applesoft) in ROM, on a II +, and on a Ile in the

Table 2-3. The Main Features of the Breadboard-In-Software (BOIS, C. 1984).

Four Line Heading
Tabular Display
Automatic Line Numbering
Commands

Compatibility

Number Keys
Return
Ctrl·H
Ctrl·R
Ctrl·P
Ctrl·O
"S"

Two are user definable for meaningful signal
names, pin-out designation s, etc.
Up to four inputs and four outputs displayed to
the screen. Format can be reconfigured by the
user.
Each entry line is numbered. This feature is
especially convenient when studying such devices
as counters and encoders. ·
· for toggling the annunciators on and off.
- to generate a new entry line and "truth tables".
• to clear the screen (HOME).
· to reconfigure the screen display (see Experiment 1).
· to "dump" the screen display to a printer.
• to quit BOIS.
· to trigger the utility strobe, pin 5
Apple II with Applesoft in ROM, II+ or li e.
Apple lie owners should have the 80 column card
turned off before running the program.
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10
15
20

REM ************************
REM BREADBOARD IN SOFTWARE
BOIS - VERSION 1. 1
REM
25
REM
COPYRIGHT 1984
30 REM
CHARLE& ENGELSH ER
REM ************************
36 REM
37 REM
40 PRINT CHR$ <12>; CHR$ <21>: REM CTRL-L&U TO HOME AND DEACTIVATE 80
COL CARD ON J [E.
50 POKE 33 , 40: REM IN CASE YOU'VE BEEN EDITING WITH POKE 33,33.
60 PRINT CHR$ <4>;"BLOAD READKEY,A$300"
100 REM
101 REM))))))))
MAIN
((((((((
102 REM
105 HOME : VTAB 10: HTAB 9: PRINT "BREADBOARD IN SOFTWARE"
110 GOSUB 1010: GOSUB 1200: REM
INITIALIZE & PRINT HEADINGS .
120 VTAB 5: GOSUB 5015: REM NEXTLINE
200 CALL 768 : KY = PEEK <6> :TS = SW: REM READ KEYBOARD & STORE PRIOR SW
VALUE.
205 IF KY = 0 THEN GOSUB 3010 : GOSUB 4020: GOTO 200 : REM CONTINUE UPDA
TING PUSHBUTTON DISPLAY UNTIL A KEY IS PRESSED.
210 SW = KY - 48: IF <SW = > 0) AND <SW C = NAN> THEN GOSUB 2010 : GOSUB
3010: GOSUB 4010 : GOTO 200: REM I F SW VALUE IS LEGAL.
215 SW = TS: REM IF NOT, RESTORE PRIOR (LEGAL> SW VALUE.
220 IF KY
13 THEN GOSUB 5010: GOTO 200: REM 'CR' ... NEXTLINE
230 IF KY= 17 THEN GOTO 900: REM QA.. . QUIT
240 IF KY= 8 THEN HOME : VTAB 5: GOSUB 5015: GOTO 200 : REM HA.. 'HOME'
, IE CLEAR SCRN.
IF KY
18 THEN HOME : GOTO 6010: REM RA. . . RECONFIGURE
250
260 IF KY = 16 THEN GOSUB 7 010: GOTO 200: REM PA.. PRINT SCRN
300 FOR I= 1 TO 10:X = PEEK < - 16336>: NEXT : GOTO 200 : REM ... KEYPR
ESS ERROR SOUND
800 REM . . . .. ONERR HANDLER .. ...
PEEK <222> : REM LINE# & ER
810 X = PEEK (218> + PEEK <219) * 256:Y
R CODE
820 PRINT "ERRCODE=";Y;"---LN#=";X
830 GOTO 900
900 POKE 34,0: POKE 35 ,24 : END
1000 REM
1001 REM>>>>>> IN1TIALIZE <<<<<<
101212 REM
1010 IN$ = "0" : KY = 48 : SW = 0 : LB = 2 : LN = 0 : REM INPUT/LABL/LN# VARS
11211 5 POKE - 16368 ,0: REM CLEAR KYBD STR $C010 FOR READKEY.
1020 ABA = 49240:PBA = 49249: REM BASE ADDRS OF ANN & PB.
1030 DIM LAN<3,1>,LPBC3>,VAN(3),VPB<3> : REM LOCATIONS & VALUES.
1040 DIM TITLE$( 3) , IHEA0$(3,3l,OHEA0$(3, 3 l,TEMP$(7): REM
HEADING ARRA
YS.
1050 NAN = 3 :NPB = 3:BL$
" : DSH$ = " REM# OF COLUMNS & DUMMMY $ 'S
11

:

1060

DIM SCREEN<23,38>: REM IS USED ALONG WITH V, H & B IN PRINT SCREEN7000 .
1100 FDR I = 0 TO 3 : FOR J = 0 TO 1:LAN<I,J) = ABA:ABA = ABA + 1: NEX T
J, I
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FOR I = 0 TO 2 : LPB<I> = PBA + I: NEXT I :LPB C3l = 49248 : REM CASS . I
N = 4TH PB
1120 FOR I
0 TO 38 : BL$ =BL$+ " " :DSH$ = DSH$ + " - " : NEXT I
1130 FOR I
0 TO 3: READ TITLE$Cl l
1140 FOR J
0 TO 3: READ IHEAD$Cl,J) :L =LEN CIHEAD$Cl ,Jll :I F L
2 THEN
I HEAD$ ( I, J >
" " + I HEAD$ <I, J >
1145 IF L = 1 THEN IHEAD$Cl,J) =" "+ IHEAD$CI,Jl + " "
1150 NEXT J : REM ABOVE IS FOR CENTERING/JUSTIFICATION.
1 155 FOR J = 0 TO 3 : READ OHEAD$Cl,J) :L= LEN COHEAD$ CI,J>>: IF L
2 THEN
OHEAD$ <I , J > = " " + OHEAD$ ( I , J >
1160 IF L = 1 THEN OHEAD$ <I, J > = " " + OHEAD$ <I, J) + " "
1165 NEXT J ·, I
1170 VTAB 24: HTAB ' l: INVERSE : PRINT "COMMANDS";: NORMAL
1175 PRINT " •• ' S' .. RTN •. H'" •• R"' •• P"' •• Q "' •• ";
1180 POKE 35, 23 : HOME : RE TURN
1200 REM
1201 REM >>>>>> PRINT HEADINGS <<<<<<
1210 FOR I= 0 TO 3: VTAB CI+ 1): HTAB 1: CALL - 868: PRI NT TITLE$ Cll
; ":"; : REM
- 868=CLEOL .
1230 FOR J
NAN TO 0 STEP - 1 : PRINT" " ;IHEAD$ Cl ,J >; : NE XT J : PRINT
1110

......
. '

NPB TO 0 STEP - 1: PRINT" ";OHEAD$CI,J > ;: NEXT J
1240 FOR J
1250 NEXT I : PRINT : CALL - 868
1260 PRINT LEFT$ <DSH$, <NAN + NPB + 2> * 4 + 7>
1270 VTAB 6 : HTAB 1: POKE 34 1 5: RETURN
2000 REM
200 1 REM >>>> TOGGLE ANNUNCIATO R <<<<
2002 REM
2010 VANCSW> = NOT VANCSW >: REM TOGGLES VALUE
2020 POKE LAN<SW 1 VAN<SWll 1 0 : REM SETS LS253
2030 RETURN
3000 REM
3001 REM )))) READ PUSHBUTTONS <<<<
3002 REM
3010 FOR I= 0 TO 2 : VPB<I> = PEEK CLPB<I >> > 127 : NEXT :VPBC3)
PEEK
<L PB(3))
128: REM CASSETTE INPUT INVERTS SIGNAL.
3020 RETURN
4000 REM
4001 REM>>> >> >> > DIS PLAY
<<<<<<<<
4002 REM
4 010 HTAB (9 + 4 * <NAN - SW>>: PRINT VANCSWl ;: REM DISPLAY ONE ANN.
4020 FOR I = NPB TD 0 STEP - 1 : REM DISPLAY ALL PB'S.
4030 HTAB (14 + 4 * <NAN+ NPB - I>>: PRINT VPB<I>;: NE XT I
4040 HTAB <8 + 4 * <NAN - TS>> : PRINT CHR$ <32 > ;: REM ERASE CURSOR FRO
M LAST POSIT.
4045 HTAB (8 + 4 * <NAN - SW >> : FLASH : PRI NT CHR$ (32) ;: NORMAL : REM
PLACE IT AT NEW POSITION <MAY BE UNCHANGED>.
4050 RETURN
5000 REM
5 001 REM >>> >>> >> NEXTLINE <<<< <<<<
5002 REM
5 010 HTAB <8 + 4 * <NAN - SW>> : PRINT CHR$ C32l ;: REM ERASE CURSOR , REA
D CURRENT LINE POSITION .
5015 X = PEEK <3 7> : REM CURRENT LN#.
502 0 IF X < 21 THEN LN = X - 4
5 030 IF X > 20 THEN LN = LN + 1
5040 IF LN > 999 THEN LN = 0
5 0 5 0 HTAB 40 : PRINT : HTAB <3 - CLN ) 9) - <LN l 99 ) ) : PRINT LN ;
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5060 FOR I = 0 TO NAN:VAN<Il = 0 : POKE LAN<I,0 l ,0: HTAB <'3 + 4 * Il : PRINT
"0"; : NEXT I: PR INT" :";: REM SET ANN ' S=0 & PRINT.
5070 SW= 0: GOSUB 3010: GOSUB 4020 : REM POSITION CURSOR,READ&DISPLAY PB

,s

5080
6000
6001
6002
6010

RETURN
REM
REM >>>>>> RECONFIGURE <<<<<<
REM
HOME : HTAB 12: PRINT "RECONFIGURATION": HTAB 17: PRINT "MENU" : PRINT

6020
6030
6035
6040
6045
6050
6060
6065

PRINT "A •.• CHANGE #OF COLUMNS "
PRINT "B ... REASSIGN LABELS "
PRINT "C ..• RETURN TO MAIN <BREADBOARD>"
PRINT : PRINT : FLASH : PRINT "> l > > > ";: NORMAL
GET IN$
IF IN$
"A" THEN GOTO 6100
IF IN$ = "B" THEN GOTO 6200
IF IN$ = "C" THEN HOME
GOSUB 1210: VTAB 5: GOSUB 5015:X
FRE
<0 l : GOTO 200
6070 FOR I= 1 TO 10:X
PEEK < - 16336 ) : NEXT: GOTO 6010
60'3'3 REM ..... CHANGE# OF COLUMNS .•.....
6100 HOME : PRINT "HOW MANY DEVICE INPUTS (#ANN> AND": PRINT "OUTPUT (#
PB> COLUMNS DESIRED?": PRINT : PRINT
6110 INPUT "#ANN<1T04>, #PB<1T04> ";NAN,NPB
61 2 0 IF NAN < 1 OR NAN > 4 OR NPB < 1 OR NPB > 4 THEN CALL - 1051: CALL
- 1051: GOTO 6100
6130 NAN= NAN - l : NPB = NPB - 1
6140 GOSUB 1210: GOTO 6010 : REM PRINT HEADINGS & RETURN TO RECONFIG. ME
NU .
61'3'3 REM ....... REASSIGN LABELS . ... .•...
6200 NAN = 3 :NPB = 3: GOSUB 1210: REM FULL WIDTH HEADINGS.
6210 HOME : PRINT : PRINT "REASSIGN LABLl OR LABL2 (1 OR 2) ? ": PRINT "(
PRESS SPACE BAR TO RETURN TO MENU>": FLASH: PRINT ">>>>>>";: NORMAL
6230
6235
6240

GET IN$:KY
ASC <IN$) - 48:LB
KY+ 1: HOME
I F IN$ = " " THEN GOTO 6010
IF KY < 1 OR KY > 2 THEN CALL - 1051: CALL - 1051: HOME
GOTO
62 10
6250 INVERSE
PRINT " LABL" ; KY ;: NORMAL : HTAB 7: INPUT " >";IN$
6 260 IN$ = "'': FOR I= 167 1 TO 1702 :IN$ = IN$+ CHR$ C PEEK CI>>: NEXT
I: REM
READ LINE 6 .
6280 FOR I = 0 TO 7:TEMP$CI > = MID$ CIN$,4 * I + 1 + CI> 3> , 3 >: NEXT
62'30

HOME : HTAB 7 : FOR I = 0 TO 3: PRINT " ";TEMP$ <Il ;: NE XT I: PRINT

. '

II,. 11,.

6300
6310
6320
6330
63 40
6400
6410
7000
700 1
7 002
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FOR I = 4 TO 7 : PRINT " "; TEMP$ CI> ; : NEXT I: PRINT : FLASH : PRINT
DSH$ : NORMAL : PR I NT
PRINT "PRESS <Y >ES TO REASSIGN ABOVE TEXT TO": PRINT "LABL";KY
PRINT "PRESS ANY OTHER KEY TO ABORT THE": PRINT "REASSIGNMENT . "
GET IN$ : IF IN$ = "Y" THEN GOTO 6400
HOME : VTAB 6 : HTAB 8: PRINT "REASSIGNMENT CANCELLED ": FOR I = 1 TO
1000: NEXT I: GO TO 6010
FOR I = 0 TO 3 :I HEAD$(LB, I> = TEMP$(3 - Il : OHEAD$CLB, I > = TEMP$C7 I l : NEXT I
GOSUB 1210: GOTO 6010 : REM PRINT HEADINGS / RETURN TO MENU
REM
REM ))))))
PRINT SCREEN
<<<<<<
REM

7010 V = PEEK C37l + 1:H = PEEK (36) + 1: REM SAVE CURSOR POSIT.
7020 FOR I = 1 TO V: VTAB I: CALL - 990 : 8 = PEEK (40) + 256 * PEEK
41): FOR J = 0 TO 38 :SCRE EN <I ,J l = PEEK CB+ J) : NEXT J, I
7030 PRINT CHR$ <13); CHR$ <4>; "PR#1"
7035 PRINT CHR$ (g); "2121L"
7037 PRINT CHR$ (9) ; "8121N"
704121 FOR I = 1 TO V: FOR J
0 TO 38 : PRINT CHR$ CSCREEN<I ,Jl l ;: NEXT
J: PRINT : NEX T I
7 05121 PRI NT CHR$ ( 4 ) ; "PR# 0"
7060 VTAB V: HTAB H: RETURN
9000 DATA
GPSIG,AN0,AN1,AN2,AN3,PB121,PB1,PB2,PB3
9010 DATA GPIN#, 15, 14 , 13 , 12,2,3,4,CS
9020 DATA
LABLl,A,B,C,D,W, X,Y,Z
9 030 DATA
LABL2,0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3
Listing 2-1 . The bulk of the BREADBOARD IN SOFTWARE (BO IS) program is in Applesoft. It is best to type ii in exactly as it
appears.

*PR#0
: ASM

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

0300:
0303 :
0306:
0308 :
030A:
030C:

AD
80
cg
F0
cg
g0

00 C0
10 C0
03
0A
80
18

030E: Eg 80
0310: 85 06
0312 : B0 16
0314 :
0317 :
031g:
0318:
031E :
031F :
0322:
0323:
0324 :
0326 :
0328:
032A :

AD
A2
A0
AD
g9
20
88
CA
00
A9
85
60

40 C0
04
19
30 C0
A8 FC
F5
00
06

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

*********************************
*
*
READKEY
*
*
FOR BO I S
*I
*
*
*
*********************************
$C000
$C010
$C030
$C040
$FCA8

KEY
CLRKEY
SPKR
UTLSTB
WAIT
ORG

$300

LOA
STA
CMP
BEQ
CMP
BCC

KEY
CLRKEY
#$03
UT I LOUT
#$80
NOTPRSD

SBC
STA
BCS

#$80
$06
EXIT

;YES . CONV TO POS . ASCII .
;VAR.
KY
FOR BOIS.
;CARRY REMAINS SET IF A
KEY WAS PRESSED.

LOA
LOX
LOY
LOA
TVA
JSR
DEY
DEX
BNE
LOA
STA
RTS

UTLSTB
#4
#25
SPKR

;MUST READ NOT WRITE.

*
UT I LOUT
SOUND

NOTPRSD
EXIT

;RESET BIT 7 OF KEY.
;NEG ASCII FOR 'S'.
;KEYPRESS?
;NO .
11

11

;SOUND FOR UTILITY STROBE .

WAIT
SOUND
#0
$06

;CODE FOR NO KEYPRS.
;KY VARIABLE.
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--End assernbl y -43 b ytes
Errc•rs: 0
Listing 2-2. The small READKEY machine language program should be BSAVED to disk with the command BSAVE
READKEY. A$300. L$100. Use an assembler with this listing.

forty column mode. Line 40 was included for the
Apple 11e versions.
If you examine the BOIS program BASIC listing, you'll note that it has several sections: main,
initiali ze, print screen headings, toggle a nnunciator, re ad pushbuttons, update screen display,
nextline, reconfigure, and print screen. By reading
through the program, you should get some sense of
the ove rall logic be hi nd it. Comments have been
include d in the form of REM statements whe re
appropriate.
An obvious question arises. Since t he BDIS
program is predominantly BASIC, is it fast enough?
The answer is yes . As presented here, BOIS has all
the essential functions that you wou ld demand of a
logic trainer, and it responds promptly. However, if
you need simultaneous updating and display of a
few doze n inputs while complex keyboard commands are parsed and executed, then you would
have to graduate to a machine language program.
Require ments of t his sort however are in the more
sophisticated realm of commercial logic testers,
not digital traine rs.

Entering BOIS
When entering the Applesoft portion BDIS
from Listing 2-1 be sure to follow the code line by
line . Do not change li ne numbe rs. Ente r each line
and its associate d command(s) exactly as the listing
indicates. You may also be tempted to omit the
REM state ments, believing that speed of execution
w ill be not iceabl y improved. Don't, because it won't.
The reason for these cautions is s imple. If
you've made an e rror in entry, it is a lot easier to
find your mistakes from an exact (or nearly exact)
listing by comparing it to Listing 2-1. Also, you may
want to examine the program later from a printout
of BOIS, if you have a printe r. Having the complete
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program in front of you, on which to make note s and
otherwise mark up, is more convenient.
PRI NTER NOTE: The sc r een dump to
printer rout ine (7000 Block in BDIS), is written with the assumption that your printe r card
is in s lot 1. Change Li ne 7030 as appropriate if
your card is in a diffe re nt slot. Line 7035 is an
instruction to the commonly used Grappler
Card (O range Micro Inc.) to set the left margin
to column 20. Use the command appropriate
for your printe r card. If you do not have a
printer card, a screen dump command (Ctrl-P)
will cause the computer to lock up. Reset the
computer to continue.
Whe n you have fin ished typing in BDIS, save it
to an ini tiali zed diskette. You can make BDIS the
program wh ich first runs when the disk is booted
from a cold start. Such a program is called the Hello
program. Follow the instructions in the DOS manual on t he use of the Master Create program. This
program is on the system maste r disk, and will
make BDIS (or any othe r specified program) the
one to run on boot up. Thus, you'll have BDIS up
when you turn on the Apple, assuming you have an
Apple II plus or lie.

Entering Readkey
You can en ter the machine language input
routine, Readkey, b y one of three methods:

D By means of a commercial assemble r.
D By the Mini-Assembler which is part of the
Apple II and lie monitor ROM.
D By direct entry using the monitor, something possible with all Apples, regardless of version
or type of machine.

If you have a full-blown commercial assemble r

program (e.g .. Lisa, Big Mac, to name two among
many), you can utilize t he assembler listing given in
Listing 2-2.

0300030303060308030A030C030E0310031203140317031'3031B031E031F03220323032403260328032A-

AD
80
C'3
F0
C'3
'30
E'3
85
B0
AD
A2
A0
AD
'38
20
88
CA
D0
A'3
85
60

00
10
03
0A
80
18
80
06
16
40
04
1 '3
30

C0
C0

C0
C0

A8 FC
F5
00
06

LOA
STA
CMP
BEQ
CMP
BCC
SBC
STA
BCS
LOA
LDX
LDY
LDA
TVA
JSR
DEY
DEX
BNE
LDA
STA
RTS

machine. See pages 49-51 in the Apple II Reference
Manual, or pages 110-114 in the Ile Manual.
You can, if you desire, di rectly enter t he code
for Readkey by invoking the Monito r (Call-151 from
BASIC), and typing in the two digit hex numbers as
given in Listing 2-4. Pages 48-49, and pages 107108 in the II and Ile Manuals provide deta ils on
direct Monitor entry of mach ine code.

$C000
$C010
#$03
$0314
#$80
$0326
#$80
$06
$032A
$C04IZI
#$04
#$1'3
$C030

Figure 2-10 and T able 2-4 provide a concise
s ummary of the rest of the logic lab. As a convenience, the individual digi tal I Cs to be used in the first
set of IC experiments in Chapter 3 are included in
Table 2-4. Mail order suppliers of chips, tools, and
equipment are given in Table 2-5.
Briefly stated, you will need t he following
items to complete your logic lab:

$FCA8

ing.

$031B
#$00
$06

D An IC tool to safely insert and remove t hem
from the breadboard.
0 An inexpensive vo ltmeter to observe the ir
output pin voltages, as well as for other rout ine
measure ments.
D A TTL data manual.

THE REST OF THE LOGIC LAB

D Several IC chi ps with which to start work-

Listing 2-3. The READKEY program for use with the Apple

IC Devices and Tools

Mini-Assembler.

The fi ve low power Schottky (LSTTL) chips
listed in Table 2-4 are not, of course, all you will
require for the experiments in this book. However,
they will see you through the next two chapters; no
othe r compone nts are necessary until Chapte r 5 .
Othe r components needed fo r later experiments
are listed in the Materials section at the beginning
of each experiment.
Note that in Fig. 2-lOA, pin 1 on a typica l DIP
IC package is indicated by a dot or notch at one end.
If a notch alone is used as a marker, pin 1 is at the
top left comer with t he device orie nted as shown.
As you would expect, t he pins are on 0. 1 inch
centers, which is the same as the breadboard hole
spacing.
The end view in Fig. 2-lOA illustrates how the
pins flare out on unused chips. It is necessary to

If your Apple has the Mini-Assembler (standard on Ils and I/es), then use the listing in Listing
2-3. The use of the Mini- Assemble r is de taile d in
the Apple Reference Manual t hat came with yo ur

0300- AD
0308- F0
0310- 85
0318- 04
0320- A8
0328- 85

00
0A
06
A0
FC
06

C0 8D
80
16
AD
CA

cg
B0
19
88
60

10
'30
AD
30
00

C0
18
40
C0

C'3
E'3
C0
'38
F5 A'3

03
80
A2
2121

00

Listing 2·4. The READKEY program for entering directly via
the monitor.
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0

Pin 1

End-pins flared

End-pins parallel

Top view

Pin straightener

Extractor or puller

Insertion tool

Fig. 2-10. Other components needed to complete the logic laboratory: LSTTL chips, IC tools, VOM or DMM, and TTL data
manual.

make them parallel or nearly so, as shown, before socket, with pins parallel. Both items should be
attempting to insert them into a socket or bread- obtained. Radio Shack markets a package which
board. A means of safely extracting the device is contains both extractor and inse rtion tool at a very
also needed. Bending the pins by turning the chip on reasonable price. By the way, the pin straightener
each side in t urn and exerting downward pressure is on the inserter is for pins bent too far inwards.
one way to make them parallel. The chip can later
be removed by prying each end gently out of its Voltmeter
position. Occasionally, you wi ll ruin a chip by snapA voltmeter is an essential tool on any e lecping off a pin if you apply these methods with any tronics workbench. The least expensive of these
regularity.
are known as VOMs. These are little hand-held
A better way is to use the tools specifically units with a panel meter and a selector switch for
designed for insertion and extraction, as shown in measuring ac and de voltage, resistance and someFig. 2-lOB. The extractor or JC puller is basically a times current, depe nding on the model. They can
pair of thin metal tongs with small teeth at the end be had for as little as $15 to $20 and are sufficient for
for grabbing on to the IC. The insertion tool allows our needs.
you to pick up the chip ~nd safely push it into the
More expensive digital vo ltmeters (DVMs) or
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Table 2-4. The Other Major Elements of the Digital Desktop l aboratory.

Items

Description

Low Power Schottky •
Integrated Circuits

1-74LSOO
1-74LS02
1-74LS04
1-74LS08
1-74LS32

IC Tools

IC Extraction Tool
IC Insertion Tool

Voltmeter••

KRISTA 30B-150
DVM
$54.95
B&K Precision 2845
DVM
$79.95
(full featured)
RADIO SHACK
DVM 22-197 $59 .95
or
VOM 22-201 $19.95
The TTL DATA BOOK
for Design Engineers

TTL Data Manual

2 Input Quad NANO
2 Input Quad NOR
Hex Inverter NOT
2 Input Quad AND
2 Input Quad OR

TTL DATA BOOK

TTL LOGIC DATA
MANUAL

Sources
Any of these items
may be obtained from
mail order firms or
from local stores
such as Radio Shack.
See Table 2-5
OK Machine and Tool:
Part #s EX-1 and INS-1416
or
both from Radio Shack:
Cat. # 276-1 574
EPS Box 5356 Berkeley CA 97405
800-227-0104
FORDHAM 260 Motor Parkway
Hauppauge. NY 11788
800-645-9518
Any local outlet

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
Box 225012
Dallas. TX 75265
214-995-6531
FAIRCHILD INSTRUMENT CORP.
464 Ellis Street
Mountain View, CA 94042
41 5-962-5011
SIGNETICS CORP.
Box 409
Sunnyvale. CA 94086
408-739-7700

Discrete Components These are listed in the individual experiments. For the early experiments, only a few Y2 or Y4 watt resistors are needed, in the
330 to 1000 ohm range. An assortment pack (RADIO SHACK) o f 100 resistors will fulfill most needs nicely.
• Important ! ! Do not use standard TTL. as these use several-fold more power than low power Schottky devices. Make sure you are buying LSTTL.
•• Prices on the DVMs and VOM are current as of this writing. There are many retail and mail order sources available, so shop around.
I'\)

co

Table 2-5. Additional Suppliers of Parts, Tools and Equipment.

Albia Electronics
P.O. Box 1833
New Haven, Conn. 06508
Phone: 1-800-243-6953

Carries a line of affordable
test equipment, and prototyping boards.

Active Electronics
133 Flanders Rd.
Westborough. Mass. 01581
Phone : 1-800-343-0874

Good source of digital and analog ICs.
Wide variety of LSTIL chips. and
discrete components. Prototyping and
test equip. also.

Global Specialties
P.O. Box 1942
New Haven. Conn. 06509
Phone: 1-800-243-6077

Another good source of reliable but
inexpensive test equip. and prototyping
boards.

Jade Computer Products
4901 W. Rosecrans Ave.
Hawthorne, Calif. 90250
Phone: 1-800-421-5500

Large mail order electronics firm .

OK Machine and Tool Corporation
3455 Conner St.
Bronx. New York 10475
Phone: 212-994-6600

Jumpers, proto boards, and wire wrap
tools and supplies.

digital multimeters (DMMs) are an alternative.
(DVM and DMM are synonymous.) The problem
with VOMs is that they load or draw significant
current from the circuit or device being measured.
Just how significant this loading effect is depends on
the resistance of the circuit and the range being
measured. T he net effect of this loading is a somewhat inaccurate reading. This problem is resolved
by high input impedance instruments whose resistance is so high that they draw almost zero current
from the circuit being tested. Their input resistance
or impedance is on t he order of seve ral million
ohms. They draw as little as a microamp or less in
low vo ltage measurements. DVMs are therefore
highly sensitive and quite accurate. Modem DVMs
feature a digital readout, quick response, multiple
functions, and sometimes autoranging.
A 20, 000 ohms-per-volt VOM will be adequate
here. If you can afford a bit more, I suggest a digita l
voltmeter. As you can see from Table 2-4, some
models are in the $50 to $70 dollar range. The extra
expenditure is worth it as a DVM will give you more
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accurate results with greater convenience and provide years of trouble free service.

TTL Data Manual
The last item on the list is a TTL data manual.
These books contain all the technical information
that you would ever need (or want) to know about
the TTL !Cs from a given manufacturer. At least
one such manual is essential. You will consult it
often to verify numeric designations, pin-outs, logic
functions, power consumption and other characteristics. Manuals from Texas Instruments, Signeti cs and Fairch ild Semiconductor are recomme nded, as listed in Table 2-4. You should seriously consider Texas Instruments' TTL Data Manual for Design Engineers in its hardcover version as
it wi ll stand up we ll under the heavy use it will
rece ive. The companies mentioned have a wealth of
technica l material, including applications handbooks containing practical advice in using IC devices and designing useful ci rcuits. Most are fairly
libe ral in their distribution policy, especially if you

are a student or a potential user of the ir products.
Sources of this technical li terature, besides
the manufacturers themselves, are as follows:

D M~il order companies.
D Ove r the counte r parts stores, retai l.
D College bookstores, especially those as~ociated with schools offering technical/engineering courses.
D Large bookstores, Barnes and Noble and
B. Dalton in particular.
INTRODUCTION TO THE EXPERIMENTS
All of the experiments in this book fo llow a
regular and fairly conventional format, consisting of
a stated purpose, a list of materials. a detai led
procedure section, and a di sc ussion/summary.
There is generally more hand-holding in the earlie r
experiments, including pictoral schematics of the
breadboard, and detailed de scriptions for hookup of
components and the use of BDIS. This explicitness
is appropriate, even given the relative s implicity of
the materials involved.
There are a few things that you should not do
when hooking up circui ts on the compute r-based
breadboard. Let's take them in order.
Don't short Vee + 5V to ground. This is
obvious . If you do inadvertently and momentarily
short Vee + 5 volts to ground (pins 1 and 8 on the
game connector), the Apple computer's switching
power supply will reset the machine. If this short is
not momentary, the re will be a steady clicking
sound as the power supply recycles its resetting
sequence . Normally, no harm is done in e ither case,
as the power suppl y was designed for just such
mis haps. Merely turn the machine off, check out
where the short is, and resume as usual.
Don't connect any annunciator output to
Vee to ground. Ever. This might resul t in excessive current drain on the annunciator output chips.
In the Apple II and Ile, these chips can be replaced
if damaged. The II/ II+ chip is che ap and available in
any well stocked parts store, while the Iles custom
1/0 chip is much more expensive and must be special ordered. In e ither case, take care to avoid

connecting the annunciator output pins directly to
the + 5 volt or ground lines.
These first two precautions apply to every
version of the Apple. T he next two precautions
apply specifically to the Apple Ile.
On the Apple Ile, do not press the open
Apple or closed Apple functions keys while
BDIS is in operation. This may create a brief
short between + 5 V and ground, resulting in an
automatic reset. Again, no harm done, s imply an
inconvenience.
Also, on the lie, defer any hookups to the
PBO a nd PBl lines until after the Apple is
turned on . Occasionall y, a circui t may source too
much current through these lines when the Apple is
first turned on, again resulting in recycling of the
power suppl y. Wait until the Apple has been turned
on be fore making the connections to pins 6 and 10. If
you do want to ground a PB input for any reason
(such as in the checkout procedure in Experiment
1), do so through a 220 ohm to 1, 000 ohm resistor.
This current li miting pull-down res istor prevents
excessive current flow. The same applies to connecting any PB line to +5 volts (logic high). Use a
curre nt limiting pu ll up resistor in the 220 ohm to
1000 ohm range.
Don't in any way be dismayed by these cautions. If you take care in fo llowing the experimental
instructions, you will not have such minor mishaps.
The precise bas is for a few of these cautions may be
a little obsc ure to you, but fo llow them anyway.
The ir rationale will be clear by the end of the e lectron ics sect ion (Chapters 5-7).

EXPERIMENT 1, SETUP
Purpose
In this section, you will make sure that BDIS
performs as it should, and examine its various features with part icular attention to configuring the
screen di splay. You will observe TTL output
voltages using the vo ltme te r.
Materials
The computer-based trainer (Apple II with
BDIS utility, jumper and so lderless breadboard).
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DVM/VO M
To cassette input jack

j
+5

DVM/VOM
ground probe

Ill It-

v

PBO
PB1
PB2

Test probe

ANO
AN1
AN2
AN3
Plug from
game SKT.
GND

15.
14 ·
13·
12·

Solderless breadboard

Fig. 2-11 . Experiment 1, set up. Refer to the text.

VOM or DMM/ DVM
20 gauge hook up wire a n d w irec ut ters/
strippe rs .
Note: these items will be assumed in all other
expe riments.
One 560 ohm 1/2 or l/i watt resistor (acceptable range from about 220 ohms to about 1000
ohms) .

Procedure
1. With the compute r off and t he jumper plugge d
into one end of the breadboard, as shown in Fig.
2-11, cut two short jumpe r wires each about one
inch long. Strip about l/i inch off each e nd. Insert
one jumper across socket pins 2 and 3, and another
across pins 3 and 4. This is done by simply inse rt ing
the bare e nds of the w ire into one of t he fo ur holes
that line up wi th the corresponding pin, as indicated
by wires A and Bin the figure. You can connect the
bare e nd of the cassette input lead (the fourth
pushbutton) to pin 2 or 3 or 4. (Do not attach the 560
ohm resistor to ground yet).
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2. A lead 4 to 6 inches long , labeled X, should be
pre pared by stripping 1/2 inch or so off the e nds .
Inse rt one end into pin 15 and leave the othe r end
free. This free end, to which you might want to
attach a small alligator clip, provides a point of
contact for the test lead of the vo ltme ter. Likewise,
prepare a similar lead, Y, and attach it to pin 8 to
provide contact with the ground lead of the vo ltmeter.
3. Turn on the computer. Attach one e nd o f t he
current limiting pull-down resisto r to pin 2 or 3 or 4,
and the othe r e nd to ground pin 8. Now all PB inputs
are e ffectively grounded through t his resistor. Run
BOIS (which will boot automatically if you' ve made
it the He llo program) and o bserve the screen. The
four line heading will look like that in T able 2-6,
with only line zero on the display. The top t wo
header lines are for game port s ignal names a nd
the ir corresponding game port pin numbe rs. The
second two lines are user defin able LABLl and
LABL2, to which default values have been assigned
when BOIS is first run. The line at the very bottom

Table 2-6. Truth Table for Experiment 1.

GPSIG: AN3 AN2 AN1 ANIZI : PB3 PB 2 PB1 PB0
......
GPIN# :
12 - 13 14 15: cs 4
3
y
LABL 1:
D
c
B
A :
z
x w
121
0 :
3
2
1
LABL2:
3
2
1
':)

- - ----------- - -------------------- ----0
1
·=......

0

0

0

1
0

1

1

Ill

0

0
0
1

IZI
IZI
1

IZI

0

0

0

1

1

of t he display is a list of the commands, which are from pin 15 through pin 12 and take successive
used for generating e ntry lines, obtaining a print- measure ments. The annunciator outputs will meaout, and so forth. RTN allows you to generate sure in the range of 0. 0 to 0.4 volts, typical of an
anothe r data line on the screen. H " (Ctrl-H) clears unloaded TTL output in a low or binary 0 state .
the screen, like a HOME command. Each will be
illustrated below. R"(Ctrl-R) initiates the reconfig7. Press return to generate entry line, 1 in Table
uration mode, by which the screen display and 2-6. T oggle the annunciators so that they all turn on
headings can be reformatted by the use r. p,... (binary one on the screen) by pressing the num(Ctrl-P) is the screen dump to printer command. bered keys on the keyboard 0 to 3 . The display w ill
Q..... (Ctrl-Q) is to quit or exit to BASIC. The S (the now look like T able 2-6 with lines 0 and 1 only on
let ter S, not t he control character) is for the utility the screen.
strobe off pin 5, something to be discussed in one of
,t he late r expe riments.
8. Measure the annunciator voltages off pins 12
through 15. This time the values w ill be in the 3. 0 to
4. Observe that the four annunciator outputs are
4.0 volt range, typical of a TTL high or binary 1
all zero, as this is the way the program was inistate. Actuall y, something very near 4.0 volts
tialized. The four pushbutton columns should all
should be obtaine d for these unloaded outputs.
read zero, because they are al l connected to
ground.
9. Press return to generate line 2. Note first that
5. If the display headings or the values of the the annunciators have again been set to zero, beannunciators and pushbuttons do not correspond to cause t his is the way BOIS sets up the next line of
t he appearance of T able 2-6, (four heading lines data as you press return. Now, change the pullplus one entry line, line 0) check the hookup and down resistor so that one end is attached to the + 5
the n check the listing ofBOIS. Check such things as volt power supply pin 1, and the other end is conprope r pin orientation and connections first, as this nected to any one of pins 2, 3, or 4. It is not necesis the quickest. Then double-check your e ntry of sar y to turn the computer off when changing this
wire alone. Now a vo ltage high is present on the
BOIS line by line.
four pushbutton inputs to the compute r. Note that
6. Measure the annunciator TTL output voltages this is echoed immediately to the screen display.
using the X lead. Your voltme te r should be in a low 10. Your screen shou ld now look exactly like that
de voltage range (to allow for a 5 volt reading) with in Table 2-6 if you have followed the above steps.
the test lead attached to wire X and the ground lead
attached to the wire labele d Y. Move the X lead 11. If you have a printer, issue a screen dump
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Table 2-7. The Reconfiguration Command.

Type in 2, 1 in response to the prompt " How many
inputs/o utputs? " Re turn to main with the C command. Compare with Table 2-7A. Re peat the process again: Ctrl-R I A / 3 ,2 / C . The results s hould
look like those shown in Table 2-7B.

G
GPS I G: AN l ANIZI: PBIZI
GP I N#:
14 15 : ·::.
LABL1: B
A : w
QI :
IZI
LABL2:
1
I....

- -- ---- ---- -------'0

:

1

Q
GPSIG: AN2 AN1 ANQI : PB1 PBQI
·=;
GPI N#:
13 14 15: ...,7
LABL1 :
c
B
A :
x w
IZI
LABL2 : ·:;
1
IZI :
l.

14. Use the reconfiguration command, control R,
again in orde r the reassign the he adings. T ype B in
response to the me nu, and 2 in response to the
prompt for which labe l. Enter a line of dashes fo llowed by return. The n press Y in response to the
prompt for ass ignment and return to ma in with C.
The sequence of entry in s hort hand fo rm looks like:

I....

Ctrl-R I B I 2 I " ------etc." I Y I C .

I....

--------------------------QI

121

IZ1

l2l

:

1

1

command with control P, to get hard copy of t he
results. Again, as previous ly mentioned, BOIS assumes your printer card is in slot one. If not, change
line 7030's PR#l to correspond to your printe r s lot.
12. Now you can clear the screen with a control H.
Alternative ly, you can restart with a control Q to
quit followed by a run ; this wi ll bring you back to the
screen appearance you started with in step 3 above.
Try both me thods.
13. Use the reconfiguration command, contro l R,
in order to change t he numbe r of columns di splayed. Press Ctrl-R and fo llow the me nu option A.

15. The dis play should look li ke that in Table 2-8.
Note that the continuous das hed li ne is broken up
into triplets of three dashes, each falling unde r the
three-character column labe ls above them. BOIS
re moves anything t yped on t he seams be tween the
columns. Whatever new labels you reassign to the
various columns in e ither or both fields (LABLl
and/or LABL2) are t he refo re limi ted to three
characters. T his will be adequate for pin numbe rs
and s ignal names. If you run off the line during
e ntry, BOIS will again s imply ignore the e xtra
characte rs.
16. One othe r feat ure you may have s tumbled
upon is the repeal or clock function. If you hold a
va lid numbe r key (0-3 if four annunciator input columns are on display) and the re peat key down al the
same time, the corresponding annunciator wi ll
rapidly alte rnate be tween 0 and 1. Try it. Of course,
Apple lie ow ners can s impl y ho ld down the

Table 2-8. Relabeling Example (see st ep 8).

GPSIG : AN3 AN2 ANl ANQI: PB3 PB2 PB l PBIZI
-::.
.:,
GPIN# :
12 13 14 15 :
cs 4
y
LABLl : D
c
B
A
z
x w
LABL2 :
---·

.
.

0 :

I....

1

1

1
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l.

selected key and it will automatically toggle the
annunciato r on and off.

Summary
In this experime nt you have gained some
fami liarit y with the use of BDIS by trying out the
various commands and configuration options:
0 Toggle annunciators with keyboard numbe r keys.
0 Return to generate a new e ntry line for
creation of truth tables, about whic h we will say
more later in the next chapter.
0 Clear table with (Ctrl-H, denoted by HA.
0 Reconfigure display by changing the
number of input or output columns, or by reassigning either or both of the two user headings. This is
denoted by RA. Print to screen with Ctrl-P, denoted
by PA. Quit BDIS with Ctrl-Q, denoted by Q".
Again, we'll deal with the utility strobe later.

In following the above exercise, you have
probably noticed that the shorthand method of describing t he configuration of BDIS in steps 13 and
14 is fair ly simple. We wi ll start us ing this shorthand designation in future experiments unde r the
general set-up portion of the procedure.
You have observed TTL output vo ltage levels
with the voltmeter, and should be more comfortable
with the game socket labels and pin numbers.
If you made ;my mistakes in entry. you also
noticed that BDIS has fairly good e rror trapping at
all levels of user input. Still, if you mess up a tabular
display in later work which you require as hard
copy, use H"ome, Q"uit and run.
Automatic line numbering is also provided.
(What happe ns if you exceed 18 lines?) Play around
with BOIS a bit more if you want; you can't hurt
anything. The n proceed to the next chapte r on basic
logic functions.
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The Six Basic Logic Functions
In this chapte r, we are concerned with the functional characteristics of digital integrated circuits.
Six logic functions will be examined. They have not
been chosen arbitrarily. They are cons idered basic
because all other digital devices, circuits, and systems are constructed from these building blocks. By
handling and studying the chips that incorporate
these functions you will, in a very real sense, be
exposed to digital e lectronics in miniature.
You will learn the basic combinational logic
functions and demonstrate them on the logic trainer
that you have just assembled. You will be introduced to such things as truth tables, logic equations,
schematic symbols, and to the concept of gate
equivalence. Virtually all of the material in the remainder of the book is based at least in part on the
concepts and methods mentioned in this chapter. So
proceed at a comfortable pace in order to fully
understand what follows.
Obtain the low power Schottky ICs and other
components listed in Table 2-4 so that you will be
ready for Experiment 2.

CO MBINATIONAL SSI DEVICES
The small scale integration (SSI) devices
which we will be examining are combinational devices. In Fig. 3-lA and 3-lB, a combinational device is contrasted with a sequential device . The
difference is that the outputs of a combinational
device depend sole ly on the input(s) at any given
moment while the out puts of a sequential device
depend on prior outputs as well as on the current
inputs. The sequential device has a feedback loop of
sorts that carries information about the curre nt
state of the device back into the input side. This
information now becomes part of any new inputs as
they occur and therefore influences the resultant
output. In a sense, sequential logic e lements are
ab le to remember prior conditions.
An example of a s imple combinational device
would be one in which the single output is high or
binary one if both inputs are the same, and low or
binary zero if both inputs are different. A more
complex combinational function would be that of a
decode r that converts binary code (zeroes and
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0
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,

Outputs
t------1[>

~-----'

F eedback

0

Fig. 3-1 . (A) Combinational and (B) sequential functions. (C) Sequential (clock) output.

ones) in to the more familiar decimal. In ne ither
case does it make any difference what the previous
state was. The output will be high or low in the first
example de pe nding upon what the c urre nt slate of
the two inputs. In the case of the binary to decimal
conve rte r or decoder, the decimal output de pe nds
upon the current binary input, not on prior inputs.
A s imple sequential device woul d be a clock or
oscillator; the s ingle o utput alte rnates be twee n
high and low and might produce an output s ignal like
the square wave shown in Fig. 3-lC. In this case,
the output does depend upon what the prior output
was. If it were high, the next output state must be
low after a certain interva l. How quickly the output
alternates between the two states is determined by
circ ui t va lues. An example of a more complex sequential device wou ld be a counter. In a typical
decimal counter, a single input s ignal pulses the
devi ce through a number of states, sometimes in a
repeating cycle. It may count from zero to nine,
incrementing once for each input pulse, going back
to zero after reaching nine, and so on.
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Of course, most practical digital circuits consist of both combinational and sequential elements.
For ins tance, a digital clock counts time in binary,
as you would expect from a digital circuit, but di splays the results in readable form for t he convenie nce of its human owners. It has a seque ntial clock
function as well as combinational decoding circ uitry
for the disp lay.
Seque ntial dev ices are more complex than
combinatio nal devices because of the ir me mory of
and dependence upon prior output states. But the
two types of logic are not fundame ntally all that
different. In the final analys is, sequential devices
consist of nothing more than a number of combinational devices piggybacked together in a circuit.
This is anothe r reason why a know ledge o f SSI
combinational logic is be ing stressed.

The Physical Package
The te rm physical package means more than
just the shape of the digital IC and to the fact that it
may have two paralle l rows of pins (in the case of

DIPs: dual-in-line packages). This is because as an
IC user, you will also be interested in the logic
functions provided in the IC package and in its
particular subfamily and e lectrical characte ristics.
You will also want to know what signals are ass igned to which pins. This information is given, in a
sort of s horthand, in the designation number on the
top of the chip.
A typical DIP IC package is illustrated in Fig.
3-2A. This one is the SN74LS04N hex inverter.
Let me explain the parts of this alphanumeric code,
beginning with the series number.
The hex inverter in Fig. 3-2A is a TTL digi ta l
IC package, and is referred to by part number
SN74LS04N. Many TTL packages begin with this
74 prefix. In fact, the 7400 seri es (74XX) designation is an industry standar d for identifying TTL
integrated circuits. It was originally introduced by
Texas Instruments and was adopted by other IC
manufacturers such as Signetics and Fairchild. 7400
series devices are intended fo r consumer grade
products which, while quite sophisticated, do not

Vee A6 86

AS

have to meet the stringent operating conditions of
certain industrial, research, and mil itary applications. Devices which must satisfy these latter demands are manufactured according to more exacting standards and carry a 5400 series designation
(or 54XX).
The two-le tte r code in the middle of the designation stands for the low power Schottky subfamily
of TTL, with all that this implies in terms of speed,
power, loading characteristics and other electrical
prope r ties. Other subfam ilies with different
tradeoffs among these properties are listed in Fig.
3-2B.
The last two numbers in the des ignation refe r
to the function performed by the logic device. In
this case, 04 refers to s ignal inversion. Each inverte r takes a voltage at the input and reverses its
value . A high input becomes a low output, and
converse ly, a low input becomes a high at the output. That is, a binary zero (0) becomes one (1) and a
binary one is converted into a zero.
Two other Jetter codes should be mentioned.

8

SN

0

74

LS

L:-

04

MFG•_J: J

Procurement code

N

Logic function

Series#
A1

81

A2

82

A3 83 GND

TTL
subfamily

A = 8

54/74
series

C.-----

Pockage aod
material

7404

Standard TTL

74H04 High power ITL
Low power ITL
74S04 Standard Schottky TTL

1------- 74L04

c------

L----...J

74LS04 Low power Schottky TTL
Fig. 3-2. Pin-outs and series numbers are part of the description of the physical package.
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The prefix SN re fer s to the manufacturing and
testing g uide lines fo llowed fo r the parti cul ar
package. SN means that standard criteria have been
used; the JAN prefix refers to military procurement
standards; RSN means that the package was rad iation hardened. Lette r suffixes refer to the shape and
material of the package. For example, N is a plastic
DIP, ] is ceramic, and T is a metal flat-pack.
Mos t consume r grade packages are the standard plastic DIPs and have the prefix SN and the
s uffix N. (These last little details bothe r the heck
out of some people, so I mention them brie fl y to
re lieve the suspense . Pick up any TTL data manual
if you have to know more about prefix, suffixes,
MIL-s pecs and other such matters.)
Finally, note that each package has a pin-out:
the re are assigned pin numbers for inputs, outputs,
power, and ground. In this example, each inverter
has one input and one output pin. Pin 1 is the input
pi n for the first inverter; pin 2 is its output. In the
74LS04, there are s ix inverters per package. With
power and ground pi ns this comes to a total of 14
pins, typical of many SSI chips. Note that all five
subfamilies perfom1 the same logical operation
(signal inve rs ion) and that the pin-outs of any '04
hex inve rte r, whatever the s ubfamily, are also the
same .

The Functional Description
In order to understand what a digital device
actually does, you have to use a variety of descriptive methods. Some forms of re presentation, s uch
as logic eq uations, are short and e legant, but
obscure to the beginne r. Others, such as truth tab/,es, full y detail all the input and output states of the
device , but are more cumbersome to write down.
Other forms of description have their own advantages and drawbacks. All of the descriptive approac hes are require d because they are complementary to one another. The descriptive too ls
that we will use to describe digital devices throughout the book include the following:

0 A semi-schematic of the IC package, like
the one in Fig. 3-2.
0 A schematic symbol of the logic e lement
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itself, of which there may be more than one pe r
package.
D A logic or Boolean equation re lati ng output
s tates to input states. Boolean methods ar e
explained in Chapter 4.
0 A truth table, which also re lates output to
input.
0 A timing or s ignal diagram.
0 A brief verbal state ment about what the
device does.
Again, the LS04 hex inverter will be used to
illustrate the discussion. Figure 3-3 shows the different descriptive methods for the LS04 IC. The six
inverters, all pe rfom1ing the Boolean NOT function, are s hown inside the package in Fig. 3-3A.
This pin-out type of representation has already
been covered.
Figure 3-3B isolates one of the inverters. To
the le ft , input, output, power and ground are
labeled as one would see in a conventional diagram.
Often one sees the label 1/6 LS04 to s ignify how
many devices are being used in a circuit. This
faci litates chip count. To the right, the s implified
schematic symbol is drawn. In a schematic diagram,
it is not unusual to leave out the power and ground
connections.
Figure 3-3C shows the logic equation for the
NOT function. It reads, "output B is the inverse of
input A. " The bar over A indicates logical invers ion. In Boolean equations, input quantities are to
the left and out puts are to the right. As far as
possible, one tries to maintain this le ft to right
convention in drawing the schematic symbols as
we ll. This is not always possible in complex circuits, however.
In the truth table in Fig. 3-3D, the inputs are
again to the left, and the outputs are to the right.
Truth tables are less concise than e quations, but
they spell out each and every possible state of the
device. Each line across the table refe rs to one
unique state of the device. In this case, there are
only two input conditions, A=O and A=l. so there
are only two lines. If there were more inputs, the
number of possible s tates wou ld multiply geometricall y. For example, two inputs would give a total of

74LS04 Hex inverter

Vee +5 V

~ 1/ 6LS04

A= B

Input

Output

A

B

1

Low

High

0

High

Low

Input

Output

A

B

0
1

OR

High 1
Low 0 __
A_ ___.
High 1
Low O

G

8

In a device performing the Boolean NOT function ,
the output is the inverse of the input.

Fig. 3-3. T he black box description is a functional one, supported by logic symbols. Boolean equations, truth tables, timing
diagrams and verbal descriptions.
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four possible states, three inputs eight, four inputs
s ixteen, and so on. The general rule is
Number of Possible States = 2N,
where N is the number of inputs.
In practice, a set of eq uations for a given circuit
is often derived from the state-by-state description
provided in the truth table. The equations are then
manipulated by certain rules into a more s implified
form. Then, a schematic diagram can be drawn from
the equations. T he truth table is often the first step
in des igning a digital circuit. After the circui t has
been constructed it provides a refe rence source
during the de bugging phase. The re lationship between these e lements will be e xplored in depth in
the next chapter.
Another descriptive method is the timing or
signal diagram. This graphic representation of the
inverter func tion is shown in Fig. 3-3E. For the
s impler combinational functions, such diagrams are
usually unnecessary. However, timing diagrams
are extremely useful in analyzing sequential logic
and complex systems whe re precise timing of operations is essential. The process of fetching an address, an instruction and data, and then executing
the command in your computer is a prime example
of such timed, complex operations. System tim ing
diagrams are key elements in the description of
these sequences.
Last, the re is the verbal description in Fig.
3-3F. This is just as important to an understanding
of the s impler devices as the more technical looking
descriptions. You cannot hope to express functions
of a microprocessor in twenty-five words or less, of
course. But you can very accurately describe small
and even medium scale device operation in a few
short sentences. Such verbal statements are usefu l
when you are trying to analyze a digital schematic,
or when you are wri ting down general specifications for a circuit that you may be designing.
TIL Handling Precautions

TTLICs are rugged items. They can to le rate
a fair amount of thermal, electrical and mechanical
(vibrational) abuse because certain safety margins
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have been designed into them. Still, reasonable
care should be taken when connecting them in circuits. The easiest way to understand the practical
precautions is to think of each set of pins - input,
output, power and ground- as having its own dos
and don'ts. Let's consider these three sets of pins
and their associated precautions.
Power and Ground (Fig. 3-4A). Always
identify these pins first. In many 14-pi n SSI
packages, the +5 vo lts is assigned to pin 14, and
ground is assigned to pin 7. In many 16-pin DIPs,
pin 16 is power, and pin 8 is ground. On other 16-pin
DIPs power and ground may be on pin 5 and pin 12
respectively. These assignments are typical, but
never assume a nything about pin-outs: a lways u se a m a nufacture r ' s data manual, de vice data sheet or some other reliable source.
Now that yo u have identified power and
ground, do not confuse them. Don't attach a +5 vo lt
power source to the ground pin, or vice versa.
Otherwise, goodbye chip.
When hooking up the chip in a circuit, do attach
the powe r and ground first. This procedure avo ids
two o ther potential mishaps. You avoid the confusion of power or ground with one of the signal pins,
which is just as bad as crossing power and ground
themselves. You also avoid the problem of inputting
signals to the chip without a power or ground connection. If you input signals without proper power
or grounding, you can destroy the IC very quickly.
By identifying these two pins and attaching
them correctly to the power and ground lines from
the power suppl y (in this case pins 1 and 8 on the
game socket), you wi ll avoid these mixups.
Input Pins. Often, you can connect TTL inputs direct ly to power ( + 5 volts). If in doubt, use a
current li miting resistor, say in the range of 220
ohms to 1, 000 ohms. A 1 Kfl resistor limits the
current flowing into the input to about 5 milliamps
(mA) or less, which is quite acceptable (Fig. 3-4B).
Why would you want to put + 5 volts on a TTL
input anyway? Well, you'll occasionally want to tieup one or more inputs in device or circuit to a logic
high/ binary l. This is a way of dealing with unused
inputs to devices that are not needed on a mu!-

tidevice package. Doing this minimizes noise from
floating, untied lines and improves circuit performance. Tying an input to logic 1 through such a
pull-up , current limiting resistor may also be desirab le from t he standpoint of ci rcuit logic function, as
well.
For simi lar reasons, you may want to put a low
or binary zero on an input li ne, as in Fig. 3-4C. In
this case, it is usually safe to make the connection
without a resistor, because no current is be ing
drawn from the high side o f the power suppl y.
However , in the case of Experiment 1, we used a
resisto r to pull down the pushbutton TTL inputs to
low for a good reason. The open and closed App le
function keys in Apple //es are connected directly

+5

to PBOand PBl. If one were to press e ither of these
keys with the PB inputs directly grounded, the
Apple power supply would reset, just as if the compute r were turned off and then on again. Inse rting
the pull-down res istor limits the excessive current
flow that causes such power supply action; t his is
indicated by the dashed res istor in the figure. Inputs to external TTL devices may be tied to ground
directly because they will not, and should not, have
more than one line going to them. The only reason
that Apple made this dual connection from keyboard
and game socket on Ile versions was fo r the convenience of game playe rs, and for those programmers who might need extra function keys.
Ou tput Pins. These precautions are easy. In

v

0

74LS04
1 GND
GND

C)

+5V -=..

l
e

LS04

1 K.O Input tied high
to +5 V

LS04

' - - - - - - - ---1>

TTL outputs
Go only to other
TTL inputs

Fig. 3-4. TTL handling precautions. Refer to the text.
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fact there are only two. Don't connect TTL outputs to power or ground, with or without a
resistor. Ever. You will normally attach TTL outputs only to other TTL inputs. The exceptions
include interfac ing between TTL and electricall y
dissimilar families, and output loading for purposes
of standards testing and quality control. These applications do not concern us.
The other precaution is, don't connect two
TTL outputs together. In the so-called totem pole
outputs of the devices we will be using, doing so
could do damage to the device.
The TTL annunciator outputs will only connect to the low power Schottky inputs that you wi ll
be using in breadboarded circuits. Never con nect
the annunciator lines together, to power, or
to ground.

EXPERIMENT 2, NOT AN D IS
The function performed by the inverter of the
last section is the Boolean NOT function. Little
more needs to be said, except to note that it has an
alternate name, the inverting buffe r. The buffer
part of the schematic symbol in Fig. 3-5A is the
triangle lying on its s ide. The inverter symbol is the
little circle on the output end of the device. Remember that any time you see one of these circles,
either on the input or output s ide of a device, it
means that the associated signal is inverte d. That
is, a high becomes low and vice versa.
The Boo lean IS function is performed by

B

A

A= C

B =A
( ~=~

Fig. 3-5. Schematic logic symbols for NOT and IS.
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a noninverting buffer. The symbol for it is the
triangle without the circle . Just as in English where
a double negative means the same thing as an affi rmative statement, a double NOT in digital logic
means IS. In Fig. 3-5B two of the inverters from the
hex package are placed in series (NOT-NOT)
forming the equivalent of a noninverting buffer (IS).
In verting buffers are often used for their
negating logical properties. At other times, they
are used to reverse the polarity of a signal fo r purely
electrical tasks such as turning a transistor on o r off
so that it acts like a switch.
The uti lity of a noninverting buffer may seem
dubious, at least for performing a logical function.
This is true, but there are cases where a weak
digital s ignal must first be boosted up to a normal
TTL output level, so that it can effectively drive
othe r TTL or even transistor inputs. Buffers provide this e lectrical function, because they can normalize the input signal to a standard output drive or
power level. Buffers of both varieties can also be
specially des igned to have high output power levels
so that they can drive signals down long transmission lines, which tend to dissipate power. Again,
this is more of an e lectrical function than a logical
function, but a necessary one if you are going to
connect TTL circuits to the outside world.

Purpose
To examine inve r ting and noninverting
buffers-the Boolean NOT and IS functions.

X>- -

c

A---[>-C
A= C

A= C

ANO

15

0

Game socket

+5

v

74LS04
GND

2
PBO

+5

0

ANO > - - -A
--il

")0--'
2_ _C
.:....__. PBO
7
1/6 LS04

Fig. 3-6. Setup for Experiment 2, NOT.

Materials
1 - 74LS04 Hex Inve rter Package
Procedure
1. With the compute r off and the game jumper
plugged into one end of the breadboard, wire up the
circuit illustrated in Fig. 3-6. Use either the semische matic representation of Fig. 3-5A or the more
conventional sche matic form of Fig. 3-6B as a
guide. The latter is the one we will soon be using
exclus ive ly. Ge t into the habit of attaching powe r
and ground, pin 14 and pin 7 on this chip, before
attaching the signal lines, pin 1 and pin 2. Le ave
PBO unconnecte d until you turn on the computer.

2. Turn the computer on, attach PBO and run BDIS.
Input the following seque nce to reconfigure the
display:

Ctrl-R I A I 1, 1 I C.
You'll enter the reconfigurations mode fi rst, select
choice A to change the column fo rmat, choose a 1
input/1 output format, and return to the main program with C.
3. Generate the 2-line tru th table using only the 0
key on the keyboard to toggle annunciator zero
(ANO). The resul t should be the same as in Table
3-lA.
This is the same as that in Fig. 3-3. (Suggestion:
Measure the output voltage for each of the two input
states with your voltmeter. Put ground lead to pin 8
on the game socke t, and put test lead to pin 2 on the
IC.)
4. To de monstrate the noninverting buffer, hook
up the circuit shown in Fig. 3-7. Use eithe r A or B
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as a gu ide. You can make the proper connections
without turning the computer off because you need
not touch powe r or ground. Simply disconnect the
PBO lead from pin 2 and re insert it into one of the
socket holes in line with pin 4. Then place a short
jumpe r wire between pin 2 (inverte r ls out put) to
pin 3 (inve rte r 2s input).

Table 3-1. Experiment 2, NOT and IS Functions.

0

GPSIG : AN0: PB 0
GPIN#:
15 :
2
A :
w
LABL1:
LABL2:
0 :
0

--------------0

0
1

Q

1
0

1

5. C lear the scree n with Ctrl~H and generate
another 2-line t ruth table. Check your results
against Table 3-lB.

GPSIG: AN0: PB0
GPIN#:
15: 2
A :
LABL1:
w
0 :
LABL2:
Ill

Discussion
Now that you have hooked up a circuit and
actuall y demonstrated the operation of a digita l IC,
you s hould be more comfo r table using t he
computer-based logic trainer. The hex inverter was
chose n not only fo r its s implicity, but also because
the idea of inve rs ion and noni nvers ion is important
for understanding the ne xt fou r logic devices. If you
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2
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>------<
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2
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4
:::o- --.
1/ 3 LS04

Fig. 3·7. Setup for Experiment 2, IS.
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Fig. 3-8. Description of AND. Refer to the text.
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measured the output voltage levels, you should
have obtained a 3. 0 to 4. 0 volt range for the TTL
logic high/binary 1, and a va lue near 0 volts for the
logic low/binary 0 output.

EXPERIMENT 3, AND
The primary AN D-form definition fo r the AN D
function is :
The output of AN D is high/binary 1 if and only
if all of the inpu ts are high.
The complementary O R-fo rm definit ion is :
The output of AND is low/binary 0 if any
one of t he inputs is low.
A typical AND IC is the 74LS08 package. The
pin-out of this IC is shown in Fig. 3-8A. One of the
AND devices has been isolated and drawn in Fig.
3-8B. The schematic symbol to the left is accompanied by its corresponding equation. A•B
C.
Both the equation and the symbol correlate with the
primary definition for AND just given.
Note that the keyword all, the dot in the equat ion, and the AND device schematic symbo l mean
t he same thing; if all the inputs have the same state
(two inpu ts .high in t his case). then the output will
be thus a nd s uch (logic high fo r an AND device).
Now look at the t rut h table in Fig. 3-8C. Note that
all, in th is case the two, inputs have the same state,
high/binary 1, only in line 3. When this is the case,
and only when this is the case, will t he output be
high. This ;s what is meant by the AND-form of
device description.
We can also describe the AND function in a
d ifferent way, as a so rt of modified OR device!
To the right in Fig. 3-8B is the alternative
representation: the OR schematic symbol with bot h
its inputs and its output inve rted. The associated
equat ion, A + B C, says that whe n either (plus
s ign means e ithe r-or ) of the inputs a re low/binary 0
(a bar over each letter and a circle at each input),
t hen the output will be low. A bar over t he who le
input term means that t he net result is a low out put,
and corresponds the circle on the output end of t he

=

=
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symbol. Look at the truth table aga in. In the fi rst
three lines, 0-2, one of the inputs is low/binary 0.
And if, as in the complementary defin ition, any one
of the inputs is low, then the output will also be low
(O R-form).
These two ways of looking at the AND dev ice ,
with two defin itions, two symbols and two equat ions, together constitute what is known as gate
equivalence. T hat is, t here is an AND-form and an
OR -form of dev ice represe ntation. This may be an
odd concept to grasp, so study these re lat ionships
carefull y, aga in and again if necessary. Only go on
after this material is clear. The re is a bonus for the
hard work : the othe r three devices which you will
study follow the same pattern. So if you understand
the AND function, you've got a good jump on the
other functions already.
Now look at Fig. 3-8D, the timing diagram. It
was designed to illustrate the functions of AND, and
lo complement the truth tab le, the defi nit ions, and
indirectly, the logic equations. The first four
points, 0-3, define all four possible input states of a
two-input device (22
4), and correspond to lines
0-3 in the truth table. Point 3 corresponds to t he
general de finition of AND. Points 0-2 correspond to
the complementary defi ni t ion of AN D. Carefully
com pare these points in the t iming diagram with
the ir respective definitions to see that this is so.
Implied in both the trut h table and the timi ng
diagram is the property of an AND device as a
noninverting buffe r. If you t ied both inputs together, as in Fig. 3-8E, and fed one digital signal to
both, then they would have the same logic leve l;
high or low . That is, there would only be two possible states for the device: points 0 and 3 in the t iming
d iagram and lines 0 and 3 in the t ruth table. As both
representations show, t he output signal is t he same
as the input s ignal, or noninverted. The equation
and symbol for this input/output relationship is
given in F ig. 3-8E, and is the same as that studied in
Expe riment 2.
T here is one other property of AND which is
clearly shown in the timing d iagram at points 4 and
5: as a noninvert ing gate wit h an active high enable.
T his idea of an enabling or gating fu nction is
easie r to see if we re la bel t he inputs A and Bas data

=

and enable respectively and the output simply as
OUT. See Fig. 3-8F. If t he e nable line is low/O, as
at point 4 on the timing d iagram, then the two data
pulses cannot get through to the output, which remains at logic low. If the device is activated by
placing a high on enable (binary 1), as at point 5,
then the device wi ll pass t he two data pulses to the
output. This act ion is much like opening or closing a
gate, hence the term. Because the enable line must
be high (see lines 2 and 3 in the truth table) for the

data to be passed to the output, one refe rs to the
line as an active high enable.

Purpose
To demonstrate t he LS08 device and its prope rties as a logic e lement, noninverting buffe r, and
non inverting gate.

Materials
1 - 74LS08 Quadruple 2-input AND IC package
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Fig. 3-9. Setup for Experiment 3. AND.
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Procedure
1. With the computer off. hook up the breadboard
circuit using Fig. 3-9A or B as a guide. This configuration is used to study the AND function; make
sure the connections are correct before turning on
the computer. Leave PBO unconnected.

2. Tum on the computer, attach PBO, and then run
BDIS. Configure it in a 2 input/1 output format with
the sequence.
Ctrl-C I A I 2, 1 I C.
3. De monstrate the AND function by generating
the 4-line truth table. Note that you are counting up
in binary-00, 01, 10, 11-if you enter the inputs as
indicated in Table 3-2A.
4. To show the enabling function, it is desirable to
reconfigure the screen. The circuit is identical to
the AND device just examined, but the signal labels
should be changed to those of Fig. 3-9C. Reconfigure with the following sequence:

Ctrl-R/B/2/ " ENBDATOUT" /Y I A / 2,1 /C.

the annunciator line ANl before jumping to two
AND inputs together, you would have been tying
ANO and ANl together.)
Now change the screen display into a 1 input/I
output format with the o ld default labe ls. The
quickest way to do this is to quit BDIS with Ctrl-Q
and then rerun it. Enter

8. Gene rate a 2-line truth table for the buffer. You
should obtain a res ult similar to that of Table 3-2C,
the same as for the IS function demonstrated earlier.
Table 3-2. Experiment 3, AND Function.

GPSIG: AN1 AN0: PB0
GPIN#:
14 15:
2
LABL1:
B
A
w
LABL2:
1
0
IZI

.
.

------------------- 0
0
0
0
0
1

0

1

0

2

1
1

0

0

1

1

-

..:.
5. As usual, you will return to the main program
with the annunicators at logic low. Toggle the data
line on and off. You should see no effect on the
output line, which remains at 0, just as in point 4 in
the timing diagram. The gate is in effect closed to
signals from the data line .

I A I 1,1 I C.

Ctrl-R

GPSIG: AN1 AN0: PB0
GPIN#:
14 15:
2
LRBL 1:
B
A :
w
LABL2: ENB DAT: OUT

----------------- -0 0/1
0
1 '21/1 : 0/1

6. Generate the second e ntry line with return.
Toggle ENB to on (binary 1). Now, as you toggle
data on and off, you will see the signal appear on the
Out line in noninverted form. This is the same as
point 5 on the timing diagram. Your results should
be similar to Table 3-28 (the 0/1 in the table indicates alternating states or toggl ing of the line).

l2l
1

7. Finally, demonstrate the noninverting buffer
function of AND. First remove the ANl line from
pin 2. Then place a short jumper from pin 1 to pin 2,
as in Fig. 3-9D. (Remember, never have two TTL
outputs connected together. If you hadn't removed

- --------------
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GPSIG : AN0: PB0
GPIN#:
15: 2
LABL 1:
A :
w
LRBL2:
l2l :
0
l2l

0

1

1

.

0

1

0

Discussion
You have seen how an AND device can function
as a logic e lement, as a noninverting gate for data
flow with act ive high enable, and as a noninverting
buffer. This distinction between a gate and a logic
e lement is actuall y a matter of intended use. T he
te rm logic e lement might apply to part of an arithme tic or control circui t, while the term gate mi ght
apply to a circuit e le me nt where one desires to
e nable/disable s ignal passage at will.
Sometimes a combinational logic device wi ll
be re fe rred to as a gate. This does not impl y the
enabling function, but it is rather a generic term
which usually de notes an SSI package or device that
performs the AND, OR, NAND, or NO R function.
The experiment also underscored the ANDfo rm and OR-form of device description: all inputs
1 - t he n output is 1. Any input 0 - then output is 0.
If you consul t a TTL data manual you wi ll see
that a number of AND packages have th ree and even
fou r input AND devices, the LSI 1 and LS21 for
e xample . Everything said about the 2-input AND
device applies lo these as well.

EXPERIMENT 4, NANO
The primary, AND-form defin it ion for the
NAND function is:
The output of NAN O will be low/binary 0 if and
only if all of the inputs are hi gh/binary 1.
The complementary, OR-form de finition for
NAND is:
The output of NAND will be high/binary 1 if
any one of the inputs is low/binary 0.

If you compare t hese definitions with those for
the AND function, you will find that the o utput
states, high or low, have been reve rsed, just as you
would expect for t he inve rted output. But the fo rmat of the de fini t ions is othe rwise s imilar, with the
primary de finition having an AND-form and the
comple mentary defini t ion an OR-form. Each form
o f definition has its corresponding logic symbol and

associated eq uation, shown in Fig. 3-lOB with the
primary AND-form to the left and complementary
OR-form to the right. In this case, the NAND gate is
the equivalent of an OR gate with negated inputs.
Referring to the truth table you can see t hat
line 3, where all (both/and) inputs are high/1, t he
output is low. In li nes 0-2, where only one of the
inputs is low, t he output is high. These two situat ions are nothing more than restatements of t he
primary and comple me ntary defin itions, as with t he
AND function.
Examine the timing diagram, F ig. 3-lOD. Note
the correspondence among points 0-3, lines 0-3 in
the truth table, and both definitions for the NAND
function. Line 3 and point 3 relate to the primary
definition, and lines and points 0-2 to the complementary de finition. T he timing diagram is s imply anothe r way of representing the logic function.
Figure 3-lOA illustrates that the pin-out for the
LSOO NAND package is the same as that for t he
LS08 AND IC. Powe r, ground, input and output
pins are identical.
NAN D acts as an inverting buffe r if the inputs
are t ied together, as in Fig. 3-lOE. This operation
is implied in lines 0 and 3 in the t ruth table.
Finally, NAN O acts as a n inverting gate with
acti ve high enable. The a rrangement in Fig. 3-lOF
is the same as in Fig. 3-lOB with t he appropriate
labe ls. The output will change with data in inverted
form only whe n e nable is hi gh. Point 5 on the timing
diagram illustrates this fact. It wi ll re main low and
unrespons ive if e nable is low, as at poi nt 4.
Just as in Fig. 3-8, the re is a great deal of
information packed into Fig. 3-10. Fortunate ly, the
overall pattern is s imila r. Let's reinforce the above
concepts with a demonstration of NAN D properties.

Purpose
T o demonstrate the function of a NAND device
as a logic e le me nt, an in ve rt ing buffer, and as a n
inverting gate with active high e nable.

Materials
1- 74LSOO Quadruple 2-input NAND package
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(enable) Q_ ___.

c

G
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Fig. 3-1o. Description of NANO.
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- -----,

0

1
Data = : L Y - Out
Enable
2

oomp~moofa<y

defio"o"

AND-form primary definition

A
(data) o

(out) '

c =A+ B

Data • Enable

Procedure

Notes on changing chips. Before starting there
are two alternative suggestions regarding chip and
hookup changes between experiments.
To save a little wear and tear on the Apple's
power switch, you may want to buy one of the
multiple outlet receptacle boxes that has its own
on/off switch. These are available in any har dware
or department store.
Alternatively, and more preferable, there is a
way to change chips between experiments without
turning off the computer and having to rerun and

reconfigure BOIS. This is possible if you adhe re to
the following. First, remove all signal lines-AN
and PB-from the chip or chips on your breadboard.
Second, remove the + 5 volt power line from the
power pin on the chip. Third, remove ground from
the chip's ground pin. Remove the chip itself from
the breadboard.
T o install a new chip, insert it on the breadboard and then reverse the above procedure: attach
the ground line first, then the +5 vo lts Vee line, and
then the s ignal lines. All of this adheres to the
caution against applying signals with no power, and

15 14
ANOAN1

0

14

Game socket

11

10

9

8

6

GND
7

74LSOO

+5 V PBO
1

12

13

Vee
GND

2

3

4

5

8

2

Vee
14

A

ANO

3
B

AN1

w

2

PBO

w

7

= A·B

Vee
ANO

e

AN1

DAT 1

14
Out

PBO

ENB 2
Out = DAT • ENB
Vee
14
3

ANO
7

w

PBO
W=A

Fig. 3-11. Setup for Experiment 4, NANO.
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Table 3-3. Experiment 4, NANO Function.

to the suggestions that ground and power lines be
connected first and in that orde r if the power line is
live at the time of connection.

1. With the computer off, connect the circuit using
Fig. 3-1 lA or B. Leave PBO unconnected to pin 3 of
the LSOO. Tum on the compute r, connect PBO and
run BDIS. Alternatively, you could leave t he compute r o n with BOIS running ; just follow the
suggestions in the note just presented.
2 . Configure the BOIS display to a 2-input/ loutput format, if necessar y:

GPSIG: AN1 AN0: PB0
GPIN#:
14 15 :
2
LABL 1:
B
A :
w
LABL2:
1
0
Ill

..

----------- ----- --0
1
2

3

0
0
1
1

0

1
1
1

1

0

0

1

0

Ctrl-R I A I 2, 1 I C .

3. Generate a 4-line truth table so that all possible
input states are displaye d. Compare your results
w ith Table 3-3A.

4. Show how the NANO device acts as an inverting
gate with active high enable. Relabe l the input and
out put columns in the screen display as shown earlier in item 4 of the last experiment. See Fig.

GPS I G: AN1 AN0 : PB0
GPIN#:
14 15:
2
B
A :
w
LABLl:
LABL 2 : ENB DAT : OUT

---------- - - ------0
1

0
1

0

0 /1
1
0 /1 : 1/0

3-llC.
5. Try toggl ing the data line with a low/O on e nable. The n ge ne rate the second line, set e nable
high, and toggle data on and off again. Note the
inve rsion of the data signal. See Table 3-3B.
6 . Show how the NANO device acts as in inve rting
buffe r, or inve rter. Without touch ing powe r or
ground, modify the circ uit to look like that in Fig.
3-110. You must remove one of the annunciator
lines from its input pin first, say ANl from pin 2,
before connecting t he two inputs together. You do
this to avoid connecting two TTL outputs together,
as ment ioned earlie r. Now you can relabe l t he
headings as before .
Ctrl-Q I RUN I Ctrl-R I A I 2 , 1 I C.

7 . Generate the 2-l ine table of an inve rting buffer;
it should look li ke Table 3-3C.
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GPSIG: AN0: PB0
GPIN # :
15: 2
LABL 1 :
A :
w
LABL2 :
0
t2l

.

---- - --- --- ---0

0

1

1

.

1
Q)

Summary
Buffer, gate and logic e lement functions of the
NANO device have been examined. Some of t his
probably seems li ke hard work. But you are learning the fundamentals about the functional aspects of
combinational SSI devices.
As an exercise, consult a TTL data book and
find NAN O packages on which the devices have
more than two inputs. T he 74LS10 NAN.Os have

C4

A3

83

C3

74LS32 Quadruple 2-input OR

7
Al

81

Cl

A2

82

~3

C2

C=A+8

~

Inputs

1

a

A
(data)

0

8
(enable)

0

c

GND

~c

= A. -8

Output

8

A

c

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

2

1

0

1

3

1

1

1

Line #

e

A+8=C

}

AND-form complementary definition

}

OR-Imm prim•'Y d•finil<m

@000

1

o_J

(out)

Data 1

Enable __2...J

Out=Data+Enable

Fig. 3-12. Description of OR.
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three inputs per device; there are others which
have four and even eight.

EXPERIMENT 5, OR
The primary, OR-form definition for the OR
function is:
The output of OR wi ll be high/l if any one (or
more) of the inputs is high.
The complementary, AND-form definition for
OR is:

output, because the output can change states (0/1)
only when a low is placed on t he enable line. See
points 0 and 1 in the timing diagram and lines 0 and 1
in the truth table. Again, points 4 and 5 were included in the timing diagram to graphically illustrate this gating effect.

Purpose
T o demonstrate the operation of an OR dev ice
as a logic e lement, as a noninverting buffe r and as a
noninverting gate with active low e nable.

Materials
The output will be low/O if and only if a ll (each
1 - 74LS32 Quadruple 2-input OR package.
and every) of the inputs are low.
Figure 3-12A is the pin-out of the 74LS32 Quad
OR package . The pin assignments for input, output, Procedure
power and ground is the same as those for the LSOO 1 . With the computer off, wire up the circuit shown
in the breadboard semi-schematic or in the more
NAND and the LS08 AND packages.
The OR symbol and equation which relates to conventional schematic diagram of Fig. 3-13 or folthe primary definition is to the le ft in Fig. 3-12B, low the steps for changing chips given in Experithe OR-form of representation. To:1J)e right is the ment 4.
"'
alternative or equivalent symbol and~equation
that
correspond to the complementary AN 0-fo rm. The 2. If necessary, configure the display in a 2-input/
gate equivalence principle states that an AND de- 1-output fonnat.
vice with both the inputs and the output inverted
(such as by LS04 devices) will perform the OR 3. Generate the 4-line truth table for OR as a
function.
logic e lement, and compare with Table 3-4A. ReAs before, the truth table spells out each of the member, you can print to screen at any time with
four possible states of t hi s 2-input device. Figure Ctrl-P.
3-12C. A timing diagram can be constructed to
reflect the four states, as indicate d at points 0-3 in 4. Re label the display to read "EN' DAT OUT" in 2
Fig. 3-120. Note the difference between this table in/l out format. The use of the apostrophe in place
and those for AND and NAND. This time it is lines of the bar indicates an active low enable.
1-3 and points 1-3 which re late to the primary definition, while line and point 0 relates to the com- 5. Now demonstrate the active low e nable, noninple mentary definition. This is because the OR-form verting gate function of this OR device. Again, t he
of device re presentation is, as expected, the pri- device is still performing the OR function. No cirmary means of description.
cuit changes have been made. It is only t he intenThe OR device becomes a noninverting buffer tion of the use reflected by the reassignment of new
if you input a signal common to bol.n input lines, as signal labels which justifies the term noninverting
in Fig. 3-12E.
gate.
The OR device can act as a noninverting gate
with active low enable, shown in Fig. 3-12F. Un- 6. Finally, remove the annunciator ANl lead from
like the AND and NANO gates, the enabling signal pin 2, and then tie the two input pins together with a
must be low/0 in order for data to pass to the short jumper. Reconfigure the display for 2 in/lout
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15 14

0

14 13 12
Vee

ANO AN1

1

10

GND

2

4

3

5

8

9

74LS32

Game socket
+5V PBO

11

6

GND
7

8

2

ANO
AN1

A
r3
__w
_

B

,. PBO

2

W=A+B

Vee

e

DAT1

r--Out-·

ENS 2

AN1 ~---t

PBO
Out= DAT+ENB

Vee

w
ANO

PBO
W=A

Fig. 3-13. Setup for Experiment 5, OR.

and generate the 2-line trut h table for a noninverting buffe r.

The output of NOR will be high/I if and only if
all of the inputs are low/ O.

EXPERIMENT 6, NOR
The primary, OR-form definition for NOR is:

If you compare these definitions wit h those fo r
the OR function, you'll see that the output states are
reversed: high for low and vice versa, just as expected fo r an inverted output.
As with the OR function, there is a par allel
among the primary definition, the primary schematic symbol and associated equation in Fig. 3-14B
(left), and lines 1-3 in the truth table.

The output of NOR wi ll be low/O if any o ne (or
more) of the inputs is high/L
The complementary, AND-form definition for
the NOR function is:
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A4

C3

83

A3

74LS02 Quadruple 2- inpul NOR

0

A+B =C

A

3

~C=A + B

= T I - - c= A·B
Oulput

Inputs

1

A

Line #

B

A

c

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

2

1

0

0

3

1

1

0

} AND-form complementary definition

} OR-lo""

p1fmo~

@CD00

A
(data)

0

B

(enable) Q _ _ __,

~I._____

c
(out)

_ __.

3

G

1
D~ta

lfifl,______

-- 2
Enable

Fig. 3-14. Description of NOR.
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Out = Data

+ Enable

dolmiffoo

Table 3-4. Experiment 5, OR Function.

GPSIG: ANl AN0: PB0
GPIN#:
14 15:
2
LABL 1:
B
A
w
LABL2:
1
0
0

.
.

- - - ---- ---- - ------0

0

0

1

1

2

0
1

0

~

1

1

-

0
1

GPSIG: ANl AN0: PB0
GPIN#:
14 15: 2
LABLl:
B
A
w
LABL2: EN' DAT: OUT

.
-----------------re,0
0 1/;IJ : 1 0
1

1

1/0 :

GPS IG: AN0: PB0
GPIN#:
15:
2
LABLl:
A
w
LABL2:
0 :
0

.

--------------0
1

1

1
1

0

1 :

1

e

Q

0

0

15 14

0

14 13
Vee

ANO AN 1
Game socket
GND

+5 V PBO
1 2

12

2

10

9

5

6

8

74L S02
3

4

GND
7

8

ANO

A 3
B 2

PBO
W = A+ B

AN1 ~--f

e

11

ANO

DAT 3
PBO

AN 1

ANO

ENB 2
Out

PBO

= DAT + ENB

W = A

Fig. 3-15. Setup for Experiment 6, NOR.
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T he timing diagram serves as a graphic aid as before.
Gate equivalence also applies to the NOR device. It states that an AND device with inverted
inputs performs the NO R function, as shown in Fig.
3-148.
Figure 3-14A shows the pin-out of a quad 2input NOR package, the 74LS32. Note particularly
that the order of t he input and out put pi ns on this
14-pin package are reversed in comparison with the
other t hree gate packages. However, power and
ground are s till on pins 14 and 7, respectively.
NOR devices can act as invert ing buffers, or
inverters, must like NAND. By tying the two inputs
together (Fig. 3-14£), you have the NOT fu nction.
Last , NOR devices can act as inverting gates
with an active low enable (Fig. 3-14F). The active
low requiremen t fo r the e nabling line is indicated by
a bar over the label. Points 4 and 5 on the timing
diagram ill us trate this passage or nonpassage of
data to t he output.

Purpose
To examine a typical NOR device as a logic
e lement performing the NOR function, as an inve rte r, and as an inverting gate with act ive low
enable.

Table 3-5. Experiment 6, NOR Function.

GPSIG: ANl ANIZI: PBIZJ
GPIN#:
14
15:
2
LABL 1:
B
A :
w
LABL2:
QI
1
0 :

------- --- --------1

0
0

2

1

1
IZl

QI

3

1

1

0

0

0

0

1
0

GPSIG: AN1 ANIZI: PB0
GPIN#:
14
15:
2
LABL 1: B
A :
w
LABL2: EN' DAT: OUT

-------------------

0

0/1

IZ1

0

1/0

1

1

1/IZI :

0

Materials
1 - 74LS02 Quadrupl e 2-input NOR package

Procedure
1. You can fo llow either procedure : Computer off.
Use Fig. 3-15A or B as circuit gui des for the NOR
demonstration. Computer on. Run BDIS, configure
a 2 in/1 out column fonnat and generate a truth table
for NO R (Table 3-15A).

GPSIG: ANfll: PB0
GPIN#:
15:
2
U~BL 1:
A :
w
LABL2:
0 :
IZI

--------------0
1

0

1

1
0

2. Or change chi ps by re moving signals, then +5 V
power, then GND. Then install the LS02 and rever se t he procedure.
3. Re labe l the display headings using" EN' DAT
OUT" as you did with NAND, if necessary. Generate the table for an inverting gate with active low
enable (Table 3-158 ).
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4. Re move AN l from pin 1 first. Tie t he inputs
together with a short wire. Re label the signals on
the dis play and ge ne rate the 2-line table for an
in verte r (Fig. 3-15C).

Boolean Methods
Boolean alge bra is a simple but powerful notational operation from the functional standpoint, and be
method for expressing logical relationships. able to des ign simple SSI circuits from sc ratch.
Through the use of Boolean logic equations, truth
tables and schematic circuit diagrams, you wi ll be THE RULES OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRA
able to analyze and understand logic circui ts and
Some definitions and concepts are necessary
design new ones to your own specifications.
before you can begin using Boolean methods for
The goals of this chapter are well de fined and circuit analysis and design. First there is the equamodest. The emphasis is on symbolic methods in- tion itself, which consists of Boolean variables t hat
vo lving combinational logic, because such methods are related to one another by the Boolean opare very accessible to the beginner and also the erators-AND, OR and NOT- in an expression.
most useful in practical s it uat ions. Symbolic ma- This expression. which may have one or more subnipulation of sequential logic relationships is an divisions calle d terms, is equated to a s ingle variadvanced topic.
able. For example, the e lements just mentioned can
Obvious ly, one chapter's worth of mate rial is be identified in Equation 4-1.
not going to tum you into a digital des ign engineer.
But you will acquire the skills to freely translate
4-1
(A+ B) . c = x
from t ruth table to logic equation to circuit scheEach Boolean variable in t he equat ion is repmatic, and back again. You wi ll be able to simplify
logic equations and thereby minimize circuit com- resented by a letter , and can assume e it her of two
plexit y. You will also see how to make one device values: true/binary l /voltage high or false/binary
do the work of severa l. Finall y, you wi ll have a clear O/voltage low. Boolean operators include AND, OR
idea of the how's and why's of combinational circuit and NOT, and are represente d by a dot ( •), plus s ign
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(+), or bar respective ly. The equation above is operators so that the meaning of the expression is
written with three variables to the left, represent- unambiguous. Groups of variables and operators
ing inputs, and a single variable to the right of the are set off by parentheses to make the meaning
equals sign, representing the output variable. Fig- clear. In some cases, such as in Equation 4-1, this is
ure 4- lA s hows how the input variables are not absolute ly necessary: t he priority rule states
grouped into terms, one containing the variables A that the variables are ANDed before they are ORed.
and B and t he othe r containing C alone. Since the This rule is s imilar just as to conventional algebra
entire expression to the left can assume only one of where variables are multiplied before they are
two values (high/low, etc.), it is convenient to added. However, this convention has limited app liequate this expression to a single output variable, cation, and it is much safer to group variables by
X.
parentheses.
Figure 4- lB is the schematic form of Equation
A striking example o f this necessity for
4-1. Shown is the step-wise build-up of the entire grouping is given in Equation 4-2 and Fig. 4-2.
expression, term by term. Variable C is ANDed
4-2
with a two-variable term, and this equal foo ting of C
A+B • C+D=?
with A+ B explains why C can be considered as a
term, as well as a variable. Note that there is a
Equation 4-2 is s imilar to Equation 4-1 except
correspondence between each numbe red term in that one more variable, D, has been added, and
the e quation and each nu mbe red gate in t he parent heses have been omitted. To be sure, this
schematic. When wri ting a literal schematic from a equation is ambiguous without them. Figure 4-2
logic equation this is generally the case.
illustrates three possible interpretations of this
Observe that the equat ion may also be written equation; in each one the variables are grouped
as (A+B)C=X, as on the output line in the sche- differently.
matic. That is, the dot for AND may be omitted with
The equ:ition, restated in Fig. 4-2A, could be
interpreted according to the priority rule: variables
no change in the sense of the equation.
Whenever you are writing Boolean equations B and C are ANDed fi rst; this is the inner term,
it is very important to group the variables and term 1. T he result, which is the entire expression

Operator

Input variable

r

1

· C=X

(A+B)

0

.__, t

~

Term2

Term 1

Output variable

~
Entire expression
(Term 3)

A~-

B~ 1A +B~3>--c

2

-

X =(A+ B)C

c

Fig. 4-1 . Correspondence between elements in an equation, A. and its schematic representation, B.
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A+B · C+D=?

1
~

A+ (BC)+ D = X

A - - - - - --,
B

2

c

x
X =A+ (BC )+ D

D------~

2

1

e

,.---., ,.---.,

A

(A+B) (C+D)=Y

B

A+B
y

'----v----J

c

3

Y =(A+ B) (C + D)

D

2

r--'1""'
r------

e

I

A + B(C+D) =Z

L-v----J
3

A
B

z

c
D

Fig. 4-2. Three different interpretations of a Boolean equation. See text.
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or term 2, is ORed with A and D to form the final
output X. See Fig. 4-2B. You can see the correspondence between the labeled terms in the equation and the gates in the schematic to the right.
(Incidentally, the entire expression is an OR-form
expression, of which I will say more later. )
Two other interpretations are shown in Fig.
4-2 C and D. The schematic circuit diagrams for
these equations, drawn to the right, are quite different from the schematic for Fig. 4-2B. This is a
conseque nce of the grouping into different terms,
each of which is again numbered in both the equation and in the schematic for comparison.
More importantly, there is really no way of
expressing these latter two re lationships other than
by grouping by parentheses. This is why the priority rule is not all that useful in the practical writing
and interpretation of Boolean equations.
By the way, there is a fourth grouping not
listed in Fig. 4-2. See if you can figure it out.
Anothe r property of Boolean equations is their
form . Two fo rms exist: the AND-form and the

OR-form.
In the AND-form, two terms (or two variables)
are ANDed together to form the whole expression.
Equations 4-3a through 4-3c are all AND-form expressions.
AB
(A+B) (C + D)
(A+BC) (CD+(A(B+C))

=W
=X
=Y

4-3a
4-3b
4-3c

The simplest example is Equation 4-3a, which is
the two-variable AND relationship you studied in
the last chapter. Equation 4-3b is another ANDform equation, in fact the same one is given in Fig.
4-2C. This is an AND-form because the two main
terms. (A+B) and (C+D), are ANDed togethe r to
yield the final expression. Similarly, the two main
terms of Equation 4-3c are ANDed together, making this another AND-form re lationship. This last
equation has lesser, or inner, terms of course:
(A+BC) is an OR-form, BC and (A(B+C)) are both
AND-forms, and so on. But again, it is the two
largest terms that dete rmine the form of an equation, not the inner terms.
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Another way of understanding this is to look
back at Fig. 4-2 and note that the last gate in the
schematic diagram indicates the form of the equation it represents. For instance, Fig. 4-2C illustrates an AND-form relationship, as can be seen
from gate 3 in the schematic. This graphic line of
reasoning would apply to most any combinational
equation.
For reasons similar to the previous equations,
the following set of equat ions are of the OR-form:
A+B
=L
(A B) + (CD)
=M
(A(B +D)) + (C+D+E) = N

4-4a
4-4 b
4-4c

Again, the two largest terms in each expression to
the le ft of the equals s ign dete rmines the form of the
e quat ion.
Finally, there are alternate names each for the
AND-form and OR-form type of expressions. The
AND-form is also known as the product ofsums form
(POS), and the OR-form is also re ferred to as the
sum of products form (SOP).
These names have their origin in the analogy
between the dot ( •) for AND and the dot for multiply, and between the plus ( +) for OR and the plus
for addition. These names are therefore slightly
inaccurate but understandable, nonethe less. Expressions which are of the AND-form are also called
minterms, (A(B+C)) for instance. OR-form expressions may be called maxterms ; e.g., (A+BC) is a
maxterm.
The whole point of Boolean algebra is to relate
the inputs and outputs of a digital circuit in a condensed, easy-to-understand form. Boolean variables are re lated by Boolean operators. These variables and operators are grouped into terms, which
are then re lated to one another in tum by other
operators. The form of the resultant expressions
can be characterized as a SOP/maxterm form or as a
POS/minterm form. The value of the expression,
regardless of its form, takes on a single logic or
Boolean value, 1/ 0, true/false, or high/low. This is
equivalent to the output of a combinational logic
circuit, and can be represented by a single variable.
So far y011 have only a collection of terms and

Table 4-1. Summary of Boolean Rules.

Postulates

A=A

Double Negative

2a A• 0 = 0
b A + 1= 1

Nullity (disabled)

3a A• 1 =A
b A + O=A

Identify (enabled)

4a A • A=O
b

A+A= 1

Complements

5a A• A =A
b A+A=A

ldempotency (IS)

Laws
6a A • B • C = B • A • C
b A + B+C=B+A+C

Commutative Law

7a A • (B • C) = (A • B) • C = A • B • C
b A + (B + C) = (A + B) + C = A + B + C
Sa

Associative Law

A • (B + C) = AB + AC

b A + B • C = (A + B) • (A + C)

Distributive Law

9a A + A• B = A
b A• (A+ B) = A
c A· (A+ BJ= AB
d AB + B =A+ B
e AB + B = A + B
AB + A= A+ B

Absorption Rules

De Mor1an's Theorem
10a A · B =A+ B

POS to SOP

A+B=A · B

SOP to POS

b

Note: Priority Convention-AND before OR. See text.
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1

}
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}
}
}

Rule 1
A=A
Double negative

Rule 2 A Null

(Disabled)

A• 0 = 0
Rule 3 A Identity
A• 1 =A

(Enabled)

Identity
Rule 3 8
A+O=A

(Enabled)

Rule 2 8
Null
A+ 1=1

(Disabled)

Rule4A
Complementarity
A· A= 0

Rule SA
Idem potency
A · A= A

A

A - r : [ ) - - A Rule5 8

A-v---1

A

Rule 48

Rule 58
Idem potency
A+A=A

Fig. 4-3. Five Boolean postulates, with their truth table and schematic representation. A) Double negative. B and C), Null and
Identity rules follow from basic AND and OR properties, and formalize the enable/ disable idea. C and D ). The rules of
Complements and ldempotency, which also follow basic properties. are illustrated.
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definitions. However, the nomenclature is necessary when I disc uss Boolean rules of s implification
and whe n I explain how to t ranslate between the
various forms of logical re presentation: truth table,
logic e quation and schematic diagram.

Boolean Postulates

s implest example .
Rule 2, Nullity, and Rule 3, Identity, are illustrated in Fig. 4-38 and C. Both rules are notable in
that they contain only one variable, just like Rule 1;
the other factor in the expression is a binar y
number, 0 or 1. The Null postulate is so named
because the sole variable has no e ffect on the output
or result. This is seen in the truth tables for the
AND and OR functions in Fig. 4-3B and C. Conversely, the Identity postulate, Rule 3, states the
conditions whe n the so le variable does dete rmine
output. If all of this sounds familiar, it should be,
because these two rules are si mply formal restatements of the enable/disabl e states of AND and OR
devices covered earlier. For instance, Rules 2B and
3B are e xpressions of the enabled and disabled
conditions for the OR device. Again, you can prove
the va lidity of these two rules by inspecting the
truth tables for AND and OR in the figure.
Rule 4, Complementarity, and Rule 5, Idempotency, have two variable terms in their express ion: A with itself or its inverse. The Complunentarity rule (or complements) A Ds or ORs the variable A w ith its inverse, as shown in Fig. 4-3D and
E. The result is either 0 or 1, respectively, as you
would e xpect from t he de finitions of AND and OR.
In the expression for Rul e 5, the Jdempotency postulate, the variable A is ANDed or ORed with itself,
the result being A. Rule 5 the re fore is the formal
state ment of the Boolean IS function, one that is
suggeste d by the schematics shown in t he figure.
(Remember the noninve rting buffe r. )
Figure 4-3 is ce rtainly not an illustration to
glance at casually. Study it again if necessary. Unde rstand why these five post ulates are true on the
bas is of the truth tables (proof by pe rfect induction).
Relate the e nable/disable and noninve rting buffe r
functions to t he appropriate rule. It is not necessary
that you carry all of this in your head all the time .
But it is necessary that you understand it thoroughly once. This should not be too difficult because these postulates have, for the most part,
already been demonstrated on the breadboard.

A Boolean equation is a short hand notation for
e xpress ing the logical re lationships among signals
in a digital circ uit. Because the equations are alge, braic, they can be manipulate d and simplified according to a set of rules. The primary benefit of this
is that the resulting circuits are also simplified with
cons iderable savings in chip count, cost, and construction and troubleshooting time.
Table 4-1 summari zes the rules of Boolean
algebra because they are analogous to the laws of
this and the next few sections. The first five rules
might be termed Boolean postulates as they de rive
from the bas ic definitions of AND, OR and NOT.
Whatever purists may call them (axioms, definitions, or prope rties), t hese five rules are the essential givens of the alge bra.
Rules 6, 7, and 8 are called the laws of Boolean
algebra because they are analogous to the laws of
the same name in conventional algebra.
Rule 9 is a set of re lations hips unde r the heading Absorption. These a re not fundame ntal relationships in the sense o f the preceding rules. In
fact , the ir proof de pe nds upon the application of the
prior rules. But they a re occas10nally useful in
equation s implification and are included in the table
for th is reason.
Rule 10 is De Morgan's Theorem. which relates A.\ID-form and OR-form types of expression.
The three laws and this theore m get separate attention later on.
Turning to the first fi ve postulates o r properties, you will recognize the firs t immediate ly. This
Rule 1 is the double negati ve or NOT-NOT property mentioned in the last chapter. This rule and its
associated t ruth table and schematic, are illustrated
in Fig. 4-3A. The truth table is actually the proof of
this rule, as you can see by inspection. Proving a
logical re lationship by truth tables is known as proof Boolean Laws and Absorption
by pe rfect induction. This postulate is perhaps the
The three Boolean laws. Rules 6, 7. and 8 in
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Table 4-1, are similar to the laws of the same name
in ordinary algebra. They are better understood
when re lated to actual circuit diagrams, as done in
Fig. 4-4.
In Fig. 4-4A, the two forms of the Commutative Law, Rule 6, state that you can rearrange the
variables (or terms) around an AND-form or ORform expression without changing the value of the
expression. Re labe ling the inputs to an AND device is not going to change the output: all inputs
must be high/1 for the output to be high. Likewise,
shifting the input variables around to an OR device
does not change the basic function: the output wi ll
be high if any one of the inputs assumes a value of
binary 1.
Rule 7, the Associative Law, states that you
can group the variables or te rms in a pure minterm
(AND-form) or pure maxterm (O R-form) expression without changing the result of the expression.
The sense of this is appreciated by examining Fig.
4-4B. You can, for instance, use two 2-input AND
devices to do the job of a single 3-i nput AND device.
Likewise for the OR device shown. This often has a
direct practical application in actual circuits in that
it may reduce package count. (Caution: This does
not work for NANO and NOR gates.)
Rule 8, the Distributive Law, states how a
variable is distributed over an AND or OR operator.
Figure 4-4C gives the schematic form of the law.
From a practical standpoint, the law could be directly applied to the circuit shown, thereby re ducing device count: t hat is, variable A is factored out,
e liminating one gate from the circuit implementation. From an algebraic standpoint, it shows how to
expand a minterm/POS expression of the general
form A(B+C) and how to expand a maxte rm/SOP
expression of the form A + BC. The expanded form
often allows for regrouping of terms and simplification of more complex equations. Rule 8 is , in fact,
particularly useful in s implifying Boolean equations; this is illustrated be low and in later sections.
The set of re lationships under the heading of
Ru le 9, t he rules of Absorpt ion, are derivative
rather than fundame ntal Boolean properties. They
are sometimes useful in s implifying equations.
Rather than accept them on faith , you may want to
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prove their va lidity. To do this, you wi ll use a few of
the e ight prior rule s just stated. For example, how
would you prove Rule 9a- A +AB=A? Try it before
looking at the solution.
A +AB= A(l+B) Distributive/Rule 8
= A(l)
Null/Rule 2
= A
Identity/Ru le 3
A more difficult example is the proof of Rule
9e-AB+B=A+B.
AB+ B =AB+ B(A+l) Null/Rule 2 and
Identity/Rule 3 (A trick
by which B is A Ded
with 1, leaving its va lue
unchanged)
=AB + AB + B Distributive/Rule 8
= A(B + 8) + B Distributive/Rule 8
again
A(l) + B
Complements/Rule 4
=A+B
Identity/Rule 3

=

Another general method of proof already introduced is the proof by perfect induction, which
involves the use of truth tables. Taking Ru le 9e
again, we can demon strate its val idity by means of a
four-line truth table, shown in Table 4-2. Construcing this or any othe r truth table for combinat ional
equations invol ves the following steps:

1. Begin by writing all the variables, inverted
and noninverted, in the expression in the left-most
columns .
2. Proceed by writing in the smaller terms,
AND-form and OR-form.
3. Continue building the table from left to
right, using larger terms until you have the e ntire
expression in the right-most column.
4. If you are doing a proof by perfect induction, an additional column to the extreme right
should be included. This last column specifies the
right-hand s ide of t he equation to wh ich the equality
is be ing tested.
As you can see in Table 4-2, columns 1 and 4

f)

~==o-BAC

~~ABC

6A

Commutative law

~~A + B + C

6B

7A

~3=>--s+A+C
~ ==r=>- (ABC)

:=o ~)C

OR

~~BC)

C

Associative law

7B

e

BA

:~
C ~B) + C

~~A(B + C)

B
A

c
Distributive law
B
BB

~~BC

A

c

Fig. 4-4. The Laws of Boolean algebra. with illustrative circuit symbology. They are analogous to ordinary algebraic laws.
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Table 4-2. Proof by Perfect Induction for Rule 9e.

B

A

a

AB

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

I

I

1

I

I

0

0

0

1

1

I

I

0

0

1

I

LB

AB+B=A+B

~ Aule9E

j

are used to create the left-hand s ide of the equation,
columns 1 and 2 the r ight-hand side: the equality
between AB+ B and A+ Bare proven in the fina l two
columns.
This method of building truth tables is very
use fu l, because it is usuall y the first step in designing digital circuits from a lis t of input and output
specifications. Sometimes, it is useful to fo llow this
procedure to double-check (prove) your results
after having simplified a complex equat ion.

De Morgan's Theorem
Rule 10 in Table 4-1 is De Morgan's Theorem.
Thi s important rule s hows how to change a
minte rm/ AND-form expression into a maxterm/
OR-fo r m expression, and vice versa. Rule lOa
states that the NAND expression (POS/minterm)
is equi vale nt to an OR-form expression. It says that
an NAN D device is equivalent to an OR device with
inverted inputs . See Fig. 4-5A.
Rule lOb states that the NO R function, expressed as a maxterm/SOP fo rm, can also be expressed as a minterm/POS form. NOR is equivalent to an AND device with negated inputs, as in
Fig. 4-5B.
The gate equivalence just described can be
proved most conveniently by proof by pe rfect induction. The truth tables of Fig. 4-5A and B show
the validity of the De Morgan Theorem for the
simplest case of NAND and NOR. Naturally, this
r elationship holds for more complex expressions.
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Generally, the application of the Theorem can
be descri bed as a three-step process:
1. Invert each of the major te rms in the expression.
2. Change the operator s between e ach of
these terms from AND [ •] to 0 R [ +] or vice versa,
as appropriate.
3. Invert t he entire resu lting expression.

If these steps are applied to an AND device.
Fig. 4-5C, you can see that it is equivalent to an OR
device whose inputs and outputs are inverted . .
Similarly, an OR function is performed by an AND
device with inverted inputs and out puts. T he
Theorem, then, is simply a formal statement of the
gate equivalence concept · t ha t was mentioned
briefly in t he last chapter. It is only a matter of
extending this concept a bit furt her to see how gate
transformation can be accomplished. That is, us ing
only a single NAND or NOR package you can implement all the bas ic combinational logic functions.
For example, how would you use De Morgan's
Theorem to transform a NAND package into a circuit pe rforming the NOR function? Remember, you
can use only the devices on a s ingle N AND package.
Figure 4-6 shows how this is done. In step 1,
the NAND/negated-input OR relationship is restated. In step 2, the inputs are again inverted.
This, by the double inver sion postulate (Rule 1),
creates an OR device, indicated in step 3. In step 4,
the output is inverted, creating the desired NO R
function. The eq uations are to the left, and the
corresponding changes in OR symbology are in the
middle . The column on the right shows t he actual
physical changes t hat are made to a 2-input NAND
device. As you can see, the final NOR function
requires fo ur NAND devices, an enti re NAND
74LSOO package. In practical s it uations, you would
rare ly implement such a transformation unless you
were breadboarding and had no LS02 NO Rs available. You might have occasion to use 3/ 4 of an LSOO
to create the OR function in s tep 2 more frequently,
however. Remember t hat you could also use LS04
inverte rs in combination with a s ingle NAN D to
obtain e ither the OR or NOR functions.
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Fig. 4-5. De Morgan's Theorem shows the equivalence between minterm/ AND-form expressions and maxlerm/ OR-form
expressions. and their corresponding gate symbols. A) NANO is equivalent to negated input OR. B) NOR to negated input
AND. C) AND to an OR with negated inputs and output. D) OR to an AND with negated inputs and output.
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Finally, gate transformation is summarized in
Fig. 4-7. In 4-7A, the use ofNAND to create AND,
OR and NOR is indicated. The NOR device is just as
flexible, and can be used to obtain OR, AND and
NAND functions, as in Fig. 4-7B. Both NANO and
NOR can be transformed into NOT and IS buffers as
done earlier. Theoretically then, either device
could be used exclusively to build moderately complex circuits!
De Morgan's Theorem does more than give us

Transform:

a means of transforming gates, of course. The application of the Theorem, along wit h the other
rules, to equation simplification and circuit design
will be explored in the next and following sections.

Examples of Simplification
Included in this section are two short examples
of combinational logic e quat io ns that may be
simplified us ing the Boolean rules. Here are t wo

=o--

=D--

Into

NAND

NOR

1) AB= A+ B
:

==

• 2) A+ B

= = D - - N A ND

A
B

3) A+ B Rule 1

A

• 4) A+ B

=
B
• Steps in which inputs or outputs of NANO are inverted

Fig. 4-6. De Morgan's Theorem can be used to transform one device function into another. Here, a NANO package is
configured to provide OR and NOR functions, using three and four NANO devices, respectively.
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AND
112

LSOO

~
0

=D-

OR
:Y4 LSOO

NANO

V4 LSOO

~

NOR
1 LSOO

OR
V2 LS02

AND
:Y4 LS02
NOR
V4 LS02

NANO
1 LS02

Fig. 4-7. Gate transformation is one important consequence of De Morgan's Theorem, and is summarized here for A) NANO
and B) NOR devices.
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equations that you should try working out before
looking at the solutions.
A(B+C) +A
((A(A+B))B +

C)B

The solution for the first equat ion is as follows:
A(B+C) +A

=A+ iftC+i\
= (A+A) + B+C
=l+'if+C
= l

De Morgan/Ruic JO
Associative/Rule 7
Complements/ Rule 4
Null/Rule 2

Circuit design involves writing and s implifying
equations. However, it would be rather embarrassing to implement this particular function in a
circuit in its nonsimplified form, only to discover
that all you needed was a +5 vo lt logic high. If this
is, in fact, the function you require in a circuit, then
simply tie the line calling for this function to Vee ( +5
V) through a 1 K resistor. The second example
is solved in the following manner:

((ACA+B))B+C)B = ((AA+AB>B+C)B
= ((0 + ABJB+C)B
=(ABB+ C)B

= ABBTI +BC
=BC
= U+C

Dis tributive/ Ruic 8
Co mplements/ Rule •l
Identity/Rule 3 and
Distri butive/ Ruic 8
Distributive/ Ruic 8
Compleme nts/Rule 4 and
Ide ntit y/Rule 3
De Morgan/ Rule 10

The Distributive Law will be used repeatedly
when there are multiple parentheses giving nested
terms, as in this example.

RELATING INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
We can use a truth table to generate an eq uation. From an equation we can generate a schematic. The opposite sequence is also true. From an
equation we can generate a truth table.

Equations from Truth Tables
How do you convert a truth table into a logic
equation? The method is straightforward:
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1. From each line on the truth tab le write a
minterm. This consists of the ANDed input variables on that line. Each minterm may be equal to 0
or 1, depending on the value in the output column.
2. The equation is written by taking the sum of
those minterms. That is, by ORing them together
and setting the resultant SOP (sum of products)
expression equal to the output, you have the equation.
To illustrate the concept of equation building
from truth tables, let's take the AND and OR functions with which you are already fam iliar. In the
case of AND, each line on the truth table in F ig.
4-3A corresponds to a minterm. The value of that
minterm, its output: is either 0 or 1 (true or false).
For the 2-input AND function there are four minterms labeled mO,ml, m2, and m3. Line 0 would
read: "Min term 0, in which A and Bare both zero, is
false (low/binary 0)."
There are three minterms which have a zero
va lue in this truth table: mO, ml, and m2. This is the
same as saying that the output (X) of the AND
device has a value of zero for any one of these three
states. In equation form this becomes:
AB+ AB + AB=

o= x

4 -5a

Alternatively, you could write the equation for
the function expressed in the truth table by us ing
the minterm(s) which have a value of true/high/l.
(This is the same as asking. "For what set(s) of
input values is the output of the device high/binary
1?"). There is only one s uch minterm, m3. The
equation is the AND relationship:

AB = 1 = X

4-5b

Equation 4-5b states that X is true/high/ 1 only
when both inputs are high.
When writing an equation from a truth table,
then, you must use the minterms having output
state s of either 1 or 0. Choose the stales in the
minority so that there are fewer minlerms in the
equation to deal with.
In the case of OR, Table 4-38, the situation is

Table 4-3. SOP HIGH and SOP LOW Equations for A) ANO, B) OR.

X = AB

Minterm Exp

Minterm#

B

A

mo

0

0

0

AB = o

m1

0

1

0

AB= 0

m2

1

0

0

AB= o

m3

1

1

1

AB = 1

-

mo+ m1 + m2 = O
m3
1

_,Low Out:
OR - High Out:

=

}
}

False Minterms
Low Output

True Minterm. High Output

AB + AB + AB= 0

x::;

OR

Minterm Exp

B

A

mo

0

0

0

AB - o

m1

0

1

1

AB ::; 1

m2

1

0

1

AB = 1

m3

1

1

1

AB = 1

Minterm #

A+B

}

_,,Low Out:

mo = o

'°'High Out:

m1 + m2 + m3::; 1

-

AB - O or

False Minterm. Low Output

I A + B = 1I

AB+ AB + AB= 1
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reversed. It is the high-valued minterms which are
in t he minority; only one, mO, is low. Equation 4-6a
defines a ll the low valued states of the output in the
truth table :

A·B = o

(from the truth table, mO)
4-6a
De Morgan/Rule 10
Negate both sides (note that
O=l and 1=0)

A+B=O
A+B=l

You could also combine all of the high-valued minterms into Equation 4-6b, which is an SOP express10n:
AB + AB+ AB
A(B+B) + AB
A+ AB

1 (sum of minterms ml. 1112. 1113) 4 -6b
1 Commutative/Ruic 6 and
Distributi ve/Ruic 8
= 1 Complements/Rule 4 and
Identity/Rule 3
I Absorption/ Ruic 9f (yes. it is
actually used on occasion).

=

A+B

Inputs

What about the case in which there are an equal
number of high and low output states? In such instances both the SOP high equation (sum of minterms with values o f 1) and SOP low equat ion will
have the same number of mintenns. As a conve nience, you would normally choose the SOP h igh
equation as t his usually e liminates one step in
simplification. As an example, take the function
describe d by the t ruth table in Fig. 4-8A. From this
table two equations can be written .

ABC + ABC+ ABC +ABC = 1 = W
ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC = 0 = w

4-7a
4- 7b

If you tried to implement Equa tion 4-7a directly, term for tenn, you would require five inverter s, four 3-input AND gates, and one 4-input
OR. This comes to a total of ten IC devices. If you

SOP, HIGH:

Output

1 - - - - - - ' mo

c

B
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0

0

0

1

ABC

m1

0

0

1

0
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m2

0

1

0

0
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m3

0

1

1

0
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m4

1

0

0

0

ABC

m5

1

0

1

1

ABC

m6

1

1

0

1

ABC

m?

1

1

1

1

ABC

A

This is a longer route to t he same result!

Minterm Exp.

-- -

m5
m6
m?
W(true) = ABC+ ABC+ ABC + ABC= 1

SOP, LOW

r------

m1

m2

m3

m4

W(false) = ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC = O

------J;--....

cB------1
--+--i'-1~

W = A + B + C + C(A + Bl

Fig. 4-8. In some Boolean relationships the truth table has an equal number of high and low outputs, as in (A). Write the sum of
products (ORed minterms) expression for the output high state, i.e., the SOP high equation, output true. (B) shows the
simplified expression and associated schematic for the function in (A).
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simplified the equation first (try it) you wou ld reduce gate count dramatica lly. Equat ion 4-8 is the
simplest solution, requiring the fewest gates for the
function expressed in the truth table . Only fo ur
gates are required.
A+ B+C

+

C(A+B) = 1 = W

4-8

T he logic circuit for this expression is given in Fig.
4-8B.
F inally. there is the more general class of
funct ions with multiple outputs.
T he truth tables expressing these functions
likewise will have more than one output column.
The usua l approach in translating such truth
tables into logic equations is to write a separate
equation for each output column. Each equation wi ll
have one or more minterms which are ORed togethe r and equated to one of the output columns.
Anothe r equation is wri tten for the next output
column, and so on. (SOP high or SOP low type
equations, or a mixture of both, are used.) T he mai n
problem is how to use the inputs in the most efficient fashion, without having to construct a separate circuit for each equation. Multiple output ci rcuits are fairly common, so t he problem is a very
practical one. To illustrate these points, you will
examine a 3-input majority detector, shown in Fig.
4-9.
Refe rring to the truth tab le of Fig. 4-9A, you' ll
note that one of the output columns, MAJ, is high/1
when two or more of the inputs are high. T he
re lationship expressed is that of a majority detector, and the equation is written as a SOP high
expression (m3, m5, m6, m7) equated to the output, MAJ, as indicated in Fig. 4-9B.
If you require another output separate line to
indica te unanimity (UN), use the minterm(s) t hat
are high when all the inputs are high. Since there is
obviously only one such mintenn, m7, it is easy to
write the equation (Fig. 4-9B).
Perhaps a third output line s ignaling minor ity
is needed as we ll. Before writing the 4-minte rm
expression, observe from the truth table t hat t he
minori~ate, M IN, is simply the inverse of MAJ :
MIN=MAJ.

Now, using the equations in Fig. 4-98, draw
the circ uit diagram. First draw the schematic for
the nonsimp lified MAJ equation. To have unanim ity
output, take the output of the gate labeled m7
directly. For MIN, just invert the output of t he
4-input OR gate. See Fig. 4-9C. Circuit overhead
fo r these two extra outputs is negligible.
Not all mu ltiple output digital circuits are so
straightforward. Combinat ional circuits which generate binary codes from single-bit lines- keyboar d
encoders that generate ASCII code, for instance are muc h more complex than the example above. So
are othe r funct ions, such as decoders, multiplexers, ari thmetic processor chips, etc. These functions fall in the range of MSI complexity. However,
you will occasionally need to design a small circuit
with pe rhaps two or t hree outputs. Often, SS!
packages wi ll serve the need qui te well. So, it is
good if you see t hat these little custom circuits are
we ll within your design abi lit y, even at this stage.

Drawing Sc hematics from Equations
If you have followed the examples so far, the
process of conve rting a s imple combinational equation into a schematic diagram probably seems quite
straightfo rward. A few guide lines will sharpen this
ability even furt her.
When draw ing a schematic diagram from a
logic equation, you will use the left-hand expression in the equation and proceed as follows:
1. From the inner to the outer term in the
equation, and
2. From the left to right and from top to bottom in the schematic.
T wo equations wi ll illustrate t he methods. Draw
your own logic circuit before reading the solutions.
(A+B)C + BD = X
AB + C(D + EF) = Y

4 -9

4 -10

In Equation 4-9 (see Fig. 4-l OA) the re are
three kuels or layers of symbols in the circuit diagram. The left-most symbols correspond to the
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Note: MAJ= MIN

MAJ = m3 + ms + m6 + m7 = ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC = 1
MIN =mo+ m1 + m2 + m4 =ABC+ ABC + ABC+ ABC= 1
UN
m7 =
ABC= 1
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Fig. 4-9. A) Truth table for a multiple output function, the majority detector. B) Equations for each of the three outputs. C)
Unsimplified implementation of these equations. See text for discussion.
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Fig. 4-10. Building schematic circuit diagrams from logic equations. See text for discussion of A and B.
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inner-most terms in the equation. These inner
terms may be minterm (AND-form) or maxterm
(OR-form). In fact, t his is t he case here: term 1 is a
maxterm, and te rm 2 is a minterm; both are innermost in the expression and are left-most in t he
schematic, at level I.
As you construct the diagram, going from left
to right, you w ill use larger and larger terms. At
level II there is only one term, term 3, and at level
III there is again only one term, term 4. This s tepwise, inner-to-outer, left-to-right progression is
illustrated by the numbered brackets over the
equation terms, and by the numbered devices in t he
schematic. Further, the leve l in the circui t, which
reflects the progress ion from smaller to larger
te rms, is indicated by Roman nume rals in the
schematic diagram.
Let me add a few other points about writing
schematics from e quations. First, the input lines
are labeled alphabetically from top to bottom.
While t his may result in a few more overlapped
lines than would be the case in different arrangements, t his alphabetic ordering is more logical and
easier to follow. (Naturall y, when using meaningful
s ignal names such as ENB, DAT, CLOCK, etc.,
you would apply them to the respective lines as
appropriate. )
Second, you do not normally count inversion of
a variable o r term as an additional level, because
inversion does not combine variables or terms into
larger te rms. For instance, in this example, the use
of variable B in both inverted and noninverted form
does not add an extra level to the circuit.
Converting Equation 4-10 into a circuit diagram follows the same rules just mentioned. As illustrated in Fig. 4-lOB, there are four levels in this
combinational relationship. The two inner-most
minterms, 1 and 2, are at level I. Term 2 is ORed
with variable D at level II. Note that variable C does
not ente r into this Boolean expression until level
III. Terms 1 and 4 are finally ORed at the last level,
making t he en tire expression a sum of products or
OR-form type. This verbal description is obviously
more obscure than the diagrammatic one, where
you can again readily see t he step-wise buildup of
the eq uation as you proceed from left to right.
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In short, identify inner and outer terms in t he
logic e quation first. Begin the circuit diagram by
labeling the input lines alphabetically. Starting with
the inner-most terms, build the expression in
schematic form using appropriate logic symbols. As
you draw the circuit diagram, you may find it he lpful
to identify the gate and term numbers, and to write
in the te rms on the device lines, as done in F ig.
4-10.

NAND/NAND Logic
From De Morgan's Theorem, you learned
about the fle xibility of NAND and NOR packages.
Eithe r could be configured to perform all the basic
combinational logic functions. Theore tically, entire
digital systems could be constructed from nothing
but SSI NAND (or NOR) devices. Real-world cons iderations s uch as power consumption, speed, circuit no ise, timing problems, and space requirements wou ld make such a system impractical.
However, simple combinational circuits can be
built e ntire ly of SSI components. T his is sometimes
desirable for imple menting custom functions for
which off-the-s he lf MSI chips are not readily available. In s uch cases, you can use NAND or NO R
devices excl usive ly, with considerable savings in
package count and cost.
NAND/NAND logic-circuits using on ly
NAND de vices-is usually prefera ble over NOR/
NOR logic if the number of devices in the two
implementations is t he same. This is because t he
e lectronics of the NAND circuit is a bit s impler than
that for the NOR (one less transistor, usually). As a
result, the speed of the device is slightly higher.
Comparable subfamilies of NAND are also a little
cheaper. T hese differences are minor, but sufficient to g ive NAND the edge.
An example of the utility of NAND/NAND
log ic for reducing package count is presented in
Fig. 4-11. The combinational function performed by
the circuit is the same as that expressed by Equation 4-9. The circuit shown in Fig. 4-llA is in fact
the same as that in Fig. 4-l OA. It employs five
gates, and t his involves three IC packages, as ind icated to the right of the schematic. Each package
requ ires its own board space, power and ground

(A

+ B)C +

BO

=

x

4-9

Gate #
1, 4

2, 3
5

0

IC Package

V2 LS32
V2 LS08
1/ 6 LS04

Total package count = 3

(A + B)C

BO ~ X

x

Gate #
1-4

5

IC Package
1-LSOO
1/ 6 LS04 or V4 L SOO

Total package count

=2

Saving 33 1 / 3%

Fig. 4-11 . Using NAND/ NAND Logic to minimize IC package count. A)Literal mixed gate implementation of Equation 4-8. B)
Using NANO/ NANO logic, package count is reduced by 1/ 3.

lines, and in pe rmanent configuratio ns, its own IC
socke t. Some of the devices on each package wi ll be
unused. That is, the re is a certa in amount of overhead per package and even potential waste of unused devices!
The main goal of NANO/NAN O logic is to

reduce the was te and overhead of s uch mixed gale
imple mentations. Figure 4-llB shows how this is
done for this particular function. This circuit performs the same function as the one in Fig. 4-llA,
and while the device count is gre ater (six inste ad of
five) the package count is less (two instead of three).
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The savings in package count comes to one-third.
Pe rcentage-wise t his is quite s ignificant. And if you
a re manufacturing hundre ds or thousands of such
circuits for comme rcial distribution, the savings
would be impressive on an actual do lla r basis. Even
as an experime nter/hobby ist, however, reducing
package count and associated overhead is a very
desirable goal.
Another example of AND/NANO logic is
given in Fig. 4-12. If you implement Equation 4-11
lite rall y-term fo r te rm and gate for gate-you w ill

AB +

C+

D

need a total of fou r IC packages . This is because
each device in the circuit of Fig. 4-12A is different.

AB + C+D

4-11

A partial improvement is to use NO R/NO R
logic for a portion of the circui t, as shown in Fig.
4-128. This reduces package count by 50%, as only
two IC packages are needed.
Anothe r two-fold reduction is realized through
NAN O/NANO logic in Fig. 4-12C. One 74LSOO

=Z

4-1 1
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1

A

0

=z

B

2
3
4

AB+ C + D

3

z

IC package
1/4 1
/4 1/4 -

LS08
LS02
LS32
1/ 6 - LS04

c
D

=4

Total Package count
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z

B
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1
2-5

0

IC package
1/4 -

LSOB

1 - LS02

c
1 (4/ 4) LS02

D

Total package count

=2

Savings: 50 '1-

A-----1

e

AB
Gate #

B - -- --1.__ ./

C -----u

C+D

1-4

IC package
1 - LSOO

D
Total package count

=1

Savings: 75%

Fig. 4-12. Another example of NANO/ NANO Logic. A) Literal schematic. B) Partial reduclion using NOR/ NOR logic. C) Further
reduction with NANO/ NANO logic.
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quad NANO package does the whole job for a 75%
savings in package count compared to the literal
implementation of Fig. 4-12A!
Two points about these and similar examples
should be stressed. There are cases in which the
situation of the last example might be reversed.
That is, NOR/NOR logic might result in a lower
package count than NAND/NAND. In s uch in-

stances, you wou ld use the former, as package
count is the primary consideration. Also, the
method used for the conversion of a literal schematic into a N AND/N AND d iagram involves simple
inspection in most cases. You should, however,
write the generated terms on the s ignal lines in the
schematic to assist you in the conversion and to
serve as a double -check later on.

r----------------.,

(1/ 0 specifications)

Verbal description of logic function

_

Truth table

SOP equations

(O Aed minterms)

Boolean
rules

Simplified equations

Literal schematic

(if appropriate)
.--------~,
NANO/ NANO schematic
_

Final circuit with labeled pin-outs
Fig. 4-13. Overview of a typical design sequence.
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Now let's turn to some practical design work.

INTRODUCTION TO THE DESIGN EXPERIMENTS
The who le point of this chapter is to present a
rational orde rly approach to the design of SSI combinational circuits. The concluding exper iments
that follow are in the fo rm of problem-solution
exer cises that s upport the preceding material.
Rather than gi ve examples of arbitrary Boolean
functions, I have included design problems for small
but practical circui ts that might be a par t of a larger
system. Also, the type of function's given ar e the
basis for certain MSI devices d iscussed later. Both
fac tor s may serve as additional motivation for tackling these des ign experiments.
A general design sequence is presented in Fig.
4-13; it re lies on the various methods of Boolean
description (truth table, eq uation, and schematic)
and on the rules of simplification already covered.
When g iven a design problem, you should read
the verbal problem statement carefull y. Always
think in terms of how many inputs and outputs are
invo lved and what these inputs and outputs should
be. The first step, shown in the fig ure, is to translate this verbal statement into a truth table. This is
the most crucial ste p in the process. If you err he re,
the mistake will be carried through all the o ther
steps. If you've interpre ted the problem stateme nt
correctly, the subsequent steps will follow easil y as
they are fairl y mechan ical.
From the truth table you write an SOP (ORed
minte rms) expression fo r each output column. As
you have seen, simplification may or may not be
indicate d, depending on the e xact function(s) to be
impleme nted. Next, a lite ral schematic is drawn
with all lines labe led with the correct terms for
housekeeping purposes. The n a NAN D/NAND
schematic is drawn, and finally the pi n-outs (power,
ground, and all signal lines) are numbere d.
Wire the circuit on the solderless breadboard,
then run and configure BDIS for the right number of
circuit input (annunciator) and output (pushbutton)
columns .
Generate the truth table on the screen and
check it against the design truth table from step 1.
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Disagreement between the two means an error
somewhere in steps 2 to 6 or in the wiring. Check
the wiring first, as thi s is where many e rrors occur.
If the wiring is right, then you may have made an
error in translating the truth table in subsequent
steps.
It is possible to have agreement between the
design and generated truth ta bles and still be
wrong, however! T hat is, you coul d have followed
all the mechanical steps correctly from the design
truth table onward but may still have misinterpreted the problem statement. T his is why the first
step is so critical.
Keep in mi nd that the circuits presented are
probably as complex as you woul d normally construct using SSI devices exclusively. More sophisticated functions are implemented on MSI packages, a subject covered later. Also, the only step
unique to this section is the use of NAND/NAND
logic; the overall design sequence is otherwise
generally applicable. If you are able to solve, or
make a reasonable attempt at solving, the prob le ms
that fo llow , you should feel confi dent in having
acquired basic and very useful design skills.

EXPERIMENT 7, SSI DESIGN I
Problem Statement
Design a circuit that indicates whether two
signals are the same (both high or low) or diffe rent.
The s ingle output line of the 2-input circuit should
register high if the inputs are diffe rent and low if
they are the same. Us~ NAND/NAND logic.
Hint: The re are two solutions to this problem.
T he easier one requ ires five NAND gates, the more
difficult one only fou r.
Partial Solution
1. Trans late the ve rbal statement into a 2-input/
1-out put column truth table, Fig. 4-14A. Note how
the truth table meets the design specifications
given above.

2 . T he minterms fo r the two high states are
combined into an SOP high type expression and
eq uated to the output, in Fig. 4-14B.

8
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0
0

0
1
0

0
1
1
0

Line#
0
1
2

0

3

X

=m1 +

1
1

1

m2
4-12

X = AB +AB

e

~ m1 =AB=X=1
~ m2=AB=X=1

A -~--~~~~-r~-...

s ---+---1

x
3 IC pkgs
1/ 3 LS04
V2 LS08
1
14 LS32

AN1

s ____,

14

2

7

2 IC pkgs
5/ 4 LSOO
(1-4 = 1 LSOO )
5
V4 LSOO

=

7

GND

Fig. 4-14. Partial solution for Experiment 7. A) through 0) represent the main steps in design of this exclusive-OR (XOR)
function, using five NANO gates.
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3. The simplification step is bypassed in this par- Equation 4-12, however, if you examine the two
tial solution. Instead, the circuit diagram is drawn equations you will see that there are fewer Boolean
directly from the equation in literal form, Fig. operations in the latter equation.
4-14C. Three diffe rent IC packages are needed in
this 5-gate arrangement.
8. Implement Equation 4-13, using NAND/NAND
symbology as in Fig. 4-15B. One less gate is used,
4. Using NAND devices exclusively, you will still as you can see from comparing this circuit with Fig.
require five devices, as in Fig. 4-140. However, 4-140. This results in a 50% savings in package
this comes to 2 NANO IC packages, a savings of count, an improvement over the partial solution
one-third over the mixed gate circuit of step 3.
above.
5. After numbering and labe ling the lines, con- 9 . Build the circuit from your pin-out NANO/
struct the circuit on the solderless breadboard. NAND diagram. Fig. 4-158. Confirm its operation
Don't forget: ground then power hookup is done by generating the truth table using BOIS, as before.
first. Note that the annunciator and pushbutton connections are indicated in the small boxes next to the Discussion
input and output li nes of the circuit. Configure BOIS
This was not an easy problem, so if you did not
into a 2-in/1-out format. Verify that the 4-line truth see your way through to the complete solution, do
table you generate corresponds to the truth table of not feel badly. Hopefully, you were able to arrive at
Fig. 4-14A.
the partial solution without much difficu lty.
One thing stressed in this experiment is t hat
Complete Solution
you should always look for alternative solutions if
6. The equation for this ci rcuit, Equation 4-12, was you have any suspicion that your equation is not
derived from the truth table of Fig. 4-14A. It looks totally simplified. Equation 4-12 looked simple, but
compact enough but it can be simplified:
the trick of adding zero terms did wonders: it cut
package count in half by eliminating the one extra,
nagging gate. In cases where e limination of one
4 -12
X =AB+ AB
device can save an entire package, look critically at
= AA +AB + AB + BB Identity/Rule 3 (two your preliminary solution to see if it can be imzeros are added)
proved.
= A(A+B) + B(A+B)
Distributive/Rule 8
The other feature of this experiment is t hat it
= A(AB) + B(AB)
De Morgan/Rule 10 demonstrates another important combinational
= AB(A+B)
Distributive/Rule 8
function: Exclusive-OR, or XOR for short. The
logic symbol and the special operator (an encircled
+sign) are shown in Fig. 4-15C. The 74LS86 is a
The final expression I will call Equation 4-13. The commonly available quad XOR IC package. Introinput variables are on the right, and the output variduction of this function was de layed so that you
able on the left. This is a reversal of the informal
could full y appreciate how and why it works using
convention.
the Boolean descriptive method of this chapter.
XOR devices are also called comparators,
X = A(AB) + B(AB) = AB(A+B)
4-13 because they indicate whether two signals are the
same or different. XOR circuits can compare 8-bit
7. By adding zeros to the original equation, AA and words, perform arithmetic functions, and can check
BB, the value of the expression is unchanged. This for errors in data transmission (parity checking).
allowed the factoring out of the common term, to Strictly speaking, the simplest XOR package, the
give Equation 4-13. This may not look simpler than LS86, is classified as an MSI device because it uses
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A(AB) + B(AB) = X
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I
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j

I

Fig. 4-1 5. Complete solution for Experiment 7. Simplification to Equation 4-13 (see text in the experiment) has eliminated one
device, and thereby an entire package in the final circuit shown in (B). In (C). the special operator and schematic symbol for
XOR are shown.

twe lve gates pe r package. I will say more about
XO R in the combinational MSI chapter.

EXPERIMENT 8, SSI DESIGN II
Problem Statement
Design a ci rcuit with two inputs and fo ur outputs, in which only one of the four outputs wi ll be
low/0 fo r any one of the input states. Remember
that there are fo ur (22 = 4) possible input states.
Figure 4-16 is the general scheme of the design.
Optional experime nt: Design another similar
circuit in which only one of t he fo ur outputs will be
high/O for any one of the input state.
Hint: the first design employs NAND/NAND
logic. The second employs NOR/NO R logic.

Solution
1. Construct the trut h table for t he four input
states. This table will have four output columns ;
each output variable will be low/0 for only one input
state . Conversely, you would say that for any given
inp4t state, only one output will be low/O, the rest
will be high/1. See Fig. 4-l 7A. Wr ite the minte rms
for each output low on the appropriate line.
2. From t he truth table, write the four equations.
See Fig. 4- l 7B. Each consists of one minterm, and
is equated to low/O, the value of its output variable.
These equations are of the SOP, low fom1. You are
specifying the sole condition when the output is low
in each case. For example, output Wis 0 only when
bot h A and B are 0. Continue for X, Y, and Z.
3. The four, single minte rm equations are rewrit-
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ten for a high/l/true output condition, as indicated
to the right of the four original equations in Fig.
4-l 7B. These are SOP high equations. Actually,
this conversion to SOP high form is not abso lutely
necessary, as one could draw the schematic from
the SOP low set of equations to the left; however
the resulting gate count is less if you use the SOP
high set to the right.

,____ w
A - - ---l
B -----l

x

?

1 - - --

y

-

1 - - -- -

z

Fig. 4-16. General input/output scheme for the design
problem of Experiment 8.
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4. Draw the schematic using NANO/NANO sym-
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Fig. 4-17. Solution for the 2-to-4 line decoder of Experiment 8. The outputs are active-low. The truth table, equations and final
NANO/ NANO logic circuit are discussed in the text.
·
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bology. Label the pins appropriately for the signal
names, terms ge nerated, and annunciato r and
pushbutton connections. See Fig. 4-17C.

6 . As an optional exercise, try implementing the
other design mentioned in the problem statement,
namely, active high/ 1 output states instead of
low/0 states. The truth table, equation set and
labe led NOR/NO R schematic are shown in Fig.
4-18. The procedure is similar to that for the
NAN D/NAND implementation.

5. Hook up the circuit, run DBIS and configure to a
two-input/four-output column format. Ve rify circuit operation by generating the 4-line truth table.
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Fig. 4-18. Alternate solution to the 2-to-4 line decoder problem, using NOR/ NOR Logic. The outputs are active-high. Economy
of package count is the same as in the NANO/ NANO solution. The choice between the two depends on the particular
application.
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Discussion
Before discussing the actual details of design,
you may be wondering exactly what the circuits of
Figs. 4-17 and 4-18 actually do. If out puts W, X, Y
and Z were re labeled as 0, 1, 2. and 3 respectively.
then you can see that these circuits actually decode a
2-bit binary number into a decimal number 0-3! In a
sense, these circuits could be described as s imple
binary-to-decimal code converters.
In this circuit, there are two input lines, or four
possible input states. In a s imilar circuit with three
input li nes, there wou ld be 23 or 8 possible input
states; in a 4-input circuit, there would be Z4 or 16
possible states. In each case there would be e ight
and s ixteen output lines, respectively. The termino logy for these circuits is 2-to-4 line, 3-to-8
line. and 4-to-16 line decoder, respective ly.
There are othe r interpre tations for this decoding funct ion, such as dev ice activation, address
decod ing, data di stribution and so on. These functions are found on the more complex MS I
decoder/multiplexer chips that we will discuss
later. For the moment, let's look at the two implementations of the 2-to-4 line decode r in Fig. 4-17
and 4-18.
In the NAND/NAND portion of this experiment, the important th ing was to remember how to
write an equation for an output low/O state. It involved nothing more than taking the input minterm
for the output low state and setting it equal to zero.
You are in effect specifying when the input state is
false/low. Then, by taking the inverse o f both sides
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of equation, you are stating when the output 1s
true/high. Again, by example:

AB= W = 0
_
or
A.8 = = 1

w

Both equations are va lid. Again, the only
reason we want to work with the second, SOP high
form of expression is that the re sultant circuit is a
bit s imple r. Note that in th is circuit, we cannot
utilize the output of one equation as part of the input
for another, as was done in majority detector example (Fig. 4-9). But we can use the inverted input
lines for A and B twice, thereby realizing some
small savings.
Bes ides the act ive low output circuit of Fig.
4-17, there is an alternative active high output circuit performing the same function, shown in Fig.
4-18. If you compare the truth tables for t he two
circuits, you'll note that they express t he same
general function of a 2-to-4 line decoder. The diffe rence is that in the second, NO R/NO R. circuit,
each output is high/ 1 for any give n input state, and
low/0 otherwise. That is, the decoder outputs are
active-high, rather than active-low. In certain applications one level of output might be preferred over
the other, however, the re is no implicit advantage
in having active- low or active-high outputs. Certainly, the gate and chip count of the two circ uits are
the same, and they are therefore equall y efficie nt
from the standpoint of construction.

Discrete Electronic
Components and Laws
So far you' ve le arned about the building blocks of voltage re lationships within circui ts, about the
digital circuits : the combinational logic devices and workings of semiconductors, and about the meaning
the Boolean Laws that govern the m. You have of digital IC ratings and specifications.
learned not o nly about the specific tasks they pe rIn short, you are going to descend a few levels
form, but also how these devices can be combined into the black box and look inside . This is the world
into working circuits, that is, the rudiments of of discre te components: resistors, capacitor s, didigital design. Most of this material has been on a odes and transistors. Each component has its own
functional level. Using the imagery introduced in law o r operating principle which can be understood
the introductory chapter, we have been concerned by means of a graph, simple equation or mechanical
with what these black boxes do and how to connect analogy. In this chapter, we'll look at two passive
them into bigger black boxes (circuits) that will components first, the resistor and capacitor. Pasperform more complex functions.
sive means that they modify signals but do not
This functional approach can take you a long amplify them. By doing so we'll be covering a
way in unde rstanding dig ita l devices, to be sure . necessary kernel of basic e lectronics, and be layi ng
However, the functional approach isn't enough. You the groundwork for understanding diode and transhould know something about the e lectronic com- s istor action and TTL circuit operation, which is
ponents that make up digital ICs, and the laws that detailed in Chapter 6.
gove rn them.
A fair amount of space is devoted to basic THE RESISTOR AND ASSOCIATED LAWS
e lectronics at th is point for several reasons. ObviT hi s section discusses voltage, current,
ously, you must know about the innards of digita l Ohm's Law, and Kirchhoffs Laws. It also includes
I Cs if yo u are to use them properly. By detailing the important information on resistor values, ratings
components, you'll learn about bas ic current and and uses.
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Voltage and Current

meaning of the + and - signs in the figure. Hydraulic
pressure can be expressed in units of
Voltage and current can be easily understood
pounds/sq.
in., atmosphere, mm of mercury (Hg)
by means of a common analogy. A closed hydrau lic
and
so
on.
system consisting of wate r-filled tubing and a pump
Voltage and current are almost exactly analogis s hown in Fig. 5-1. The water passes through the
tube at a certainflow rate given in gallons/minute or ous to the hydraulic quantities given above. Hisin similar units. This flow occurs against a certain tori cally, e lectricit y was thought to be a type o f fluid
frictional resistance within the tubing, therefore which possesses charge and which could move from
one place to another under the influence of an elecsome pumping force is necessary.
Under the influence of the pump, water moves trical pressure or voltage. By convention t he charge
in t he direction indicated, name ly from a region of of e lectricity was take n to be positive.
As Fig 5-2A illustrates, a vo ltage source
high to low pressure. It flows down a pressure differential or drop; the pressure at point A, PA, is pushes this positive e lectrical fluid through a wire.
highe r than that at point B, P . If there were no The batte ry (electrical pump) raises the positive
diffe rential, water would not fl~w at all, and if the charges from a low (negative) to a high (positive)
differe ntial were reversed (B > A) t hen it would potential. This positive charge flows out of the
flow in the reverse direction. One can say that there positive battery term inal, through the wire and then
is a pressure drop over t his segment of t ubing [ PA - into the negative term inal to be raised up to a high
P 8 ] which represe nts the pressure lost in ove r- potential aga in. Positive current flow is in t he di rection of ( +i). (You could use the image of the
coming the frictional res is tance of the tubing.
When a small unit of water arri ves back at the positive terminal repelling the positive charges,
intake s ide of t he pump after its t ravels around the with the negative terminal attracting them.)
circuit, it is raised to a higher pressure region of the
Of course, the major charge carriers in wire
system by the action of the pump. This · is t he are reall y negatively charged electrons, but this

Flow direction

r

High pressure

Low pressure

A

-

B

--

Quantity

N ame

Unit of Measure

Fluid

Water

Gallons

Flow rate

Flow

Gallons/ min

Pressure

Hydrostatic
press

Lbs/ sq. in.

- - PA

- p'B

Fig. 5-1 . Hydraulic circuit. with pump. water flow and pipe resistance analogous to the electrical quantities of voltage, current
and electrical resistance.
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High
potential

+i

Low
potential

Or

+
-i

Quantity

Name

Unit of Measure

Fluid
Flow rate

Charge
Current
Electric potential

Coulomb = 6.24 x 101e unit charge
Ampere = 1 coul/ sec
Volt = unit of potential work

Pressure

Fig. 5-2. Current conventions. Electrical current flow in a wire can be represented by positive charge (A), or as negative charge
flow (B). Units of measure are given in the table at the bottom of the figure.

was not appreciated when the positive current convention was established some two centuries ago.
This physically more accurate representation of
e lectron flow is given in Fig. 5-2B. Here the directions are reversed, with negative current flow (- i)
proceeding from the negative to the positive terminal. Rather than do the mental gymnastics of thinking of negative voltage as a high pressure re lative to
negative charges, do something easier. Use the
like-repels-like idea just mentioned; negative current is repelled by the negative terminal and attracted to the positive one.
Thus, for any case of current flow in a wire,
you can speak of two currents flowing at the same
time, but in opposite directions. It is necessary to
choose either the (+i) or (-i) convention and stick
to it.

Frankly, the historical image of positive fluid
driven by a positive e lectrical voltage and moving
from high to low electrical potential (voltage drop
across a resistance) is more physically appealing.
The pos itive current flow convention is still very
much in use, is preferred in engineering texts over
the negative current flow convention, and is the
convention used in this book. (You will come upon
both representations for direction of current flow in
your readings with the nature of current unspecified. Just remember the above conventions
and the meaning will be clear.)
To continue along the lines of the hydraulic
analogy, e lectrical charge can also be quant ified,
like any other fluid. A physical unit, the couwmb,
consists of a large number of very small unit
charges ( + or - ). Electrical flow rate or current is
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expressed in amperes. One ampere is one coulomb
passing a point in a wire each second. Let's formalize this a bit.
If we call the quantity of charge Q, then the
amount of charge, ~Q. passing a point per unit of
time, M, is the current:

5-l a

I = LiQ IM

The delta symbol means the difference or change in
the parameter it proceeds. Replacing the delta
symbol with the Jetter d, we have

I

= dQ/dt

5 -lb

This equation means the same thing but expresses
current more conventionally as a so called time
duivative of charge: the rate of change (or passage)
of charge with respect to time. Generally, the rate
of.change of any physical parameter with respect to
time assumes the form of the time derivative:

Rate of Change

=

d {Parameter Symbol}
dt

For instance, if xis distance, then dx/dt is velocity.
This notation is useful later on, when I explain
capacitance.
I can speak of vo ltage as a sort of e lectrical
pressure which drives charge carriers ( + or - )
down a wire. In classic physical terms, the volt is a
potential unit of work performed on a quantity of
charge a certain distance against an electrical gradient. This would be analogous to moving a weight a
certain distance against the force of gravity.
A more usefu l definition is to think of voltage
as a potential to drive current through a conductor
against a resistance. This is s imilar to the water
pump system, in which the driving pressure is
needed to overcome the frictional resistance of the
pipe in order for flow to occur.

Ohm's Law
As illustrated in Fig. 5-3A, the resistance to
current flow in a simple electrical circu it can be
Jumped into a quantity R. (Even copper wire has a
small but measurable resistance. ) Here, the voltage source forces charge carriers (we use the positive current convention) through the wire and

+I

G

VR
IR= R

~

+

Vs -=-

i

+
+I

+t

+

lRi VR

5-2

or

v

=R

Fig. 5-3. Ohm"s Law. (A) the basic relationship for current, voltage and resistance. Note the voltage drop across R and its
polarity. positive current falls down the potential ditterence across the resistor. (B) A simple mnemonic for Ohm"s Law.
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•
Adding series resistance
R00

+

vs

1-

+Is

--

t

= R1 + R2 + R3

+
V, = I R1

-

R1

s

t

+
V2 = Is R2

t

s= Is R3

5-6

Req
R2

)

R3

Kirchhoff's Voltage Law

Fig. 5-4. (A) Kirchoff's Voltage Law shows how to add voltages around a loop. Source voltage minus voltage drops equals zero.
(B) It also is the basis for praving the linear addition of series resistors.

against this lumped resistance. Resistance in e lectrical circuits is measured in Ohms. We can re late
curre nt, voltage, and resistance by means of Ohm's
Law:

1/10 ampere (A) or 100 milliamperes (mA).
A little alge bra will allow you to convert Equation 5-2 into the othe r forms of Ohm's Law.

V = IR
I= V/R

R = V/I

5-2

Equation 5-2 s tates that current flow is proportional
to voltage (dri ving pressure) and inversel y proportiona l to resis tance. This makes physical sense.
Using the units of measure just mentioned, the
eq uation states that, "It takes one vo lt of driving
potential to create one ampe re of current flow
against a resistance of one ohm."
For a 9 V source and a 90 ohm resistor, total
current flow in this circuit wou ld be 9 V/90 ohms

=

5 -3
5-4

An interpretation of Equation 5-3 goes like this:
given the value of a resistor and the current flowing
through it, you can find the voltage drop (analogous
to pressure diffe rential or gradient) across it. An
interpretation of Equation 5-4 goes like this: in
order to limit current flow to a given value under a
certain specified vo ltage, use a resistor with value

R.
Figure 5-38 is a me mory aid for Ohm's Law.
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Point to the quantity desired and it gives you the
correct expression. Naturally, this aid should not
be necessary if you r emember the physical sense of
the law: a voltage potential driving a curre nt
through a res istance.
Ohm's Law has a number of practical consequences. You can use it to do some common sense
analysis of more complex circuits than the one in
Fig. 5-3, and to determine component values for
circuits you may be constructing.

across each resistance is not an abstract notion, but
a real, physically measurab le quantity. If you built
the circuit in Fig. 5-4A you could measure a separate voltage across each of the resistances, the sum
of which would approximate Vsource, within the
limits of measurement e rror.
One practical result of Ohm's Law and Kirchhoff's Voltage Law is that you can see how to add
series resistances. Not only that, you can prove this
series addition relationship.

Kirchhoffs Voltage Law
Kirchhoff's Voltage Law
V5 = v1 + v2 + vJ
Ohm's
Law
=
Rll
+
R2~
+
R31
Kirchhoffs Voltage Law states that the sum of
5
5
=
lgCRl
+
R2
+
R3)
voltages around a loop are equal to ze ro. This law
= IS Req
applies to series circuits such as the one in Fig.
5-4A. The voltage source and the three resistances
are in series, that is, end to end. The source current where Req is the equivalent resistance.
(15 ) flowing through each of these resistances is the
Req = Rl + R2 + R3 Series Addition
5-6
same because the current path is continuous. As the
current passes through each resistance it loses
some of its driving force, in much the same way as
Remembe r, it is the fact that the current is the
water loses some of its fo rward driving pressure in same through all segments of the loop that allows
passing through a series of pipe sections (hydraulic you to factor out !source in the third step. T he total
resistance e lements). Just as there is a pressure or equivalent resistance is then "seen" from the
drop across each pipe section, there is a voltage drop vie wpoint of the voltage source as the sum of the
across each e lectrical resistance . The s um of these individual resistors, as in Fig. 5-4B.
Another practical application of Ohm's Law
voltage drops equals the source voltage:
and Kirchhoffs Voltage Law is that of voltage diviVsource = V1 + V2 + VJ
5 -5a sion. Figure 5-5 is a redraw version of Fig. 5-4. It
shows that the voltage drop across one or more
Across each resistance there is a voltage drop. series resistors is me re ly the ratio of that resisThe polarity of the voltage drop opposes the polarity tance to the total resistance, times the source voltof the source voltage. This is only logical, as the age. This s hould make intuitive sense, and the
voltage is higher on the upstream side of the resis- re lationship could be proven for each case. Le t's
tance, and lower on the downstream side . Current work out the drop across R3 (Vcd or V ) as an
3
would not, after all, flow unless this voltage dif- example. Note that the dro p across the total series
ferential exis ted! If we take the polarity of the resistance (V.d) is the same as Vs, and that the
voltage drops relative to Vsource into considera- current through R3 (13 ) is the same as ~·
tion, we have:
I = V I R3 = V I R = ~
Vcd = Vcdda (R3/Req ) ad eq
Vsource - V1 - V2 - VJ = 0
5-5b
or
VJ = (R3/Req )Vs
This is just Equation 5-5a re arranged to conform to the verbal statement of Kirchhoff's Voltage
Law.
In the figure, a total of five voltage drops are
Lest you think otherwise, the voltage drop calculated: th~ee fo r each of the resistors, and two
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A

+
1

-

+

-=-

'1'

i
v+i .>
c
v3i R3~
Tv
V

vs

>
A1 ~

~

+

B

A2~

~

Vcotao AD

-

D

V1

=

Voltage
division

VAo =Vs
V 80 = (R2 + R3 / l\q) Vs
Vco
(R3/ Req) Vs

=

Also

=

V1
V2 =

VAa = (R1 / Req) Vs
Vee = (R2/ Req ) Vs
VAc

= (R1 + A2/ l\q) Vs

Fig. 5-5. Voltage division among series resistances is a matter of direct proportion or ratios. See text. The various voltage d rops
which could be measured in this simple three-resistor circuit are shown, with the calculations for each.

for two pairs of resistor s. These voltage drops are
indicate d by the set of arrows between the labeled
points in the figure. In short, the voltage drop in
series resistance circuits is just an arithmetic proportion or ratio of one or more resistances to the
total re sistance, Req .

Kirchhoff's Current law
Kirchhoffs Current Law states that the sum of
currents entering or leaving a point in an e lectrical
circuit is zero. This law applies to paraUel circuits,
like the one in Fig. 5-6. The three resistors are in
paralle l. This time, it is the voltage across each
r~i stor which is the same, and the current through
each which is divided.
According to the law, current is conserved at
any point in the circuit. At po int A in Fig. 5-6A, the
amount of current e nte ring the point, !source, is
equal to the amount leaving it. !source equals the
sum of thre e smalle r currents. 11, 12 and 13 • A similar
statement can be made about point B. The equations expressing thi s current law are:
!source = 11 + 12 + 13
Isource - Il - I2 - I3 = 0

5-7a

5-7b

To add resistances in paralle l, note that the
voltage across all the resistors, VAB' is the same; it
is equal to the source voltage, Vs. Using Equation
5-7a and Ohm's Law, we have:

and since V1 , V2, and V3 =Vs we have
ls = Vs(l/Rl + l / R2
= Vs(l/R• q )

Rearranging gives Equation 5-8 for paralle l addition
of resistors.
l/Req = l / Rl

+ l / R2 + l / R3

5-8a

The equivalent paralle l resistance is in reciprocal form in this equation. You must take the sum
of the reciprocals of the individual resistors, and
take the inverse of the sum to get Req . A pocke t
calculator he lps. But for any two parallel resistor s,
use the fo llowing, somewhat s impler equation:
R
•q

Ohm's Law and Kirchhoffs Current Law can be
used to show how parallel res istances are added and
how curre nt is divided among parallel resistances.

+ l/R3)

=

Rl x R2
Rl + R2

5-Sb

For two paralle l resistors, R is their product divided by the ir sum. In gener~l, the Req. of parallel
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resistances is less than the smallest res istor in the
configuration, whatever the number of resistors
involved. For a 2-resistor circuit having 10 ohms in
parallel with 100 ohms, Req is fo und to be 9. 1 ohms.

smaller resistance s, less cur rent into the lar ger
resistances. Figure 5-7 is a redrawn version of Fig.
5-6. Keeping in mind that the voltage, V5 , (the
voltage between points A and B) is the same for all
resistors, we can write for Rl:

Req = 10 x 100 I ll O = 9.1 ohms

vs

Also, for a 2-resistor ne twork, if the resistors
are equal, the Rco wi ll be exactly one-half the value
of eithe r of them. Fo r two 50 ohm resistors in
paralle l Equation 5-8b yields 25 ohms.
Req = 50 x 50 I 100 = 25 ohms
Likewise, three equal resistors in parallel would
have an Req of one-third the value of any one of
them. Four equal resistors have an R of one-fourth
the value of one of them.
eq
Current is divided among paralle l resistances
as you would expect. More current flows into the

I/ R.q
1s<R / Rl)
11 cq

=vi
= 11 x

Rl

Ohm's Law

=I
rearranging terms
= (~./Rl) 1s

That is, the current flowing into any resistor in a
paralle l configuration is inversely proportional to
the ratio of the given resistance to the equivalent
resis tance. In the example of a 10 ohm in parallel
with a 100 ohm resistor, this ratio is 9. 1/10 = 0. 91.
This means that 91 % of the current would flow into
the 10 ohm resistor, and only 9% into the 100 ohm
resistor!
We can also say that most of the current is

0
Adding parallel resistance

1

5-Ba

Req

+I

+
Vs

j-=.

Rea
~

R1

R2

R3

VAs =Vs

B

Kirc hhoff's Current Law

J
Note:

5-7b

R1 x R2
A = -eq
R1+R2

5-Bb

For 2 parallel resistors
Fig. 5-6. (A) Kirchhoff"s Current Law shows how current is divided among parallel branches. The sum of currents entering and
leaving a point is equal to zero. (B) It is also the basis for showing how parallel resistances are added, namely, as the sum of
their reciprocals.
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A

I

+

v,j~ v~ lv,tR1!+1,

= (F\qlR1 ) Is

C urrent

11

division

12
13

= (F\qlR2 ) Is
= (F\/ R3) Is

'-- Also

+Is

--

~

\.....

12.3

= (F\/
\

R2 R3 ) Is
R2 + R3

B

Fig. 5-7. Calculation of the current in each branch depends on the inverse ratio of branch resistance to equivalent resistance.

shunted through the smalle r 10 ohm resistor. This carbon resisto rs, what follows applies to these
s hunting concept is important, as you will encounte r it in practical eve ryday circuits. The
shunting e lement (which may not be a resistor as
such) in a sense "steals" current from the larger
resistance. This principle is used in the transistor
switching configurations t hat we will discuss in the
next chapter.

Resistor Values, Ratings, and Uses
In most of your experimental work you will be
using the common carbon resistor. These inexpens ive components have a numbe r of ratings:
0 The resistance va lue of the resistor. expressed in ohms.
0 The tole rance or variation of that value,
expressed as a +/- percent.
0 The powe r rating of the resis tor, expressed
in watts or fractions the reof.
Resistor s also co me in a variety of othe r
form s : precis ion res is tors for 'test equipment,
wire-wound powe r resistors for high wattage app lications, resistor ne tworks for specialized or custom appl ications, and eve n resistor DIP packages
which are used in bus-orie nted (multiple, paralle l
line) computer circuits. While our concern is with

other types of resistors as well.
Figure 5-8 illus trates a typical carbon resistor,
on which there are several color-coded band markings. The first three bands indicate t he resistor
value, and t he fo urth its percent tolerance. The
diamete r of the resistor and its overall size indicates its power rating.
Table 5-1 shows the color codes used to determine resis tor values and tolerances. Referring
to the table and to Fig. 5-8A and B, you'll note t hat
the firs t two colo r bands represent the significant
digits o f the resistor value , and the third band g ives
the multiplier.
· For instance, re d-violet-orange would signify
27 times 10 3 or 27,000 ohms. For brevity, this is
written as 27 K. The s ilver fourth band means t hat
this value may vary 10% above or below the nominal 27 K value. The absence of a tole rance band
indicates a 20% tolerance. A gold to lerance band
means 5% variation in value .
At one time you had to pay a premium for 5%
resistors, but no longer. In fact, most o f the carbon
resistors sold now, even those from surplus and
mail-orde r sources, are 5% tolerance components.
You'll find that the 5% and 10% tole rance ratings are more than adequate for most work. In fact,
there are some circui t applications, such as in cur-
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Table 5-1. Color Codes for Calculatin2 Resistor Value s and Tolerances.

Color
Black
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Violet
Gray
White
Gold
Silver

1st Band

2nd Band

0
1
2

0
1
2

3

3

4
5
6
7

4

8
9

8
9

3rd Band
(multiplier if used)
1
10
100
1.000
10.000
100.000
1.000.000

5
6
7

0.1
0.01

rent limiting and transistor saturation, where resistors may vary as much as 40 or 50% from the ir
recommended value and still do the job satisfactorily.
Resistor Power Ra tings: In order to understand power ratings, we have to digress a bit to
define powe r itself. In a mechanical system, powe r
is defined in terms of applying a force against a

Value

0

4th Band
% Tolerance

~fl

5%

10%

weight to move it a distance in a certain un it of time.
In everyday terms, it takes more power to move a
weight rapidly against the fo rce of gravity than it
does to do so slowly.
In an electrical system, power is defined in
terms of applying a motive force , voltage, on a
quantity of charge so that a certain amount of charge
flows per unit of time. This translates into applied

r:

Percent

to•caooe

)) ) lf=

I ~--- Multiplier
2nd significant digit
I .__ _ _ _ 1st
significant digit
~---- Red=2

II

Violet = 7
Orange= 3 : 103 = 1. 000

==8JIDF
I....- --

Silver ± 10%

Value= 27 x 10 3 = 27,000 ohms or 27 K
Tolerance= ± 10% = ±2 .700 o hms
Fig. 5·8. Typical four band resistor in (A), with an example for calculating value and tolerance in (B).
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voltage times resulting current flow. T his makes
physical sense if you remember that you are doing
work (applying vo ltage) on a quantity of charge in
order to move it through an e lectrical resistance .
The basic relationship is:
Power = Voltage x Current
Let P stand for power. We write this re lationship,
and then apply Ohm's Law to rephrase it:
P = VI
P = V x V/ R = V2 / R
P= IRx I
=I 2 R

5 -9a
5-9b
5-9c

These equations are equivalent by Ohm's Law.
They all express the power needed to move curre nt
through a res istive e lement under a specified voltage. The un it of e lectrical power is the watt. It is
defined as the amount of power used to cause one
ampe re of current to flow under the influence of one
vo lt. Note that in Equation 5-9b and Equation 5-9c
that power consumption of a resistor does not go
linearly but as the square of voltage or current. For
example, given a fixed resistance, it takes four
times the powe r to cause a doubling of current flow
through it.
As far as power ratings go, V4 to V2 watt ratings are fine for most applications. (V2 watt resistors are typically Vs of an inch in diameter and ~ of
an inch long. ) Rare ly will you need one watt resistors in digital circuits, although they are common in
such applications as powe r amplifiers. For printed
circuit work where low wattage prevails, V4 or even
Vs watt ratings are pre ferred because of size considerations. One-half watt resistors are a better
choice for breadboard work, though. This is not
because you need the highe r power rating, but because the leads are often thicker, making these
resistors more rugged for repeated use.
The power rating of a resistor has a very
specific meaning. Res istors s pend or consume
e lectrical power, and this power has to go somewhere. Since res istor s do not store energy, they
must dissipate it. They do so by radiating the e lectrical powe r in another form: hEat. Often the heat

generated can be put to a useful end, such as in
e lectric stoves, coffee makers, space heaters and
similar appliances.
In e lectronic circuits, though, this heat is a
potential proble m rather than a use ful e nd product.
As a result of heat generated by the resistive e lements in a circuit, ambient temperature about the
circuit rises. The operation of certain components
may be erratic under the thermal stress, causing
overall fau lty circuit function, or even outright
failure. However, thermal proble ms can be overcome by proper circui t design (thermal compensation), passive radiative cooling (heatsinks), and
forced convective cooling (fans).
Uses. Besides producing heat, useful or not,
resistors pe rform numerous other circuit functions,
a few of which will be mentioned. For our purposes,
resistors wi ll be used to limit current flow through
othe r components such as diodes, transistors and
digital ICs. Resistors are employed to bias transistors into saturation, so that they will operate properly as switches. They are also key components in
determining the time constant of a circuit, which
are useful for timing, clock signal generation and
measurement. An example of measureme nt is the
common joystick or game paddle .
Further, the vo ltage division principle can be
applied to more sophisticated meas urement such as
analog to digital (A/D) conversion us ing resistor
network s. Also, r es ist ive transducers-components which change their inte rnal resistance in
response to changes in such quantities as light,
temperature, and press ure-are the bas is of
laboratory measurement and industrial monitoring
systems. A few expe rime nts involving the construction and testing of simple res istive transducers wi ll be presented in Chapter 11.

Examples of Resistive Circuits
To conclude this section, two examples of resistor circuits are given. These e mploy a battery as
a constant vo ltage source. (Also known as direct
current sources, or de for short.) Yo u will be asked
to find the equivalent resistance of series and
parallel resistor configurations, as well as voltage
drops, current flows and power diss ipation.
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+Is

~A

10
R1

6V

+

20

R2
R3

40

solving this proble m, with the most direct one
shown here. First, find R4, 5, 6 by direct inspection.
It is equal to one-third the value of one of them, as
mentioned before. The total series resistance in the
right leg of the circuit, R , is illustrated in 5-12B.
Finding Rx permits you t~ calculate the current in
this leg, and therefore the power dissipated in R2
and the vo ltage drop across V•l.5,6 .

B

Given : Vs

=6 V

0

A

R1 = 10fl
R2 = 20 fl
R3 = 40 fl
Find:

A1

10

A,,q
1.

R2

Req ---~

20

R3

40

Fig. 5-9. Resistive circuit example.

B

The problem illustrated in Fig. 5-9 requires
you to find the equivalent resistance and the source
current, given the values of the three resistors and
the source voltage.
The voltage source sees an equivalent resistance through points A and B, in Fig. 5-lOA. In
5-lOB the parallel equivalent resistance of R2 and
R3 is :
R2, 3 = R2 x R3 I R2

+ R3 = 800/60 = 13. 3 ohms.

A
A1=10

~--

R2,3 = 13.3

B

The total equivale nt resistance and source current
are :
Req
Is

= Rl + R2,3 = 13.3 + 10 = 23 ohms
= V/Req = 6/23 = .26 amperes or 260 mA

+I
--~ 260µ.A

6V -=..
A,,q = 23 ohms
T he equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 5-l OC.
For the circuit in Fig. 5-11, find Req and Is.
Also, find the power dissipated in resistor R2, and
the voltage drop across the set of paralle l resistors
R4, R5 and R6 (R4, 5, 6).
A,,q = A1 + A2,3 = 10 + 23.3 = 23 ohms
Begin by redrawing the ci rcui t, as in Fig.
15 = V5 /Req
= 6/ 23
= 0.26 A
5-12A. Again, you look in from the viewpoint of the
voltage source, so that you see the same equivale nt
resistance that it sees. There are several ways of Fig. 5-10. Solution for Fig. 5-9.
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>

~ R3 = 15!1

~ R1 =30!1
~ R4

~ R5

~ R6

~ 10n > 10n .'> 1on
B

Given: Resistor Values R1-R6 above
V5 = 9 V
Find: A,,q and Is
Power in R2 (PR2)
Voltage drop across R4,5.6 (V•. 5 •6 )

Fig. 5-11 . Another resistive circuit example.

Rx

= R2 +. R3 + R4,5,6 = 40 + 15 + 3.3 = 58.3
ohms
= (R4,5,6/R)V = (3.3/58.3)9 = .51 vo lt
(510 mV)
VR2 = (R2/R)V5 = (40/58.3)9 = 6. 17 volts

V4_,_ 6

PR2 = (VR3)2 I R3

5

= (6.17)

2

I 40

= .95 watts

Rx is Rl in paralle l with Rx , so that
RC<I = (30) (58. 3) I 88. 3 = 19. 8 ohms, and
15 = V/Req = 9/19.8 = .45 amp or 450 mA
The final equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 5-12C.
In the second example, you could have calculated I , the current in the right leg, in orde r to find
PR2 fr~m t he equation P 12 R. Howeve r, it generally seems easier to apply t he vo ltage division rule
than t he current division method, perhaps because
it is intuitively easier to take direct ratios for
vo ltage divis ion t han inverse ratios for current division.

=

CAPACITANCE, TIME CONSTANTS AND REACTANCE
Capacitance, both in t he fo rm of an e lectronic
component and as a property of all components, is

an essential concept. In this section, just as with the
resistor, you will be introduced not only to the
component itself, but to a number of related ideas.
Capacitors are used in e lectronic circuits, digital and ana log, for many different purposes. Also,
t he behavior of other components- diodes, trans istors and digital !Cs-is influenced by their internal capacitance. Of particular importance is that by
unde rstanding capacitance, you'll have an intuitive
grasp of assoc iated concepts: the time constant and
reactance.
A fair amount of space is dedicated, therefore,
to describing capacitance, first by a hydraulic analogy, and later by simple RC (resistor-capacitor)
circ uits. Some exam ple app licati ons are me ntione d, along with values and ratings of capacitors.

The Hydraulic Model
As t he name suggests, a capacitor stores
somethi ng, be it electrical charge or a tangible fl uid
like water. The idea of capacitance is presented in
F igs. 5-13 and 5-14.
Consider a vessel into the top of which water
flows from a pipe (pipe A) and out of the bottom of
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which water exits from a second, smaller pipe (pipe
B). See Fig. 5-13A. In this analogy, water re presents charge and the size and shape of the ve ssel
represent capacitance. T he main thing to unde rs tand in this system is how the vesse l (flui d
capacitor) fill s and e mpties (charges and discharges) given a certain flow of water from pipe A.
The rates of filling and e mptying are exponential.

Q

A

That is, tank volume does not change in a straightline fashion, but rathe r follows a gentle curve that
approaches some equilibrium. T he equilibrium
state for this syste m is one in which the level of the
water remains constant for a given flow from pipe

A.
Let's see how the tank fills, first. Refer to Fig.
5-13B. The tank is empty and there is no water
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Fig. 5-12. Solution for Fig. 5-12.
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see text
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Fig. 5-13. Hydraulic model of capacitance. (A) Physical model. (B) Exponential filling curve. (C) Exponential emptying or
discharge curve.

coming in from pipe A. Then we turn on pipe A at
time t0 • Assume that there is a steady flow of water
into the tank from pipe A, and that the initial outflow
of water into the tank from pipe B is low. Even
though water exits from B. the tank will accumulate
water via the greater inflow from A. The height (and

volume) of water in the tank at first rises fairly
rapid ly. But as the he ight of the water increases it
will exert an increasing downward pressure at t he
outlet, and hence the outflow from pipe B will
steadily increase. Eventually, the inflow from A is
matched by the outflow from B. They are equal, and
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t he volume in the tank is constant, in an equilibrium
or steady state.
As you see in Fig. 5-138, there is a sharp rise
in tank volume at first, and t hen a gradual fa ll-off in
t he rate of fi lling as it approaches the steady state
vo lume. Indicated in t he graph is a characteristic
time fo r t his system, represente d by TC, the time
constant. T his is t he time it takes to fill to about
63% of the equilibrium vo lume, starting from when
pipe A was first turned on, t0 • More w ill be said of
t he time constant short ly.
Let us say that this equil ibrium volume (Veq ) is
10 gallons, and we leave t he system alone for a

while in this condition. The tank is fully charged al
this rate of inflow, and the water volume will not
change if we keep pipe A inflow constant.
Then suddenly, we turn off the inflow from
pipe A. Refer to Fig. 5-13C. We' ll call this turn-off
time t0 also. Immediately, t he tank starts to empty
t hrough pipe B. At first, the outflow is rapid due to
t he he ight and we ight of the water column. T he
level fall s quick ly at first, as you see from the steep
slope of t he curve in the figure. As the level fa lls , so
does the he ight and we ight of the water column.
Consequent ly, outflow through pipe B declines
steadily and the rate of emptying likewise slows.

10.0

0
Gallons

3.70 T- -- - .......
1.37 +--

---I

----=..__

.50 t..:===:t:===::t:==~======----Time
1TC
2TC
3TC

10.0

9.50 -

-s.36
6.30

Gallons

1TC

2TC

3TC

Fig. 5-14. (A) Redrawn discharge curve for the tank. with volume remaining indicated vario us times, expressed as multiples o f
the time constant. (B) Redrawn charging or filling curve for the tank. with volumes at TC multiples indicated.
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This falling off of t he rate of emptying is reflected in to the exponent. The exponent of e, t/TC, is negathe decreasing slo pe of this discharge curve. This tive. Remember that any number rai sed to a negasituation is similar to tank filling; the same princi- tive power is really the reciprocal: 10- 2 = 1/10 2 =
ples ope rate in the reverse direction. And like the 1/ 100 = . 01 , for instance. S ince the expone nt infilling curve, the emptying curve in Fig. 5-13C also creases in time . the value e- irrc becomes smaller.
has a characteristic time value or constant, TC, Therefore, V becomes smalle r with the passage of
measured from time zero whe n the inflow pipe was time .
The shape of this Volume versus Time curve is
turned off. This is the time it takes for the tank to
discharge to 37% of its equilibrium vo lume (Veq ) of s hown again in Fig. 5-14A, which is a slightly embellished vers ion of the emptying curve of 5-13C.
10 gallons.
These time constants for fi lling and emptying
This exponential decay curve and the equation
are eq ual because the time constant is a fundame n- t hat describes it can be unde rstood if we consider
tal property of such systems as this. It takes one TC the passage of time in multipks of the time constant.
for t he tank to fill to 63% of its V . Or, you could say (The actual value of TC, be it minutes, seconds or
that it takes one TC for it to fill t~ wi thin 37% of this hours, is unimportant.) That is, let's measure time
volume. When the tank is discharging, it takes one intervals in integer multiples of TC: t = n(TC),
TC for it to fall to 37% of its Veq , or alternative ly, to where n is a whole number, 1, 2, 3, etc. Then t he
ratio t/TC would be just 1, 2, 3, for each such
be 63% discharged.
In othe r words, most of t he change in tank inter val. At t=O, t/TC wou ld be 0, and the expovo lume, whether charging o r discharging, takes nential term wou ld be :
place during one time constant.
e-01Tc = e-o = 1
T o more fully describe such systems, we have
to use some math. The hydraulic system described,
and s imilar systems such as charging and discharg- At time t= l T C,
ing e lectrical capacitor s, are known as first-order
systems. The charging and discharging of cae-ITC/TC = e- 1 = l/e 1 = 1/2. 718 = .368
pacitors in these systems is governed by a time
constant and is re lated to time in an exponential The equation tells you that after one TC, the vo lfashion. For the emptying tank, the volume in the ume will decrease lo about 37% of its original value.
tank will decrease accord ing to Equation 5-l Oa:
If we s tarted at 10 gallons, there would be 3. 7
gallons by time t=lTC, as s hown in Fig. 5-14A.
V = V e -t/TC
5-lOa
What happens as more time passes? Again
0
using multiple of T C, we can express Equation
whe re V is tank volume at any instant in time.
5-lOa more convenie ntly as:
V0 is the current tank volume.
e is the natural base, which eq uals 2. 71 828.
v = v0 (. 368)"
5-lOb
t is the time interval from when V0 was
measured to when V is measured.
where n=time in multiples of TC.
TC is the system time constant.
From the graph in Fig. 5-14A you can see t hat by
T his equation describes the steady decline or 3TCs the tank is almost empty. If you refer to T ab le
decay of tank volume towards zero with the passage 5-2, third column, you' ll note that after 3TCs the
of time. The natural base, e, is so called because it actual decline is down to 5% o f t he starting volume,
is used in many physical systems to describe time and afte r five TCs down to less than one percent.
One more thing about the discharge curve . You
vary ing quantities. Base 10 could have been used,
but this woul d have added anothe r numerical factor could start anywhere on the curve, at some arbi-
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Table 5-2. Table of the First Order
System Dischari e and Chariini Factors. (If Time is Measured in
lnteier Multiples of TC, the Values for t= Oto t = 5TC are as Listed.
A First Order System is Pract ically in Equilibrium by 4 or 5 TCs.)
t = n(TC)

I/TC

OTC
1TC
2TC
3TC
4TC
5TC

0
1
2
3
4
5

e- VTC

(1 - e- VTC)

decay factor

chari ini factor

1.000
.368
.140
.050
.018
.007

.

0.00
.632
.860
.950
.982

.993

trary volume of say 7. 5 gallons. Again, it would take
an interval of 3TCs for the volume to decrease to
5% of this volume, namely (.368)3 x 7.5 or about
. 38 gallons.
That is, whatever volume we choose to start
with (V ), we know that there will be (.368r of that
0
vo lume re main ing after n time constants. It is not
the starting volume, but the time constant that
matters in determining the amount of change in the
s ystem with time.
In filling the tank, on the other hand, we use a
modified form of Equation 5-lOa:

5 -ll a
The factor (1 - e-itTc) applies to a charging o r filling
system. As with the discharging equation, we can
rewrite the exponential term using multiples of TC
for time. Just substitute directly for the natural base
term:

v =v

cq

(1 - (.368)")

5-ll b

The charging factor starts out at 0 at time zero
(t
OTC). As time passes it approaches unity
because e- irrc get smaller and smaller. The e quation tells you, then, that V gets closer to the
equilibrium volume Vcq with time. This is expressed in the graph of Fig. 5-14B, and by the actual
numerical values in the fourth column of Table 5-2.
(To get these values just subtract the values in the
third column from one .) As you'd expect, the percentage changes in volume are comparable to the
discharging case. Starting from zero volume, the

=
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volume of a fi lling tank is about 63% of the final
equilibrium volume (or to within 37% of it) after
1TC. The tank is 95% filled by 3TCs, and so on.
The factors that influence that time constant
will be now mentioned. In the hydraulic model the
capacitance of the tank- its fluid inertia or tendency to fill and empty quickly - depends upon its
geometry. A tall thin tank would have a smaller
capacitance than a low squat one. The skinny tank
would reach its equilibrium volume for a given inflow rate fairl y soon, and this volume would be
relatively low. This is because the tall column of
water would more quickly exert a higher pressure
on the outflow pipe.
Besides the capacitance of the tank, there is
also the resistance of the outflow pipe. For a g iven
fluid capacitance, a system with a narrow outflow
pipe will have a longer TC than one with a large
diameter pipe. The system with the thin pipe will
take a longer time to reach the equilibrium volume,
and this vo lume will be larger.
T he extremes of these two s ituations are illustrated in Fig. 5-15A and B. In the case of a skinny
tank/wide pipe system, the time constant will be
low because equilibrium will be reached sooner. A
sq uat tank/thin pipe system will have a much longer
TC. We can express the time constant as a product
of tank capacitance times pipe resistance, given in
Fig. 5-15C. Generally,
Time Constant

=capacitance

x resistance

This discussion of a hydraulic capacitor (tank)/
fluid resistor system was meant to give you a physical understanding of the concepts involved, most
important of which is the time constant. To some
extent, this physical analogy is directly app licable to the e lectrical capacitor. As you will appreciate, the rate of inflow is analogous to charging current flowing under the influence of an applied voltage. The equilibrium volume (more accurately, the
we ight of the water column) is analogous to the
time-dependent vo ltage across an e lectrical capacitor. Further, the e lectrical RC time constant expressed in seconds is in fact equal to resistance in
ohms times the capacitance in fa rads (the unit of

0

t
~

Low capacitance
Low resistance
Low TC

High capacitance
High resistance
High TC

e
Fluid
capacitance : Tank geometry and size
Fluid
resistance : Pipe diameter
TC = fluid cap. x fluid resistance

Fig. 5-15. (A) Tall thin tank with low resistance outlet-low
TC. (B) Low squat tank with high resistance outlet-high TC.
(C) The time constant for such fluid systems is expressed in
terms of an RC product (resistance x capacitance).

electrical capacitance). These concepts will be discussed and expanded in the following section.

Electrical Capacitance and the RC Time Constant
Most of the things you s hould know about
e lectrical capacitors are implied by the concept of
the time constant, already introduced, and by the
capacitor component law. The component law is
given in Equation 5-12:

Q =CV

5 -12

where Q is the accumulated charge in coulombs.
C is the capacitance in farads, F.
Vis the applied voltage across the capacitor.

This equation states that a one farad capacitor will
store o ne coulomb of charge when one vo lt is
applied. One farad is a large unit of capacitance, but
is used for s implicity in our examples. T he equation
could also be read as stating that a one farad
capacitor with one coulomb of stored charge has a
vo ltage potential of one vo lt across it at equilibrium: Vcap = Q/C.
Referring to Fig. 5-16A, you can see that the
capacitor itself is represented by two metal plates
separated by a thin layer of nonconducting material,
a dielectric. In a large capacitor this plate and foil
sandwich is wrapped up into a compact cylindrical
"jelly roll" in order to save on space. The larger the
plate area, the more charge that can be stored.
Also, the thinner the dielectric, the greater the
attraction of stored charges on either plate. Both
these factors, s urface area and spacing, as well as
the nature of the die lectric itself, influence capacitance. Large plates spaced close together constitute a relatively larger capacitor than smaller plates
further apart.
The property of storing charge is what defines
capacitance, as suggested by the equation. Any
time two conducting surfaces, however small or
irregular, are separated by a space, the potential for
stor ing charge exists. Therefore, not only capacitors, but virtually all electronic components
have some innate capacitance. Even two parallel
wires placed side by side have a small but measurable capacitance between.them!
The physics of capacitance is complex, but you
can understand just what a capacitor does from
Equation 5-12, from what you learned in the hydrau lic mode l, and from the simple circuit in Fig.
5-16.
In Fig. 5-16A, ther e is no charge on the
capacitor plates. When the battery leads are connected to the capacitor, current (+ I) flows through
the circuit and charges accumulate on the plates.
The reason for this current flow is that plus charges
from the positive terminal are attracted to the
minus charges from the ne gative terminal. (Remember, it is valid to talk of a virtual flow of positive and negative currents going in opposite directions.) The accumulation results in a rush of plus
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Fig. 5-16. (A) Uncharged, (B) charging. and (C) fully charged
capacitor at equilibrium voltage. See text for discussion.

and minus charges from the respective battery terminals towards the upper and lower plates, as in
Fig. 5-16B. So even though the dielectric will not
conduct current because it is an insulator, current
does flow due to this attraction of unlike charges
across it. It is just as if a current were passing
through the capacitor while it is charging.
This charging current is high initially, but decreases with time. As plus charges accumulate on
the top plate, they begin to repel other plus charges
coming from the positive termina l; likewise for the
minus charges accumulating on the bottom plate.
Eventually, an equilibrium is reached in which the
attraction of unlike charges across the dielectric is
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balanced by the repulsion of accumulated charges
on the plates.
In this steady state, no further current flows.
We can state this another way. From Equation 5-12
the acquired capacitor voltage potential is now
eq ual to the applied voltage in this equilibrium
state. From the standpoint of t he resistor there are
two 1-volt vo ltage sources (the battery and the
charged capacitor), t he positive term inals of wh ich
are attached to e ither end. The refore, the potential
difference across the resistor at this po int is zero,
and again no curre nt flows.
At this eq uilibrium state, you could remove
the ideal capacitor from t he circuit and it wou ld
maintain the stored charge indefinite ly. Rea l
capacitors have a small leak of current across t heir
plates because the dielectric is not a perfect insulator. Still, your ordinary surplus capacitor w ill
ma intain its charge for a time, and you could measure a voltage across it just as in Fig. 5-16C. In the
ideal case the meter would read 1-volt.
Given the circuit of Fig. 5-16A, the next question is, "Just how long does it take for the charging
current to full y charge the capacitor to one volt?"
That depends on the values of t he resistor and t he
capacitor, as you may already have guessed.
For instance, if the capacitance were high,
more accumulated charge wou ld be necessary to
create a one volt potential across the capacitor
(Q=CV). If the resistance also increased, th is
would reduce current flo w and charging time would
correspondingly increase. The time it takes to
reach equilibrium, then, is directly proportional to
the values of the resistor and the capacitor. Obviously, we're leading up to the circuit time constant.
It is expressed by the same form of equation introduced at the end of the last section. For this circuit,
the RC time constant is:
TC= R x C

5 -1 3

where TC is the time constant in seconds.
R is the resistance in ohms.
C is the capacitance in farads.
For our battery charged capacitor, the time

constant is 1 ohm x 1 farad. or 1 second. After 3TCs
it is 95% charged (. 95 V). The vo ltage versus time
curve in Fig. 5-17 has the exponential shape of a
first-order system. The equation for the voltage
that you would measure at any time during the
charging process is given by another fami liar equation:
V

= Vs (1 -

e -t/RC)

5-1 4

where Vis 1 volt and the T C (= RC) is 1 second.
Just as important as the vo ltage curve, is the

curve for charging current. Figure 5-l 7B shows
how this current decreases accord ing to the exponential decay re lationship:
I or leap
s

= I0 e-it Rc

5 -15

Note that Isource is the same as the current going
through the capacitor, as there is only one loop in
the circuit. 10 is the current flowing in the circuit at
time zero. How is it determined? By real izing that
at t0 there is no charge in the capacitor so that Vcap
0. Those were our starting conditions . The re fo re, the full voltage of one volt is present across

=

(Vcap] .63 V
Cap voltage

TC= 1sec

0
1 = lamp
0

[I cap]
current

.37A

-

-

-

TC =1sec

Fig. 5-17. During the charging sequence in Fig. 5-15, the capacitor voltage and current have the curves shown in (A) and (8 )
respectively.
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the resistor at the instant of t0 • This one volt differential causes a one amp current across the one
ohm resistor at this time, but thereafter declines
exponentially to zero. Again, current declines as
Vcap increases towards the equi librium or charging
voltage, because of the decreasing potential diffe rence across the resistor, as just explained.
T o examine the discharge curve, we will connect the fully charged capacitor of Fig. 5-16C to

ground through another one ohm resistor, shown in
Fig. 5-18A. Ground means some type of sink that
can absorb charge and diss ipate it. Earth ground is
an example , though a metal chassis or other extended metal surface may be thought of as a ground.
We could also connect the leads by a wire , as indicated by the dashed line, and get the same resu lt.
When the capacitor discharges through the resistor, curre nt flows as the plus and minus charges on

+ lo

1 volt

l

++ ++

j

1

= 1 amp

1F

j

___ -l1 ohm

+

v,,

=1'oll

v

Cap voltage

.37V

1TC = 1sec

1 amp

Cap c urrent

.37 A

1TC

= 1sec

Fig. 5-18. For the discharging capacitor in (A). the exponential decline of voltage and current will look like (B) and (C),
respectively.
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the plates rush towards one another. Stored charge,
which is responsible for the capacitor voltage, decreases. As a result, Vcap decl ines from one volt
and eventually reaches zero volts. The fall-off in
current and Vcap is given by:

I
Vcap

= I0 e-rre

= V0 e-•iTe

5-15
5-16

V0 is the voltage at time zero, which is the 1 volt
eq uilibrium voltage we started with from Fig.
5-16C. The graphs for V and I against time are
plotted in Fig. 5-18B and C. Both V and I are effectively zero (wi thin 1%) after 5TCs, or about 5
seconds.

Reactance
So far we have talked about constant voltage or
de sources. What about ac sources? How does
capacitor current vary when the applied voltage
varies? The answer to this is given by the component law, or more specifically its time derivative :

Q =CV
dQ/dt
or
I

= C dV/dt
= C dV/dt

5-17

When discussing the charging and discharging of a
capacitor it is usually more mean ingful to speak
about the current flowing through it than about the
number of coulombs it stores. Equation 5-17 allows
us to do just that, and it provides a few other insights as we ll. This version of the component law
states that the effective current flow through a
capacitance will be greater if,

0 dV/dt, the rate of change of applied vo ltage, its frequency, is higher.
0 C, the value of the capacitor, is higher.
The physical sense of this is as follows. Assume some capacitor is in equilibrium with some
fixed voltage applied. This voltage then suddenly
changes. This quick change in voltage w ill cause an
equally rapid change in the accumulated charges to

come to eq uilibrium, and a current will result, as
just described in the de mode l above~ Slowly
changing voltages will affect a correspondingly
more gradual re-equilibration of charge, and less
current wi ll flow. In short, for a given capacitor
value and vo ltage amplitude, a capacitor wi ll pass
more current with high frequency signals than with
low frequency signals.
Second, larger capacitors will allow more current flow than small ones. The reason for this is that
large value capacitors are more capable of storing
or delivering greater quantities of charge fo r any
given level of voltage. This follows from Equation
5-12. Therefore, given a certain swing in the polarity o r magnitude of the voltage, large capacitors can
provide greater swings in the accumulation or delivery of charges under this varying voltage, than
can a small capacitor. This translates into larger
swings in current. In short, for a given frequency
and amplitude of app li ed ac vo ltage, la r ge
capacitors wi ll pass more ac current than small
capacitors.
According to the component law in its time
derivative form, Equation 5-17, capacitors can be
thought of as presenting a type of resistance to ac
current flow, technicall y known as reactance.
Capacitative reactance is less at higher freque ncies, and is less for larger capacitors, because more
current flow s in either instance. Capacitative reactance, the resistive property of a capacitor that
limits ac current, is given by:

Xe

=1 I

6. 28 f x C

5-18

where Xe is capacitative reactance in ohms.
f is freq uency in hertz (Hz or cycles per
second).
C is the capacitance in farads.
For instance, at a frequency of 100,000 Hz (100
kHz) a 1 microfarad (J.LF) capacitor would have an
effective resistance of 1/6. 28(105 Hz) (10- 6 F) or
about 1. 6 ohms.
A special case of high frequency signals is the
square wave, more specifically the leading and
trailing edges of the square wave. A one volt square
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Fig. 5-19. (A) The shape of the current curves in the capacitor and resistor branches of a circuit in response to a single square
wave. Here, the duration of the sq uare wave is three times the TC. R is small enough to be ignored in calculating TC . (B) A very
short pulse of duration m uch less than TC will result in negligible•resistor current, IR. See text.

wave s ignal, which swings sharply from 0 to 1 volt
and back again, is shown in Fig. 5-19.
The hypothetical sq uare wave will swing between its high and low values instantaneous lydV/dt would then be infinity! In reality, square
waves have finite but very short rise and fall times,
dV/dt for these edges is therefore still quite high.
These edges are referred to as high frequency unit
Pulses, with a frequenc y often in the gigahertz
range. The reactance, Xe , of even fairly small values of capacitance at the extremely high frequencies of these unit pulses is very low-a few tenths
of an ohm or less. Therefore, a capacitor is essentially a short circuit at these high frequencies and is
seen by the voltage source as a simple length of
wire!
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Figure 5-19 s ummarizes some of the properties of capacitative reactance that we've been talking about. The time constant for the circuit in Fig.
5-19A is TC = 10 ohms x 10-6 farads= .001 sec or
1 millisecond (ms). The signal is a single square
wave with an amplitude of one vo lt. The leading or
rising edge of the signal is the high frequenc y unit
pulse mentioned above. The capacitor is a reactance or ac resistor under these conditions. Virtually
all the current flowing during the instant of this 0 to
1 volt transition appears through the capacitor. This
is because the total current in the circuit, IT , will be
divided with most of it going through the effective
sho rt c ircuit presented by the capacitor. (Remember Kirchhoff s Current Law and current divis ion.) As time passes, current decays in the

capacitor branch of the circuit (charge accumulation
on the capacitor), and more current flows in the
resistor branch, I,
At the end of the 3 ms square wave, the capacitor is nearly charged (95%). When the trailing
edge occurs, 1 to 0 volts, the accumulated charge
flows out of the capacitor to the ground or zero vo lt
level presented by the signal source. Current
through the capacitor branch now flows in the opposite direction as shown by the negative spike on the
graph of Ic . (Charges are coming off the capacitor
the same way they came in, but in reverse.) The
discharge lime constant is short because the internal
resistance of the signal source of the square wave is
very small. Therefore, most of the discharge current flows to this signal ground rather than through
the resistor, and the discharge spike is very short.
If a very narrow square wave is used, say 1/10
the width of the one above, we can see the effect of
reactance even more dramatically. As shown in Fig.
5-19B, for the same values of Rand C the current
wave form Ic appears as an up and down or biphasic
s pike. The positive part is simply the fore -

shortened charging curve. The negative discharge
spike occurs again, but it is of lower amplitude
because fewer charges accumulated during the
short duration of the square wave. More interesting
is the appearance of I . It barely rises above zero,
before the input sign~! returns to zero.
If you understood in a qualitative sense everything that went on in Fig. 5-19, then you have a
good grasp of the concepts presented. By the way,
the reason for the 10-ohm resistor R is to limit the
total current in the circuit (IT) to ar~und 100 mA.

Capacitor Ratings, Values and Uses
Capacitors come in several forms. The small
value disk capacitor is shown in Fig. 5-20A. It has a
value range from small fractions of a microfarad
(l0- 6 F or µ.F) to about 1 µ.F or so. The maximum
voltage rating is anywhere from 10 volts to around
100 vo lts. Larger applied voltage fluctuations
would destroy the capacitor, either by creating a
short or a permanent open circuit. Both value and
voltage rating are usually printed on the disk. It is
safe to assume that the tolerance is on the order of
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Fig. 5-20. (A) Disk, (B) electrolytic "can, " and (C) tantalum capacitors.
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10-20% for disk capacitors, unless otherwise
specified on the component.
Electrolytic capacitors have a special dielectric
which greatly augments capacitance for a g iven
plate area and spacing. This type of capacitor is
used in power supplies, amplifier output s tages and
other high power applications. Electrolytics are
polarized. This means they can only function under
conditions wher e the vo ltage does not reverse its
polarity. The polarity of an electrolytic, or can as it
is sometimes called, is marked on the component as
shown in Fig. 5-20B. Typicall y, values may run to
several thousands of microfarads, and ratings from a
few volts to hundreds of volts. Both axial and radial
forms exist, as indicated.
Special computer grade capacitors also exist, a
common type being the tantalum capacitor. These
can be recognized as little globular compone nts
comparable in size to small disks. Tantalums have
high values for their s ize, and higher price tags,
when compared with the disk. They are also
polarized, as shown by the polarity marking on the
component in Fig. 5-20C. (This would be a 10 µ.F I
20 volt component: value first, then voltage rating. )
The reason for their high-grade ratings is not high
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I C3
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tolerance alone, but their r eliability. If they are
operated within their ratings, they are guaranteed
not to break down. This is very important in sensitive digital circuits where they are used extensive ly.
Adding capacitors is easy. Just remember that
the rules for adding serial and parallel configurations is just the opposite whe n compared with the
rules for the resistor. Figure 5-21A shows that the
equivalent capacitance for series capacitors is found
by adding the reciprocals. T he equivalent capacitance of capacitors in parallel arrangement is found
by simpler linear addition of the individual values,
as in Fig. 5-21B.
Now a quick rundown of some applications.
Power Supply Filter Capacitors. Figure
5-22A shows a circuit powered by an unregulated de
supply. The load (circuit consuming the power) is
represented by a resistance, RL. T he ripple in the
source voltage is undesirable, and must be removed. Figure 5-22B illustrates an exaggerated
ripple of + 3 to +8 volts, varying about 5 volts. The
ripple is filtered out by placing a very large e lectrolytic can across the load with the polarity as
shown. The large can will charge and d ischarge
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Fig. 5-21. Figuring the equivalent capacitance of (A) series, and (B) parallel capacitors.
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I
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- - - - - - 3V
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Fig. 5-22 . Filtering ripple . (A) De power source with ac ripple, and filter capacitor in place. (B) Effect of large filter capacitor.
Vcap rides on Vs and decays slowly. (C) The variation in the voltage applied across the load has been reduced from 100% to
about 7%. See text.

s lowly. It will charge to the peak voltage, 8 V, and a power supply. Also, you are left with a roughly 7. 5
because of the large TC (large capacitance) it will V average vo ltage in this example. This can be
decline very little from that level. The capacitor reduced to the desired level (5 V, 3 V, etc.) by
filters out the ripple by s toring and delivering means of regulators or zener diodes, which we will
charge by virtue of its large capacitance, hence the discuss in the next chapter.
filtered vo ltage will look something like that in Fig.
De Blocking Capacitors. Figure 5-23A
5-22C. The ripple has bee n reduced from 100% shows an audio signal from the output amplifier
(8-3/5) to about 7% (8- 7.5 I 7.5)!
stage of, say, a radio. The signal rides on top of a 10
Naturally, there are formulas that te ll you what volt de level, one which results from bias or power
size capacitor should be used for a certain size load supply vo ltages within the amplifier stage. This de
and desired reduction in ripple, if you are designing voltage, if applied to an output speaker wou ld result
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in distorted speech and music, or no output at all.
(The s peaker baffle would be pinned or restricte d in
position by this de level.) In Fig. 5-23B, the de
voltage is blocked by the small 10 µ.F capacitor.
Only the audio vo ltage, which fluctuates at a frequency of between a few hundred and several
thousand Hz, will pass the capacitor.
For instance, at a 1 kHz (typical mid-range
audio) freq uency, this capacitor would have a reactance of 1/6.28 (10- 5 F) (10 3 Hz) or about 16 ohms.
Thi s is a low resistance for current flow, and so
audio freque ncies are readily passed, but de signals
are blocked. The actual signal component that appears al the s peaker is only the ac component of
Vin. Current flow through the speaker is shown to
the right of the circuit, with the de "contaminant"
removed.
Despik ing Capacito r s. Figure 5-24C illustrates a typical s ituation in a digi ta l system,
namely, a set of digital circuits s upplied by a power
source o r s upply with power and ground lines common to each major unit of the system. The supply

0

voltage is a regulated, constant value of +5 volts.
However, the total current supplied to the circuit is
not a simple straight line. It is interrupted by occas ional current transumts,pulses or spikes, one of
which is shown in the figure .
These current t rans ients come from two
sources. They can be caused by switching noise in
the digital circuits, which are transmitted throughout the entire system via the power and ground
lines which are common to the entire system. Or,
power s pikes may also be generated from outside
the system: from the power supply itself, from
e lectrical machinery in the same building or from
irregularities in the utility line. Power spikes are
trouble; they can cause erroneous data, and can
sometimes even lock up the system.
The solution to current transients is obvious
from the diagram. A bypass capacitor conducts high
frequency spikes to ground. Even a small capacitor,
say . 1 µ.For so, will conduct these spikes to ground
before they reach the rest of the system. In this
example, we assume that the noise comes from

Vin
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M
t_____
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Fig. 5-23. De Blocking. (A) Audio waveform rid ing an undesirable de level. (8) Removal of de component by a small blocking
capacitor.
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Fig . 5-24. Removing c urrent spikes. (A) Propagation of a high frequency c urrent spike. He re the power supply is the source of
the troublesome spike. The low reactance of even a small capacitance to very high frequencies allows most of the spike current
to pass through it to gro und. Transients originating in the digital circuits would likewise .be dissipated. (B) Equivalent circuit of
the system.

outs ide the circuit, though spike generation from
TTL switching phenomena is just as li kely. As you
can see, the spike on the supply current, IT, is
divided into system current (!sys) and despiking
capacitor current (I). !sys is very small since most
of the transient goes through the bypass capacitor.
In Fig. 5-24B the system is redrawn, with the
system represented by an equivale nt load resistance, Req . This setup is really the same as the one
for the power supply filter capacitor just discussed.
The only difference is that the current is smoothed
or filte re d of ve ry high frequency variat ions,

therefore you need only a very small capacitor to do
the job.
Despiking capacitors must never fai l. If they
sho rt out, then the power supply shorts out and the
current surges can be disastrous. Needless to say,
digital circuits and components must have highgrade never fail, capacitors. Therefore, high reliability tantalums are used.
RC Time Constant. The RC time constant is
utilized in clocks or oscillators. Figure 5-25A illustrates one of the simplest and cheapest oscillators
you can construct. It consists of two hex inverters,
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a resistor and a capacitor. The output is a square
wave.
Assume that the output of inverter 2 is high, as
indicated by the arrow on the output wave. Then the
output of inverter 1 will be low. The capacitor will
charge through resistor R with polarity and direction of positive current flow as shown. When the
charging current through R decreases (exponential
decay) the voltage drop across R (~) will eventually reach a logic low. This low will be present on
the input of inverter 1, and its output will be high,
making the final output of inverter 2 low.
Charging current then flows through R in the
reverse direction. When the voltage on C reaches a
logic high (reversed polarity to that in the figure)
the input of inverter 1 will be high and the output of
inverter 2 wi ll be high, back where we s tarted. The
time constant for this oscillation is proportional to

RC. For this configuration the actual value of TC is
about l/2 RC. The frequency is given as F = 1/6. 28
RC.
The RC Time Constant in Measurement.
As a final example of a circuit employing the RC
time constant, refer to Fig. 5-25B. A variable res istor connects a capacitor to a + 5 V source. The
capacitor can be momentarily grounded and discharged to 0 V under the control of a computer. At a
set time, the switch indicated in the diagram first
closes to discharge the capacitor, then opens, allowing it to charge through the resistor. At this
time a counting loop in software begins. The
capacitor then begins recharging through the variable resistor.
The time it takes the capacitor to charge up and
reach a TTL input logic high (2.0 V) is determined
by the TC, a product of the capacitor and the vari-
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Fig. 5-25. (A) Hex oscillator, the frequency of which depends upon the values of Rand C. (B) Using the RC time constant for
measurement of physical quantities. See text for discussion of both circuits.
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able resistor. When logic high is reached, the
counter stops, and the value of the count is proportional to the value of the variable resistor. As shown
in the family of curves to the right of this circuit, the
time constant varies as the resistor value varies.
The various times- tR 1 , etc. - are proportional to
the resistor value and to the specific count in the
timing program.
So by measuring a time constant, you measure, in this case, a resistance. Now, what varies
the resistance? Here are a few causes.

The count is then proportional to temperature!
D Light. Resistive photocells, the resistance
of which varies with light inte nsity, are used. The
time constant, and therefore the count, is proportional to intensity of light falling on the photocell.
D Pressure, pH, chemical concentration and
other physical properties are additional examples.
If you can cause a change in resistance in response
to changes in the physical quantity under study, you
can measure that quanti ty by such pure resistive
transducers as the one in Fig. 5-25B.

D Position. Rotating a rheostat (variable resistor) changes its value. This is the principle of the
game paddle and joystick.
D Temperature. Thermistors are resistors
with special thermal properties. Their resistance
changes considerably with temperature changes.

NOTE: The actual technique of measureme nt
varies with the computer. Jn the case of Apple,
the counter measures the duration of a square
wave. This duration is determined by the simple RC time constant. Details of this are presented in Chapter 11.
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The Diode and Transistor
Like the last chapter, thi s one is a mix of basic
theory that you must know as a bare minimum,
combined with practical settings in which those
principles appl y. You'll first learn about the
simplest semiconductor device, the diode, and see
how the concepts of resistance and capacitance can
be used to describe both its normal operation and its
limitations under extreme conditions. Transistor
action is cove red next. Transistor fundamentals
could span several chapters and invo lve lots of
mathematics. Fortunately, we're interested in only
the rudiments of transistor operation. Because we
are interested in the transistor as a digital device,
our treatment is simplified. You'll learn its properties as a transfer resistor, how it can be used as a
switch, its configura tions as a current sou rce and
current sink, and some of its limitations in terms of
speed and driving power.
All of this wi ll make the nuts and bolts coverage of TTL circ uit operation and technical specifications in the next chapter much easier, and it wi ll
give you an int uiti ve understanding of the practical
electronics of digital circuitry.

SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS
Semiconductor material is manufactured us ing
silicon (Si) as a base substance or substrate. As with
the atoms of every e lement, the silicon atom has a
nucleus, one or more inner electron shells and an
outer or valence shell. It is th is valence shell, or
more accurately the number of electrons in it,
which determines its chemical and electrical properties.
The valence shells of t he elements we will be
considering have room for e ight electrons. A full
valence shell contains eight e lectrons. And it is t he
most stable configuration for any element ; it is t he
lowest energy state or most desirable state for an
atom. One way an atom can attain a full valence
she ll is by sharing electrons with other atoms by
forming chemical bonds.
An Si atom is represented in Fig. 6-lA with
nucleus, inner e lectron shells and valence shell.
The valence shell contains four e lectrons and needs
four more for a complete she ll. We can say that t he
Si atom has four e lectrons available for sharing, or
bonding, and that it has a valence of 4. This is more
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e lectrons to float around. and there are no positive
areas, or holes, where electrons are absent. There
are no free + or - charge carrie rs. This condition
makes the Si crystal an electrical insulator.
Now , s i licon ca n be t r ansfo r me d into a
semiconductor by the addition of elements with a
diffe rent valence. The addition of eve n very small
amounts of such mate ria ls such as gallium or arsenic will res ult in what you might call odd fits in t he Si
crystal. This doping process leaves extra + or regions in the crystal which can act as charge carrier s. Doping doe s not give silicon the conductivity
of copper wire, but rather imparts a partial (semi-)
conductive capability. Let's see how t his comes
about.

N-Type Material

Fig. 6- 1. A) Silicon has four valence electrons and four empty
slots. An Si atom can form four covalent (sharing bonds) with
other atoms. Ball and stick representation is to the right. 8) A
pure silicon crystal. The central atom shares its electrons
(dots) with those from neighboring atoms (x's), for a total of
four bonds.

convenie ntly represented as a ball-and-stick figure ,
shown to the right of the s he ll fig ure.
By borrowing the e lectrons from the oute r
shells of four othe r s ilicon atoms, a particular Si
atom can assume a lower energy s tate. True, it
must share each of its own oute r e lectrons w ith the
other atoms, but this sharing does allow a complement of e ight electrons to be present on the outer
shell at le ast part of the time . The s table configuration that resul ts is a crystal o f s ilicon, shown in Fig.

6-lB.
It is important to note that the Si atoms clutch
the ir shared e lectrons close ly. There are no spare
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Arsenic (As) has fi ve valence e lectrons; 1t 1s
pentavalent. Note t he ball and stick figu re in Fig.
6-2A. Whe n a tiny amount of arsenic is added to
tetravalent (4 e lectrons) silicon, t here is a small
surplus of unpaired e lectrons in the doped crystal
because the fifth vale nce electron on As is not part
of a bond pair. The crys tal is still e lectrically neutral; however these unpaire d e lectrons give a net
concentration of negative charge wherever As
atoms occur. The se e lectrons are relatively mobile,
compared with the othe r e lectron s, and can move
under the influence of an applied voltage. These
mobile e lectrons are called t he majority charge carriers. The re is also a very small population of minority carriers in this n-type semiconductor mate rial
which r esult from imper fec tions and impurities in
the s ilicon. These impurities are not shown in t his
figure . These are called holes.

P-Type Material
Gallium (Ga) is a tri valent (three valence
e lectrons) substance used to dope silicon to fo rm
p-type semiconductor mate rial. In this case, ther e
is also an unpaired electron. It resides on t he Si
atom just be low the Ga atom in Fig. 6-2B. As with N
material, the crystal is e lectrically neut ral. However , t he charge distribution in this region is r e latively positive, because the incomple te shell on t he
Si atom does not completely "cover" or hide t he

Current Flow
Curre nt flow thro ugh p-type and n-type mate rial is shown in Fig. 6-3. If a battery source is
connected to an n-type semiconductor, as in Fig.
6-3A, the mobile majority carrie r e lectrons will
migrate through the crystal. They actually jump
from one atom to the next, momentarily ionizing

positively charged Si nucleus. The result is a net
concentration of pos itive areas or holes. These
holes are the majority carriers in p-type material and
are free to move under the influence of an applied
voltage. A small population of minority carriers also
exist in p-type mate rial due to crystal imperfections
and impurities.

n-type Semiconductor

p-type Semiconductor

"Hole~
':
Area of
relative
positive
charge

_

/

,,..+'

'......

J

/

Fig. 6-2. A) A crystal of impure Si is doped with pentavalent arsenic (As). A region of relative negative charge exists due to the
unpaired electron from As. This relatively mobile electron is a potential charge carrier in this n-type material. B) A crystal of
impure Si is doped with trivalent gallium (Ga). The charge carrier in this p-type material is a region of relative positive charge, or
hole.
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Fig. 6-3. A) Under an applied voltage , the total current flow in n-mate rial is the sum of majority carriers (electrons) and minority
carriers (holes) moving in opposite directions. Net current flow is represented by positive current convention. B) In p-material,
the net current flow is the sum of majority carriers (holes) and minority carriers (electrons), also moving in opposite directions in
this doped crystal.

that atom with a negative charge, and the n moving
to the next atom, towards the positive terminal. A
few mino ri ty carrier holes also move, but in the
opposite direction, towards the negative battery
terminal.
Regardless of the phys ics o f charge carrier
movement w ithin the semiconductor, we can represent net current flow in t he circui t by means of a
current, + Iwrn1 , using the positive curre nt flow convention. T his current is the s um of t he majority and
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minority currents within the crystal. Most of this
circuit current is due to the majority carriers, ImaJ.,
wit h a small contribution from t he minority carrie rs, imm. . Its magnitude is limited by the resistance
of t he semiconductor, a resistance that might range
from several hundreds to several thousand ohms.
Curre nt flow in a p-type semiconductor is illus trate d in Fig. 6-3B. Here, the majority carriers
are holes, and the minority carriers are electrons.
These charge carrie rs jump from one atom to t he

next as they migrate towards their respective bat- ductor devices, such as the transistor , and undertery terminal. As with the n material, the charge standing semiconductor circuits, both discrete and
carrie rs momentarily contribute a net excess of integr ated. The concepts that you must be familiar
positi ve or negative charge to the atom on which with are :
they are brie fly sitting. This atom is momentarily
ionized before they move on. Hole current, rep0 T he junction barrier voltage and forward and
resented by I .. makes up most of the total current reve rse bias.
flow in this p~material, with a small contribution
0 The characteristic curve for this device.
from minority carrier e lectron flow, imm. . T otal cur0 The existence and implications of internal
re nt is again represented in positive flow conven- capacitance.
tion. (This convention is implied in this book unless
Each of these three aspects of the diode will be
otherwise s tated).
examined in the next three sections.
THE DIODE
The semiconductor diode is essentially a pn Diode Characteristics
junction. It is formed by butting p material against n
material and attaching leads to eithe r end, as in Fig.
6-4A. Knowing about pn junction behavior is essential to unde rstanding more complex semicon-

When p- and n-material is butted together to
form a pn junction, as in Fig. 6-4A, a barrier voltage
across the junction results. The reason is as fo llows:

n-type

p-type

e

0

e

0
Ion
Barrier
Potential

+

0

-~--+----"----- 1.6-.7 v
J unction
Barrier
Voltage

P

n

~
Anode

Cathode

Fig. 6-4. A) The unbiased (no applied voltage) Silicon based pn junction has a barrier voltage of .6-.7 volts. B) Graph of barrier
voltage, where potential is plotted against distance on either side of the junction. C) Schematic symbol of the semiconductor
diode.
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Fig. 6-5. A) The forward-biased diode is like a low value resistor. B) Positive current flow representation of net c urrent flow
under an applied voltage. This current is the sum of majority holes from p-material, plus a small contribution of minority holes
from the n-material.

Mobile electrons in the n-type semiconductor
are attracted to the regions of relative positive
charge-holes -in the p-type semiconductor.
These e lectrons cross the junction and sit in these
positive areas, in this case in the valence she ll of
s ilicon (refer back to Fig. 6-28 ). The p-side Si
atoms are negatively ionized. Further, because of
this migration of e lectrons from the n-type
semiconductor, the N side of the junction has a real
deficit of e lectrons and is no longer electrically
neutral. There is a net positive charge on then side.
One would express this by saying that the arsenic
atoms that lost their e lectrons due to migratio n to
the p material are positively ionized. The ioni zed
atoms near the junction are represented by the
boxes containing + and - s igns in the figure.
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There is a limit to this migration of charge
because as the charge builds up on either side it
tends to repel further migrating charges coming in
from the o pposite side. The net result of this charge
accumulation across a junction is, as you would
predict, a voltage potential. It is referred lo as the
junction barrier voltage. For the case of silicon pn
junctions, this vo ltage has a magnitude of 0. 6 to 0. 7
volts. The polarity of this junction potential is shown
in F ig. 6-4. The n side is re latively more positive
than the p side because of ionization of the atoms on
either s ide. This situation is represented by the
s mall battery symbol in 6-4A, and by the graph in
6-48. The significance of the barrier potential will
be clear in a moment.
The symbol of the diode is given in Fig. 6-4C.

The p-type material, signified by an arrowhead, is
called the anode. The n-type material, signified by
the bar, is called the cathode.
If we now apply a voltage to the diode, so that
the positive and negative terminals are attached to
the p and n sides (anode and cathode), then the
diode is said to be forward-biased. In this instance
the applied voltage is 1. 5 volts. This voltage is
sufficient to overcome the barrier voltage, and current will flow through the circuit in the direction
indicated in Fig. 6-5A. In this fo rward-biased s tate,
the diode presents very little resistance to current
flow, as suggested by the small resistor symbol
be low the device. Resistor R is necessary to limit
current flow.
Figure 6-5B illustrates what is going on inside

the diode. Holes are injected by the battery and are
forced up against the barrier potential. Once the
holes are through the barrie r, they are attracted
towards the negati ve battery terminal and continue
their passage. Because the appl ied voltage is sufficient to overcome this barrie r of about 0. 7 volts,
current I flows. Its magnitude is limited by resistor
R. In this figure the majority carriers from the p
semiconductor are re presented by the circled +
s igns. T he minority carrie rs in the n semiconductor, represented by the uncircled + signs, also
contribute a tiny bit to current flow in this fo rwardbiased state.
Note that I could have re presented the flow of
negative charge carriers-majority electrons from
the n material and minority e lectrons from the p
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Fig. 6-6. A) The reverse-biased diode is like a high value resistor. 8) Essentially, only minority carriers flow in this diode.
Majority carriers cannot move against the junction potential, and in fact are trapped in the barrier. The barrier grows in width
and height with increasing external voltage.
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material- as going in the opposite direction. Thi s
actually occurs, but was omitted from the figure for
s implicity).
What voltage value would you measure across
t his fo rward-biased diode? You would measure a
value around 0. 7 volts. This is the pote ntial which is
dropped before s ignificant current flow occurs.
This fo rward bias vo ltage remains fairl y constant
even if we increase t he app lied voltage s ignificantly.
The case of the reverse-biased d iode is illustrated in F ig. 6-6. Here, the positive and negative
terminals are attached to the n and p sides of the
diode, respectively.
Almost no current flow occurs because the
applie d voltage is in the directio n to increase the
barrie r voltage. The reason for th is is t hat the
positive ter minal injects ho les into the n material,
which then migrate towards t he junction. T here,
they ionize the As atoms. T hat is, positive charges
accumulate on the n s ide o f t he junction. The net
charge accumulation is much greater than that occurring in the unbiased d iode. Therefore the barri er vo ltage in this rever se-biased diode is much
gre ater. T his is illustrated in Fig. 6-6B by t he
increased width of the zone of ionization and by t he
higher and steepe r barrier potential curve above
t he device .
A similar process of e lectron injection by the
negative te rminal, with resultant negative charge
accumulation on t he N s ide, also occurs.
T he result is that the re is a gre ater number of
ions on e it her s ide of the junction. Both the magnit ude of the barrier voltage and the width of the
barrier region are re lative ly large.
Only a tiny current flow in this situation. It is
made up of t he positive minority carrie rs in the
n-material which fall down the barrier potential, as
indicated in the curve. (Minority e lectrons from the
p-material also flow in the opposite direction. We
use positive current convention, however, for cons iste ncy.) T his current is on t he order of microampe res.
If you measured the voltage drop across the
diode, you would find a value of very nearly L 5
volts! This is easy to under stand if you thi nk of the
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diode as being extreme ly resistive to current flow,
thanks to the e levated barrier voltage and the few
mino rity charge carriers ava ilable. Since the effect ive reve r se-biased r esis tance is ve r y large
(megohm range), most of the vo ltage drop would
occur across the diode, even if resistor R were tens
or hundreds of thousands of ohms.
As the reverse-bias voltage is increased, the
opposing barrier vo ltage increases with it and ve ry
little additional current flows. Again, it is as if the
rever se-biased diode were a very large resistor,
approaching an open circuit in the ideal case. This is
suggested by t he large resistor symbol in Fig.
6-6A.

The Diode Characteristic Curve
We can summarize what has been said in the
form of the so-called characteristic curve for the
semiconductor diode. Figure 6-7 depicts such a
characte ristic curve for a typical general purpose
diode . The vo ltage drop across t he diode, on the
hori zontal or x-axis, is plotted against the cur rent
t hrough it, on the ve rtical o r y-axis. Positive
vo ltage, to the ri ght, represents forward bias.
Negative vo ltage, to the left, represents reverse
bias.
Starting from zero volts, we increase the fo rward bias. Current flow will be negligible until the
app lie d voltage reaches about 0. 7 volts. At this
va lue, the junction barrier potential is exceeded,
and significant current flow occurs. The diode is
conducting in a full y fo r ward-biased condition. Because a mini mum voltage of about 0. 7 V is required
for current flow , this value of applied voltage is
called the forward bias voltage. In any event, it is
about t he same magnitude as t he junction barrier
potent ial.
T he vo ltage drop across t he diode will increase a little as more current flows in response to
increases in applied vo ltage. This is because injected charge carr ie rs do not accumulate at the
junction. Rather, once they are pushed over the
barrier by the repe lli ng terminal, and they are acce lerated to the attracting te rmi nal on the other
side. Therefore, the barrier voltage increases only
s lightly as applied vo ltage is increased. This is why
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Fig. 6-7. The characteristic curve for a general purpose diode. See text for discussion.

the fo rward-biased junction presents a re lative ly
small resistance to current flow. Just what is the
fo rward resistance of the diode? It is the slope of the
forwa rd characteristic line, the so-called dynamic
part of the curve. As you can see from the fig ure. we
can calculate the dy namic or conducting resistance
o f the diode by taking the inverse of the s lope of this
li ne: 6 VI 61. T his resis tance is quite low, a few
ohms or a few tens of ohms. This is suggested by
the small resis tor symbo l be low t his half of t he
characte ristic curve.
T o the le ft is the reverse-biased portion of the
characte ristic curve . In this state, the diode is essentiall y nonconducting because of the large barrie r
potential and t he negligible contribution of minori ty
carriers to current flow. The ve ry high reve rse bias

resistance is e vident from the very shallow s lope of
this part of the curve: the change in current for a
given change in vo ltage is very small. That is,
6 VI 61 is large and approaches infinity in the ideal
diode. The high reverse bias resistance is suggested by the large resisto r symbol be low this half
of the curve. Typical values are in the range of
several hundred kohms to several megohms.
The ratings associated with forward bias conditions are the maximum fo rward curr ent, max. and
the corresponding max imum forwa rd bias vo ltage
drop, v F.mox· Values of 500 mA and 1.0 volts are
t ypical of small s ignal, ge neral purpose diodes.
As the absolute value of the applied reverse
voltage is increased in the negati ve direct ion. the
voltage drop across the diode also increases. At

1r.
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some value of reverse voltage - called the peak
inverse voltage (PIV)-the diode breaks down. Beyond this PIV, any further increase in applied voltage causes large changes in reverse current (current flowing in the direction opposite that of forward current). Right at the point of breakdown, at
the "knee" of the reverse characteristic as it were,
is a curre nt known as the maximum reverse current, ~.max T ypical values fo r the PIV and ~. max
rat ings might be 50 volts and 20 µA (It is understood that PIV is a negative voltage relative to the
polarity for forward bias. Also, power diodes have
much higher PIVs.)

Pn Junction Capacitance
The third item on the list of diode essentials
mentioned earlier is that of pnjunction capacitance.
The internal capacitance of the diode is the only
important property not expressed in the diode
characteristic curve, a property that deserves special attention.
The bas is for junction capacitance can be unde rstood intuitively. Because of the barrier voltage, the junction itself constitutes a relative impasse to current flow. It acts in the same way as the
die lectric does in a capacitor. In a s imilar manner ,
the mobile carriers on e ither side of the junction act
much as the +and - charges do on eithe r s ide of the
capacitor plates. This configuration of an ion barrier
and mobile carriers on either side imparts a
capacitative property to the diode.
Further, the value of thi s internal diode
capacitance , whi le quite small (picofarad range),
varies depending on whethe r the diode is forward or
reverse-biased. When forward-biased, there are
many majority carrie rs on either side of a re latively
thin barrier region. But when the diode is reversebiased, there are very few majority carriers (the re
is no current flowing) and the barrier region is
re latively broad. The effective diode capacitance is
therefore greater when it is forward-b iased than
when it is reverse-biased.
The implications of diode inte rnal capacitance
are clear when you examine the circuit of Fig. 6-8A.
In this schematic, the equivalent circuit fo r the diode
is represented by the resistance, Rd, and the
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capacitance, Cd, in parallel. In order to see the
effect of diode capacitance on a typical digital s ignal, we apply a square wave as the input and
examine the resul ting output. The output voltage,
Vout, is taken off the series resistor, ~In Fig. 6-8B the input and output voltages are
compared. A single cycle of Vin is shown. When Vin
is low, the diode is not forward-biased. It is nonconducting or off. When Vin goes high, the diode is
forward-biased and current begins to flow. Because
of the diode capacitance, current rises e xpone ntiall y and so does the voltage across ~· It takes a
finite amount of time for Vout to rise to the level of
Vin. This time is signified by tTLll' the low to high
transition time.
When Vin goes low sometime later, Vout follows. The decline of Vout is an exponential decay
because Cd must discharge in the reverse direction.
In fact, because of the existence of the mobile
charge carrie rs, the discharge current (which flows
in the rever se direction of the charging current)
actually causes the voltage across ~ to go somewhat be low zero volts. This is the familiar voltage
discharge spike you've seen before in the capacitor.
The time from high to low, ~llL' is the transition
delay for a high to low trans ition.
We can say three things about this s ituation.
First, the re exists a delay for any semiconductor
device, be it diode, transistor, or integrated circuit.
This delay imposes a speed limit on the propagation
of signals through any semiconductor device. While
the effect of this capacitance-re lated delay is rather
exaggerated in the figure, it can be significant in
high speed digital circuits.
Second, there are in fact two such de lays. One
from on (conducting) to off (nonconducting), and
one from off to on. There is a greater lag in the on to
off state because of the greater effective diode
capacitance in the fo rward-biased condition, as
mentioned above. The speed of semiconductor devices is therefore limited by the longer of the two
delays, namely t 111_.
Third, even the tiny capacitance inherent in
semiconductor junctions can cause a small current
or voltage spike effect. This is the basis fo r switching transients in digital circuits, especially TTL-
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Fig. 6-8. A) Equivalent circuit model of the diode-a resistor and capacitor in parallel. B) An effect of junctional capacitance is
the lag in the rise and fall of current flow in response to an applied square wave.

based circui ts. These transients are more pronounced in the on to off transition, as indicated in
the fi gure , because of the prese nce of mobile
charges in the on state .

Diode Applications
Signal Detection. The typical AM radio signal consists of a radio freque ncy (rf) carrier on
which is superimposed the audio frequency (a0 information. This amplitude modu lated (AM) s ignal
mus t be rectified or detected in order for the audio
component-mus ic or voice- to be heard. As
suggested in Fig. 6-9, the radio signal (1) can be
rectified (2) by a general purpose diode. Only the
positive part of the s ignal is conducted. The com-

plementary negative half is not. By filtering out the
rf component with a small 10 µ.F bypass capacitor,
the recovered audio s ignal (3) can then be appropriately amplified and fed to a speaker.
Powe r Rectification. Similarly, a power
rectifie r (diode) can be used to convert ac current to
a pulsating de current, as indicated in Fig. 6-10,
waveforms 1 and 2. The large electrolytic smooths
out the voltage and yields a de voltage with low
ripple in waveform 3.
Finally a zener dwde is used to provide a steady
de vo ltage, in this case 5. 1 V. Zene r diodes are used
in the reve rse biased configuration, as shown in the
figure. The zener characteristic cur ve is given in
the inset below the circuit, and as you can see, the
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0

10 µ. F

To
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and
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Fig. 6-9. A simple diode detector of the type used in early radios (crystal detectors). Numbered waveforms correspond to the
numbered points in the circuit.

breakdown vo ltage is low, 5.1 V. Provided the
app l ied vo ltage somewhat exceeds the zener
breakdown vo ltage (V ), the voltage drop across the
zener diode wi ll remain constant, giving a steady de
output. The zener is stable unde r this breakdown
condition because it was designed as such. Of
course, their reve rse maximum current rating must
not be exceeded, and this is the purpose of the
current-limiting, series resistor, I\·
Wave Shaping. This is basically just an extension of rectifica tion. Figure 6-llA thru D illust rate several series voltage clamp circuits. In t hese
circuits, output voltage follows input only when
current is flowing through the diode and through
res istor lt Only the positive part of the s ine wave
input appears at the output of the circuit in Fig.
6-llA. Note that a forward bias of. 7 V is dropped
across the conducting diode. The rest of the vo ltage
appears across the resistor, R. The refore, while
the peak (V ) of the input is 5 V, that of the output
wi ll be only 4. 3 V. We can also rever se bias the
diode, as in Fig. 6- 1lB. Current wi ll flow only when
the input voltage exceeds the 3 volts from the
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battery, giving the output shown to the r ight o f the
circuit. Figure 6-11 C and D show t he waveforms
when we reverse the polarities of the diode and
battery.
In Fig. 6-12A thru Care shown several shunt
voltage clamp circuits. In these circuits, the output
voltage fo llows the input only when the diode is
nonconducting, or reverse-biased. In Fig. 6-12A
t he diode is reverse biased during the positive half
of the cycle and during that part of the negative half
t hat is more than - 0. 7 volts. Exactly the reverse is
true fo r the s ituation in Fig. 6-12B. Both ci rcuits
are also known as clippers because the top or bottom
of the input s ignal is cli pped off at the output. If we
now combine the circuits and add reverse biasing
using two 3 vo lt batteries, we have the ci rcuit in
Fig. 6-12C. This is called a corer circu it because
only t he central part of the input waveform appears
at the output. You'll note t hat with a sine wave
inpu t, the output approximates a square wave.
If bias voltages were variable, as they would
be in more elaborate circuits, you can appreciate
how the diode can be used to change the sine wave
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Fig. 6-11. Biased and unbiased series voltage clamp circuits. See text.

and othe r wavefo rms in a continuous fashion. This
is useful in setting voltage leve ls for purposes of
reference, for biasing othe r components, and fo r
preve nting exce ssive voltage and current from
be ing applied to other parts of t he circui t.
Diode Logic. The diode-resisto r logic circuit
in Fig. 6-13 is more of historical than practical
inte rest, but it is instructive just the same . With
both switches open, both diodes are forward-biased
and conducting. Provide d that resistors R,. and I\
are s ignificantly less than the current-limiting resistor RL, the output vo ltage will be low. In this
case it w ill be equal to 0. 9 V. Whe n either switch A
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or B is closed, one of the diodes wi ll be conducting;
Vout will be low, but this time it will have a value of
about 1.1 V. It is only whe n both switches are
closed (and both diodes are nonconducting) that
Vout will be high or 5 V. This circuit therefore
operates as an AN D gate. OR. NOT, and ot her
functions can be implemented us ing other configurations . Integrate d logic (TTL/CMOS) has of
course totally supplanted diode logic because of
dramatic improvements in such factors as s peed,
power, component cost, powe r consumption, circuit s ize, and convenience.
LEDs. The pn junction has been modified in
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Fig. 6·12. A and B) Shunt voltage clamp circuits of clippers, biased and unbiased. C) Corer circuit.
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Fig. 6·13. A) Resistor-diode logic ANO gate. B) Truth table.
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Rs= 330 o hm
Fig. 6-14. The light emitting diode (LED). Calculation for the
current limiting resistor. Rs is shown and is based on the
nominal forward c urrent rating fo r the diode.

rules that re late these parameters.
Normally o ne thinks of a transistor as an
amplifier or linear device, which it is. But in e xamining the trans istor, we are concerned mainly
with its operation as a s witch that either conducts or
does not conduct current. This is fortunate, because it is much easie r to understand the transistor
as a digital device which can assume either of two
states than it is to understand it as a linear device
which can assume any one of a near infinite numbe r
of states.
An explanation of the internal mechanisms that
de fine transistor behavior is beyond the scope of
this book. But you can understand many transistor
properties merely by borrowing the concepts from
the last section on the diode. The reason for this is
that the transistor consists of two semiconductor
diode junctions, one of which is forward-biase d and
the other reverse-biased. Most of the things mentioned in reference to the diode-very low resistance in the full y conducting state, high resistance
in the nonconducting s tate, the existence of internal
capacitance and its effects on waveforms (especially the square wave) - also apply to the transistor.
In other words, we are going to explore trans istor behavior from the o utside using as few
parameters as possible, and also employ a s imple
model of its internal behavior. The emphasis will be
on the bipolar transistor which is based on the pn
junction.

the light emitting diode to give off vis ible and even
infrared or laser light when prope rly biased. It is an
extremely useful component as an indicator in
communicatio ns and in on-board e lectrical isolation. The circuit shown in Fig. 6-14 shows an LED
used to indicate the true state for a NAND gate.
LEDs are created by the current required for them
to light up. Note how the value of the current limiting resistor R5 is calcu lated, as given be low the
circuit. (12 mA exceeds LSTTL output ratings but
might be acceptable in noncri tical applications Key Parameters
where only a simple indicator function is required. )
The pnp trans istor consists of two pn juncA nominal value of 330 ohms would be satisfactory tions. T he semi-schematic re presentation and the
fo r R5 and is desirable as this is a commonly avail- circuit schematic symbol are given in Fig. 6- 15A.
able value.
The emitter is so called because the majority carrie rs of the pnp transistor (holes) are injected into
THE ESSENTIALS OF TRAN SISTOR ACTION
the device through this block of p-type material.
There is nothing s imple or easy about the This current is called the emitter curre nt Ie , shown
ph ysics of trans istor operat ion or abo ut the in Fig. 6-15B. The base is a thin wafer of n-type
mathe matical description of its behavior. However, semiconductor through which the holes pass. In
you can gain a reasonably accurate idea of transistor normal pnp ope ration, most of these holes (majority
action by thinking of this compone nt as another curre nt) pass through the thin base into the collecblack box. It has input and output parameters- tor; this current is known as the collector current,
voltage, current, and resistance -and a few simple Ic . A very small ho le current also flows in the base,
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known as the base current, \. Relative to then-type
base , this tiny hole current is, of course, minority
current.
One important relationship is that I. is equal to
the sum of Ic and \· This is nothing more than an
application of Kirchhoffs Current Law! Because
base curre nt is so small, collector current is nearly
equal to the emitter current, the difference be ing on
the order of a percent or so.
We can talk about two currents then, a small
base current and a much larger collector current.
Collector current is effectively the amount of current flowing through the transistor. Furthe r, it is
the base current that determines the amount of
collector current; Ic is a function of\· That is, the
trans istor is essentially a current dependent device. A small input base current causes a much
larger output collector current to flow, hence the

trans istor's ability to amp lify current.
There is also a vo ltage associated with these
changing currents that is called the collectoremitter voltage, Vre .This can be considered as an
output parameter, and represents the vo ltage drop
across the collector and emitte r term ina ls of the
transistor. As it turns out, the more the transistor is
forward-biased by increasing base current, the
lower this collector-emitte r voltage becomes.
In summary, the base current, .\,. is an input
parameter and serves to forward bias the trans istor
into conduction. \, determines the amount of collector current, Ic , and the collector-emitter voltage
drop, Vre J'he latter two are output parameters. As 'b
T
increases, Ir increases and Vce decreases.
T urning out attention to the npn transistor
you'll note that the only real difference is that the
base is made of n-type semiconductor and the col-
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Fig. 6-1 5. A) Pnp semi-schematic and circuit symbol. B) Relationship of input and output parameters in the pnp transistor.
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Fig. 6-16. A) Npn semi-schematic and circuit symbol. B) Relationship of input and output parameters in the npn transistor.

lector and emitter are made of p-type semiconductor. In the schematic circuit symbo l in 6-16A, thi s is
s ignified by the reversed direction of the arrowhead
on the e mitte r lead. The majority carriers are e lectrons rather than holes. There fore, you can draw
the current flow arrows as before if you wanted to
show this majority carrie r (electron) flow. T he direction of the current flow arrows would be the
same - from emitter, through base, into the collector. However, I want to adhe re to the positive
current flow conve ntion, and inste ad draw t he current flow as shown in Fig. 6-16B.
Except fo r the reversed direction of positive
current flow, e verything s ai d about the pnp trans istor applies to this npn transistor. Collector and
emitter curre nts are approximate ly equal, and collector current is taken to re pre sent the e ffective
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current flow ing through the transistor. \ is the
major input parameter, and Ic and Vc;e are the major
out put parameters. Again, \ de te rmines the degree
of forward bias of the t rans istor, and he nce the
amoun t of collector current flo wing through the
trans istor. As forward bias increases,
increases
and Vce decreases.

t

The Transfer-Resistor
A convenient way of think ing about t he trans is tor is that it functions li ke a variable resistor.
Before we present t his conce ptual mode l, let's look
a bit more closely at just how the majority carri ers
flow in a transistor. This will give you a bit more
ins ight into the internal mechanism of trans istor
action and into the reasons for bias ing the trans istor

for normal operation. The npn transistor will serve
as an example.
The circuit in Fig. 6-17 depicts an npn transistor in a common-emitter configuratio n. The emitter is grounded, the base serves as the input terminal and the collector serves as the output terminal.
In this circuit, we will depart momentarily from
positive current convention in order to see how the
majority charge carriers, e lectrons, flow in the
trans istor.
The amount of current flowing in the base is
signified by - \ and is de te rmined by variable resistor ~ with VBB being a fixed voltage source .
Because this is an npn transistor, the polari ty of this
batte ry must be as shown in order fo r the baseemitter junction to be forward biased for normal
operation.
The collector, on the other hand, is reversebiased. For the npn transistor, this means that the
collector vo ltage is positive, in this case +5 volts.
This reverse bias is necessary for normal transistor
action. The reasons for this can be explained as

follows: With a positive (reverse) bias on the collector the majority e lectrons from the emitter (- 1 )
will be accelerated through the base to this strongly
attractive positive pote ntial. In fact, because the
base region is re latively thin, most of the electrons
will pass through the base into the collector and
continue on as collector current, - Ic. The degree of
this acceleration depends on the controlling influence of forward base-emitter bias, wh ich is reflected by a small base current flow. Base-emitter
bias could be increased by lowering ~. This would
have the effect of causing a large change in Ic fo r a
relatively small change in \ ·
Note that if the collector were forwa rd-b iased
with a negative voltage, this acceleration of electrons would not occur. Instead, all the e lectron flow
would be from the collector and emitte r into the
base resulting in such a large base current that the
transistor would be destroyed.
In short, the base-emitter junction is forwardbiased and the collector-base junction is reversebiased.
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Fig. 6-17. Majority carrier (electron) flow in a forward-biased npn transistor.
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Vee= +5 V

+

V cc, w ill drop across the fixes collector resistor ,
Re . This is a result of s imple voltage division across
seri es resistors.
This can be summari zed by saying that the
output parame ters, Vce and Ic , change just as if base
current had the e ffect of changing the value of a
variable resistor. In the ideal case, a nonconducting
transistor, one in the OFF state, would have:
D An infinite resistance.
D Zero c urre nt flowing through it.
D A voltage drop V<e equal to the supply voltage. + volts in this example .

Note lc :::: 10

Roq = O to x ohms
lc =Oto 5 µ.A
Vco = 5 to 0 volts

}

Depend on
small changes
in base current

Fig. 6-18. Variable resistor model of transistor action.
Analogous to a water valve. Small c hanges in base current
cause large changes in collector current.

The idea of the trans istor as a variable resistor
is presented in Fig. 6-18. (Note that we are returning to the conventional positi ve c urre nt convention. ) In truth, the name trans is tor is a contraction
of transfer resistor and is meant to s ign ify thi s
variable e ffective resistance to curre nt flow in t he
emitter-collector path.
Figu re 6-18 is inte nded as a brie f statement of
trans isto r action. An inc re ase in base c urrent
causes a decrease in effecti ve trans istor resistance .
As a re sult more curre nt flows for a given applie d
collector vo ltage. The transisto r is more conductive because its effective res is tance is less. (The
fancy name for th is is transconductance, a te rm used
in t he more fo rmal treatments fo und in e nginee ring
texts.) Naturally, the vo ltage drop across this res is tance, R in the figure, will decrease as its va lue
decreases. "lvtore of t he collecto r supply vo ltage,
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In the fully conducting or on state the trans istor curre nt is at maximum, the exact value being
limited by the resistor Rr . In this so-called saturated
state the trans istor would have:
D An effective resistance o f zero ohms.
D A current determined by Vcc/Rc , or 5 mA in
this example.
D A voltage drop VCe of zero volts.
Whe n the trans istor is on we say that it is
saturated. It is saturated in the sense that the curre nt t hrough th e collector-em itler circuit is at a
maximum, because the trans isto r resis tance is at a
minimum-near zero, practicall y speaking.

Voltage and Current Transfer Curves
Knowing the shapes o f the \ versus I, curve
and lb ve rsus Ver curve he lps to understand t he
nonconducting and sat uration states that are important in the t ransistor's digital applications. We
call these c urves transfer curves because they show
how an input parameter (current, \) is trans lated
into an output parameter (l or V ).
T o explain these curve; the ci; cuit in Fig. 6-19
is used ; it shows the common or grounded-emitter
configuration of an npn trans istor. The source a nd
base bias vo ltages are +5 a nd + 1 vo lts, re spective ly. The combination of t he 0 to 500 K potentiomete r (Rl ) and the fixed 2 K resistor (R2) in the
base circuit allows you to vary the base cur re nt
fro m 2 µ.A (effective ly zero curre nt) to about 500

fo re, VCe = Veb + 0. 7 for the forward-biased state.
The transistor input, the base current, is estimated by taking the voltage drop across both base
resistors and dividing by their to tal series value.
The junctio n potential of 0. 7 volts is subt racted
from the base bias vo ltage in order to get this
vo ltage drop, as given in the Fig. 6-19:

µA Current limi ting res istor Rl in the collector
circuit is I K. Wit h only this information, plus the
principles already introduced, we can say a number
of things about the operation of this circuit.
First, the re lationship o f emitter, base, and
collector currents is restated in the figure. Aga in,
the emitter and collector currents are nearly equal
because \ is so small. There are also corresponding
inter-lead vo ltages that should be mentioned. Using
Kirchhoffs Voltage Law, you can see that the
collector-emitter voltage is equal to the sum of the
base-emitter and collector-base potentials. The
polarities o f these voltages are indicated by the
s igned arrows in the figure . Note that t he baseemitter junction vo ltage, Vbe, will be limited to a
value of 0. 7 volts, even when the transistor is full y
forward-biased. This is just .like the diode. There -

lb

= (VBB -

0. 7) I (Rl + R2)

A value of a few µ.A represents an effective zero
input current, while that o f a few hundred µ.A or
more will yie ld a saturation state.
(The amount of base current needed to drive
the tr ansistor into a saturation state depends on the
transistor's current-amplifying ability and on the
load resistance in the collector circuit, as you' ll see
shortly.)
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Fig. 6-19. On (saturation) and off states of a transistor. See text.
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T he outputs for on and off states of the transistor are given below in the figure. The values
given are close approximations. When there are
only a few µ.A flowing in the base circuit, the trans istor is essen.tially off since the re is insufficient
current for any significant conduction to take place.
In the off state zero current flows and the voltage
drop across the near infinite collector-emitter resistance will be about equal to the supply voltage

Vee.
Alternative ly, when \ is high e nough, the
trans istor is saturated, and Ie will be the maximum
permitted for the given value of I\· Collector current in this on or saturated state will be equal to the
voltage drop across the load res istor R,_divided by
its value:
l e.sat

= Vee -

V ee. sat /

I\

Whe n saturated, the effective res istance of the
transistor will by defini tion be near zero. That is,
Vee
0 fo r all practical purposes. Ther efore, the
current through the transistor is approximated by
Vee/(\ or about 5 mA.
Of course, in between the off state and the on
(saturated or zero resistance) state there is a broad
intermedi ate range of values for collector curre nt
and for collecto r-emitte r vo ltage. Ic and Vcc will
change continuously in response to changes in the
input current\. They will, in fact, mimic the input
waveform. The collector current will be an amplified version of the input base current, and depending on the exact val ues of the base and collector resistances, input voltages variations will also
be amplified. Beca use t he o ut put parameters
change in a proportional manner, the amplification
is said to be linear. This linear of transistor function
is the concern of those us ing transistors for s uch
app lications as conventional voice and picture
transmission and reception, instrumentation, measurement, and other areas whe re an amplified signa l faithful to the original is required.
Given the end points of collector current and
voltage-their val ues in the on and off states-we
can construct the transfer curves by simply drawing
a straight line between them. A s imple commonemitter circuit is shown in Fig. 6-20A, and its Ic and

=
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Vee are plotted against ro in Fig. 6-20 B and C.
Figure 6-20B is the graphic representation of
the relationship between collector current and base
current. Between the end points-zero collector
curre nt (off) and maximum collector curr ent
(on)-the re is a linear zone in which collector current increases in direct proportion to increases in
base current. Observe that microamp changes in lb
result in milliamp changes in I, . In a very literal
sense, then, this transfer curve for I, reflects the
amplification of base current. T his amplification
factor is the ratio of collector to base current and is
called the transistor's beta, or current gain. The
current gain or beta value of a typical general purpose transistor will usually fa ll in the range of from
20 to 200. In the plot of 6-20B, the slope of the curve
re presents the value of beta. For the sake of ill ustration, we'll assume that this transistor's beta
value is 50.
Figure 6-20C is the lb versus Vce transfer
curve. It is anothe r graphic aid to illustrate that the
voltage drop across the transistor drops linearly
fro m the supply voltage towards zero, as\ (forward
bias) increases. Again, note the off-linear-on configuration on this voltage transfer curve.
An important point about the inter-lead voltages at saturat ion is this: The collector-base potential is positive when the transistor is unsaturated, but becomes negative when it is at or very
near saturation. This can be proven from the
voltage equation that is restated in Fig. 6-20A:

vee = veb + v

be

The base-emitter (pn) junction remains at about 0. 7
V, so in the forward-biased state we can state the
following:

v,. = vcb+ 0. 7
At saturation, the collector-emitter voltage goes to
near zero volts because the effective transistor resistance is negligible, therefore,

0

= v + 0.7 '
cb

or

vcb = -0. 7 volts

Vee = + 5 V

0
npr.

Vee = Vcb

IC

=1.

+

Vbe = Vcb

+ 0.7

On

Vee/AL=5 mA

C urrent Gain

0

6 1c

Slope=

f3 = -

6 1b

IC
mA
lb(µ. A)

100
lb.sat

Vee

Off

5V

Vee
Volts
On
Vee.sat "t-.=___;=--==-- ==-..;""""-==---==-100
lb.sat

Fig. 6-20. Transfer curves. A) Currents and voltages in the test circuit. B) The slope of the current transfer curve represents
the transistor current gain. C) The voltage transfer curve illustrates how V drops off linearly as forward bias (base current) is
increased .
ce
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vcb is also negative just short of saturation.
The importance of this is two-fold. First, you can
test any transistor for saturation while it is operating in a circuit. Merely place a voltmeter across the
collector-base leads. If the voltage is negative, the
transistor is at or very near saturation.
More significant is that when Vcb is very
slightly negative, say -0.2 to -0. 3 volts, the
transistor is also near saturation. In fact, if you
could in some way hold Vcb slightly positive, you
would have near maximum collector current and
near zero collector-emitter voltage. Full saturation
e ntails an excess of mobile charge carriers, and so
the time it takes for the trans istor to tum off is
relatively longer than when it is not saturated.
Therefore, the advantage of keeping the transistor
just short of saturation is that switching time is
greatly improved.

One way of improving switching time, specificall y the lag from the on to off state, is to use the
Schottky dwde. As illustrated in Fig. 6-21A, there is
an expected ris ing and falling time for the transistor
output voltage (exaggerated here) in response to a
square wave input. Because of the greater number
of majority carriers in the conducting phase, it takes
longer for the device to turn off than to tum on. In
this instance ti_11 is greater than t 11 L. This is just as
you would expect from any semiconductor dev ice.
The Schottky diode, Fig. 6-218, is specially
designed to have a low forward bias of about 0.3 V.
This means that the V cb is limited - 0.3 volts,
the reby keeping the transistor just short of complete saturation. Any excess base current is fed into
the collector through the Schottky diode instead of
into the base-emitter junctions. This avoids excess
charge carriers, and so lessens the discharge time,

0
___JL_
Off

On

B
E

Off

Off

On
(sat)

Off

~

~

tl H

tHL

Schottky Diode
" ' \ 0.3

0

v

c
__JI_
Off

On

Off

B
E

L II
Off

I

~L

On

Off

--+

f-

tLH

Fig. 6-21 . Use of the Schottky diode to improve switc hing time. A) Standard transistor. B) Transistor with Schottky diode
clamps Vcb to -0.3 V, preventing total saturation. This avoids excess charge carriers in the base-emitter junction and improves
switching speed (esp. on to off transition time).
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Vee = +5 V

I

c.sal

f3

= I = 16 mA
f

= 50

Given : Vin ~.sai Vee, Beta
Find: R b R c

=

~ =

Vcc-V0 e-Vf
lc.sal

lc.sa1
lb ;,,

Beta
Vin-V 00

R b!!;;
lb

Fig. 6-22. Common-emitter with series load (current sink). See text for discussion.

tLH ' and improves o ve rall s peed. Thi s is the basis
for Schott ky logic in LSTTL.

USING THE TRANSISTOR AS A SWITCH
As stated, it is not the linear but rathe r the on
and off states of conduction we are concerned wit h
in digital applica tions . Curre nt gain is necessary
just the same , e ve n in digital circ uits. Having a beta
of mode rate value allows you to drive othe r circ uitry: it is usefu l to be able to switch re lative ly
large (mA) values o f curre nt on and off us ing only a
small change in input or base curre nt (a hundred µ. A
or so). Switching mode rate curre nts on and off allows one to contro l othe r on/ off devices, such as
lamps, re lays, speake rs, and digital !Cs. But since
we don't care about fai thfully duplicating wavefo rms or about the exact shape of the linear zone (as
we woul d in most ana log applications) our use of t he
t rans isto r is greatly simplified. This aspect of the
trans istor as a digita l or two-state device is t he
subject of this section.

Current Sink or Series Configuration
As a switch, the trans istor can drive resistive
loads in e ithe r of two configurations: t he sink or
source configurations, wh ic h are also kno wn as the
series and shunt configurations, respectively. In
using the transis tor as a s witch in e it her of t hese
configurations, our main concern is how to drive it
into s aturation, name ly, to de te rmine just what
base curre nt is necessary to cause Vee to fall to zero
and the maximum Ic to flow.
Us ing the common-e mitter arrange ment in
F ig . 6-22, we will dete rmine the value of~ needed
to provide saturation fo r t he npn transistor shown.
In the ci rcuit, we are driv ing an LED which is the
load or c un;-e nt-cons uming component at the trans istor's output. This LED is in se r ies wit h the trans istor. Furthe r, the curre nt going through this
series ele me nt is sinking to ground. The collector ,
which is the circ uit's output terminal, is s aid to be in
a current sink configuration wit h respect to the load,
because it is s inking the load c urrent to ground.
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Alternatively, we can say that a load is in current

sink con(iguration when it is connected between the output terminal and the supply
voltage.
An input base voltage of +3. 5 volts is to be
switched on or off in order to supply the driving
current for the LED. Assume that the nominal forward current (Ir) needed for satisfactory brightness
is 16 mA, a value one might obtain from a hypothetical data sheet for the LED. This is the current we
want flo wing in the collector circui t when the
transistor is on or saturated.
Although it may seem to be putting the cart
before t he horse, it is necessary to calculate the
value of the curre nt 1imiting resistor in the collector
circuit first. We assume that when the desired current of 16 mA is flowing that the collector-emitter
voltage, Vce , will be zero. Ic. sat is 16 mA. The.source
voltage, Vee, will be zero. Ic,sat is 16 mA. The
source voltage, Vee, is +5 volts. The voltage
drops, by Kirchoffs Voltage Law, will be the sum of
the voltage drops in t he collector-emitter circuit:
the voltage drop across Rc (VRc), across the LED
(V1) and across the trans istor (Vee):
Vee

= VRe + vf + vce

or
VRc = Vee- Vf - Vee
We can calculate Rc by taking the voltage across the
resistor divided by the saturation current flowing
through it, using the above equation for VRc·

RC = vRe I 1c. sat

= Vee- v( - Vce I Ic,sat
= (5.0 - 0.7 - 0) volts I 16 mA
= 268 ohms.

This value of 268 ohms is not a common value .
We choose the nearest most common higher value
for Rc, 330 ohms. The reason for choosing the
higher value has to do with assuring that Vee is zero.
We may want to use the V as a TTL logic low in a
digital application. If you ~~ed a lower va lue for Re ,
more collector current would flow. Because of the
nature of transistor action, the transistor would
come out of saturation: the excessive current flow
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would cause a voltage drop across the collector
emitter circuit. As a result you would have a positive, nonzero, logic low which is not a desirab le
state of affairs.
Next, to calculate the value of I\• we need to
know the saturation collector current (which we
still assume is 16 mA) and t he current gain of this
transistor, which we'll say has a nominal value of
50. From the relation le = beta x \ we can write:

=

I e I beta
16 mA I 50
0.32 mA or 320 µA

T hen the value of t he base resistor needed to allow
this current to flow will be the voltage drop across it
divided by this curre nt:

I\

(Vin - Vbe)!\
= (3. 5 - . 7) volts I 320 10-6
= 8750 ohms.

This value of 320 µ.A is t he minimum value of
current needed to cause 16 mA to flow in the collector, and therefore 8750 ohms is the maximum
value of the base resi stor allowed. Most transistor
beta ratings are only approximate, and so it is common practice to assume that t he current gain might
be much lower for any given transistor due to variations in its manufacture. In fact, actual beta could be
VJ to V2 of the nominal value! A reasonable course is
to use a base resistor value around V:i the value of
the base resistor to assure sufficient base current,
and t hen to take the nearest commonly available
value for
A 3300 ohm resistor wou ld be satisfactory to provide sufficient base current for a saturation collector current of 16 mA.
You may be wondering about the situation in
which beta is not low, but actually higher than
calculated, aga in due to variations in fa brication.
Perhaps the current gain is 50, or even 100. Doesn't
the base current the n serve to drive the collector
current higher than 16 mA? T he answer is no,
because the transistor is saturated. Vee already is
zero, so current in the collector circuit cannot go
higher. The reason for t his is that t he current

I\·

limiting resis tor, Rc , prevents this. What happens
to the excess \ then? It flows through the baseemitter junction to ground. This results in excess
charge carrier s in the base-emitter circuit, but provided that \ does not exceed a maximum rating
(usually well into the milliamp range) there is no
harm done to the trans istor. However, the excess
charge carriers do cause problems with the trans is tor's switchi ng s peed, a lready me ntione d.
Hence the use of Schottky diodes to avoid complete
saturation.
The common-emitte r circuit with appropriate
resistor values is repeated in Fig. 6-23A. The point
of this illustration is to s how the shape of the output
voltage, VCe , given a 3. 5 vo lt square wave as the
input. When Vin 0, the trans istor is off, and has
infinite resistance. Therefore, all the source voltage drops across it, and because no current flows,

=

the LED is off. Whe n Vin goes to 3.5 volts, the
trans istor is saturated and Vce becomes zero volts.
Saturation current flows and the LED lights up.
Note that the s hape of the output voltage is the
inve rse of the input s ignal. The transistor in a
common-emitte r configuration acts as a voltage inverte r if we use Vre as the output voltage.
The circuit in Fig. 6-23B, on the other hand, is
an emitter-follower. The vo ltage is taken across an
emitter resistor, R , which is also 330 ohms. The
transistor saturate; as before , with the same value
of Ic.sat . However, we are taking the output vo ltage
across the e mitte r circuit (the resistor Re ) rathe r
than across the transistor itself. When the transistor is on, the s aturation current causes a voltage
drop across Re . Therefore, in this emitte r-fo llower
configuration the output vo ltage, V is the noninverted form of the input waveform. When Vin is 3. 5

Vee +5 V

?

3.5 _
V n_

_

l ' 5.ovU
_ Vc0 (Vout)
sat

ov
Vin

ov

LED On

Vee +5 V

II
OV _J
L
3.5V

Vin

_

V0 (Vout)

4.3 V n

ov _J

L

LED on

Fig. 6-23. A) Common-emitter with series load acting as an inverting switch. B) The emitter-follower acting as a noninverting
switch.
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Vee =5V

f\=?
+5 nV
Vin

0

OT
On

,B

= 50
IL

i

~L=1QQ 1+

IVout=VRL = 3.5 V I

+3.5
Vout
Given: Vin, Vout, Vee, AL, ,Beta
Find : f\, f\, le.sat

0

1L__j
On

Fig. 6-24. Example problem of a common-emitter with shunt toad (current source). Solution given in Fig. 6-25.

V. the output is 4. 3 V, and the LE D lights up. When
Vin goes to zero, Ic is also zero, so Ve is zero and the
LED is off.
By the way, what is Ic and Vout for this
emitte r-fo llower? First, Ic.sat is 13 mA-(5. 0 0. 7)/330 = 13_ Therefore, the amplitude of Ve (or
Vout) will be 330 ohms x .013 amp or 4.3 volts.
This is what you would expect if you assumed Vee
were zero and the n simpl y s ubtracted the diode
forward drop of . 7 volts from the 5 volt source.
Note that in the inverting (common-emitter)
and noninverting (emitter-follower) forms of this
series load (current sink) configuration, the voltage
levels are in the TTL range. That is, both Vin and
Vout assume TTL-compatible logic high and low
values. In fact, that is the whole point of what
preceded, name ly that TTL devices may be connected to the input or output of s uch a transistor.
This is occasionally necessary if you want to boost
the output power of a low power digital IC (e.g.,
LSTTL) to drive a high current device (re lay, lamp,
transmission line) or to drive very many other
digital !Cs with the same inverted or noninverted
signal.
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Current Source or Shunt Configuration
In the common-emitter circuit of Fig. 6-24, we
again want to tum the npn transistor e ither off
(nonconducting) or on (saturated). T his time, however, the res istive load RL is shunted across the
trans istor, from the collector output terminal, OT,
to ground. From the viewpoint of the load, this
output terminal is a source of current. Hence the
name, current source or shunt configuration. Generally, we can say that in c urrent source arrangeme nts, the load is connected between
the o utput and ground.
There is an important difference in the way we
define the function of s ink and source configurations. In the current sink of the previous section the
main determining parameter was how much current
we wanted through the load. In the current source,
however, it is the voltage across it that is the key
variable. While this distinction is not a hard and fast
one for all applications, it is nonetheless a very
usefu l one for understanding the calculations involved.
In Fig. 6-24, you can see that the load res istance (whatever its identity may be) is 100 ohms,

and that this resistive e le ment must have +3. 5
volts across it if it is to function properly. It will be
switched on and off by a +5 volt square wave. The
transistor has a current gain of 50, and the Veeequals +5 vo lts. We must find the values of Rc,
and I . Note that the output voltage waveform is
- ~~
.
.
agam inverted with respect to the mput waveform.
Do you know why?
The solution to thi s circuit is in two parts, just
as before.
In the first part, we again de al with the output
or collector side of the circuit. With the trans istor
off o r nonconducting, all the current flows through
the Rc to ~ branch, because the transistor is a
virtual open circuit. Simply stated, this part involves nothing more than vo ltage division: we must
find the value of Rc which provides for 3. 5 vo lts
across~- As given in Fig. 6-25A, the equation is:

f\.

Re

= (Vee/Vout -

l)~

(5/3.5 - 1) x 100 ohms

= 42.8 ohms
Double clieck this by:
Vout

= (~/~ + R) Vee
= 100/ 142.8 x 5 v
= 3.5 volts

Naturally, 42. 8 ohms is not a r eadily available
value. However, we can approximate it very
closely by connecting a 47 ohm and 470 ohm resistor in parallel:

=

Req
(47) (470) I (47 + 470)
= 42. 7 ohms
Important note: the load current ~- -the curre nt wh ich happens to fl ow through the load
resistance-is not a determining variable in this
particular problem. It s imply follows from the
specified value of load res istance and the load
voltage required. Hence, like it or not, I1 is 35 mA.
Alternatively, we could have stated the problem
differently: If we wanted to specify load current
instead, then the voltage drop across the load wou ld
have to fall as it may from V= IR.
The second part of the solution is given in Fig.
6-258. In this part, the trans istor is on or saturate d.

We want zero voltage across the load in this s ituation. Also, there will be no current flowing through
the load because the transistor will have near zero
resis tance. Either way you state it, Vout will be
near zero when Vin is high, or +5 vo lts. How then
do we assure saturation?
First, the value of Rc followed from the output
voltage requirement. F rom this, and the fact that
V~w is zero in saturation, we can calculate I~w :

Ic. sat

= (Vee - v ) I R
= Vee/Rc
= 5 vo lts I 42. 8 ohms
= 117 mA
cesat

c

Then the minimum base curre nt needed to provide
this current is :
T
b

=I

r.sat

I beta

= 117 mA I
= 2.34 mA

50

And, the base resistor is:

I\ = (Vin -

Vbe)

I\

= (5 - 0. 7) vo lts I 2.34 mA

= 1838 ohms

In order to assure saturation, a value of about

Y3 the calculated value could be used. Some would
recommend the use of a 500 ohm resistor. This is
necessary because beta values can be much less
than that suggested in a data s heet, especially for
those transistors obtaine d from the surplus market.
Again, the rule is to assume the worst case for beta:
better to oversaturate with too much base drive
current, than to undersatur ate and fall short of the
desired Vce of near zero. And you assure such saturation by using l/2, and prefe rably \t3 or even lf4 the
value of I\ calculated from the nominal beta.
As to why this shunt or current source configuration has a Vout that is the inverse of Vin, we can
use e ithe r of two lines of reasoning. The more
obvious reason is that when Vin is high, the trans istor is saturated and the refore the voltage (Vce )
across RL is near zero. Alternatively, you can say
that when the transistor is on, all the current is
shunted through it rather than through the load
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+5

0

RL
Vout = - - - Vee
RL+ F\

Vee
)
F\ = ( - - - 1
Vout

Vee

RL= 42 8 ohms
·

+5

On
OT

F\_ = 100 ohms

Vin -o---.J\J\JV.-.+-i
+5 V Rb

Vee - Vee.sat

le.sat=

Re

Vee

=

Re = 117 mA

I

c.sat

= 2.34mA

Beta

Vin -

vbe

lb

4.3

- - = 1838 ohms
2.34

Fig. 6-25. A) Solving for Re involves simple use of the voltage division principle. Note that leis 35 mA. See text. 8 ) Solving for lb
involves finding le. sat from this value of Re, then proceeding from the current gain relationship.

resistance . Hence, with no load current flowing,
there will be no voltage drop across that resistance .

Overloading and Desaturation
When us ing the transistor in digita l applications it is good policy to adhere to the prescribed
logic levels for the fami ly of digital IC employed.
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TTL output logic levels are specified as being no
less than 2.4 volts for an output high and no more
than 0. 4 volts for an o utput low. The question arises
as to just what factors can cause a transistor's output to fa ll short of these requirements.
The answer is simple: excessive loading.
Specifically, excessive loading means that the

load-be it a discrete component or some other
module in the circuit - draws too much current. We
can phrase this another way by saying that if the
load resistance itself is too low, then it draws more
current than is desirable. The implications of excessive loading are different for the two types of
circui ts already discussed.
In the current sink configuration, a series of
resistive loads are connected between the collector
terminal and a common +5 volts supply, Vee . As
you can see from Fig. 6-26A, the loads Rl, R2, and
R3 are in series with the transistor. However, they
are in parallel with one another.
First, assume that the transistor is saturated,
with onl y Rc and Rl in place. Vout, which is the
same as Vce , will be zero. But if more and more
loads are added-R2 and R3-the equivalent resistance obviously decreases. (Remember that the
R of paralle l resistances is less than the smallest
oflhem.) The effect of decreased load resistance is
Vee =

+5

that more current will flow when the transistor is
on. A property of the transistor is that if it is saturated, and you then cause more total current to flow
through the collector-emitter circuit <1i-), it will
come out of saturation! That is, the excess load
current causes a voltage drop across the collector/
emitte r e lement, and therefore the output low state
rises.
The effect of increasing load current (decreasing load resistance) is shown in Fig. 6-26B.
This circuit operates with a near zero logic low
provided Rl is the only load in place. With added
loads, the voltage low value becomes marginal, and
finally rises above the acceptable minimum for a
TTL output low. In short, overloading a current
sink causes a rise in the logic low level.
Obviously, when using discrete transistors in
digital cirucits, you must assure that the transistor
is fully saturated when turned on (conducting) in
order to assure a valid, near zero, logic low leve l.

_ _ __ __,,.....---~~--...., _ 1

+~.s r:=l
Vin_J On
0

L

V ce r!ses as it increases
5.0

( Logic high)

Vout
On

On

On

On

OV ._____.__.....___~~;;;..._-------- (Logic low )

No

load

R1only

R1 ll R2

R11(R2 ll R3 11

Fig. 6-26. Excessive loading in a current sink configuration. A) Example circuit. Ir is the total collector current, and increases as
parallel loads are added. B) With excessive collector current, the transistor comes out of saturation and Vee. 1e>w rises.
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0
+5 1 1

L
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RL='R1llR2llR3
Vout

= ( :~F\) Vee
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+5
3.5

Vout

(Logic high)

O FF

OFF

OFF

OFF

,__..___.-.-._---'....._.....__ __.__..___ _,,__ ( Logic low)
No
R1 only
R1iiR2
R1llR2llR3
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Fig. 6-27. A) Excessive loading in a current source configuration. A) Example circuit. B) V h. h falls with excessive loading.
This follows from simple voltage division.
ce. '9

Further, the output of a TTL IC is nothing
more than a miniature trans istor fabricate d on s ilicon. Because of their design, TTL devices are intended to be connected in a current s ink configuration. So, another practical implication of this discussion concerns not the individual trans istor as a
separate component, but rather as part of a digita l
integrated circuit: If you attempt to dr ive too many
IC devices from a given TTL output (excessive
loading), you are liable to get out logic lows which
are too high. The output high's are not affected by
excessive loading. But such loading may result in
output lows that are in the indeterminate range for
TTL input lows, that is above 0. 8 volts. As you will
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see in the next chapter , the amount of loading that a
given device can withstand is expressed in terms of
its current del ivery capability.
Of course, there is a re lated, though comple me ntary, problem of excessive loading with current source circuits. In the circuit of Fig. 6-27 A, the
loads are shunted between the output and ground
across the transistor. Vout is the same as V , as
before. Also, we assume that for some spe~ified
value of Rc , the transistor is fully saturated when
Vin is at +5 volts.
When the trans istor is conducting in saturation, the current path is through Re and through the
co llector-emitter circuit, completely bypassing the

load resistance. In other words, whatever the value
(provided it is a few tens of ohms or greater)
most of the current will flow through the near zero
resistance collector-emitter path.
Now let us say that the transistor is off
(Vin=O). With the transistor presenting an ideally
infinite resistance, all the current is shunted
through~- Vout is now at some logic high value,
one that is determined by simple voltage division.
We assume that the circuit was originally designed
for only Rl in place, and that the resultant output
high would be 3. 5 volts. However, as we add more
resistive loads in parallel with the first, the equivalent load resistance will decrease. Consequently,
the voltage drop across ~' which is Vout, will
decrease. We can summarize this by saying that
overloading a current source configuration results
in falling logic high levels.
This decrease in the logic high level with excessive load currents is illustrated in Fig. 6-27B.
Again, note that the logic low level is not affected.
The implications of the overloaded source are
the same as for the overloaded sink. When using
discrete transistors, compatibility with TTL levels
should be assured by avoiding excessive load currents lest the output high fall below the 2.4 vo lt
minimum for TTL output logic levels. As regards
digital !Cs, one must be sure not to connect too
many devices in source configuration, for the same
reason. It should be emphasized that TTL is not
normally connected in source configuration to provide driving current, but rather in s ink configuration. This is because the TTL family has been
designed to provide more current driving capability
in sink than in source configuration.
With other families of digital devices, such as
CMOS, these same generalizations are true.
Drawing too much source current decreases the
output high logic level, and drawing too much sink
current increases the output low voltage level.

of~

Transistor Ratings
The ratings we are concerned with in our applications are given below. They are much simpler
than if we were involved with analog applications,
where considerations of thermal stability, linearity,

accurate biasing, bandwidth and frequency response, distortion and other factors would be important.
For a typical general purpose transistor, the
2N2222, the following ratings apply:
Polarity-npn
Power dissipation -1800 mW or 1. 8 watts.
Taken as the collector current times the voltage
across the transistor: Ic x Vcc .
I
-1800 mA. Not to be confused with the

satur~t'fOn current. Icmax is the maximum current

allowable, whether Vce is zero or not. Saturation
current can, of course, be much less than Icmax ,
depending on the resistances in the CE circuit.
Current gain or beta-200. This is the slope of
the current transfer curve, given approximately by
ratio of collector to emitter current, I/~·
Vcemax - 30 volts. This is the maximum voltage
which may be placed across the collector and emitter leads. In effect, it is the maximum supply voltage, because when the transistor is off, this is the
voltage that appears across these leads. Beyond
this voltage, the transistor would break down.
Frequency-gain product-300 Megahertz. Gain
falls off at very high frequencies. A gain-frequency
product (gain-bandwidth product or f,) of 300 means
that the transistor can operate at switching speeds
up to 300 MHz. However, at this frequency, the
gain will be unity (no amplification of current). At 30
and 3 MHz, the beta will be 10 and 100 respectively. At 1. 5 MHz the gain will be 200, and below
this frequency, the beta will remain at this nominal
value. In other words, you have a compromise situation with any transistor-if you operate at higher
frequencies, the current gain is less, and viceversa. At the several MHz frequencies employed in
microcomputers, such fall-offs in the gain of general
purpose transistors are usually minimal.
Summary
One simple way to remember the important
switch properties of the transistor is to recall the
current and voltage relationships between emitter,
collector, and base, and the fact that the transistor
is a current amp lifying device. To this, add the
conditions for the on and off states.
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Current Relationships: From Kirchhoffs C urrent Law and from the current amplifying ability of
the transistor we have:
l . I = \ +I

2. Beta or cu~rent gain = Ic I Ib and, because Tb is
relative ly small,
3. Ie = Ic or approximately so.

Voltage Relationships: From Kirc hhoff' s
Voltage Law, the interlead vo ltage re lationship is:

v =v + v

1. ce
0. 7 V,

2.

ch

be

and s ince in for.vard bias

vbe =

vce = vcb + 0. 7 v.

Off or Nonconducting State: The transistor, or
more accurately the CE circuit is an infinite resistance, and all of the supply voltage appears across
it. Ni l current flows through the base-emitter junction; it is unbiased.
1. Vce = Vee.
2. Req of transistor is very high.

On Saturated, or Fully Conducting State: T he
transistor BE junction is fully biased and maximum
current flows in the CE circu it, limited only by the
resistances present in the CE branch. The trans istor (collector-emitter branch) presents near zero
resistance.

variab le resistor model. Just think of the trans istor
as a sort of potentiometer wit h current gain.
The transistor as switch can act as an inverter
(shunt load or series collector load) or as a non inverting switch (series load in the e mitter leg, or
emitter-follower).
Overloading causes depression of t he logic
high in the current source or shunt configuration,
and elevation of the logic low in the current sink or
series configuration.
Finally, a certain de lay in rise and fall times is
due to the pn junction internal capacitance. When
several transistors are present in a circuit, t he total
effect of such capacitative lags is cumulative. As a
result, an effective propagation delay from high to
low or from low to high transitions at the output is
evident. Thus the speed of s ignal transmission
though a multi transistor device, such as a digital IC,
is dependent upon this small, internal Gunctional)
capacitance.

EXPERIMENT 9A, DIODE AND TRANSISTOR TESTING
Purpose
To test the integrity of diodes and transistors
and to d istinguish between npn and pnp transistor s.

Materials
General p urpose diode (RS 276-1104) or
equivalent
General purpose npn- 2N2222 or equivale nt
(RS 276-1617).
pnp- 2N3906 or equiva le nt
(RS 267-1604).

1. vce.sat = 0
2. The saturation current wh ich flows is generall y
given by, Ic.sat = Vee/ [total resistance in CE circuit]
3. The base current required for saturation is calculated
by, ~ = re.sat I [beta].
4. The value of the base resistor is given by ~ =
Procedure
(Vin - Vbe I 1i)·
1. We will use a voltmete r to test the for.vard and
Naturally, one may decide that it is the zero reverse bias resistance of a diode, as illustrated in
voltage, or alternatively, that it is a specific value of Fig. 6-28A and B. The resistor testing circuit inside
current, that is important, as in the shunt and series the VOM or DMM includes a battery; the amount of
examples given earlier. Also, the presence of di- c urrent through the tested component determines
odes in the CE-circuit requires that the forward bias the re sistance of that component and is reflected by
voltage drop be taken into consideration in the the meter reading. T he test lead of t he voltmeter is
equation for Ic.sat .
usually connected to the positive terminal of this
A powerful and very econom ical model of the battery, the ground or common lead to the negative
transistor (for our limited purposes) is given by the terminal. (Rarely, this connection is reve rsed, but
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there is an easy way to find out: examine the
schematic diagram that comes with the instrument.)

2. Connect the (assumed) positive test lead to the
anode and the negative ground lead to the cathode.
Remembe r, the cathode is the banded side of the
component. Most of the voltage ranges in the voltmeter employ a battery source of about 1. 5 volts or
so. This is enough to forward-bias the diode, and
give an expected low reading for resistance, as in
Fig. 6-28A. This value varies widely, but in any
event, it should fall within the range of 100 to at
most a few thousand ohms.
If you do not get the low reading try different
voltage ranges, or consult the instrument manual
regarding diode testing. Some DMMs have special
high and low ranges specifically intended for diode
and transistor testing. If you still get a high resistance value, try reve rs ing the leads, in the event
that the battery polarity is reversed from the conventional arrangement. If you still get a very high
resistance value, try replacing the battery.
3 . Now reverse the leads, with the positive test
lead connected to the cathode and the negative
ground lead to the anode, as in Fig. 6-28B. You
should have a high resistance value, probably in the
100 k ohm to several megohm range. This is expected for a reverse-biased diode.
Once you have your lead polarities sorted out
(and pe rhaps a fresh battery), you can test any pn
junction in a similar fashion. Occasionally, you will
find an open circuit when the diode is forwardbiased, or a short circuit or very low resistance
when it is reverse-biased. In e ither case, the component is obviously no good. This examination of a
diode's integrity is gross, but does provide a very
useful go/ no-go test of function.
4. In a similar manner, you can test what type of
transistor you have, pnp or npn, by applying the
diode testing procedure outlined above . A typical
plastic case for a general purpose transistor, such
as the 2N2222 or 2N3906, is shown in Fig. 6-28C.
The emitter, base, and collector are identified on

the bottom view of the component. Generally, the
base is found as the central lead. By connecting the
voltmeter leads as shown to an npn (2N2222)
trans istor, a low resistance value will be obtained.
This is indicated in the figure by the battery circuit
in the voltmete r which forward-biases the baseemitter junction. The collector -base junction can be
tested in a similar fashion.
Caution: Avoid the lowest resistance range

Low Resistance

+

0
+

GND

High Resistance

+

Low Resistance

EB C

~

+

GND

1-

I

I
Vom,

Fig. 6-28. A and B) Diode testing. C ) Testing an npn baseemitter junction. See Experiment 9, step 4.
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when forward biasing transistor junctions. This
prevents excessive current which may (though usually does not) do damage to the junction.

5. Test a pnp transistor , such as the 2N3906, in the
same manner.
EXPERIMENT 98, TRANSISTOR
CURRENT GAIN AND THE OVERLOADED SINK

Purpose
T o demonstrate a quick and fairly accurate way
of measuring a transistor's current gain and to demonstrate what happens with overloading in the
sink configuration. T o demonstrate t he necessity
for underestimating this gain in o rder to achieve
saturation. To show what happens to Vce whe n a
sink configuration is overloaded.

Materials
1
1
1
1

-

2N2222 npn transistor (RS 276-1617)
150 K resistor
1 K resistor
0-5000 ohm potentiometer (RS 271-210)

Procedure
1. Wire up the circuit shown in Fig. 6-29A on the
solderless breadboard, with the computer off. It is
best if you bought a number of transistors of the
same serial number, s uch as s upplied by Radio
Shack or other discount s uppliers. This will allow
you to see how much the current gain varies from
the listed value. Attach two 4 or 5-inch leads to t he
potentiometer (or pot) and attach it as indicated in
the figure. Now connect the power and ground from
the Apple Game Socket (pins 1 and 8 respectively),
and simply t um on the computer.
2. Attach the le ads of a voltmete r across the collector and emitter, so that you can measure Vee .
Then adjust the pot to maximum so that the collector current Ic is at a min imum. (A clockwise rotation
should increase potentiometer resistance if it is
connected as shown; verify that this is so be forehand, by checking pot resistance out of circuit.)
The value for V should be very near zero (perhaps
0. 08 to 0.14 v;fts).
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3. Now gradually decrease pot resistance R by
turning t he s haft counterclockwise. By decrecl'smg
pot resistance, you are decreasing the resistance in
the collector circuit. Consequently, I increases.
Provided that the current fixed in t he BE circuit is
enough to saturate the transistor, VCe will remain
close to zero, say 0.12 volts. At some point, as you
decrease R , and there by increa·s e I , the voltage
Vce will inc;ease slightly. As you continue to do so,
Vce will increase more rapidly: Essentially, by
drawing excessive current in the collector ci rcuit,
we have caused the trans istor to fa ll out of saturation.

4. Vary the pot back and forth between saturat ion
(minimum CE voltage) and s light desaturationwhe re Vce is a few hundredths or maybe one-tenth
of a vo lt above the minimum. In other words, find
the approximate knee in the IC versus VCe curve, as
indicated in Fig. 6-298.

5. This knee in the curve represents the point at
which the transistor just about saturates, given
some fixed value of\· T he voltage you measure is
approximately equal to Vcc.sat or perhaps s lightly
above it. Now, to measure t he beta of t his transistor
first calculate Ic.sat

Ic.sat

= (Vee- V

ce. s at

) I (Rc

+ Rp)

where Vee = 5 V.
Vce.sat (approx.) might be around 0. 2 V.
Rc = 1 K.
R is determined by d irect measurement,
o~t of circuit.
Note: When you've adjusted t he pot so that the
trans istor is just barely out of saturation-at the
knee of t he curve - simply re move it and use your
DMM to measure its resistance to obtain Rp .

6. Calculate the actual or true beta of this particular
transistor by using the equation in t he figure. Note
that the value of \ can be verified by actually
measuring the voltage across I\ (about 4.3 V) and
dividing by its actual resistance value (which should
be within 5% of 150 K).

V ee= +5 V

0
RP (0-5K)

2

~

'1!/iol

0;5K

Inc rease

150 K

f3 = 200
le.sat = Vee/ AL

I

le sat
b (min) = {:Jeta

= 2.5 mA

= 12.5 µA

Vee - V00

I

b

2N2222
RP=0-5K

=344 K

2.0
le.sat (Measured)
True Beta =

lb (Fixed)

1.0

s

Vee.sat --->------~

I

~------t-------- e

I
\_

_

I

_. e.sat

= Vee- Vee.sat

Fig. 6-29. Testing the beta of an npn transistor. A) Circuit set-up. B) Graphic relation of Vee and le. Reier to the text for this
experiment.

True beta

= l e.sat (measured in step 5)
\(fixed by calculations in Fig. 6-29A)

7. You should repeat this process for several
transistors of the same part number. Vary the pot to
cause Vce to rise very slightly above saturation,
then measure the value of the pot, calculate the
approximate Ic.sat , and finally calculate the true beta.

Discussion
If you think carefully about this little demonstration, you will discover that it illustrates a
number of important transistor properties.
First, you constructed a common emitter circuit with a fixed base current. This fixed \ was
determined from figuring 1) what current would be
flowing at saturation for a 2 K load, 2) calculating \
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using the nominal value of beta for 2N2222, and
then 3) calculating the base resistor I\· To be
generous (pessimistic actually), we then cut }\
from its ideal value of 344 K down to 150 K. This
provided more than twice the minimum base
current- 29 µ.A instead of 12.5 µ.A. The bottom
line to this over-biasing is that we are anticipating
that the beta may be less than the manufacturer's
specification, and are providing enough current to
drive a transistor with a beta as low as 80 into
saturation.
By varying the pot we are simulating an increasing load or number of loads, as might occur
when either driving a more current-hungry device,
or a greater number of devices. The increasing load
is in sink (series) configuration. The transistor
comes o ut of saturation due to insufficient base
current (which is fixed, remember) as R is deP
creased. Vce rises at thi s point, and in fact continues
to rise linearly as Ic increases. By taking V slightly
above the minimum (saturation) voltage, we have a
good approximation of Vce. sat and Ic.sat . Ic,sat is calculated by taking the voltage drop across the collector-emitter resistance, and dividing the amount of
that resistance, as given in the equation. (We include this measured value of Vce , to gain a bit more
accuracy. )
~
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Beta is calculated by the ratio Ic.sat (measured)
I \. and is a good approximation to the transistor's
true current gain. If you measure several transistors, you will probably find that the beta will vary
from about the specified value, down to perhaps l/:i
of this value. In fact, some of the transistors may
not saturate fully with the 150 K base resistor; you
may measure a Vce of .2 or .3 volts even with
minimum I (R adjusted to a full 5 K). Therefore,
you may w~t to substitute a 100 K resistor for}\.
and use 43 µ.A as the basis for calculating beta. One
series of measureme nts of about 15 or so 2N2222
transistors revealed be tas ranging from 64 to 202
with the average about 85 to 100. This is less than
Vz the listed current gain!
This brings us to the second point of the experiment. Always overdrive the transistor with
extra current. Up to two or even three times the
minimum \ calculated is s uggested. This is particularly important with s urplus components.
Third, you have a very clear demonstration of
the rising logic low with the overloaded sink. This
same problem occurs with any TTL IC device. The
practical necessity of avoiding invalid logic levels
by excessive overloading is obvious, and from this
project you should have gained a physical understanding of how such invalid lows can come about.

TTL Internals
In this final chapter in the Essential Electronics tively ignorant of the e lectronics involved.
un it, we'll examine the digital IC not as a Boolean
However, the real world does impose practical
device perfonning logical functions, but rather as an limits, and you must know something about the
e lectronic circuit with certain electrical charac- insides of digital ICs to use them correctly in
teristics. You've already been introduced to the working circuits. Now that you've had a sort of
idea of TTL voltage levels for logic high and low in crash course in basic e lectronics, you can approach
Chapter 2. But here, the whole set of device pa- the digital IC as an electrical black box: a box with
rameter s - voltages, currents, speed, noise, power inputs and outputs whose properties are not Boolean values but voltages and currents. You will be
requirements, etc-will be covered in some detail.
The simple logic gates that perform Boolean ab le to draw on the termino logy and concepts of the
operations were earlier examined as functional last two chapter s to understand the electronics of a
black boxes. Logical variables and values were as- typical TTL IC. The goal of this chapter is to use
signed to the voltage levels at the input and output this knowledge to gain a firm grasp of IC electrical
terminals -logic high and low, true and false, etc. parameters, and so to be able to use the wealth of
You saw how Boolean (combinational logic) opera- technical data available on these devices.
tions were executed without regard for how the
Get out your TTL Data Manual (from any mandevice actually worked. This was convenient, be- ufacturer) and start thumbing through the technical
cause it allowed you to hook up these IC building specifications as you read this chapter. The format
blocks using the laws of Boolean algebra, just as if of presentation varies s lightly from one manufacthey were terms in a Boolean equation. The marvel turer's data book to another, but once you're comof IC technology is that you can even construct fortable with one, you' ll be able to read and use any
sophisticated circuit functions while being re la- of the others with facility.
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Fig. 7-1 . A) TT L's sink current is greater than its source current rating. B) TTL to TTL connection- device A acts alternatively as
sink and source depending on its output.

are best connected in a sink rather than source
At this point, I want to present some electrical configuration. This is suggested in Fig. 7-lA.
Notice that the direction of cu rrent flow is into
information on the internals of IC packages . Two
important concepts are source and sink. It is also the terminal of this NAND IC when it is sinking
important to under stand the input and output current, and OUT of t he terminal when it is sourcing current. This is the same as with the transistor
parameters.
circuits of the last chapter.
Now suppose you connect one LSTTL device
The Source and Sink Approach
to anothe r, as in Fig. 7-lB. Is device A serving as a
One way to grab hold of a complex topic is to current sink or as a current source for device B?
ask a key question. In the case of IC electrical The answer is both!
characte ristics, the question we' ll start with is:
This is restated more e xplicitly in Fig. 7-2.
" What does the idea of current sourcing and current When the output o f de vice A is low as in 7-2A (both
s inking have to do with digital !Cs?"
inputs tied to + 5 volts), it is sinking curre nt; curTTL circuits are designed to provide about rent flows out of the input of the OR device and into
twenty times as much sink current as source cur- the output terminal of the NAND gate. When the
rent. Occas ionally, you wi ll want to drive a non- output of device A is high, as in 7-2A, it is sourcing
TTL device or circuit which consumes a fair amount current; the direction of current flow is out of the
of current relative to a TTL input. Therefore, when output terminal of t he NAND and into the input
driving relative ly high current-consuming loads terminal of the OR gate.
(lamps, speakers, transmissions lines), those loads
If you could descr ibe how these sink and

THE ELECTRICAL BLACK BOX
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source currents flow in a typi cal TTL circuit with
s ufficient depth and detail, you would by implication
have a good grasp of device e lectrical parameters,
and of the cardinal DOs and DON'Ts of using TTL
devices as electri cal components. In this chapter
we wi ll be using this unitary concept of sink and
source to describe TTL operation and the major
TTL characteristics. First, let's introduce some of
the bas ic TTL parameters by reference to a black
box model.

The Black Box Model of TTL
In the prior example in Fig. 7-2, we mentioned
the currents into and out of the inputs and outputs of
a TTL device. Naturally, there are also corresponding voltages at the output and input termina ls for the
logic high and low stages. Bo th currents and
voltages in these states must meet the s tandards of
the TTL family .
Figure 7-3 s ummarizes the key parameters of
TTL with which we are concerned. A digital de vice
is presented as a black box, with certain terminal
characteristics-primarily the voltage and current

+5

0

1K

at the input and output and terminals. Certain
ranges of input voltage and current must be maintained in both the logic high and low states. The
same goes for the output voltages and curre nts.
From these considerations alone, we already have
eight parameters, as indicate d in the figure.
In addition, the re are related parameters, as
well as design factors, to consider. The major factors are lis ted in the figure. Some of these parameters have to do with the powe r requirements of an
IC, and with its ability to provide driving current for
devices in the same family. Dynamic factors involve
noise gene ration (switching transients) and the
overall speed of t he device. There are also circuit
design considerations which either improve on one
or more of these factors of which add some totally
new feature.
As I detail some of the nuts and bolts of TTL
ci rcuitry, you might want to refer to th is figure in
orde r to maintain the overall perspective. Remembe r, the point is not to be able to draw complex
internal circuitry from memory but to gain a physical understanding of what the various parameters
mean.

v
Low
Output

I
A

~

Device A is Sinking Current
High
Output

A

Device A is Sourcing Current

Fig. 7-2. Direction of current flow in output low/ sink and output high/ source states.
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Other Parameters
Voltages : Supply Voltage and Noise Immunity
Currents: Fan In and Fan Out
Supply Current Consumption
Dynamics: Switching Speed and Propagation Delay
Switching Transients and Noise Generation
Design Factors: Open Collector
Totem Pole
Tristate Logic
Schottky Logic

Fig. 7-3. Overview of major TTL parameters.

INSIDE THE BLACK BOX

chosen so that when these t ransistors are on t hey
are saturated (Vce near zero).
This typical TTL ci rcuit is organized in three
pa rts. There is a mul tiple emitte r transistor
(MET), Ql. consisting of two or more emitters on
the same trans istor, each serving as a separate
Open Collector Operation
input. T he EM IT T E R-FOLLOWER stage, Q2
The simplest TTL circu it we'll talk about is t he drives output trans istor Q3. Finally, the output is
three tran sisto r NANO gate of Fig. 7-4. The dis- taken off the collector of Q3, a so-called open colleccussion centers about e ight parameters: t he input tor out put. Let's see how this circuit ope rates for
and o utput voltages and currents for both the high the two possible output states, high and low.
and low output states. T he transis tor s Ql -Q3 t urn
Output Low. We will firs t examine what is
e ither on or off during circui t operation. You may going on in t he circuit when Vout is near zero, logic
assume that the values of the resistors have been low.
Two major design approaches are used in !Cs:
open collector outputs and totem pole outputs. The
ci rcuitry for each approach is explained.
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Fig. 7-4. Operation of a three-transistor, open collector NANO gate in A) output low and B) output high states. Arrow in truth table indicates the conditions in (B).
An external resistor is needed in open collector devices.

It is important to note that a TTL device with a
logic low output acts as a current sink with respect
to the load (R< XI and "RJ. in Fig. 7-4A).
T o begin, both inputs are tied to a positive Vin
of, s ay, 3 to 5 volts. Because of the way Ql is biased
by base resistor Rl, Ql does not conduct. (One or
the othe r emitter in t hi s MET must in fact be near
zero for the base-emitter junction to be forwardbiased). This being so, the collector of Ql is hig h,
slightly less than Vee . This voltage, V1 in the figure, forward biases the base-emitter of Q2. With
Q2 on (saturated and conducting), a curre nt 12
flows. This current causes a voltage drop across the
emitter resistor R3, a voltage which serves to
forward-bias Q3. Because Q3 is on (saturated and
conducting), its collector e mitter voltage is near
zero. That is, Vout is at logic low.
What about the input and output currents in
this output low state? Because both inputs are at
logic high, the BE junction of Ql is nonbiased. Only
a small minority current flows, one which is in the
reverse direction to current flow in a forwardbiased BE junction. This reverse current, ~ · is on
the order of 20 to 40 microamps, and is sufficient to
keep Ql turned off. Phrased another way, the high
voltage at the inputs serves to inject a wrong-way
curren t into Ql's emitter, thereby assuring nonconduction. The current that flows from Ql's collector is I1 • the magnitude of which is de te nnined
mainly by the va lues of the resistors in the conducting path from Vee to ground, namely, Rl and
R3. This current is small, but is in the proper
direction to forward bias the BE junction of Q2,
turning it on. Curre nt I2 flows through Q2. (12 is
really Q2's emitter curre nt, and is the sum of the
Q2's base current 11 plus the Q2's collector current). Current 12 causes the voltage drop across R3,
and turns Q3 on, as mentioned. The current though
saturated Q3, 13 , is variable, depending on the res istance in Q3's collector circuit. 13 is the s aturation
current of Q3, and because of its direction offlow, it
is a sink current.
Now, what about the li mitations on these input
and output voltages and currents? If Vin is too low,
insufficient reverse current (IR) will be injected into
Ql 's e mitter. Ql may or may not conduct. There-
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fore, in sufficient input current or voltage constitutes an indeterminate input, and is undesirable. At
the out put end. we must talk about a proper Vout. It
must be within a few tenths of a volt of zero to be a
va lid logic low. If the load on Q3's collector is
excessive (if collector load resistence
is too low
and hence draws too much current) then Q3 will
come out of saturation. Vout will consequently r ise,
and Vout wi ll no longer be a valid low.
The standard limits on input high voltage and
current and output low voltage and current fo r TTL
are as follows :

I\

V111 (min input high voltage)= 2 .0 V. This
co rresponds to Vin. A and Vin. B. At least 2. 0 vo lts
is req uired for a standard (STD) or low-powe r
Schottky (LS) input to sense a logic high.
Im (m ax input high current) = 20 or 40
µ.A. This corresponds to IF. This is the most current that would be required for LSTTL (20 µ.A) and
STD-TTL (40 µ.A) inputs to sense a logic hi gh.
V0 L (m ax output low voltage) = 0.4 V.
That is, Vout. All TTL devices are guaranteed to
provide a maximum of 0.4 volts as an output logic
low unde r normal loading conditions.
10 1. (max o utput low current) = 8 o r 16
mA. LSTTL and STD-TTL devices are designe d to
provide a nomina l value of output low or s ink current of 8 and 16 mA respecti ve ly. If you attempt to
draw more than this , VOL wi ll r ise due to desaturation (overloaded s ink).
O utput H ig h . The s tate of affairs in a TTL
NANO gate with an output high is easily understood
if you followed the above. This condition is shown
in Fig. 7-4B.
Important to note is that in the output hi gh
state, a TTL device acts as a current source wit h
respect to the load
in Fig. 7-4B).
If one or both inputs is at logic low, then t he BE
junct ion of Ql is forwa rd-bi ased. Ql is saturated/on, and its collector voltage (V1) is low. Q2 is
there fore off/nonconducting, and negligible current
flows through R3. With near zero voltage drop
across R3, BE junction of Q3 is not biased, and Q3
is o ff/ nonconducting as we ll. Vout, the collectoremitter vo ltage of Q3, is the refore high.

(I\

Cu rrent flow in this output high state is as
follows. With one or both Ql emitters grounded,
t he forward-biased BE junction conducts a forward
current IF, the direction is opposite that of~ in Fig.
7-4A. This is a significant current, on the order of a
milliamp or so. Ql's collector current, I,, is also
flowing in the opposite direction from that in Fig.
7-4A. One can think if it as preventing Q2 from
conducting because it is flowing in the wrong direction re lative to Q2's BE junction. Since Q2 is OFF,
so is Q3. The only curre nt that could flow in the
output circuit of Q3 is from a load resistor connected betwee n the output and ground, ~ in the
figure. This would be the ![output, high) or 10 11
source current.
The specifications for the currents and voltages described are as follows:

from high to low. This is also generally t rue o f other
TTL configurations and subfamilies.
T he truth table for t his NAND device is shown
in the inset of Fig. 7-4. T he arrow indicates the
condition described in 7-48 .
Also shown in the figure is the logic schematic
symbol for this open-collector NAND. The open
collector TTL, an early subfamily of TTL devices,
requires an external resistor, Ren . When connected
be tween the output C and voltage source Vee, Rext
se rves as a pull-up resistor in the output high state.
T he value of Rext must be low enough to assure that
the output high voltage is at least 2.4 vo lts or
greater. On the other hand, Rext must be large
e nough to assure that the maximum sink current
(i0 L) through Q3 is not exceeded in the output low
state.

V n. (max input low vo ltage) = 0 .8 V. This
is the maximum voltage allowed for TTL inputs to
sense a logic low.
l 1L (max input lo w c urrent) = 0 .4 m A o r
1. 6 m A. This is the maximum current that would
be necessary for an LS or STD TTL input to sense a
logic low, repectively.
V0 11 (min output hig h vo ltage)
2 .4 V.
TTL outputs are guaranteed to provide at least t his
vo ltage for an output high.
1011 (m ax o u t put hig h curre nt) 400 µ.A.
LSTTL and STD-TTL are guaranteed to provide a
nominal value of 400 µA (0.4 milliamp) of source
current in the high output state. If you attempt to
draw more than this with too low a value of load
resistance, then Vout wi ll fa ll below the valid logic
high level.

Totem Pole Operation

=

=

Another feature of this TTL gate is that when
the out put is low, Ql is off and both Q2 and Q3 are
on. When the output is high, Ql is on and both Q2
and Q3 are off. This is important, because it means
that this open collector NAN D consumes more current when the output is low than when the output is
high. The significance of this is probably obvious :
The re are more charge carrie rs flowing through BE
junctions in the low output state; therefore, it takes
longer for the device to switch from low to high t han

There are proble ms with open-collector !Cs.
First, the user must supply an additional component. T he value of this external res istor, Rext , must
also be calculated to satisfy the loading conditions
of the circuit in which the IC is used. R usua lly
·~t
works out to about 2 K or so for most applications.
But more serious than this inconvenience is
that this added resistor slows down ci rcuit operation. This resistor combines w ith the distri buted
capacitance in the circuit to form an RC time constant which s ignificantly lengthens the transition or
switching time. The transitio n time from low to
high output is part icularly affected because the re
are more charge carriers in the circuit, as just mentione d.
A solution to these problems of slow trans ition, extra calculation and an added component is
the totern-pole output. Let's discuss the entire configuration.
Figure 7-5A and B ill ustrate the totem-pole
TTL output, comprised of transistor Q4 and resistor R4. The input is Ql, t he MET (multiple input
trans is tor); Q2 is calle d the phase spli tte r t ransistor; and Q3 and Q4 constitute the output circuit.
T here are several embellishments to this TTL
NAND device.
First. you'll note that the transistors are all
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Fig. 7-5. Embellishments of the open collector configuration include a totem-pole output, input protection diodes, and Schottky clamped transistors. See text.•

Schottky devices, as indicated by the insert in the
figure. As discussed earlier, Schottky transistors
when in the on/conducting state, are very close to
but just short of total saturation. This improves
switching time from on to off by avoiding excess
charge carriers in the BE junction.
Second, the two input diodes, Dl and D2,
serve to prevent damage to Ql if the input voltage is
less than zero. Excess negative voltage on eithe r
emitter of the MET might cause excess current
flow through Ql's BE junction, thereby destroying
the transistor. This is never the case in a welldesigned circuit. However, negative voltage may
be applied inadvertantly, or through contact with
nearby objects with static e lectrical charge. In
e ither case, the diodes will conduct the charge to
ground, harmlessly.
Third, there is the main feature of this circuit,
the totem-pole o utput itself. The inclusion of
transistor Q4 serves to improve switching time.
Instead of a passive external resistor, as in the
open-collector circuit, we have an active pull-up, a
transistor, which can snap on and off very quickly.
In particular, the low to high transition time is
considerably improved with the totem-pole.
Output Low. In order to explain the operation of the totem-pole, the circuit is shown in its two
output states. Refer to Fig. 7-5A. As in the previous
open-collector circuit, Ql is off because inputs A
and B are high, and therefore Q2 is on/conducting.
Transistor Q4 is he ld in the off/nonconducting state
because the voltage at Q2's collector is near zero,
due to its near-saturated state. Q3 is on/conducting
due to current through R3. With Q3 on, its collector
voltage, Vout, is near zero volts. The output at
point C is then a logic low. T he device acts as a
current sink, with current flowing from the +5 volt
s upply, through load resistor RA and then through
Q3. This would be the desired configuration if the
device were driving a re lative ly high currentconsuming load (several mA or more).
Totem-pole devices are designed to operate
with the same ratings as open-collector devices,
because they are members of the same broad TTL
famil y. Hence, provided that R is not too low, the
maximum output low voltage 0 L) will again be 0. 4

(1

volts. The maximum current allowed for this output
low voltage rating (I0 is also 8 mA or 16 mA for
LSTTL and STD-TT , respectively. This means
RAcan have a minimum value of about Vcc/I0 L . T his
works out to be 330 ohms for a STD-TTL device
and 680 ohms for LSTTL, using commonly available values.
Note that this output low state can be achieved
with TTL devices by simply leaving the inputs
open, that is, unconnected. This leaves Ql unbiased and off. However, in the final version of a
circuit it is generally good policy to tie the inputs
high through a 1 or 2 K res istor, as unconnected
inputs tend to float-they act as tiny antenna and
pick up circuit noise, resulting in spurious operation.
Output High . When one or both of the inputs
is grounded, Ql turns on, and the phase-splitte r Q2
turns off. As a result, Q3 turns off and Q4 turns on.
With Q3 presenting an extremely high resistance in
its nonconducting state, most of the current will
flow from Vee, through R4 and Q4, and finally to
ground through load resistance ~· The device is
acting as a current source with respect to this load,
as it is connected between the output terminal C
and ground. See Fig. 7-5B.
LSTTL fo llows the same specifications as its
other TTL brethren. The device must supply at
least 2.4 volts in this logic high state unde r normal
loading conditions. Also, Q4 cannot source more
than 400 µ.A . Q4 serves only to provide a low
resistance current path for the output high state. It
is not designed to carry large currents. (The reason
for this is that it will normally be driving low current
consuming loads, specifically, other TTL inputs.
This will be explained shortly). Since R4 is low about 50 to 130 o hms, depending o n the
subfamily-}\ is the determining factor in limiting
the current flow to 400 µ.A. ~ would therefore
have to be at least Vcc/I0 H, or roughly 12. 5 K,
which is a relatively high resistance. This analysis
simply s upports the categorical statement already
made, namely, that because of their design TTL
devices must be used in sink configuration if you
want several mA or more of current.
Another point about TTL: The totem-pole

t)
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works in combination with the phase-splitte r, Q2.
To work properly, Q3 and Q4 should never be on
s imultaneously as this wou ld result in curre nt peaks
during high to low transitions and vice versa. Ideally, Q3 and Q4 should be exchanging the ir res pective on and off states instantaneously. In practice,
this is not possible . However, TTL designers have
been able (through appropriate fabrication techniques and by proper choice of values of R2 and R3)
to give phase-splitter Q2 a sharp trans ition c:hflracte ristic between on and off states. That is, Q2 will
not gradually go from conducting to nonconducting
s tate, but will do so very suddenly. This. in combination with the low res istance of Q4, allows for the
snap-action between high and low s tates at the
output.
In the data manuals and other technical literature, you will sometimes see the advantage of the
totem- pole output described as follow s: "The
totem-pole transis tor is an active pull-up for the
output high state, providing a low impedance (resistance) drive as a current source. This s ignificantl y improves switching t ime, which might
othe rwise be degrade d, as in the open-collector
arrangement." Or words to that effect. Certainly,
this s uccinct statement in engineering jargon might
tota lly confuse the beginner, but should be quite
clear to you now.

used to show how current flows in the output high/
source and output low/sink states. Implied in the
explanatory figures (7-4 and 7-5) was an actual
physical switching between two such exte rnal loads
for each state. But just how does a TTL device act
alte rnati ve ly as e ither a s ink o r source in relation to
another TTL device as indicated in Fig. 7-2? With a
fair amount of material under your belt, you can
probabl y answer th is question yourself. Figures 7-6
and 7-7 g ive the answer explicitl y. In the following,
I will refer to LSTTL and STD-TTL parameters.
Output Low. Let's start with the output low
state for a totem-pole Schottky device, the output of
which is connected to the input of another similar
de vice, as in Fig. 7-6. The s ituation is the same as
that in Fig. 7-2B where device A is s inking current
through its load, device B. Q3 in Fig. 7-6 is on and
sinking current through its load. The load in this
case is actually one of the BE junctions of the MET
QI input, plus its base resistor
Device A's
output voltage will not exceed 0.4 volts, and de vice
B will sense a valid low provided that the input
voltage does not exceed 0.8 volts.
This means there is a 400 mV difference be tween the maximum allowable output low and input
low (V0 L and V1L). This vo ltage differential is referred as the noise immunity of TTL devices , and is
bas ically a built-in safety margin in the event of
voltage transients. The noise immunity for logic
low
states is 400 mV. If a circuit transie nt of a fe w
THE KEY PARAMETERS OF TTL
There are two major categories of parameters hundred mi llivolts occurs-a voltage spike that
would brie fly increase the output low of device
tha t are presented he re. They are stat ic and
A-the
n the input to device B will still be a valid
dynamic. A good unde rstanding of both will pay
low.
good dividends in your design endeavors.
The current flow in this circuit is a s ink curre nt, as indicated in the figure. It flo ws in the
Static Parameters
direction to bias QI in the on/conducting state.
Now that you know about the voltage and cur- LSTTL outputs are designed to provide (sink) up to
re nt ratings of TTL, we' ll tum to two other s tatic 8 mA in the output low state. LSTTL inputs are
parameters, fan -out and noise immunity. You will designed to require no more than 400 µ.A (0.4 mA)
also see how a TTL output serves as alte rnative to sense a valid low input. This means that an
source and s ink re lative to another TTL device.
LSTTL device can drive up to 20 other LSTTL
If you refer back to Figs. 7-I and 7-2, you will devices. This numbe r is obtained as a s imple ratio
remember the question we asked at the beginning of l0 L to ~L. Because it is more convenient to talk of
of this chapter: How do you relate the s ink and the number of devices that can be driven rathe r than
source configuration to TTL devices? In the pre- the actual currents involved, this ratio is given a
ceding, external load resistors (RA and ~) were special name: fan-out.
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Fig. 7-6. One TTL device in output low state driving another TTL input, with key parameters listed.

Fan out always implies that you are talking
about a s ingle subfamil y. Another example: the
fan-out of STD-TTL would be 16 mA/l. 6 mA or 10.
A standard TTL device will drive 10 other devices
of the same subfamily. Obviously, the LSTTL s ubfamily has the added advantage of more relative
drive power (fan-out) than STD-TTL, 20 versus 10.
Le t me insert a note on the usage o f the term
fan-out ; when mixing subfamilies the use of the
term fan-out is a misnomer. For instance, you may

want to know how many standard TTL inputs could
be driven by an LSTTL device. The answer is I0 L
(LSTTL) I 11L (STD-TTL)
8/1. 6
5 STD-TTL
inputs. Conve r se ly, a STD-TTL could s uppl y
enough s ink current for 16/0. 4 =40 LSTTL inputs.
In such cases you must refer to the actua l IOL and IL
T
.
mvo lved for the respective subfamily, and take the
ratio.
Also shown in Fig. 7-6 is the supply current
requirement for LSTTL. When the output is low, a

=

=
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guaranteed to be at least 2. 7 volts or better, (For
STD-TTL the figure is 2.4 volts). Inputs to all TTL
devices , regardless of subfam ily, must be at leas t
2. 0 volts to be sensed as a valid logic high. T here fore , there is a 700 m V (0. 7 volt) noise immunity fo r
LSTTL. (For STD-TTL this safe ty margin is only
400 mV.).
Figure 7-8 summarizes the concept of noise
immunity for both high and low states.
TTL outputs act as current sources in the high
state . This current is shown in Fig. 7-7. It flows

typical LSTTL package (LSOO quad NAND used as
an example) will require 2.4 mA. This works out to
0. 6 mA per gate. Comparable ratings of STD-TTL
are 12.0 and 3.0 mA of s upply current per 7400
package and gate , respective ly. Anothe r advantage
of LSTTL is, then, that of economy-these devices
consume only about 1/5 the powe r of comparable
STD-TTL devices!
Output High. Figure 7-7 illustr ates one
LSTTL circuit driving another for the output high
state. Output high voltages for LSTTL devices are

Ac
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_ _.___ Bias
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...._"""'"..-..;;.;..-' Current
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Fig. 7-7. One TTL device in output high state driving another TTL input, with key parameters listed.
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Fig. 7-8. Noise immunity values for a typical LSTIL device for A) logic high and B) logic low. C) An alternative representation
illustrating high and low input and output logic levels, as well as noise immunity and the indeterminate zone between allowable
input levels.

from Vee through Re and Q4 of device A (the
totem-po le), then through Ql in the wrong direction and finally through Q2 and R . Because the
source current is directed in the re~erse direction
for forward bias of Ql , Ql is off. However, and Q2
is on. (The exact logic function of device B depends
o n the circuit arrangement downstream as it were,
not s hown in the fig ure). Aga in, re fe rring the
parameters already listed (10 H
400 µ.A and ~H
20 µ.A for LSTTL), you can see that the fan-out for
the high state is 20. Also, the fan-out for STD-TTL

=

=

is 1 0 /~ 11 = 400/40 = 10. Obviously, it is no coincidence that the fan-outs for high and low output
states are the same for any subfam ily.
Regarding supp ly current for out put hig h,
LSTTL current consumption in t he high output
state is 0.8 per package and 0. 2 mA per gate. For
STD-TTL, the values are 4.0 and L O mA. Again,
LSTTL uses 1/5 of the power of a standard device . •
Finally, as you can see by comparing t he values of Ice for the high state and Ice for the low state,
the s uppl y current require ments of any TTL dev ice
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a re less in the h igh than in t he low out pu t
slale -1/3 to be exact.

Dynamic Parameters
Each major subfami ly of TTL has a characte ristic range of both speed and power consumpti.on.
The speed of a device can be defined in a number of
ways, but the s implest definition is the time it takes
a signal to propagate from the input to t he output of
a device. Power can be defined in actual un its o f
watts or milliwatts pe r gate or per package. Often,
powe r consumption is specified in terms of t he
c urre nt tha t the device draw s . F inally, noise is defi ned as any undesirable s ignal propagated through
a circuit. In digital devices, noise is a result of the
rap id switching between on and off states and manifests itself as spikes or transients.
As a gene ral rule, a fast device - one wh ich can
operate at high freq ue ncy and therefore handle
more data pe r un it time-tends to consume more
powe r and also to ge nerate more noise. This is a
fact of life for both the des igne rs and use rs of d igital
ICs . Choosing the right device fo r a particular application always invo lves a consideration of these
dynamic parameters, and a decision as to what is a
satisfactory compromise between them. Of course,
there a re exotic solu tions to the speed/power/
no ise tri angle . New subfamilies of both TT L and
CMOS and even hybrids of CMOS and TTL are
a nnounced with increasing freq ue ncy in the trade
publ icatio ns. But even with these new des igns
there is an additional tradeo ff, one that shouldn't
s urprise anyone: cost!
Regardless of your intended application, exotic or not, you should be conversant with these
dynam ic aspects of TTL. Let's begin with the s peed
of device operation.
Spee d. In Fig. 7-9A we have two simple T TL
de vices, a nonin verting and an inverting buffer.
Most dig ital s ignals are in the fo rm of square waves,
and these are shown on the input and output lines of
each device. In order to answer the question as to
how lo ng it takes such a signal to propagate through
such a device, we have to take a closer look at the
anatomy of a sq uare wave. T his is given in F ig.
7-9B.
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Every square wave can be characterized by its
he ight, width, rate of r ise and rate of fall. In digital
systems the he ight is prescribed by the demands of
va lid log ic high and low levels . The width is quite
va riable, and is s ignifie d by the te rm pulse-width,
tw . The rise time of the leading-edge is also called
the transiti.on time from low to high, or t . . T he fall
.
f
..
,~
time o the tratltng-edge of the wave is sometimes
called t he transitio n time from high to low, or trnL·
In LSTTL devices, the rise and fall times d iffer
s l igh t l y, bu t a re us ua lly on t he orde r of 3
na noseconds (nsec. ). t hat is, 3 billionths of a second.
In Fig. 7-9C, a typical square wave is depicted
as it might appear on the input lines of the two
buffe r s shown in Fig. 7-9A. Be low this waveform
are shown the in-phase output wave for the non inve rting buffer, and the inverted output wave for the
inve rting buffe r. As you can see, there is a de lay
between the leading edge, and its appearance at the
output, called the propagati.on time for the low to
high transition- ~u-i · T his time is measured be twee n two comparable points on the leading edge,
and indicated by the dashed lines for both the inverted and noninverted outputs. Also indicated is
t he propagation time fo r t he h igh to low
transit ion-~HL.

It is evident from the figure that the speed of
the device is de fine d in terms of t he propagation
delay for the leading and trailing edges individually
not fo r the square wave s ignal as a whole. Propagation delay is essentiall y the result of the internal,
distributed capacitance within the integrated circuits. Muc h of it d e ri ves from the junct ional
capacitance we discussed previously. T his small
(pico- or trillionth farad) range of capacitance is
sufficient to cause a tiny but measurable delay betwee n t he time whe n a transistor (fabricated on the.
chip) switches from on to off and vice versa.
Therefore , we can say that the propagation de lay of
the e dge of a square wave is really t he sum of the
individual r ise and fall times (unijunct ional charging
and discharging times) of each transistor.
While the two propagation de lays (tI>1_11. and
tPLH) may be somewhat different, we ca11 use t he
longer of them as a reasonable measure of overall

propagation time for a signal. In the case of a simple
buffer or gate in both STD-TTL and LSTTL subfamilies , this propagation delay is about 10
nanoseconds, give or take one or two nsec.
Just how fast can TTL devices operate, then?

0

Vin

SL

[:>

The answer is qualified by a number of factors.
First, the total length of a pulse would include
both rise and fall times, plus some reasonable
minimum pulse width to allow for any oscillations
(switching transients) to settle down. Add to this
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Pulse Width Tw
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Fig. 7-9. Speed is defined in terms of the propagation delay of leading and trailing edges of a square wave. See text.
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2/ 3 LS04

0
Vin

Fig. 7-10. A delay line can be created by placing an even number of inverters in series (A), in order to delay a signal by a small
time interval, measured in terms of the some multiple of net propagation delay for the device (B). An even number of inverters
leaves the polarity of the signal unchanged.

the propagation delay itself, and you have a rough
estimate for a limit on o perating speed. Without
getting too precise, an LSTTL SSI gate could certainly operate safely at a frequency of 50 MHz or so.
This is unre alis tic in a practical setting, however.
A work ing digital system consists of many de vices, at all levels of integration. MSI and LSI
devices that would exist in s uch systems have
longer trans ition and propagation times because of
their much greater complexity when compared with
SSI gates and buffers. Also, digital systems are
usually organized into modules or subsystems
which must work together. Each such module has
its own aggregate set-up time, which is the time it
takes a signal to propagate t hrough the module and
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for t he noise transie nts to settle down. These modules also must be synchron ized, and more time is
required for that.
Obviously, the uppe r limit on operating speed
is going to be much less than t he cruis ing speed of a
single gate in that system. As an approximation, the
operating frequency o f an LSTTL system of intermed iate s ize might be on the order of 10 to 15 MHz
or so, allowing fo r a reasonable safety margin.
Higher speed operation is certainly possible with
better design techniques and especially with t he
avai lability of new subfamilies of dig ital ICs. Again,
you do pay the piper for such gains with increased
cost and power consumption.
As you refer the data manuals, you wi ll see

speed characterized in terms of the parameters just
discussed.
With all th is talk of propagation delay be ing a
liability, you might wonder if it ever has any practical use. Occasionally, when breadboarding or modifying an existing system, you may encounter a
need to del ay a s ignal because of timing proble ms in
your circuit or for other reasons. This need is
sometimes me t by the simple expedient of inserting
a do-nothing device in the system. It s imply de lays
a signal without otherwise modifying it. In Fig.
7- lOA, such a circuit is shown. It consists of four
inverting buffers in series. T he input and output to
this series delay line circuit is s hown in Fig. 7- l OB.
The delay between input and output is 4 propagation de lays, which would be about 40 nsec. if LS04
devices were used.
Set-Up Time. Re lated to propagation de lay,
this is the time it takes for a digital IC to be enabled
or d isabled by some control s ignal. The term is
usually applied to the more complex MSI and LSI
devices. For instance, an MSI register may have to
be enabled a short time before it can receive and
store several bits of data. An enable line or pin may
be e ither active high or active low. In e ither case,
the e nabling s ignal must propagate through the device package before the data to be input will be
registered. In essence, this set-up time is basicall y
a propagation de lay for the circuitry on the chip that
is connected to that pin. (Note that the delay line
just mentioned might be employed in roughe d-out
prototype or breadboarded circuits to provide the
necessary pause between the enable signal and
data).
Power Consumption and Noise Generation. In any given famil y of digital I Cs, one way to
increase speed is to design the devices to operate at
higher currents. This is done by lowering the value
of the resistors in the logic circuit. You can see this
for yourself if you re fer to any TTL data book. With
higher operating currents, the distr ibuted capacitances (which res ide mainl y in the trans istor junctions and between traces o n the chip) can be
charged and discharged more quickly. Thus the
trans istors will tum on and off faste r , and effective
operating speed is increased. Rise and fall times are

reduced, as is propagation de lay.
Of course, if the tradeoff for more speed e ntailed onl y more current drain or power consumption, it would be quite acceptable. Bdt greater
speed also entails more noise generation. T he reason for this is understood in terms of distributed
capacitance again!
Remember, if yo u rapidl y d ischarge a
capacitor- such as through a low resistance - the
resultant current flow can be s ignificant, if r athe r
shor t-lived. Likewise, when you rapidly charge a
capacitor, curre nt will surge to high values. This is
a property of capacitative r eactance ; sudd en
changes in applied potential (high dV / dt) cause curre nt to pass through a capacitor as if it were a very
lo w value resis tance. Such sudden changes in voltage, as occur on the edges of square waves, give
rise to the familiar phenomenon of current spikes.
They are brief oscillat ions in a circuit that are also
referred to as ringing.
These trans ie nts - voltage and current
spikes -appear on the power suppl y lines in a digital system. This is shown in Fig. 7-llA and B, in
which a device switches from low to high and then
from high to low. As illustrated in Fig. 7-llA, Ice
out put low is greater than Ice output high as me ntione d before . When the output goes from low to
high at time t1 , the current trans ient is propagated
through the system, including the power supply.
When the output shifts from high to low at time t2 ,
another transient oscillat ion is generated.
(The switching tr ansient of a low to high
trans ition is somewhat less than from a high to low
trans ition because there are relative ly more charge
carrie rs in the output low (current s inking) state
than in the output high (sourcing) s tate.)
At times t 1 and t2 , in Fig. 7-llB voltage spikes
also appear. Again the low to high voltage trans ie nts are slightly greater in amplitude and duration
than the high to low transients. This switching
noise, measured as small voltage oscillations, is one
of the chief causes of noise in digital systems. This
is why a few hundred m V of noise immunity is
essential. The noise immunity designed into the
devices is not always s ufficient alone to avo id
proble ms, however. Other measures -proper de-
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Fig. 7-11 . Switching transients cre ate noise in the form of both (A) current spikes and (B) voltage spikes on the supply lines.
Note that power consumption is greater for an output low state. (C) Current consumption for a STD-TTL and LSTTL NANO
device and package for high and low output, and for a 50% duty cycle.

s ign of the power s upply itself, proper dist ribution
of power and ground lines in t he system, adequate
gro und, and especiall y t he use o f despiking
capacitors-are all e mployed to minimize lhe effects of noise in a system.
Finally, the curre nt requirements of STD-TTL
and LSTTL are restated in the F ig. 7-llC. Per gate
and per package values are given. Note that figures
for a 50% duty cycle is included. T his refer s to a
condition when t he output of the de vice in question
(an '00 or LSOONAND here) is half the time low and
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half the time high. This would approximate ave rage
operating conditions.

Summary and Practica l Rules
The material presented so far has been fairly
detailed, with many of the concepts interrelated. As
an aid, the key parameter s are s ummarized in Table
7- 1 w ith values for STD-TTL and LSTTL listed. In
brief, LSTTL has about t he same speed, yet uses
about 1/5 the power and has t wice t he fa n-out rating
of STD-TTL. Now you can see why LSTTL has all

but replaced STD-TTL. You can expect that other
families of digital ICs with even better speed/
power parameters will come along and will replace
LSTTL itself.
It is important that you be able to use all this
information in a practical sense. To this end, a
number of rules for using TTL devices are stated
below.
Estimating Power Consumption. Once a
circuit is des igned it must be powered. Power
supp lies are rated both in terms of available current, as well as in wattage.
For IC work, the current rating is often more
convenient to use because the data sheets specify
power needs in terms of Ice pe r gate and per package. Power dissipation is also specified for MSI and
LSI devices, in terms of milliwatts per package, but
we'll stick with Ice for convenience. Calculation of

the necessary supply current involves two steps:
estimating the current consumption of all of the IC
packages in the circuit, and adding the current consumption of any other components or devices other
than ICs.
As a rule, you can use the average supply
current per package for a 50% duty cycle, (lee , ave)
as the figure for current requirement. With many
MSI devices, Ice is given for some specific input
and loading conditions, as you can see by referring
to a data manual. You can use this as an e quivalent of
average current need for such devices.
As an example, assume you are using three
LSTTL NANO packages, and are driving four
LEDs . Each NAND package will consume an average of 1. 6 mA. Each LED has a resistor which limits
current flow to 8 mA. Then, total supply current
should be at least (3x1. 6 + 4x10) or 44. 8 mA. As a

Table 7-1. Standard and Low Power Schottky Device Electrical Characteristics. (Electrical Black Box Terminal Characteristics.)

STD-ITL
7400
Powe r
Vee
Ice, ave gate
pkg

5.0 + / - 0 .5
2.0
8.0

LSITL
74LSOO

Units

5.0 +/- 0.5
0.4
1.6

volts
mA
mA

Output
VoL
VoH
loL (sink)
loH (source)

0.4
2.4
16.0
0.4

0.4
2.7
8.0
0.4

volts
volts
mA
mA

Input
VIL
VIH
l1L
l1H

0 .8
2.0
40
1.6

0 .8
2.0
20
0.4

volts
volts
µ.A
µ.A

0.4
0.4

0 .4
0 .7

volts
volts

Noise Immunity
Low
High
Fan-out

10

20 '

Speed
tPLH
tPHL

11
7

9
10

nanosec
nanosec

(Note: The values for propagation delays and Ice, ave may differ somewhat from one manufacturer to another.
Values used are from Texas Instruments' TTL Data Book).
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gene ral po licy, estimate your current needs and Usually this is true, but radiated circuit noise (in
the n add at least a 25% safety margin, or more. The larger systems) may be picked up by this floating
+5 volts game por t s uppl y (p in 1) wou ld be input and momentarily set it low. T herefore, to be
adequate for the requirements, as it can supp ly up sure of a valid high on that pin, use a 1 to 2 kohm
to 100 mA of cur rent, according to Apple.
pull- up resistor to tie the input high.
The limit on the + 5 V line on the game port of
In a different situation, if you are using only
100 mA is a nominal value. Apple's +5 V line from one o r two gates on a four-gate (quad) chip, then
the main power supply has a limit o f 2.5 amperes. ideally you should make s ure that the outputs of t he
This is the limit for total curre nt to the mother unused gates a re high. For example, if you are using
board (RAM, ROM, C PU) and to all pe riphe ra l a NAND package, tie one of the inputs to ground; if
devices that derive the ir power directly from the using NOR, tie both to ground. This assures an
Apple. Specifically, the mother board requ ires output high in e ither case, and resul ts in a lower
about 1. 6 amps, and total current drain by all power consumption for the package as a who le.
peripheral boards should not exceed 500 mA, ac- Make sure you use a current limiting resistor of 1 to
cording to t he Re fe rence Manual. Now allow 100 2 kohms between the input and ground. This is
mA fo r the game port +5 volt line. If you actually called a pull-down resistor, and is a precaution
used the 500 mA off t he 1/0 slots plus the 100 mA of against your accide ntally connecting a high to one of
the game port, total current drain wou ld be 1. 6 + these inputs.
0. 5 + 0.1 or 2. 2 amperes. This leaves only a 300
Grounding. The first rule is that your App le
mA safety margin.
should be connected to a grounded three-pin ac
By this analysis, you could draw more than 100 outlet w ith a true earth ground. (With t he computer
mA from the game port supply with certain limits. off but plugged in, you can connect an o hmmeter
Be sure you do not have any peripherals drawing between t he power supply chassis and a water pipe
excessive current whe n you are pe rforming ex- to verify this).
Also, make s ure that you have a common
pe rime nts with the game port. For instance, printer
cards, disk controlle r cards, inte rnal modems, and ground in all your computer 1/0 experiments and
simi lar pe riphe ral cards typically draw from 200 to applications. T hat is, the App le's ground (pin 8 on
300 mA. None of these are on s imultaneously in the the game connector, or pin 26 on a pe riphe ral card
typical case. So you do have pe rhaps 500 mA of slot) should be common to any external circuitry
available c urrent to use. Naturally, you do not want you may interface with t he computer. Sometimes
to use all of it. Thus, a reasonable caution would be the e lectrical ground of a circuit is not at earth
to base your requirements on a 200 mA figure and ground, but at some small potential above or below
no more. This means then you could calculate a it. The most common example is that of using a
maximum actual c urrent requirement for a particu- separate power supply to drive your applications
lar circuit of, say, 130 mA, and still have a 50% circuit. By connecting the exte rnal power supply's
safety margin.
ground line to the Apple's ground, you can be sure
Unused Inputs, Pull-ups and Pull-downs. that both circuit and computer ground are common
It has already been mentioned, but it bears repeat- and at the same potential.
ing. Whe n you want to be absolutely s ure that a
Loadi n g Rul es. Loading means several
device will actually work in a circuit, do not leave things: fan-out, sink current drive capability fo r
inputs floating or unconnected. Specifically, you devices of a diffe rent s ubfamily, and non-IC demay want to purposefully set one or more inputs to a vices.
gate that you are using to a logic high. You know
You can drive 20 LSTTL inputs from one
that an unconnected input sees a logic high, because LSTTL output, and 10 STD-TTL inputs from one
it is unbiased; the refore, leaving it unconnected STD-TT L output. Enough has been said about calmay seem alright if you want a HIGH on that input. culating drive capability for devices of different
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subfamilies. For discrete devices such as LEDs,
small speakers, etc., you must not s ink more current than your device can supply, Current limiting
resistors are used when necessary. If you need
more power, transistors or buffer-drivers (cove red
next) are employed.
Despiking. Despiking capacitors are used to
short high frequency noise transients to ground and
thereby preventing or minimizing their propagation
through the circuit. One uses high grade tantalum
capacitors of . 01 to 0. 1 µ,F with a 15 to 25 volt
rating. One of the se capacitors for every 5 or 10 I Cs
is a suggested ratio. These are connected between
the power and ground lines and are distributed
throughout the circuit.

However, special perpherals can also directly access memory without the intervention of the CPU;
this is called direct memory access (DMA).
A third group of s ignals is more diverse in
character. It includes clock or oscillator lines for
timing and synchroni zation, a read-write line for
control of data direction, a line for system reset,
and several other lines for direct memory access
and system interruption by peripheral devices.
Collectively, this set of lines is often known as the
control bus. Signals may emanate from e ither the
CPU or from a pe ripheral, depending on the identity of the line. The number of such lines varies,
depending on the 8-bit machine with which you are
dealing. Usually there are a dozen or so control
lines.

TTL AND BUS-ORIENTED COMPUTER LOGIC
Computers are bus-o riented machines. The
signals which propagate through a computer circuit
are commonly classified as either data, as an address or as control signals. Buses are conduits that
distribute s ignals between the CPU chip (the 6502
microprocessor or central processing unit in the
Apple) and the other major components in a typical
system - memory and peripherals (disk, printer,
video modem, etc.).
In the case of eight-bit microcomputer s, the
data signals are carried in groups of eight para lle l
lines with each line representing a single bit of an
eight bit word or byte. Each line can be high or low,
that is, 0 or 1. This permits to 256 different combinations of Os and l s to be present on the eight lines.
The data itself may be BASIC tokens, machine
language commands, numbers, or ASCII characters. Together, this set of eight data lines is referred to as the DATA BUS. The data bus is designed to be bidirectional-each line on the data bus
can pass signals from the CPU to the memory/
peripheral or vice-versa.
Similarly, the address lines (usually 16 in an
8-bit micro) are also physically grouped as a set of
paralle l lines and distributed throughout the computer as the address bus. The address Jines access
memory locations for s torage and retrieval of information. The CPU normally controls the address
bus to transfer information to and from memory.
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Fig. 7-12. The system bus of a microcomputer includes data,
control and address buses. See text.
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This s implified scheme is shown in Fig. 7-12
with three main buses deriving from the microprocessor chip (CPU) itself. Machine organization
is muc h more complex, but this gives you the basic
idea.
One question arises. Since these three system
buses must be shared by the host of on- and offboard modules (memory, 1/0 circuitry, pe riphe rals), just how do you prevent conflict among them?
The re arc lite rally tens of thousands of gates that
must s hare the same line-remember, you probably have 48 K or more of memory alone, and each
memory ce ll must share t he data and memory bus
individuall y!

Vee

Device A
Output
low

OFF

ON

Bus

line
+Vee

Three-State Logic
Bus -oriented logic is a very efficient way of
distributing s ignals in complex digital systems. But
as you've jus t seen, many devices must share the
same bus lines at differrent times. The inte nt here
is certainly not to detail computer architecture . But
the solution to this problem of shared lines is important none the less because it leads us to the concept of three-slate logic.
The proble m of connecting two TTL totempole outputs to the same bus line is illustrated in
Fig . 7-13. (In rea lit y, many such outputs would be
connected to any given line in a data, address, or
control bus. Two are shown for s implicity).
Assume that the output of device A is LOW and
that of device B is high. Then, Q3 of device A
(Q3-A) will sink curre nt through the pull-up trans istor of device B (Q4-B). This c urre nt we will call
the sink c urrent of device A (IA.sink). Now IA. sink will
be s ignificant-say a milliamp or more -and will
certainly exceed the maximum specification fo r
TTL out put high (source) c urrent of 400 µA. Obvious ly, the re may be an inde terminate logic level on
the bus line. Also such excessive curre nt drain, if
sustained, w ill destroy pull-up transistor Q4-B!
The solution to this high/low conflict on the
bus is to isolate all the out puts from the bus line
except the one which is to place a signal on the line.
Specifically, if you could somehow tum off both of
t he output transistor s of a device, you wo ul d
achi e ve such e lectrical isolation. In Fig. 7-14, the
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Device 8
Output
high

Fig. 7-13. Problems arise when simple totem-pole outputs
must share a bus line. See text.
additional circ uitry necessary is drawn as thickline d circuit symbols, and cons ists of two diodes,
one transistor and a resistor. This is the very
s implest example of the three-state logic device.
Thi s circuit operates as an inverter. (Analyze
the on and off s tates of each transistor Ql through
Q4 to prove this to yourself). Whe n the contro l line
(X) is low, Dl and 0 2 are reverse -biased, and the
control circuit has no influe nce on inve rte r operation; the output is e ithe r high/ 1 or off/O.
Whe n the control line is set high, Q5 saturates
(because R5 is selected appropriately), its collector
goes to near ze ro, and both diodes conduct. The
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Fig. 7-14. Three-stage logic is an ideal solution to bused logic.

bases of both Q2 and Q4 are near zero because of
the low-resistance pathway to ground through the
diodes and saturated Q5. Q3 and Q4 are off/
nonconducting and, therefore, are present as very
high resistances. Regardless of the state of input A,
both Q3 and Q4 will remain off. That is, the device
is effectively disabled by a high control s ignal, and
enabled by a low control signal, as indicated in the
tab le below the circuit.
Figure 7-15 illustrates what the output of a
disabled three-state device looks like; both Q3 and
Q4 appear as open circuits, and the output is e lectricall y isolated from any circuit attached to it. This
near infinite output resistance is the third state of
the three-state device. The three state output fo r
bus-oriented logic was pioneered by Nationa l

Vee

or
disabled

°';;.,

03

Three state
output

Fig. 7-15. When disabled, a three-state device is effectively
removed (electrically) from the bus line or device which it
drives.
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Semiconductor , and is also known under the proprietary name T RI-STAT E, a trademark of that
company.
Three-state devices are in part characterized
by the ir control lines. By convention, an active high
control means that the device is enabled by a high
signal on the control, and an active low contro l
means that the device is enabled by a logic low.
Of course, the circuitry in existing devices on
the market is rather more complex than that shown
in Fig. 7-14, but the organization is quite similar.
Figure 7-16 gives examples of three-state
buffers that include the 74LS125, a noninverting
buffer with an active low enable, and the 74LS126, a
noninverting buffer with an active high enable.
A s imple application example of three-state
log ic is given in F ig. 7-17. Al through A4 represent

Q uadruple Bus Buffer

LS125
Y=A
Active low enable

Quadruple bus buffer

LS1 26
A= Y - Y Y=A
X

Active high enable

Fig. 7-16. Examples of common three-state buffer-drivers.

Single Bus Line

A1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

A2 - - -.....
A3- - - .
A4

Y2

Y3

Y4

A1-4:
Y1-4:
X1-4:

Data inputs
Data outputs
Controls

I Ls 12s \ Y=A

X1- - - - - '
X2 - - -- - - '

X3 - - - -- - - '
X4 -

-

- - --

- -- '

Fig. 7-17. Typical application of three-state buffers, w herein four data sources can share the same bus line. Control signals are
usually decoded addresses from the system address bus.
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data signals. Only one of these lines should be
placed on the s ignal bus line at any one time. The
noninverted data outputs (Yl through Y4) are connected to this line. Xl through X4 are the active
high enable lines that control the output-a high
control signal allows for normal device operation,
while a low signal disables the device, electrically
removing it from the line. Again, real situations are
much more complex; in a typical computer system
bus a set of parallel bus lines is shared by many sets
of three-state output devices.
In general, any digital device can be designed
with a three-state output. This includes SSI circuits
as we ll as more complex MSI devices.
There is a second major concept implicit in
Fig. 7-1 7 which should be mentioned briefly. You
may wonder as to how the computer designer arranges to have the appropriate set of related threestate devices appropriately enabled or disabled.
That is, how do you tum all the devices off except
those which are to place signals on the bus? The
answer is address decoding. The CPU controls the
address bus at all times (exce pt in the special case
of direct memory access by a peripheral). The address lines on the address bus are first decoded by
off-the-shelf chips designed for that function. When
the correct address is placed on the address by the
CPU, these decoded signals are then used to enable
the desired devices. This may be done by machine
language or even by direct PEEKs and POKEs from
BASIC. Address decoding is a topic to be picked up
late r in Chapters 10 and 11.

Buffer-Drivers.
The LS125 and LS126 devices just mentioned
are also known as buffer-drivers. Buffers, as you
know, perform the trivial logic operations of NOT
or IS. A buffer's main function is really to normalize
a s ignal to a standard strength so that it is at full
fan-out or drive capability. Taking this one step
further, there is no reason why a given device
cannot be designed to provide even gr eater drive
capacity than the other devices in its same subfamily. This is usually in the form of greater sink current. While the device may consume more power,
the greater available current is particularly useful in

driv ing current hungry loads and especially
capacitative loads such as transmission lines.
The augmented s ink current of these bufferdrivers is several-fold more than standard output
dev ices within the same s ubfamily. LSTTL devices
have an 8 mA sink capability. But an LS bufferdriver, such as the LS125 or LS126, has a sink
current rating of twenty-four (24) mA. That is, it is
capable of driv ing up to sixty (60) LSTTL inputs!
By the way, source curre nt capability is also
increased. Depending on the device, 10 H is about
5.2 mA for a typical quad or hex buffer-driver.
Another means of rating the drive capability of
these devices is to specify the nominal value of a
resistive load to which they can supply s ink current
and still maintain a valid output low. For example,
you remember that a STD-TTL device has an 10 L of
16 mA, and this corresponds a minimum value of
about 300 ohms for a load. Now a STD-TTL bufferdriver has an even higher value of l0 L than LSTTL
drivers, as you wou ld expect. The 74128 has an I0 L
of 48 mA and is referred to as a 50-ohm line driver
because its major application is to drive bus and
transmission lines.
There is another meaning of the word buffer. In
this sense of the word, to buffer means "to isolate" a
device from the rest of a system. In other words,
buffering a signal could imply that you are feeding
through it a device with a three-state output. This
need arises wherever a signal distribution line is
shared within a digital system. By all means, when
reading articles or other technical literature, try to
make this distinction yourse lf, even if the author
does not do so explicitly.

EXPERIMENT 10, LSTTL SINK
CURRENT MEASUREMENT AND AUGMENTATION
Purpose
To measure the s ink current rating of a typical
LSTTL device, and of a ganged-parallel hex inverter configuration.

Materials
1 - LS04 hex inverter
1 - 1 K resistor

1 - 100 ohm resistor
1 - 5 K potentiometer
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Procedure, Part I
1. Assemble the circuit in Fig. 7-18A. Using a
voltmeter, measure the output low voltage with the
potentiometer at 5 K. Then gradua lly decrease the
pot until the voltage reaches the maximum allowable for a TTL output low state, 0.4 volts.
2. Calculate the output low current at this point by
first removing the pot from the circuit, and then
measuring its resistance. Use t he formula:
I0 L
where Rload

= (Vee -

0.4) I Rload

= ~ + RP.

3 . Repeat steps 1 and 2 for a number of inverters,
either on the same or different IC packages.

Discussion
You should have measured a voltage of about
0. 10 to 0. 15 volts for the minimally loaded state
where total load resistance was 5.1 K. You then
measured the value of Rp at Vout 0.4 volts, and
then calculated t he value of the output low current
at this vo ltage. You should have obtained a value in
excess of the maximum value of I0 L specified for
LSTTL. A va lue of 12 to 14 mA would be typical.
Rload was probably in the range of 3"50 ohms or so
(much less than the 600 ohm range at the 8 mA
rating mentioned earlier). These results suggest
that LSTTL devices have s ignificantly greater sink
current drive capacity than what is specified in the
data s heets. This is why you can get away with
using an otherwise un loaded LSTTL output to drive
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Fig. 7-18. E xpe riment 10. Experimental circuits for measuring 10 L (sink) current drive capability of (A) a single inverter and (B) a
ganged parallel inverter.
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an LED, which would normall y require something
in the 12 to 16 mA range for adequate brightness
levels. Naturally, the same overdesign or safety
margin for current dr ive applies to other TTL subfamilies.

Procedure, Part II
1. Build the circui t in Fig. 7-188.
2. Using the same procedure in steps 1 and 2
above decrease R , measure it at Vout=0.4 volts,
'
p
and calculate 10 L .

Discussion
This paralle l-ganged hex inverter gives you
roughly twice the drive power of a s ingle LST T L
output. Values of I0 L of around 25 to 28 mA wou ld be
typical. The same ganged configuration works in
STD-TTL as well. If you wanted to triple output
drive, then you could put three such devices in
paralle l. (Decrease the value of~ to 47 ohms if you
want to make the actual measurements).
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SSI Sequential Devices
Digital devices can be divided into the two broad
categories of combinational and sequential logic.
The building blocks of all digital devices are the SSI
combinational devices which you studied in the
early chapters. Now we'll tum to sequential logic,
again keeping within the bounds of small scale complexity (12 or fewer gate equivalents pe r IC device).
In this chapter, you will learn about fli p-flops
and one shots. Logic schematics, timing diagrams,
truth tables (called state tables) and verbal descriptio ns will all play a ro le in the discussion of
sequential logic. The emphasis will be on key
terms, on the basis SSI sequential functions, and on
experiments which demonstrate the operation of
typical device packages. Simple applications for
these devices will also be illustrated.
TYPES OF SEQUENTIAL DEVICES
The fundamental difference'between sequential devices and combinational devices is the use of

one or more feedback loops from the output back to
the input. This feedback allows these devices to
retain a prior state and compare it with current and
future inputs. This is unlike the case of combinational devices in which prior states have no influence on the current state of the device. Sequential
devices have a form of memory, and they can gene rate a sequence of output states. Sequential devices
provide the basis for a number of digital components -from the simple SSI flip-flop with only two
s tates, to MSI counte rs and registers. At a somewhat higher level of integration, (LSI and VLSI to
ULSI) sequential and combinational functions are
merged. Registers, arithmetic units, counters, and
contro l logic all combine to form such components
as microprocessor chips, peripheral controllers and
computer core memory (RAM).
Basically there are three major types of devices that may be placed in the sequential SSI
category. Let's take a brief look at them.

D Bistable devices -flip-flops or latches.
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D Monostable devices-one shots or timers.
D Astable devices-oscillators or clocks.

Bistable devices may assume either of two
states. T he outputs of such bistable multivibrators,
as they are sometimes called, will persist unchanged until the inputs change. That is, these
devices will remember the ir current state indefinitely unti l a new signal comes along. When the
output of such a device is high/logic 1, it is said to
be set. When the output is low/logic 0, it is said to
be reset. Sometimes there are two complementary
outputs, and the device is said to have dual rail
outputs.
Because bistable components can be placed
into either of two stable states, given the appropriate inputs, they may be thought of as flipping
between these states, much like a fli pped coin.
Hence the termflip-flop. Because flip-flops can latch
onto or retain a state, they are the basis for a host of
devices, including RAM memory, counters, sequence generator s and dynamic stor age registe rs.
Monostable devices, on the other hand, have
only one stable state. By placing a short pulse on
the trigger input of such a device, the output will
momentarily change to the complementary state,
and then reve rt back to the stable state. The duration of the temporary state is determined by external components, usually an RC time constant. Be cause of this, and because of their internal circuitry,
many integrated astab les are not really digital devices at all, but rather linear devices. Monos tables
will provide a logic level (either high or low, de pending on the device) of set duration. This s ingle
output pulse is useful to many applications, particularly those involving timing. Monostable multivibrators are often referred to as one shots or
timers.
Astable devices have no stable state. They
vary continuous ly between logic high and logic low
output states. Actually, they are nothing more than
square wave oscillation. T his is why astables are
often referred to as cl.ocks. The frequency of oscillation is, like the one shots, determine d by external
RC components. Therefore, they also are not pure
digital devices. An example of an astable device is
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the hex inverter clock of Fig. 5-25.
Our main concern in this chapt~r is with flipflops. However, some attention will be given to one
s hots at the end of the chapter. The first device
we'll examine will be the simplest flip-flop, the R/S
latch.

R/S FLIP-FLOPS
Remember that virtually all digital devices
can, theoretically, be constructed using only N AND
elements by means of the NAND/NAND logic approach. This includes sequential devices too. With
only two '00 NAND gates, we can construct the
s implest flip-flop, the R/S latch.

The Nongated R/ S Flip-Flop
The ungated R/S latch has two inputs, set and
reset, as indicated in the Fig. 8-lA through F.
These are active low inputs, and are represented by
R' and S'. There are also two complementary outputs, Q and Q', one fro m each NAND output. One
may think of these as set and reset outputs: when
output Q is high/!, the latch is said to be set; when
reset output Q' is high/1, the latch is said to be
reset. These outputs are cross-connected to the
unused input of the opposite gate, as shown.
Operation of the latch is as fo llows. First you
power up the device . It may assume either output
state -set (Q is high and Q' is low) or reset (Q is
low and Q' is high) - when the power is turned on.
In Fig. 8-l A we assume it comes on in the reset
state. Both S(et) and R(ese t) inputs, indicated by
the negated R and S, are at logic high. As long as
both R and S inputs are high, the latch will maintain
its current reset condition until we change the
input.
In Fig. 8-lB, we set the device by briefly
grounding S' via switch 1. T his forces the output of
gate 1 high (Q =l), and the associated input of gate 2
high. With two highs on gate 2, its output will go
low, as will the connected gate 1 input. When
switch 1 is released, this set output state will persist. S' will revert to high, but with the other input
of gate 1 low, Q will still be at log ic high/ 1. This is
shown in F ig. 8-lC.

Q =O

S =1
A= 0

S =A= 1

a= 1

0

I

0

Q

=0

s =0

S =A= 1

A = 1

Q

Q

=1

=1

S =A =0

S = A = 1
Q =O

e

SW2

G

Fig. 8-1. Operation of the ungated R/S latch.

In Fig. 8-lD, the latch is reset by momentarily
grounding the R-input of gate 2 through switch 2.
This forces the output of gate 2 to logic high/ L Both
inputs to gate 1 are now high/ l , fo rcing its output
low/O. As a result, the crossed input to gate 2 is
also low. When switch 2 is released, as in Fig.
8-lE, the crossed input to gate 2 remains low,
because both gate 1 inputs are still high. The reset
state persists with Q=O and Q'=L We have come
back to the state with which we began, reset.
Finally, in Fig. 8-lF, we have the fourth possi-

ble input state, wherein both R' and S' inputs are
low/0. In this case, both Q and Q' will be high. This
is an undesirable state for two reasons. First, in
normal operation the outputs of a flip-flop will be
complementary, never equal. This is because one
may want to use both inverted and noninverted
le ve ls from the device in practical circuits. A more
significant objectio n lo this input condition is that
when the inputs return to the high (memory) state,
the output will be unpredictable; the device may
assume either a set or reset output. Therefore, the
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presence of simultaneous lows on the R' and S' lines
is illegal, as far as acceptable operation is concerned.
As a further reinforcement of R/S latch operation, we can use the timing diagram and state tab le
in Fig. 8-2.
The timing diagram of 8-2A is keyed, letter for
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letter, with the sequence of states illustrated in
Fig. 8-lA to F. You can see how the complementary
output levels (Q and Q') change as the R' and S' lines
are pul sed low. States A, C and E are the memory
states, in which the respective outputs of this bistable device remain high or low, as the case may be.
In state F, the re are simultaneous lows on R' and S',
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Fig. 8·2. (A and B) Timing diagram and state table for the ungated R/ S latch. keyed to Fig. 8·1 . (C) Logic symbol.
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and both Q and Q' are high. But when both inputs
are brought high again, the outcome is questionable, i.e., unpredictable.
An important feature of th is basic R/S latch,
indicated in the diagram, is that the output transitions occur on the leading edge of the input pulse,
that is, on the high to low transition of R' and S'.
This is a general property of all set and reset inputs.
You'll also note that there is a slight propagation delay, indicated in Fig. 8-2A, between the
input pulse and t he output transitions. This should
always be assumed, but will not always be indicated
in the sequential timing diagrams to follow. Such
delays can and do cause problems, but certain design solutions do exist which minimize them, particularly the use of synchronous clocking, which is
explained below.
In Fig. 8-2B, the various states have been
indicated in tabular form. This state table is also
keyed to the series of states, A through F, of Fig.
8- 1. The memory state is signified by the symbols
QO and Q'O in the output column. The conditions for
set and reset are listed in the two middle rows. The
illegal input condition with both inputs low is given
in the top row.
Such tables are a means of representing a
series of outputs from a sequential device. They are
called a state tables rather than a truth tab les because the re lationship between inputs and outputs
is not a logical one, that is, one which follows some
simple AND-OR-NOT type relationship as defined
in Boolean algebra. State tables can be quite complex, as can the ir associated equations of state and
state diagrams. Such representations are necessary
in more advanced treatments of such topics as state
ana lysis and programmed logic. Our representations wi ll be relatively simple.
Figure 8-2C, is the logical symbol for the ungated R/S latch. Active low inputs are indicated by
the negated Rand S symbols. Again, this is a complementary output, or dual-rail, device. Output
transitions occur on the high or low transition, or
leading edge, of the input waveforms.
There are three common and fairly basic applications for the simple R/S flip-flop. Obviously, it
can be used as a latching device to retain data. A set

of flip-flops can be ganged together in a group of
four, eight or more so that data and memory words
might be temporarily stored before being transferred onto paralle l bus lines in a computer system.
Even single flip-flops are useful for holding data for
smaller scale ci rcuits.
Latches may also be ganged in series to perform binary counting operations. Most of the register and counting functions just mentioned have,
however, been taken over by MSI devices.
Third, the R/S dev ice can be employed as a
switch debouncer. A mechanical switch, such as the
one shown in Fig. 8-3A, is inherently noisy. When
moved from on to off ( +5 V to gnd) or vice versa,

s

L
k

gnd

Vout

J,
Vout

Down

Up

+5
1k

1k

Up

Down

Up

Fig. 8-3. Using an R/ S latch to debounce a mechanical
switch.
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Fig. 8-4. The gated R/ S latch. Schematic, logic symbol, state table and timing diagram. The slight propagation delays at edge
transitions 1 and 2 in (0) have been exaggerated somewhat.

there is a short inte rval during which the switch arm
bounces against the respective te rminal, before
se ttling down. The waveform of this bounce action
might look someth ing like that in Fig. 8-3B. Some
microscopic arcing may also occur. During this
period of intermittent contact, the voltage leve l
may fluctuate and cause s purious s ignals on the
output s ide of the switch. To avoid this, an R/S
latch is inte rposed between switch and output. Both
R' and S' lines are pulle d high, with the resistors
serving a current limiting role. When e ithe r input is
grounded, a low or high appears on the single output
line. The trans itions are sharp, thanks to flip-flop
operation; the noise immunity inhe rent in the de194

vice a lso prevents fal se triggering during the
mechanical switch transition. The output waveform
in Fig. 8-3C is a cleaned-up ve rsion of that in Fig.
8-3B.

The Gated R/S Latch
The R/ S flip-flop of the las t section was always
ready to change its output given the appropriate
inputs. However, it is usuall y desirable to gate the
inputs , so that t he device can be enabled or disabled
at will. Such an enabling feat ure enhances the flexibility of the flip-flop, and gives you an extra le ve l of
control over the device. A four-NANO circuit which
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accomplishes the function of a gated R/S flip-flop is
illustrated in Fig. 8-4.
The operation is quite similar to the ungated
flip-flop, with a few important differences:

D The inputs are active high rather than low.
They are denoted by R and S.
D Because of this, the inputs may have to be
tied low by pull-down resistors, so that they are inactive unless high signals are placed on them. This
is particularly important if mechanical switches are
to be connected to these inputs, but not necessary if
they are driven by signals from TTL devices.
D The device will not change its output state

unless the active high enable line is high. This line
may be referred in a sche matic as E, for enable, or
as G, for gate. The logic symbol for such a gated
flip-flop is given in Fig. 8-4B.
Operation of this device can be understood by
reference to the schematic and the state table in
Fig. 8-4A and C, respectively. Remember that the
operation follows from the basic NAND function,
just as with the ungated latch. The device consists
of a control section made up of NAND gates 1 and 2
and a flip-flop section made up of gates 3 and 4.
If enable is low/O, then the outputs of both
gates 1 and 2 are high. Inputs to the flip-flop
section- A and Bin the state table-are both hi gh,
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placing it into an inactive or me mory state, just as
with an ordinary ungated R/S device.
With enable he ld high, the device is enabled
and operates as follows. If both R and S are low,
gates 1 and 2 are high, and the device is in a memory
s tate. If S goes high, then the output of gate 1 (line
A) goes low, and gate 3s output goes high and sets
the fl ip-flop. If instead R goes high, then the out put
of gate 2 (line B) goes low, and gate 4s output goes
high and resets the flip-flop.
As with the ungated latch, the gated ver sion
has an illegal state. But because the inputs are
active when high, this unde sirable s tate occurs
when both inputs are high, rathe r than low.
T he influence of the enable line is indicate d in
Fig. 8-4D. Unders tanding this is important, as it
explai ns certain term ino logy that you wi ll encounter in the technical lite rature . When the e nable
line is low, s ignals o n eithe r the Sor R lines have no
influence o n the output. When the enable line is
high, howeve r, the output may change in response
to s ignals on the set and reset lines. Pulses 1 and 2
have an effect of resetting and setting the device,
respectively, as shown in the fi gure ; the othe r
pulses have no effect because they do occur on
eithe r s ide of the enabling signal.
Therefore, when enab led, this device is s aid to
be able to pass data freely, or transparently to the
out put. Anothe r way of expressing it is to say that
the de vice is enabled or triggered by a ce rta in leve l
on this control line , in this case high. As you use the
data and applications manuals, you will see certain
flip-flop !Cs re ferre d to as transparent latches or as
level-triggere d flip-flops.
The gated latch just presented could be consider ed as e ither a trans pare nt latch or le veltriggered device. In e ither case , the meaning of this
jargon is now clear: it mere ly re fe rs to a flip-flop
with a gating or enabling line (which may be active
high or low) that activates the device.

CLOCKED LOGIC CONCEPTS
Re lated to the idea of e nabling a flip-flop, is the
concept of clocking. It is often desirable to have
devices and modules in a digital system change
state only at specified and predictable times. This
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synchronizes the system and avoids or at least
minimizes many timing problems. System clock
s ignals are provided by square wave oscillators. If
you fed the enable line with a such pe riodic clock
signal, then the flip-flop would likewise be activated only during the regularly recurring periods
when the line was high. The generic te rm for seque ntial devices which can be enabled is crocked
logic.
While it is true that virtually any sequential
device with an enable line can be clocked, there are
a few fine points. Take the gene rali zed flip-flop in
Fig. 8-SA, for example. Assume firs t that this is a
transparent or level-triggere d device. In that case,
the output would change in response to the input
during the entirety of the active high clock. This is
indicate d by the prese nce of pulses 1, 2, and 3 on
the transpar ent data output line in Fig. 8-SB.
Now assume that this fli p-flop is not a leveltriggered device. Data on the input line or lines
cannot affect the output during the entire high clock
level, but only during the transition from low to high
of the clock. This type of flip-flop is said to be
edge-triggered, and is not transparent to data occurring after the low to high trans ition. In Fig. 8-SB,
this is illustrate d by the fact that only pulse 1 affects
a change in the e dge-triggered output (bottom line
of F ig. 8-5B), because it falls on the low to high
trans ition. Note that the output changes not just on
the edge , but on the leading e dge of the clock pulse
(LE in the figure). Natura lly, the outputs of some
flip-flops change on the trailing edge. We'll encounter both s hort ly.
While the te rm ckxked logic is sometimes
applied to any flip-flop with an enable or clock line,
it s houl d apply only to edge-triggered devices. T he
enabled or gated fl ip-flops, the ones that are transpare nt or level-triggered, are by the ir very nature
not activated at a precise instant in time, as during
the brief rise or fall of a square wave. So in fact the
te rm clock itself should not apply to these devices.
Rather , the term gated or enabled would be more
accurate.
Le t me introduce one final set of terms: synchronous and asynchronous. Synchronous logic is
exemplified by those sequential circuits in which all
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edge
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i
Fig. 8-5. Generalized concept of the level-triggered or transparent versus the edge-triggered flip-flop.

the flip-flop e lements change together. This is acStrictly speaking, the term synchronous logic
complis hed having a common clock for all flip-flops. is synonymous with the term clocked logic. It
Naturally, these circuits are more complex but also stands to reason that true synchronization can occur
more re liable than asynchronous circuits, in which only in a narrow instant in time, not during some
state-changes are not simultaneous. An example of broad, poorly defined, inte rval. The refore, the use
an asynchronous circuit is the ripple counter given of the term synchronous logic should apply only to
at the end of this chapter. Synchronous counters are edge-triggered sequential devices.
presented in Chapter 9.
In common usage, these terms are also applied
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to input lines. For instance, in the data manuals, an
input may be referred to as being synchronous. This
means that it can influence the output state only
during the edge or transition of the clock signal. An
asynchronous input, on the other hand, is totally
independent of the clock, and in fact overrides all
other inputs. The prime example of an asynchronous input would be the reset or clear line of a
counter, which sets all the outputs to zero, irres pective of the state of the clock or of other control
lines.
The symbolic represe ntation of level- and
edge-triggered lines is given in Fig. 8-6. In Fig.
8-6A are illustrated the symbols fo r enabled devices: s imply a line with, typically, the letter G or
E. If an inve rsion symbol is present, it means that
this is an active low enable ; if not, the line is an
active high enable.
Clock lines are indicated with a small wedgeshaped figure, as shown in Fig. 8-6B. This symbol
re fe rs to edge-triggered operation, that is, t he outputs change only on leading or t railing edges of the
clock. Triggering on hi gh to low transitions is given
by an inversion symbol, and on low to high clock
trans itions without such a symbol.

0

EXPERIMENT 11 , R/S LATCHES
Purpose
To observe the operation of gated and nongated R/S latches.

Materials
1 - 74LSOO
1 - 74LS279

quad NAND
quad R/S latch (optional)

Procedure
1. Construct the ungated R/S latch in Fig. 8-7 A
using two LSOO NAND devices. The game port
connections are indicated as to both s ignal name and
game socket number. Remember, you can construct the circuit with the computer on if you first
connect ground to the bare chip, then the power
Vee, and only then the input and output lines (AN
and PB respective ly).
2 . Demonstrate the functions of this flip-flop. Note
that when both inputs are inactive (high) the output
state remains the same as the immediately preceding s tate, e ithe r set or reset. You can generate the

Level }
{ triggered

~

-0 G

Active high enable

Edge }
{ triggered

C LK

_J

i

Active low enable

Low to high
transition

~
!

High to low
transition

Fig. 8-6. Logic symbols for the (A) level-triggered latch and the (B) edge-triggered flip-flop.
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Fig. 8-7. Experiment 11 setups for the (A) ungated and (B) gated R/ S latch using NANO gates.

s tate tab le for the ungated R/S latch w ith BDIS, as
in Table 8-1. Unfortunately, you cannot show t he
ambiguity that results from illegal inputs (both
low), because BDIS does not allow you to toggle
two switches simultaneous ly.
3 . Now hook up the circuit in Fig. 8-7B. You can
leave the connections to the flip-flop section unchanged.] ust add gates 3 and 4 to the configuration.
You'll use all four PB lines : two for A and Band two
for the final outputs Q and Q. The fourth PB line is
actually the cassette input line, as indicated. Note
t hat an extra annunciator line is needed for the
enable or clock line.

Table 8-1. Experiment 11 State Table for Ungated R/S Lat ch.

GPSIG: AN1 AN0: PB1 PB0
14 15: 3
2
GPIN#:
Q
S' :
G!'
U=!BL1:
R'
5
1
3
6
LABL2:

.
----------------------0
0
0 .
. 1 1
1
1
0
1 . 0
1
0
0 .
2
1
' 1 .
1
0
3
1
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Table 8-2. Experiment 11 State Table for Gated R/ S Latch.

GPSIG: AN2 AN1 ANIZI: PB1 PB0
13 14
15:
3
2
GPIN#:
Q'
s : Q
EN R
LABL1:
13:
LABL2:
12 g
3
6

---------------------------

3

0
0
0
0

4

1

5
6
7

1

0
0
1
1
0
0

1

1

1

1

0
1

2

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

4. Confirm the action of this level-triggered latch
or enabled flip-flop . Use the s tate table and timing
diagram in Fig. 8-4 as guides. A s tate table comparable to T able 8-2 may be generated using BOIS.
5. Do the following. Disable the device with a low
on EN(able). Place two highs on the R and S lines,
and e nab le the device. You should see two highs on
both Q and Q'. This is an illegal input. Now disable
the device and place two lows on the R and S li nes
so that t he flip-flop will be in a memory state when
you enable it again. Now place a high on t he EN
line.
6. What state is t he device in? It may be e ither set
or reset. Repeat the seq uence in s tep 5. In all
probability, it wi ll come on in the same state again,
e ithe r set or reset.

Discussion
In the last two steps, the gated latch was used
to show what happe ns when " illegal" (simultaneous) act ive s ignals are placed on the R and S
lines. The procedure used was necessary because
we could not realistically deactivate both s imultaneously to find out what state the device would
wind up in. (This is due to t he nature of t he Keyread
routine in BOIS. However, you wouldn't be able to
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do any be tter w it h mechanical switches e ither. ) Of
course, once back in the enabled memory state you
wi ll tend to wind up in the same state- set or
reset-for a given circuit as you repeat the sequence in s tep 5. This is due to the slight electrical
d iffere nces in the IC gates; one may conduct a tiny
bi t faster than ano ther, or conduct a slightly
stronge r curren t. However, if you change t he gate
assignments around, or use anothe r NANO package
entire ly, t he outcome has even odds of being diffe rent.
The reason for emphasizing this point is not to
caution you against designing a circuit wh ich may
produce illegal inputs into an R/S latch. Of course
you would avo id this possibility. But you may re quire a fail-safe, high-re liability latching function in
an application in which the chance of indeterminate
inputs is totally unacceptable. In such cases, the
s imple R/S latch s hould probably be avoided. You
would use one of the other fli p-flops we will discuss
which do not have the unpredictable, illegal input
state.

Procedure (Continued)
7. Leave the circui t of Fig. 8-7B intact, as you may
wan t to use it wi th slight modifications in the next
section. With one modification, it can be made to
operate as a D-type flip-flop.
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74LS279
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Output

s

Fi

Q

H

H

00

L

H

H

H

L

L

L

L

H

ANO - 15
AN1 - 14

GND-8

For latches with double S inputs:
H
both inputs high
L
1 or both inputs low

=
=

Fig. 8-8. Experiment 11 pin-out and state table for the LS279 equal R/ S latch IC package.

8. Finally, there is an R/S latch in an integrated
circuit form. The LS279 IC package illustrated in
Fig. 8-8 contains fou r ungated R/S latches . Two of
these latches have an extra set input. As an option,
you may want to hook up this device and see how it
funct ions. Use the game port assignments
suggested in the figure. The state table for this
hook-up will be as it appears in the figure. Note that
H and L have supplanted 1 and 0, respectively, as
you will see on the data manuals.

D AND T FLIP-FLOPS
This section introduces two more types of
fl ip-flops that have several advantages over the R/S
fl ip-flop. The D flip-flop is a very flexible device,
and it warrants an inspection.
D-Type Flip-Flops
The D flip-flop or data flip-flop is just an extension of the enabled R/S device just discussed. In
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fact, the only addition is an inverter, gate 5 in Fig.
8-9, which runs from the S input to the R input.
The D flip-flop has a s ingle data input line,
corresponding to the S input of the R/S latch, and an
enable line. The purpose of the inverter is to assure
that S and R are never both active high at t he same
time, t hereby preventing the illegal state.
As you can see from t he state table, t he device
is in a memory or retention state whenever the
enable line is low. Otherwise, when enable is high,
the outputs simply fo llow the data line transparently. The particular D-circuit shown is, then, a
leve l-triggered device. This is indicated in the
schematic by the letter G, for gated. The fact that
there is no inversion symbol means that t he line is
active high. You'll also note that the re is no illegal
state.
If you w is h, you can construct this ci rcuit using
four LSOO NAND gates and an inverter (one LSOO or
one LS04).
Of course, D flip-flops can be constructed dif-

ferently , as edge-triggered devices. The logic
symbol for such a device is illustrated in Fig. 8-l OA.
The clock line is denoted by the wedge-shaped
symbol without an inver sion circle. This means that
the output t ransitions wi ll occur on low to high
transitions on the clock line. The clock signal must
go low again before it can retrigger the device. It is
important to emphas ize that t he output will contain
the data as it occurs at the instant of low to high
clock transition; data signals occurring after t his
leading edge will have no influence on t he output,
even though the clock voltage is still logic high.
The timing diagr am ofFig. 8-lOC is included to
underscore these points. Note that with an edget riggered device, the re is no need for long clock
pulses. In fact, t hey can be quite short, as pulse 2 in
the figure.

T-Type Flip-Flops
T or toggle flip-flops, as the name suggests,
alternate between high and low output states under
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Fig. 8-9. The schematic, logic symbol, and state table for a level-triggered 0-type flip-flop.
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H
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CLK--___.

e

Data

o- l

I

®

Fig. 8-10. Logic symbol, state table, and timing diagram for an edge-triggered D-type flip-flop.

the influence of a series of input pulses. The action
is si milar to that of certain mechanical pushbutton
switches: push once and the switch is on, push a
second time and it is off, push again and it is back on,
etc.
T he T flip-flop of Fig. 8-1 lA has an enable line
(G). When high, any low to high transition on the
toggle input line will complement the existing o utput state. On this particular device, we've included
a clear input, so that we can start out from a known,
low, output state if so desired. T he timing diagram
in Fig . 8-ll B explains the operation of the device,
name ly, transit ion on every leading edge. For the
waveforms shown, toggling takes place only during
the active high of the G line. The device goes high
on every other leading edge, so that for the four

toggle pulses s hown (1 to 4), there are on ly two
output pulses (A and B). The T fl ip-flop, then, acts
as a s imple divide-by-two device.
The state table of 8-11 C is a concise method of
expressing the above. The use of the symbol Q' in
the second line means that t he output will be complemented or inverted from its prior value on the
up-going clock pulse.

Usi ng the D as a T Flip-Flo p
You won't find T flip-flops lis ted in the data
manua ls , because the toggling funct ion can be
realized by the D flip-flop, without external components. Typically, edge-triggered devices are used
for this purpose.
Figure 8- 12A illustrates how an edge-trig203

gered D flip-flop is set up to act in a toggle mode.
Complimentary output Q' is fed back to the D input,
and is the basis of the toggling action. The clock
acts as the toggle line . Assuming the output begins
at high/1, the first clock pulse will reset the Q
output low, and the next one will set it high, as in
8-12B. At the end of four clock pulses, two leading
edges will have been made at the output (pulses A

and B). This toggling action is identical to the T
device just covere d. The only difference between
this and the device in Fig. 8-11 is that there is no
enable line. If necessary, such a control line could
be added by external gating.

Typical 0-Type Devices
Two common SSI D-type flip-flops will serve

Toggle
input

T

En able

G

Output

Q

0
Clear

y

G

T

2

I

I
Q

e

R

A

output

j

Enable
L

T
X

0

oo ~ No Change
2 t
H
oo ~Toggle
---+--;---

1

Fig. 8-11 . Logic symbol. timing diagram, and state table for the toggle or T -type flip-flop.
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.....___ D

0
Toggle line

Data
output

Q

t-.. CLK

-Q

t----

3

2

4

Clock
(toggle)

L

D/Q

Q
o utput

A

Fig. 8-12. Converting a D flip-flop into a T-type device.

as examples to underscore the above discussion. data, not to manipulate it. In addition, the 16-pin
One is a transparent latch, and the other is an package is of a particularly convenient size, and
edge-tr iggered device.
additional lines would increase package size with
The 74LS75 Qua d Latch. The LS75 IC li tt le real gain in flexibility.
package contains four D-type latches which are
The 74LS74 Dual-D E dge-T rigge re d Delevel-triggered or transparent to data when e na- vice. If you require a full-featured D-type flip-flop,
bled. The devices have dual-rail, or complemen- then the LS74 may be appropriate. Its pin-out is
tary, outputs. The devices are grouped in pairs, shown in Fig. 8-14A. Thi s is an edge-triggered
with each pair of latches enabled by a separate device, the output changing state on the low to high
active high enable line (pins 4 and 13). The package clock transition. Like the LS75 it is a dual-rail
pin-out is given in Fig. 8-13A. The state table in flip-flop.
F ig. 8-13B is already fami liar to you as is the logic
In addition, the LS74 is provided with both
symbol for this device in Fig. 8-13C.
preset and clear inputs, allowing the Q output to be
Note in particular the placement of power and set high or low, respectively. These two lines are
ground: pins 5 and 12, respectively. You probably asynchronous, because they act independently of
also noticed that there are no clear lines to reset the the clock. T he y act much like the set and reset lines
outputs to zero. One reason for this is that, as a on the R/S latch and provide a bit more flexibility.
latch, the device is intended to temporarily store
The synchronous lines are the data inputs to
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the two flip-flops on this package. They influence
the output state only on the up-going edge of the
clock signal.

EXPERIMENT 12, THE LS74 FLIP-FLOP
Purpose
T o present the operation of a typical edgetriggered D-type device and an application.

Materials
1 - 74LS74

connector pins 8 and 1, respectively. Then, annunciators 0, 1, 2, and 3 are connected to preset, clear,
data, and clock pins. (The e llipses contain the
game _port symbol name and pin number on the
game connector, as in the previous experiment.)
Connect PBO and PBl to the complementary inputs, as shown.
2. You can set up LABLl on the BDIS d isplay to
correspond to the LS74 signal names (DAT, CK, Q,
Q', etc. ). Use LABL2 for the device pin numbers.

dual-D flip-flop

Procedure
1. We'll take a look at the LS74 edge-triggered
device first. Using Fig. 8-15 as a guide, wire up
one-half of an LS74 on the solderless breadboard.
Connect first ground and then power pins to game

10

20

20

Enable
1-2

3. Verify that the preset and clear lines operate
just like the R' and S' lines on an R/S latch. Table
8-3A reflects the R/S function of these lines. Table
8-3B shows that both lines override both clocks and
data inputs, in particular, setting the outputs high
whatever the state of clock and data.

GND

30

30

40

74LS75
Transparent
latch

0

10

20

Enable

Vee

40

3.4
B
Inputs

Outputs

D

G

0

Ci

L

H
H
L

L
H

H

00

Oo

H

x

D

G

L
~M emory

Fig. 8·13. A popular level-triggered or transparent 0-latch, the LS75.
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Table 8-3. Experiment 12 State Table That May be Generated for the LS74 Edge-triggered Latch.

0

GPSIG: AN3 AN2 AN1 AN0: PBl PB0
GPIN# :
12 13 14 15:
3
2
Q
Q'
LABL1 : PR' CL' CLK DAT :
3
LABL2:
4
1
2 :
5
6

------------------- - - --- ------ 0

1
2
3

Q

0
0

1
1

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
'1

.

1
1

1
0

0

1
1

0

GPS IG: AN3 AN2 AN1 AN0: PB1 PB0
GPIN#:
12 13 14 15:
3
2
Q'
LABL 1: PR' CL' CLK DAT: Q
LABL2:
4
1
3
2
5
6

.

------------------------------0
1

0
0

0

+1

0

+1

0
1

.

1
1

1
1

GPSIG: AN1 AN0: PB1 PB0
GPIN#:
14 15: 3
2
LABL1: CLK DAT: Q
Q'
LABL2: 3
2
5
6

.

------ - - -------- ------0
1
2
3

4
5
6

0

0/1:

0

+ 1
1

1 :

1

0/1:

1

0

+11

1 :

.

1

0
0/1:

0

0

. 0/1:

0
0

4. Now tie present and clear to +5 volts for the
rest of t he experiment. This can be done by s imply
attaching t hese lines dir ectly to Vee. Then verify
that t he logic level on the data line (AN2 in the
figure) is latched only on the rising edge o f the clock

1
0
0

0
1
1
1

s ignals. Outputs Q and Q' reflect the data in noninverted and inverted form, respectively. Table 8-3C
indicates the type of resu lt you should achieve.
Upward arrows in the clock columns signify proper
tr iggering; the 0/1 in the data column s ignifies that
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toggling of data has no affect when t he clock is
unchanging.
5 .Now connect the LS74 as shown in Fig. 8-16.
Both devices on this dual-D package are used.
Make sure both PR' and CLR' are high before proceeding.

6. To generate a state tab le, set up the headings as
suggested in Table 8-4. Toggle the clock line (ANZ)
until both outputs (Q l ' and Q2') are low/0, leaving

CLK low, as in line 0 in the tab le. Press RTN and
toggle CLK high, line 1, and then press RTN and
toggle CLK low, as in line 2. Press RTN again, and
toggle CLK high, and then RTN, CLK low, lines 3
and 4. Continue until you've generated the 17-line
table shown. What function is this circuit performing?

Discussion
In the first part of the experiment you demonstrated the basic operation of the LS74 edge-

2
CLR

20

20

2CLK 2PR

74LS74
Edge triggered
flip- flop

1PR

10

10

Inputs

R/S
FNT
4

5
6

Outputs

Preset

CLR

CLK

D

L
H
L

H

x
x

L

x

X
X
X

H
H
H

1'
1'

H
L

H
L

L

X

00

H
H
H

L

PR

D

e

Q

CLK

_
CLR

Fig. 8-14. A popular edge-triggered flip-flop, the dual-0 LS74.
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GND

Q

Q

Q

H
L
L
H
fL...;.H~~H:.....i
]+--Unstable
L
H
00

r-

Memory

AN3-12

5
PB1-3

PB0-2

AN2-13

Note :
PR and CLR tied high
for part of exp. 12

Fig. 8-15. Experiment 12 setup of LS?4, basic operation.

triggere d device. In the second part, you build a
circuit which perfo rmed a counting function. Specifically, t his is a two-bit counte r, which counte d from
binary 00 to 11, or decimal 0 to 3. (The reason t he
clear and preset lines were inactivated by tying
t he m h igh was to facilitate the gene ration of the
state table us ing BOIS).
What o the r function does the circuit in Fig.
8-16 pe rfor m? We ll, it can be alternative ly thought
of as a frequency divider. That is, if the clock was
drive n by a source of regular square wa ves of freque ncy f,
the n Ql ' and Q2' would be alternating
c
between high and low at rates of Yz and 114 of fc ,

respective ly. This is ind icate d to the right of T ab le
8-4, by the correspondi ng timing diagram.
Counting and freq uency division, along with
timing ope rations, are importan t functions of seque ntial devices. We' ll say more about t hese applications at both the SSI and MS I levels of complexity.

EXPERIME NT 13, THE LS75 QUAD D-LATCH
Purpose
To illus trate the ope ration of a transparent or
level-trigge red flip-flop, along with an application.

PB0-2
T ied }
high
to + 5V

ANO - 15
CLK 2
02
Tied }
high
to +5V

13

PB1 - 3
LS74

Fig. 8-16. Experiment 12. Use of LS74 as a divide-by-four, or two-bit counter.
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Table 8-4. Experiment 12 Comb ined State Table and Timing Diagram for the Two-bit Counter of Fig. 8-1 6.

GPSIG: AN0: PB1 PB0
GPIN#:
15:
3
2
LABL 1: CK1: Q2' Ql'
LABL2: 3
8
6

-

-

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

0
1
0
1
0
1
0

.
- . 00
l

.

1
0
1
0

1
0
1

.

14

0 :

15
16

1
0

0
1

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0

CLK1

01'

02'

Decimal

0
1
1

0

0
0
1
1
0
0

2

3
0

1
1

0
2

0

1
1
0
0

3

r

t
f

c

0

t

t

f

f

C/4

c/2

Div by 4

Div by 2

Materials
1111-

74LS75 quad D-latch
74LS74 dua l-D flip-flop
L ED
330 ohm resistor

Procedure
1. Wire up the circuit in Fig. 8-17. Again, with the
com puter on, connect GND + 5 V Vee, and
ANN/PB lines to and from the chip, in that order.
2. With this level-triggered fli p-flop, a low on G
will disable the device - changes on the data (Dl)
2 10

Vee

A NO - 15

AN1 - 14

5

2

16
D1

13

GPIN1

PB1 - 3

01

Y4

G
01
12

LS75

1
PB0 - 2
GPIN 8

Fig. 8·17. Experiment 13. Basic setup of the LS75.

Table 8·5 . Experiment 13 State Table for the LS75 D Latch.

GPSIG: AN 1 AN0: PB1 PB0
GPIN#:
2
14 15: 3
Q1 Q1'
LABL 1: G
D1:
LABL2:
13 2
16 1

.

----------------------0
1
2
3

0

0

0

1

0
0

1
1

0

0

1
1

1

1

0

1

package, make the connections as shown in the
figure.

line wi ll have no influence on the output. With G
high, the device is enable d, and is transparent to
data-Ql follows Dl, with Ql ' the complement or
inverse of Ql. You may want to generate the state
tab le for the device, with appropriate headings, as
suggested in Table 8-5.

4. Toggle the UTILSTB (letter Son the keyboard)
so that t he LED is off. With the LED unlit, you
know that the device is disabled. (Why?) Now toggle the data lines, Dl through D4, high and low. As
you'd expect, data does not pass through to the
corresponding outputs, Q l and Q4.

3. Examine the circuit in Fig. 8-18. What function
does it pe rform? Hook up this circuit as shown. You
may want to wire up t he LS74 first, and verify that it
performs correctly as a toggle flip-flop. (It should
work with the PR' and CLR' lines floating high. If
not, tie these lines directly to Vee.) Using the LS75

5. Toggle the UTILSTB so that the LED is lit. The
device is now enabled. Now if you toggle any of the
data lines, the changes are reflected directly at the

PB2-4

PBl-3

PB0·2

14

16

15

11

PB3 •

10

9

8

Vee

Vee

5

+5

01G ,___ __,

330

03
G ,___ __,G04 04
02

03

Enable

Enable

3·4

1-2

2
AN0-15

13

12

04

3
ANl-14

6
AN2-13

4

7
AN3-12

Vee

+5

Fig. 8-18. Experiment 13. Use of LS75 as a four-bit register.
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Table 8-6. Experiment 13 Tabular Record of the LS75 Package Used as a Four-bit Latch or Register.

GPSIG: AN3 AN2 AN1 AN0: PB3 PB2 PB1 PB0
GPIN#:
12 13 14 15: cs 4
3
2
D4 D3 D2 Dl:
Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1
LABL1:
3
LABL2:
7
6
2
10 15 16
'3

.
--------------------------------------0
0
0
0
0
1 . 0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0 . 0
0
1
0
Di•oble{ 2
1
0
0
0
0
0 .
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0 . 0
0
4
0
0
0
0
1 . 0
1
0
0
1
5
0
0 .
0
1
0
0
,,,~, 6
. 0 1 0 0
0
1
0
0 .
.
1
0
0
7
0 .
0
0
0
1

.{

~

~

corresponding outputs. This is represented by the
state table in Table 8-6.

Discussion
In the first circuit you demonstrated the basic
operation of the LS75 latch.
In the second part of the experiment, for the
first time, you had to use all the available digita l
input and output lines ava ilable on the game port:
five output lines consisting of four annunciators and
the utility strobe, plus the four pushbutton lines.
You needed a high/low signal as the fifth annunciator in orde r to conveniently perform the experiment. Therefore in order to use the 1/2 µ.sec pulse of
the UTILSTB, you had to make it tum some device
on/high and off/low on alternate keypresses. The
solution was to use the LS74 as a T-type flip-flop.
The LED was then attached to Q'. The reason
fo r this is simple. Whenever Q' was low and sinking
current through the LED, the LED would light up.
Under these conditions Q would be high, enabling
the LS75.
In conclusion, the second part of this experiment illustrated the basic application of the LS75 as
a transparent latch which holds data in parallel
form, in the case as a 4-bit nibble. Two such devices
in paralle l would latch or hold eight bits of data, a
full data word or byte. Similar but more complex
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MSI chips exist which also pe rform latching functions; some are dedicated to bus-oriented data
transfe r. We'll talk about these in a later chapter.

THE J-K FLIP-FLOP
The last flip-flop we'll examine is the J-K flipflop. This is the most versatile of the SSI bistable
devices because it performs all the functions of the
flip-flops just covered and has a few added features
of its own. We will look at a specific device, the
74LS76A. This representative J-K flip-flop can be
best understood by comparison to the other de vices
mentioned. It performs the following functions:
0 It can as an R/S latch. That is, it possesses both preset and clear lines which act like the
R' and S' lines on the s imple R/S flip-flop.
0 It acts as an edge-triggered D-type flipflop, much like the LS74. The only d ifference is that
output transitions occur on the trailing edge or
high-to-low transition of the clock.
0 It can be disabled, so that it retains the
current output state regardless of the state of input]
and K lines or of the clock line. This is unlike the
LS74, which does not have a separate enable.
0 F inally, the J-K device can act as a T-type
flip-flop. It can be set in a toggle mode without any
external wiring. This is another advantage over the
LS74.

0

lK

10

10

GND

2K

20

20

2J

74LS76A

CLK

K

Q

CLR

IPR lCLR

lJ

Vee

2PR 2CLR

Inputs
Preset Clear

J

R/ S
functionL

1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8

Clock

O utputs
J

K

0

Q

L
H
L

H
L
L

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

H
L
H

L
H
H

~Unstable

H
H
H
H
H

H
H
H
H
H

I
I
I
I

L
H
L
H

L
L
H
H

00

00

E- Memory

H
L

L
H

x

00
00

00

Hor L

J

PR

x

~Toggle

Lio

0

CLK

KCLRO

Fig. 8-19. Pin--0ut, state table, and logic symbol of the LS76A J-K flip-flop.

The pin-out of the LS76 is s hown in Fig.
8-19A. It is a 16-pin device with two J-K flip-flops
per package. Power and ground are on pins 5 and
13, respectively. Each flip-flop (Fig. 8-13C) has a

reset and clear li ne, J and K inputs for data plus a
clock line, and complementary (dual-rai l) outputs.
The s tate table in Fig. 8-1 9B explains device
operation. Lines 1 to 3 s how the R/S function. In
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these three states, the clear and preset lines override the clock andJ and Klines. Lows on both of the
asynchronous lines are, of course, an undesirable
state.
In lines 4 to 8, both clear and preset are high,
that is, inactive. In this state the mode of device
operation is determined by the logic levels on t he J
and K inputs.

D Line 4 me mory mode-If both j and K inputs are low, then the flip-flop is disabled. It is in a
me mory state. The clock has no influence.
D Lines 5 and 6 data mode -If] is hi gh/1 and
K low/0, the output Q wi ll be high. Conversely,
when J is low and K is high, Q is low. In this way
data is transferred to the dual-rail output. Output
transition occurs on the down-going edge of the
clock, as indicated by the arrow.
0 Line 7 toggle mode - with both J and K
high/1, the device acts as a toggle flip-flop, complementing its output state on each falling edge o f
the clock pulse.
These then are t he main modes of edgetriggered J-K operation. Line 8 in the state tab le is
included me rely to emphasize that the device wi ll
not change state when the clock is stable (eithe r
high or low), but only on a down-going edge.
This reason fo r trailing edge transition needs
explained. First, you shou ld note that the J-K device consists of two flip-flop sections wh ich operate
on the master-slave principle. It consists of a control
or master flip-flop on t he input end, and a s lave
flip-flop section on the output end, as seen in Fig.
8-20. The internal details of the circuitry involved
are not important for our purposes. However, the

two-stage operation of the fli p-flop is significant as
regards when output transitions occur.
Assume that the initial output state of the flipflop is low, that is, Q 0. T his is illustrated in the
timing diagram of Fig. 8-21. When operating in the
data mode the J-K inputs will influence the output
state only during clock transitions, provided that J
and K are unequal, denoted by j and K' in the figure.
As shown in th is timing diagram, data pulses occurring during the time when the clock line is high o r
low have no influence on the output. Now, at data
pulse 1, J is high and K is low. When the clock goes
high at this time, the master flip-flop state undergoes transition from low to high. The Qoutput from
the s lave section remains low. The clock pulse
must return to low before t he slave flip-flop section
will undergo transition to the high state. Again,
pulses 2 and 3 between these two edges have no
influence on the output.
In short, the master/ input section is set by the
data on the leading edge and t he s lave/output section is set on t he trailing edge of the clock pulse.
This is indicated by the LE and TE labels.

=

EXPERIMENT 14, THE J-K FLIP-FLOP
Purpose
To demonstrate the basic operation of a typical
J-K flip-flop, the 74LS76A, and to show how it is
configured fo r one of its principle applications,
namely, as a counter.
Materials
11111-

74LS76A
quad J-K flip-flop
74LS74
dual D fli p-flop
74LSOO
quad NANO
LED
330 ohm resistor

Procedure
Data
input

Master t-

L-H
Clock

l

Slave

H-L

t---

Data
output

I

Fig. 8-20. The master-slave principle behind J-K devices.
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1. The circuit depicted in Fig. 8-22 will allow you
to explore the main features of the LS76A. J-K
flip-flop. Again, you'll use l/2 of an LS74 to allow you
to alternate the clock between high and low. T hi s is
not strictly necessary, as the experiment can just as
easily be performed using the ut ili ty strobe pulse
directly as it comes off the game port connector.

O'l

-~
"O

m

Clock

<ll

O'l

§

Q)

"O

"(ii

"O

Q)

i=

Q)

O'l

O'l
Q)

J

Master
state

IData output J
Slave
output _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,

L-H

n

n

@

@

i

l

H-L

Fig. 8-21 . The timing diagram for the falling-edge transition of the master-slave fli p-flop.

However, the LS74 circuit gives you extra control
over the duration of the strobe pulse, as we ll as a
visual indicator of the clock level.

2. Observe how the preset and clear inputs
override the] and K inputs. Lines 0 to 2 in the state
table of Table 8-6A indicate the conditions of override. In line 3, these asynchronous inputs are inactive, and normal J-K operation can take place. After
verifying this, tie the clear and preset inputs to high
(Vee, +5 V) before proceeding to step 3. This wi ll
allow you to generate the J-K state table .
3 - After tying PR' and CLR' high, verify the fo ur
modes of J-K operation from the discussion in the

section on the J-K flip-flop. In retention or memory
mode, toggling the clock will have no affect. When]
is not equal to K, the Q output will be e ither low/O
or high/l, depending on the J- K values. Output
trans ition occurs on the down-going edge. With J
and K = 1, the device wi ll toggle between high and
low output on alternate clock pulses. You can record this sequence of events using BOIS. A typical
result might look like that in Table 8-6B.

4. Analyze and then build the circuit in Fig. 8-23.
You would s uspect that it is a counter of some sort.
The best way to prove this is to use a timing diagram, beginning with the assumed status of all outputs equal to zero. Such a diagram is given in Fig.
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Table 8-7. Experiment 14. (Al Overridin& Preset and
Clear Functions of the J-K Flip-Flop (B) The Four Modes of J-K Operation in Tabular Form with Timin& Diagram.

•

GPSIG: AN3 AN2 AN1 ANIZI: PB1 PBIZJ
14
GPIN#:
12 13
15:
3
2
Q
Q'
J
LABL1: PR' CL'
K :
2
3
15 4 :
LRBL2:
15 14

--- ----------------- ----------0
1
2

®

CD

0

0
1
1

0
1
0
1

0/ 1 121/1:
0/1 0/1:
0/ 1 Q\/l:
0
0 :

GPSIG: AN1 AN0: PB1 PB0
15:
3
2
GPIN#:
14
Q
Q'
K
:
L RBL 1:
J
1 E,:
LR BL2 :
4
15 14

1
1
0
tZI

1
0

1
1

UT ILSTB
light
Off

On

I

----------------------0

0
0

1
1

1

1
1

0
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Fig. 8-22. Experiment 14 setup for basic LS76A operation. •

8-24. To operate this circuit, ] and K should be
high/I and clear should be high as well. Pulsing the
clock line (ANO) w ill toggle the first flip-flop. Operate the circuit on BDIS. How would you describe
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5. Now analyze and build the circuit in Fig. 8-25 by
making the small addition of a NAND gate. At some
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its function? Do not dismantle this circuit.
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Fig. 8-23. Experiment 14. Use of two LS76A packages as a four-bit binary counter.
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Fig. 8-24. Experiment 14. Timing diagram for the four-bit counter.

Discussion
Regarding the functions performed by the
above circuits, it should be clear to you that the
counters you constructed were a four-bi t binary

point in the count sequence, the clear line will go
low. When? What type of counting operation does
th is circuit perform? Again, use a timi ng diagram
analysis, as suggested in Fig. 8-26.
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Fig. 8-25. Experiment 14. Use of two LS76A packages as a one decimal digit BCD counter.
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Fig. 8-26. Experiment 14. Timing diagram for the BCD counter. The transitions in this and the previous ripple counter are not
simultaneous, as indicated at the trailing edge of the 8th clock pulse.

counte r in ste p 5 and a binary coded decimal or BCD
counte r in ste p 6. The binary counter could count
from 0000 to 1111 (decimal 0 to 15). The BCD
counte r coul d count from 0 to 9, that is one decimal
digit.
The BCD code is nothing more than the 0000
to 1001 seque nce, with numbe rs be tween 1010 and
1111 disallowed as illegal. As you saw, the BCD
counte r never reac he d 1010 (decimal 10) but s imply
recycled back to zero. BCD counters may be used
as part o f the di splay hardware to drive sevensegme nt LED and LCD (liquid crystal) readouts in
test equipme nt, clocks and watches, e tc.
The re are a few additional points to be brought
out.
First, the counte rs you constructed from individual J-K flip-flops in the las t two steps are known
as ripple counters. If you analyzed the operation of
these counte rs, you could see that the clock line of
flip-flops 2, 3, and 4 were connected to the Q output

of the preceding flip-flop. That is, these flip-flops
did not change s tate until the preceding flip-flop
changed state. Because of the expecte d propagation
de lay bet ween input and output in each device, this
means that on each count pulse there is a ripple
affect; the flip-flops in t he counting chain do not
change simultaneous ly on the down-going clock
pulse.
This is indicated on t he falling edge of pulse 8
in Fig. 8-26, a magnifie d vie w of the Ql t hrough Q4
transitions at that instant. Ripple counte r s are s imple, but they have limitations due to the nonsimultane ity of the output transitions.
The second major point is that building e ve n a
s imple 4-bit counte r from SSI seque ntial compone nts-one with only clock, combine d J-K, and
clear inputs -is a bit of a pain. You have to make a
numbe r of interconnections be twee n the individual
flip-flops, and you wind up w ith a rathe r limited set
of functions. If you wante d to ove rcome the ripple
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problem , the external circui try woul d become more
complex.
The cure to both proble ms is fo und in the re alm
of medium scale integration sequential devices.
MSI synchronous counte rs and other powerful de vices are covered in the next chapter .

MONOSTABLE DEVICES OR ONE SHOTS
The idea behind monostable devices, or one
shots, is very s imple. When triggered by a sho rt
pulse, they out put a sq uare wave with the duration
determined by external components. The t rigger
pulse may be either the r is ing or falling edge of a
square wave. The external components are nothi ng
more t han an RC combination. The duration of the
out put pulse is known as the pulse widt h, or PW in
Fig. 8-27.
Building a one shot from SSI components is
possible . For the purposes of discussion, we'll do
t his on pape r. Figure 8-28A s hows a one shot cons isting of a J-K flip-flop and five inve rte rs. T he
timing diagram of Fig. 8-28B explains the operation. Assume the stable s tate is one in which ] is
high and K is low. Along comes a clock pulse and
after one flip-flop propagation de lay, the output
goes high. This output is in turn propagated through
an odd number of inver te rs, in this case five, with
t he net res ult that the cle ar line goes low afte r five
inverte r propagation delays. After one more flipflop delay, the Q output goes low fo llowing the
clear. During the entire time, the out put has re-

maine d high, giving a stretched out vers ion of the
initial t rigger pulse. Computation of the total duration of the pulse is given in Fig. 8-28C. Note t hat
] = I and K=O is the stable s tate of this device .
Another similar circuit, with an even number
of inve rte r de lays, is shown in Fig. 8-29. Operation
is s imilar to that of the previous circuit.

Problems
There are several problems with, or limitations to, the circui ts illustrated in Fig. 8-30.
First, they can only be triggered on the high to
low e dge of t he trigger pulse; it might be useful to
have t he option of triggering on e ithe r rising or
falling e dges .
Second, the circuit cannot be retriggered during the high output. Because of this, there is no way
of furthe r prolonging the output pulse by multiple
trigger pulses.
Third, there is a refractory period afte r the
positive Q output square wave that is proportional
to the number of inverter s ; during this time the
circuit cannot be triggered for a second pulse because the clear line is low.
Fourth, this de vice may be readi ly tr iggered
by no ise transients in the circuit in which it is
placed; this is a ser ious drawback, as false trigge ring can make a given piece of equipment totally
unre liable and of no use whatsoever.
F ifth, because of ce rtain des ign cons ide rations, there is an uppe r limit on the duration of the
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0
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>

_IL
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Fig. 8-27. Generalized one shot.
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Fig. 8-28. Use of the J-K flip-flop and an inverted delay chain to create a one shot.

output pulse, on the orde r of a few hundred nanoseconds.
Finall y, and perhaps as serious a drawback as
any, there is the necessity for the extra components
and additio nal connections for this rather limited
set of functions.

Schmitt Trigger Inputs
As far as the noise problem (spurious triggering) is concerned, there is a solution: the Schmitt
trigger input. You can appreciate what a Schmitt
trigger does without going into the transistor-byresistor details of the circuit. Basically, these cir221
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Fig. 8-29. Same as Fig. 8-28 with an even number of inverters.

cuits respond differently to rising and fal ling voltage levels and thereby improve noise immunity.
Schmitt trigge r inputs are incorporated in SSI gates
such as the LS132 NAND and the LS14 inverter
shown in Fig. 8-31A and into other more complex
ICs. Let's see how the LS14 inverter handles a
noisy input.
Suppose that what was once a neat square

wave has deteriorated into the sorry mess shown in
Fig. 8-31B. This can happen through superposition
of noise picked up in bus and transmission lines, and
from passing through capacitative loads. A Schmitt
trigger inverter will respond to a low to high transition of this signal only when the input voltage level
reaches 1. 6 volts. But, the Schmitt trigger will not
respond to the falling edge of a waveform until it

Refractory period

~

J..---------,1~--'
A

Triggering on trailing edge only • pulse 1

B

Nonretriggerable • pulse 2

c

Presence of refractory period • pulse 3

D

Subject to noise • pulse 4

E

Upper li mit on pulse width

F

Complexity • extra components

Fig. 8·30. Major drawbacks of the one shots just mentioned.
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?

reaches 0.8 volts. These two levels are labeled as

+ VT and - VT in the figure, respectively. The difference between them, 0.8 volts, is called Lhe hysteresis of the circuit. What purpose does this diffe rence serve?
Let's see how this principle works to improve
noise immunity. Assume you had designated the
minimum value of a valid logic high input level as
2.0 volts, a typical TTL value. Then point A-the
transient dip in Fig. 8-31B-would be seen as a
brief, and erroneous, low. Likewise, we might
specify 0. 8 volts as the maximum value for an in put

logic low. Then point B would be seen as a logic
high instead of a low-another erroneous spike .
. But instead, the se two transients (whi ch
transgress normal TTL input logic levels) c!o not
affect the input seen by the Schmitt trigger input
circuit in the LS14 inverter. Thanks to the hysteresis-the diffe rence between what is recognized as
logic low or high depending on whe ther the s ignal is
rising or falling - the re is improved noise immunity. Noise peaks into this region (0. 8 to 1. 6 vo lts)
from below or dips into it from above do not influence the device. As a resu lt, the inverte r input only

0
74LS132
quad NANO

74LS14
hex inverter

Vin

LS14

+Vr 1.6

-Vr 0 .8

+4 . 3 ----~

e

Vout

LS14

Fig. 8-31 . Advantages of the Schmitt trigger: noise immunity and cleanup of sloppy signals.
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sees a low when the s ignal from above crosses the
0. 8 V level. Similarly, only when the s ignal from
below rises above the 1. 6 V level does the output
r evert to high. The neat square wave that results is
shown in Fig. 8-31C.
Schmitt trigger circuits ar e used in the input
circuits in many digital !Cs. They are particularl y
useful in one shots and in counte rs where extraneous pulses could mistrigger the device. Sometimes
the technical or data manua l wi ll not refer to a
Schm itt trigger as part of the given IC. Rather, the
literature may re fer to a certain amount of "hysteresis built into the input for improved noise immunity," or similar wording. In this example , the
device has a hysteresis of 800 mV.

single chip, as you' ll demonstrate later.
The LS123 is obviously a very ve rsatile device. It is also not immediately understandable from
mere inspection. The best way to approach the
device is to look at its different modes of operation.
First, there are potentially three d ifferent
trigger inputs- A, B and CLR- which are gated
through the AND device, as you can see in the
figure. However, since CLR is also connected to
the clear input of the flip-flop, it is usually best to
employ this line sole ly as a reset line, not as a
trigger line . This is not emphasized enough in the
data manuals, but wi ll be dealt with below.
Basically, there are three types of input conditions for the LS123.

Typical One Shot Devices
The 74LS123 and the 558 quad t imer are presented in the fo llowing section so that you can
become familiar with their operation. These devices are extremely useful in digital projects.

The Dual Re triggerable 74LSI23 One
Shot. These are dedicated monostable integrated
circuits that solve the other problems mentioned in
the last section. One of these is the 74LS 123 shown
in Fig. 8-32. It has the fo llowing features.

D Hysteresis built into the inputs of the device . (Schmitt trigger-type operation.)
D Option of retrigge ring on ris ing or fall ing
edge of the trigger pulse.
D Retriggerable, so that output pulse length
can be extended by multiple trigge r pulses.
0 Essentially no refractory period.
D Improved noise immunity through input
hysteresis, much like the Schmitt trigge r circuit
just discussed.
D Wide range of pulse widths-from tens of
nanoseconds to many seconds.
D Re latively compact, only one resistor and
capacitor needed to set timing parameters.
In addition, the LS123 is a dual-rai l device, and
has a clear input that sets the Q output to zero.
Note that there are two one shot devices per
package, allowing you to create delay circui ts with a
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0 A quiescent state, in which the output is
low.

D An armed state, in which the device will
"fire" a positive square wave pulse when triggered.
D A reset state, in which the clear input sets
the output low, regardless of the othe r input conditions.
Figure 8-32B presents the state table as it
commonly appears in the data manuals. There have
been additions made to the margins of the table for
purposes of clarification.
The conditions for output low are given in lines
1 to 3. The output of the AND gate must go high in
order for the device to be triggered. Therefore, if
any of the inputs to the AND gate (gate 1 in the
figure, for instance) is low, then the device cannot
be triggered. A high on input A, wh ich is inverted,
would prevent tri ggeri ng-hence, it makes no difference what the values on B and CLR are, as
denoted by the X or don't care symbol. The same
reasoning applies to lines 2 and 3.
Assume for the moment that you want input A
to be the trigger input. Then, B and CLR must be
high in order to enable the device, and A must also
be high in preparation for a down-going (trigge ring)
signal. That is, if the device is to use input A as the
trigger, the dev ice is armed by setting A, B and
CLR to high. Then, whe n A is brought low (and then
high again), '.!S indicated by the arrow in line 4, the
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Fig. 8-32. Pin-out and state table of the LS123 integrated one shot. which employs Schmitt trigger type hysteresis at the inputs.
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device wi ll fire; Q goes high and Q' goes low for a
predetermined interval. At any time during the output pulse, CLR can be brought low to terminate the
output high by placing a low on CLR and bringing it
high again, as given in line 7. It is important t hat A
wi ll have returned to high before you attempt to
clear the device, however. (Stop and try to answer
why this is so. )
Li kewise, to use B as the tri gger input, set A
low and CLR high. Leave B low, so that you are
assured that Q is low, just before t rigge ring. By
bring ing B high (and then quick ly low aga in), the
device is triggered. To termi nate the hig h output on
Q, CLR is aga in pulsed low the n high, as indicated
in line 8. Again, B should already have re turned to
low before you perfonn thi s clear. The reason, if
you've not already guessed, is as fo llows.
If you bring CLR low the n high with B still high
(remember A is still low in orde r to use B as a
trigge r) then the de vice w ill retrigge r! This is the
same as the situation in line 6. Similarly, if you
were us ing A as trigger, then your failure to bring A
high again would again result in the situation give n
in line 6: the ris ing edge on CLR would retrigger
the device!
In short, the triggering input must re turn to its
inacti ve level (high for B and CLR, low for A),
immediately after trigge ring the device.
Regarding the use of external resistors and
capacitances in the LS123, observe a few simple
rules. First, the formu la for pulse width PW is given
by
PW= 0.45 Rext x Cext
whe re PW is in seconds.
R is in ohms.
C is in farads.
The external res istor s hould not fall outside of the
va lue range of 10 to 200 K fo r re liable ope ration.
(Some data manuals allow a bi t more leeway.)
Theoretically, there is no restriction on the value of
the external capacitor. Ho~ever, fo r small va lues-be low 1,000 pf or .001 µ.F-the equation of
PW is a bit inaccurate, and a graph supplied in t he
data manuals has to be used. In general, for pulse
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le ngths of a few microseconds or more, the formula
is reliable.
If us ing large values o f capacitance to obtain
long (several seconds) output pulses, e lectrolytics
are necessary. When using them, make sure t he
polarity of the connections are as shown in Fig.
8-32A, with the negative e nd grounded.
Finally the n, we can summarize the proper use
of the LS1 23 as follows.

0 If you want to employ a falling edge as t he
trigger, use input A. All three inputs should be high
in orde r to arm the device. A very short low pulse
(low then back to high) on A will trigger t he flipflop. The output can be terminated at any time w ith
another short negative pulse on CLR. If A has not
returned to high, howeve r, the clear pulse may
retrigger the device, for the reasons mentioned
above. (Condition in line 6 of the state table.) The
valid sequence of conditions with A as the trigger
corresponds to lines 1, 4, and 7 of the state table of
Fig. 8-328.
0 If you want to employ a ris ing edge as the
trigger, use input B. Bot h B and CLR should be
high, and A low in order to ar m the device. A short
positive pulse on B t riggers the one shot. A short
down-going pulse on CLR terminates the output.
Again, if B has not returned to low when the clear
pulse occurs, you will ret rigger the device. The
valid sequence with Bas the trigger corresponds to
lines 2, 5, and 8 in the state table.
0 Use the formula fo r pulse width given
above in orde r to determ ine the values of the exte rnal resistor and capacitor. Make s ure you ground
the negati ve end of electrolytics if they are used.
0 The timing diagram of Fig. 8-33 gives the
sequence for A as trigger. The diagram shows the
condit io ns for a rm ing, triggering, retrigge ri ng
(point x), clearing (pointy) and rearming (poi nt z).
The three output waves gene rated are labe led as A,
B and C, r especti ve ly. The e ncircled numbe r s at
t he top of the diagram correspond to the li ne numbers in t he state table. A timing diagram corres ponding to points 2, 5, and 8 for Bas trigge r would
be essentially the same, exce pt for the polarity of
B.
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Rearmed
Reset

i.e ..
Armed for A

Fig. 8-33. Another representation of the function of the LS123, using the example of input A as the trigger input.

The 558 Quad Timer. The LS123 may seem
a rather complex dev ice at first exposure. If you can
get by with less flexibility, a s impler one shot may
be appropriate. The 558 quad ti me r is a dedicated
monostable with fo ur one shots in one package.
Strictly speaking, it is a hybrid linear/digital device

which consists of so-called operational amplifiers
and fl ip-flops as the chief functional active components. Again, our concern is with the overall operation of the device, rather than the details of internal
circuitry.
Figure 8-34 illustrates the 558 quad timer. In
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Fig. 8-34A is the labe le d pin-out of the entire
package. In Fig. 8-348 is one of the time rs. The
features of this device are as follows:

The formula for determining the pulse width is
PW = Rx C
where PW is in seconds.
R is in ohms.
C is in farads.

0 A trigger input TR, which is triggered by a
negative-going edge.
0 A reset input, active low, which overrides
TR. Note that the reset (pin 13) is connected to all
RES inputs inte rnally. A negative pulse on this pin
brings all outputs to zero.
0 A pin for setting the duration of the output
pulse. The external resis tor and capacitor are attached to this timing pin, TM, as shown in the
figure.
0 A s ingle output, producing a positive
square wave pulse when the device is triggered.

0

The 558 is used in the game port circuitry in
the Apple for analog inputs. This is the device
which produces a pulse with the duration proportional to an external resistance. The value of the
resistance is in turn determined by the position of a
joystick or game paddle .

Applications for One Shots
The first application is as a pulse stretcher, or
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Fig. 8-34. The 558 quad timer used in the Apple for game paddle reading.
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Fig. 8-35. Applications of the one shot as pulse stretcher and as delay line.

s ingle pulse generator. This is illustrated in Fig.
8-35A. A short pulse produces a positive going
square wave of fixed duration. The configuration for
the LS123, using input A, is shown.
Another application is as a delay line. You'll
remember that a chain of inverters could delay a

pulse by a brief interval (tens of nanoseconds). For
longer de lays, the configuration in Fig. 8-35B may
be used. The short input pulse on line Al can be
de layed fo r some set inte rval by choosing the values of Rl and Cl appropriately (delay = 0.45
Rl x Cl ). The values of R2 and C2 must be chosen
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Fig. 8·36. Application of the one shot as a key element in N D
conversion circuits that employ resistive transducers.

to produce an out put from the second one shot with
the duration equal to that of the orig inal input pulse,
Al. Since Al was negative, the output is taken off of
Q2', the complementar y output.
Last, an obviously useful application o f the
one shot is as a measureme nt device. Specificall y,
t he one shot can be used with resistive transducers,
t hat is, passive components whose resistance varies in proportion to some physical quantity. The
physical parameter may be heat, light, mechanical
stress, pos ition, etc. This is an uncomplicated
method of analog to dig ital (AID) convers ion which
can be employed in a wide variety of applications.
T he variable resis tance could be the potentiometer
in a game paddle, or in a resis tive photocell, strain
gauge, etc. Even chemical quantities such as pH can
be measured by means of this basic circuit.
Naturally, appropriate software must be written to measure the actual length of t he output pulse
produced by this si ngle bit A/D converter. The
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program is best written in machine language fo r
speed. The first task of s uch a program is to reset
the one s hot to zero, and then begin a timing loop.
On each passage through t he loop the program will
check to see if the value of the output is high or low.
T he loop also increments a me mory location by one
on each cycle. When the value goes low, the timi ng
ro utine stops counting. The value in the memory
cell will t hen be proport ional to t he res istance, and
hence to the physical quantity measure d. Furthe r
processing for numerical and even graphical output
may then be perfo rmed after t he measurement.
We' ll e xplore this application in the last chapte r.

EXPERIMENT 15, THE ONE SHOT
Purpose
To illustrate the operation of a typical one
shot, the LS123, along with one of its applications.

Materials
1 - 74LS123 dual re triggerable one-s hot
2 - 330 ohm resistors
1 - 22 K resistor
2 - 100 K resistors
1 - 22 K resistor
1 - 10 µ.F electrolytic capacitor
2 - 100 µ.F e lectrolytic capacitors

Procedure
1. Connect the circuit in Fig. 8-37. Use an Rext of
100 K to start with. The LED adds a little interest.
T o examine the various modes of operation, first
set up an appropriate heading on BDIS and set all
input lines high. The device may be triggered during this process. Now, leaving A high, toggle the
other two lines, as suggested in Table 8-8A. Then,
setting B and CLR high, toggle A low then high
quickly, as indicated in T ab le 8-88. Time t he output
pulse. Do this several times.

Vee +5

A1ex1

J' 01

100 k
R2ext

330 ohm

7

OT-L_

ohm
02 5

11

C L R1

PW1

= 4 .5 sec

~

R lext

Cl

ext

330

9
10

Internal

1'02

16

01 4
C LR

= 100 k
= lOO µ. F

12

Vee

PW2

= 0.45 sec

~

R2ext

C2
ext

= 100 k
= 10 µ. F

Fig. 8-38. Experiment 15. Configuration of an LS123 package as a delay line.
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2. Try retriggering the device before the output
pulse goes low. Try clearing the device before the
pulse ends. Then try substituting various resistance values , such as 220 K or 22 K and repeat the
trigger, retrigger and clear actions.
3. As an option, you may want to try using the B
input, which triggers the device on a low to high
transition. The proced ure is similar to that
s uggested in steps 1 and 2 above, with the screen
display indicated in Table 8-8C and D. Note that the
use of A and B inputs will correspond to the tab les
appearing below the circuit schematic given in Fig.
8-37.

Table 8-8. Experiment 15 CA and 8 Using Input A in the
LS123 as the Tri&ger. C and D Using Input 8 as the Trigger.)

e

GPSIG: AN2 AN1 AN0: PB0
GPIN#:
13 14 15: 2
LABL1: A'
B
CL!: Gl
LABL2:
1
2
3
13

.

----------------------•1
1/0 1/IZJ:

0

0

4. Now hook up the circuit in Fig. 8-38. Using different colored LEDs if you wish. Note that here we
are using the utility s trobe directly, as this is a ver y
short (\12 µ. sec) negative -going pulse, ideally suited
as an input signal to the A trigger. What function
does the circuit perform?

0

GPSIG: AN2 AN1 AN0: PB0
GPIN#:
13 14 15: 2
U:iBL1: A'
B
CL!: Q
LABL2:
1
2
3
13

..
----------------------0
'1/IZI 1
1 .
. 0

Discussion
After taking the one shut through its paces in
steps 1 to 3, you examined a delay line, or pulse
delay,circuit in step 4. The output was taken offQ2,
so the de layed pulse was in fact inverted. It was also
considerably longer than Y2 microseconds, for purposes of de monstration.
You had the option of using different resistances in the one shot demo. Did you think of s ubstituting different capacitance values, or of us ing,
say, a 100 K pot to continuously vary the pulse
length?
One other application which is probably now
apparent, is that the one shot could be used as a
basis for rough measurements of capacitance and
resis tance, much as you would use a piece of test
equipment such as an ohmmeter. If compute r
based, creating the software would probably consume the lion's share of project time. You would
have to worry about a numbe r of factors, such as the
range of measurement, how long it would take to
measure ve ry large values o f res istance and
capacitance and, of course , how accurate the final
measurements would be . The Apple has its own one
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shot circuitry and monitor software for reading it
already built in. Again, this is a subject to be
explore d later on.

MSI Sequential Devices
Medium scale integration (MSI) logic provides a
broad and diverse middle range in digita l device
complexity.
By convention, MSI encompasses devices that
are composed of more than 12 but less than 100 gate
equivalents per device. MSI logic provides the user
with tremendous gains in both economy and ease of
design. Instead of having to string together many
SSI devices to perform a ·basic task, the user can
select from a wide variety of digital functions-both
seque ntial and combinational-in a prepackage d
form. Often, the user can replace a mu ltipackage
SSI circuit with a single MSI package directly. He
enjoys not only the savings in design time, but often
realizes additiona l functions with the MSI chip that
are unavailable with t he discrete design using SSI
components. Many MSI functions are implemented
on a convenient 16-pin DIP package , and t his results in further savings of s pace and o ften in powe r
consumption as well.
In this and the next chapte r, you' ll learn about
the major combinational and sequential MSI func-

tions by examining representative chips from each
group by expe riment. First, let's look briefly at the
advantages and major functional categories of MSI
devices.

MEDIUM SCALE INTEGRATION
When compared to the SSI level of complexity,
the advantages of MSI logic can be summarized in
one phrase: re duced overhead. The four-bit binary
ripple counte r that you constructed in Experiment
15 would need the fo llowing in a permanent installation:
D
D
able).
D
D
D

2 74LS76 chips.
2 16-pin IC socke ts (optional but desir-

Board space fo r the two devices.
Powe r and ground lines for both packages.
About 8 mA of cur rent (Ice).
0 Time/labor/cost of mounting and connecting two packages.
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You can replace t he two-chip LS76 circui t wit h
a single MSI chip, the 74LS93 counter. This device
is a fo ur-bit binary ripple counter which performs
t he same function as the two-chip SSI circuit.
(Refer to your TTL data manual for details on the
LS93). The LS93 counter has the add itional feat ure
of gated clear inputs as we ll. The circuitry is contained on a single 14-pin DIP package. Current
consumption is 9 mA, which is about the same as
two LS76 packages.
If you need only a fo ur-bi t binary counte r in
your applications circuit, the LS93 is an ideal re placement for the two-chip SSI circuit. You use
HALF the board space and mounting hardware.
Fewer power and ground connections are neccessary, and you are handling only one IC instead of
two. Since you're using one IC, no inter-package
w iring is necessary. Finall y. the cost is less. For
instance, typical wholesale/discount prices are
about $. 80 for the two LS76 !Cs and only $. 55 for
the single LS93, a savings of over 30%.
There is another less obvious advantage to
substi tuting a single MSI chip for a multipackage
SSI circuit: improved re liability.
The failure rate of an IC package is expressed
as the mean time before failure, or MTBF. T he
MT BF refers to the e ntire package, not to the
individual gates of fl ip-flops on the package . Within
broad limits, t he fail ure rate of a digita l circuit as a
whole is a fu nction of the number of packages that it
contains. T he refore, the MTBF for t he one-chip
MSI counter will be longe r than that of the two-chip
SSI circuit, and hence the circu it is more reliable.
Now extend the above idea of replacing SSI
circuits with prepackaged MSI functions. Overhead
(mounting, labor, space, etc.) is reduced even
furthe r. Assume you're designing a small d ig ital
system or module. Your application circuit consists
of two small P C (printed circuit) boards with 20 SSI
packages on each, for a total of 40 chips. The overhead of mater ials-sockets, boards, board mounting, wire harnessing between boards-as well as
the labor involved, makes up the bulk of system
cost.
A reasonable estimate is that you would spend
twice as much on nonchip hardware and labor as you
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woul d on the IC's themselves. Let's say t he chips
cost $10 and t he labor and nonchip overhead costs
S20. The ratio is us ually a lot higher. One reason is
that just the sockets alone may be a fair pe rcentage
of t he cost of the chips themselves. Chips can be
directly solde red to the board, and sometimes this
is done to reduce the outlay. However, if you don't
use sockets, good luck when it becomes necessary
to service the module or to replace an IC package.
Assume now t hat you replace the system with
an MSI design in which, to be conservative, you
enjoy only a two-to-one chip reduction. You'll be
handling and mounting 20 fewer chips. You' ll need
one less board and 20 fewer IC sockets. T here' ll be
less interpackage wiring and no necessity for wiring
between boards. Also, fewer power and ground
connections will be required. Even if the MSI chips
cost tw ice as much (unlikely) as t he SSI chips of the
two-board circuit, you are still way ahead of the
game in te rms of mater ials and labor for nonchip
components.
Half the numbe r of chips improves the MTBF
(mean time before fail ure). Another reason for the
improvement in this reliability factor is the fewer
electrical connections required.
At the very least, you will have cut the more
cost ly and t ime consuming part of cir cuit
construction- nonchip overhead-in half. For this
example, you wou ld have saved $10 in overhead,
fo r a total savings of better than 30%. And you
woul d have a smaller and more reliable package in
the bargain.
As the system gets larger and more complex,
overhead increases, and so the advantages of using
MSI increase. This is because of the need to
mechanically mount boards in subassemblies, to
make connections between boards and to d istribute
powe r among them. Also, the usual replacement
ratio is close to three or four SSI packages per MSI
package. There fore, as a general rule, in larger
systems the chi p to nonchip ove rhead approaches
80 to 90% of total system cost.
Finally, there is greater ease of design with
MSI. Because of the range of available MSI functions, and the flexibility built into each device,
design can be structured. That is, you can specify

functional blocks of modules within the circuit,
much as you would when roughing out a program in
BASIC. Quite often, you can then select MSI packages which correspond to these circuit functions.
SSI devices do have a role in this scheme,
howe'v er. There are certain minor functions within
any circuit which do not require the powe r and
flexibility of an entire MSI package. Examples are
buffering, gating, storing or inversion of one o r two
signals. A few (combinational) gates or (sequential)
fli p-flops are often necessary for these limi ted
tasks. The ro le of SSI logic may be thought of as
essentially that of a glue which holds the major MSI
e lements together.
In s ummary, even small circuits benefit from
MSI replacement of SSI components because, even
t hough you may save little or no money on the
chips, you will save on nonchip hardware and you
wi ll reduce the time and effort spent in construction
and check out of the circuit. Circuit reliability is
also improved due to reduced chip count and fewer
electrical connections .
F urther, with substitution ratios greater than
two to one, you wi ll realize savings in power supply
requi rements as we ll. Large r circuits benefit even
more from MSI substitution. Also, designing lar ger
circuits and systems is much fas ter and easier with
MSI logic.
System design is certainly beyond the scope of
this book. But you wi ll get an idea of how simp le
MSI circuits are constructed and how SSI elements
can be introduced to augment a basic MSI package
in a few of the experiments in this and the next
chapter.

MSI Functions
Although LSI and VLSI devices play a critical
role i n more comp lex digi tal systems - as
exemplified by peripheral controllers, microprocesso r s and computer memory - MSI dev ices
nonetheless remain important. MSI logic performs
the workhorse functions of a system.
MSI is employed in data display circ uitry ; in
address decoding; in transferring data to and from
address, data, and control buses in computers; in
1/0 applications fo r latching data; in routine count-

ing and timing operations; and in a host of similar
tasks.
Important too is that your understanding of
MSI wi ll allow you to approach the complex LSI and
VLSI functions more intelligently as you pursue
your studies later on.
As just mentioned, t here is a close analogy
between designing with digital devices and programming in a computer language. An SSI device is
like an individual command. It is not very meaningfu l in itself. It must be connected to other devices
before it can do anything useful. MSI devices, on
the other hand, can almost stand alone: they can
perform a use ful function without the need for add itiona l circui try. A decoder, adder, counter or register can be set up in a straightforward manner
because the respective function is prepackaged in
the device. MSI elements are, then, like little,
self-contained subroutines. Hook enough of them
together in the right order (with a little SSI "glue")
and you have a working system. This is roughly like
programming, in which a fi nal program is structured
around several modules or s ubroutines.
Over the years, several MSI packages have
gained pre-emine nce because t hey incorporate the
mix of features that give them flexib ility in a variety
of applications.
Some of t he more popular MSI chips are listed
in Table 9-1, under their functional heading. The
two major categories are, of course, sequential and
combinational.
Seque ntia l MSI Logic. Within the sequential MSI category are the ma in classes of counters
and registers.
Counters, typically four bits wide, can be of
the synchronous or ripple variety. In synchronous
counte rs all flip-flops change simultaneously with
the clock pulse, wh ile in ripple counters the clock
pulse cascades from one flip-flop to another. Synchronous counters a re preferred, but they are
somewhat more complex t han their r ipple counterparts. MSI counters are usually of the binary or
BCD type. Some counters are quite flexible: they
can count either up or down, perform a modulodivide (divide-by-N) function, and can be preset to
some 4-bit number as desired. The LS190/191 are
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Table 9-1. Major MSI Combinational and Sequential Functions.

Sequential
Counters
Ripple Counters
Synchronous Up/ Down
Counters
Shift Registers
4-bits wide
8-bits wide
16-bits wide
Memory
8-bit latch
64-bit RAM
256-byte PROM

LS93, LS 197 (binary)
LS90, LS196 (BCD)
LS193. LS191 (binary)
LS192, LS190 (BCD)
LS194
LS195
LS299
LS670

(bidirectional. MSI)
(shift right only, MSI)
(LSI, universal, 3-state outputs)
(an LSI "register file")

LS373 (MSI transparent 3-state latch)
LS189 (LSI RAM with 16 4-bit words)
LS371 (LSI PROM with 3-state outputs)

Combinational
Decoders
Encoders
Multiplexers/ Data Selectors
Demultiplexers/ Data Distributors
XO R (exclusive-OR) Functions
Three-state Buffers/Transcievers
Arithmetic and Logic Units I Arithmetic Processors
Note: The first six combinational groups are covered in Chapter 10.
The last combinational category is composed mostly of LSI logic, and
usually consists of devices with both combinational and sequential
elements.

examples. Other counte rs can act as transpare nt
latches as well as counte rs. Some have asynchronous clear lines, which set all bits to zero, independent of the state of the othe r inputs.
MSI registers, like some counters, can hold
and store binary data. They too are usually four bits
wide. However, the registers I refer to - known as
shift registers-do more than simply latch and hold
data; they are dynamic storage devices. Once data
is loaded in serial or parallel form, the data can be
shifted one bit at a time, often bidirectionally. Shift
registers form the basis for parallel-to-serial and
seri al-to-parallel conversion. You'll note in the
table that larger, full -feature d s hift unive rsal
registers -the 8-bit, bidirectional LS670 with
three-state output, for instance -fall into the LSI
range of complexity. The principles of operation of
such devices are quite similar to their smalle r MS!
brothers.
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Last , there is a third class of sequential
functions mentioned in the table: memory devices.
The re is no qualitative difference between memory
components and latches, as they both store data in
some multibit format. It is just that memory devices
contain many more storage e le ments (flip-flops)
than the so-called latches. Almost all memory fa lls
into the LSI range of 100 or more gate equivalents
per device. Even a small 64-bit RAM (random access or read/write memory) such as the LS189 is an
LSI component. It is o rganized into sixteen 4-bit
words. Larger memory devices like the 256 byte (8
bits per word) LS371 PROM (prog rammable read
only memory) are well into the LSI range. We will
not be dea ling with LSI memory in this chapte r.
However, you should note that the principles of
operation of large scale memory are quali tatively
similar to the smaller MSl sequential devices. So,
you should have no great difficulty if and when the

time comes for you to design with memory devices.
Combinational MSI Devices. Also listed in
Table 9-1 are the main combinational MSI functions. Seven categories are listed. Most of the
arithmetic processors or ALUs (arithmetic and
logic units) in the seventh category fall into the LSI
class, as you would expect from the complexity
implicit in the functions that they perform. Our
concern will be wit h the first six groups of combinational MSI functions; these will be covered with
experiments in the next chapter.
Note that the seventh category of ALU functions may be comprised of hybrid devices w ith both
combinational and sequential e lements on the same
package. In fact, almost all of the LSI and VLSI
devices you will encounter have both combinational
and sequential components. In this sense, the neat
divis ion be tween combinational and sequential
breaks down at higher leve ls of integration.

RIPPLE COUNTERS
The first of the MSI counters we'll examine is a
4-bit binary counter. An example of such a device is
the 74LS197, which is illustrated in Figs. 9-1 and
9-2. It consis ts of four negative e dge-triggered
flip-flops, with appropriate gating circuitry. Though
s imple, this counte r has a numbe r of useful features.

0 It can count from binary 0000 to 1111 (decimal 0 to 15). It can also serve as a divide-by 2, -4,
-8, or -16 device.
0 Alternatively, data can be loaded independentl y through four data input lines.
0 The re is an independent (asynchronous)
clear which overrides all othe r inputs.
The design of the LS197 is much like that of the
counter you built in the last chapte r from two LS76
chips. When the external jumper is connected between output QA and the clock input of flip-flop B,
the LS197 is set up as a full four bit counte r.
As you can see from the schematic, the LS197
is a ripple counter: the clock signal r ipples through
the ci rcuitry from one flip-flop to the next. Because
the clock s ignal is cascaded, the down stream flip-

flops cannot change state until the prior flip-flop has
done so. As a result, the outputs wi ll not change
simultaneously. Because of the inherent propagation delay, any change in the output state of each
successive flip-flop is delayed by a small but finite
inte rval. This is shown in Fig. 9-1 on the downgoing e dge of pulse 4 off output QA. This edge
represents the transition from 0111 to1000, where
all flip-flops are changing state. As you can see, the
propagation delay will result in a staggered t ransition, or ripple, of each respective flip-flop out put,
QA through Q0.
With the external connection indicated, the
LS197 serves to divide the input clock pulse (fed
into clock 1) by 2, 4, 8, or 16, depending on which
flip-flop is used as the final output. For instance,
eight clock pulses must occur before pulse 4 off of
QA is generated. At this same time, shown by the
dashed vertical line in the t iming diagram, Q8 will
have finished its second pulse, Qc only its first
pulse, and Q0 will have jus t begun the leading e dge
of its first pulse.
Without the external connection, the device
can act either as a divide-by-2, or as a divide-by-8
counter, us ing QA and Q0 respective ly as the outputs.
Any logic low/0 signal on the clear line will
reset all outputs to zero, regardless of the current
inputs, or of the current state of the individual
flip-flops. Clear is, then, an asynchronous input, in
the sense of the term discussed in the last chapter.
The pin-out and state table for this counter are
given in Fig. 9-2. The LS197 is a 14-pin IC package,
which consumes 16 mA of supply current whe n
unloaded. The inpu ts are clear, count/ load, clockl
and clock2, and fo ur data lines. Clockl is the line
used when the device is used as a 4-bit counte r,
with the exte rnal connection made between pins 5
and 6.
The state table merely presents the same information as the timing diagram and presumes 4-bit
operation. Again, the device has three basic modes:
count, load, and clear. To count, the count/load line
must be high; to load data, it must be low. Whe n
co un t ing, the output transitions occur on the
down-going edge of t he clock. When in loading
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Fig. 9-1. T he LS1 97 binary ripple counter set up as a four bit device.
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Fig. 9-2. Pin-out and state table for the LS197.
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mode, the outputs follow the data lines transparently, because the preset and clear lines on each
flip-flop are enabled to the ir respective data inputs.
When clear is low the outputs remain low, regardless of the state of the other input lines.

The counterpart to the LS197 which counts in
BCD or binary-coded-decimal format (0000 to
1001) is the LS196. The pin-out, which is the same
as the LS197, and state table are shown in Fig. 9-3.
An external jumper between pins 5 and 6 is likewise

Data inputs

~QB

Vee

BCD cntr
Clear Q0
Clear/
load

0

c

D

8

QB

74LS196

Clock
1
LS196
Clock
A QA 2
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"-../

Count/ Oe l-----1 QA Clock GND
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Data inputs
2
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4·bit
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Fig. 9·3. Pin-out and state table for the LS196 BCD ripple counter.
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necessary for 4-bit operation. As the state table
s hows, the count, load, and clear modes are the
same. The only difference is that the device counts
from decimal 0 to 9, rather than 0 to 15. Note that
when acting as a transparent latch (load mode), the
LS196 will output data greater than binary 1001/
decimal 9.
Obviously, even these simple counters represent a considerable step up from the discrete SSI
implementations of Experiment 14. With their
small size and modest power requirements, and
their ability to act as both counter and transparent
latch, the LS196/197 would be much preferred over
the SSI version.
However, while r ipple counters are s imple,
they do have certain limitations. For instance,
you'll note that there are limits on the operating
frequency. With the external connection, the upper
limit is something less than 15 MHz. Part of this
limitation is due to the cumulative effect of propagation delay inherent in any ripple counter. Another
consequence of the ripple counter is that the nonsimultaneous transition of the outputs may, under
certain critical conditions, cause problems in timing. A solution to such problems is provided by the
design of synchronous counters, w hich yo u' ll
examine shortly. Fir st, let's demonstrate the operation of the basic ripple counter.

EXPERIMENT 16, MSI RIPPLE COUNTER
Purpose
To show the operation of binary and BCD r ipple counters, along with some gating circuitry.

Materials
1 - 74LS196 BCD counter
1 - 74LS197 Binary counter
1 - 74LS32 Quad OR
NOTE - Use STD-TTL if LSTTL is unava ilable.
Procedure
1. The circuit of F ig. 9-4 will serve as a guide fo r
both the BCD and binary four-bit ripple counters.
T he util ity strobe is used directly as a clock, though

you could interpose a toggle fl ip-flop with an LED
as done earlier. In this configuration, all the annunciator lines are employed as data inputs, to demonstrate the transparent latch or loading mode. T his
necessitates the use of jumpers to load and dear the
device, as indicated.
2. At this stage you should be able to set up labeled
headings on the BDIS display, if you wish. Confirm
the various modes (clear , load/latch and count) of
both devices. Try the LS197 binary counter first.
T hen, tum off the computer, replace the LS197
with the LS196 BCD counter, and procede as befo re. What happens when you load the LS196 with a
number greater than 1001, and then start counting
up from the re?
3 . Problem: Can you think of a way to add an enable line? More specifically, gate the clock input, so
that it can be enabled or disabled. Alternatively,
you might want to isolate the clock signal in some
way. T hink about it. Two possible solutions are
shown in Fig. 9-5.

Discussion
The operation of these ripple counters is
straightforward, and serves as a basis for understanding the synchronous counters you wi ll look at
next. The little embellishment suggested in step 3
was intended to review your knowledge of earlier
material. More challenging problems will be presented in later experiments.

SYNCHRONOUS COUNTERS
A universal four-bit counter is the synchronous
up/down counter illustrated in Fig. 9-6 through 9-8.
It comes in both binary and BCD varieties (LS193
and LS192). T he pin-outs of each are the same and
are given in Fig. 9-6A. This more useful type of
counter can be understood as an extended version
of the ripple counter just covered.
Like the ripple counter, the synchronous up/
down counter can operate in three major modes:
count, load, and clear. The important d ifferences
are as follows:
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Fig. 9-4. Experiment 16 setup for LS196/ 197 demonstration.

D It can count up or down, that is, from 0000
to 1111 or from 1111 to 0000 (taking the LS193
binary counter as an example). This is done simply
by connecting the clock source to either the up or
down inputs, pins 5 and 4, respectively.
D The device counts synchronously. The
flip-flops change state on the up-going edge of the
clock. They are positive ly edge-triggered, like the
flip-flops in the LS196/197. But beyond this. all
flip-flops change s imultaneous ly. Synchronous ope ration allows fo r more re liable operation in cr itical
UTILSTB-5 ,___"""
To CLK1
timing situations and fo r an ope rating frequency of
>---~ pin 8 on
32 Megahertz. That is more than twice the freLS196.7
quency of the r ipple counter!
EN
D The re are additional outputs -carry and
Jmpr to enable
borrow -which pe rm it cascading of the counte r for
multidigit operation. T his is necessary in such ap- Fig. 9-5. Two methods of enabling/ disabling the clock signal
pl ications as di gital clock displays and in tes t to the LS196/ 197.

0

f
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equipment such as DMMs. Also, t he borrow output
can be employed fo r a divide-by-N (also called
modulo-N) mode of operation, whi ch w ill be
explained later.
Clear and load input lines operate as they do in
the ripple counter, e ither setting the outputs to
zero, or allowing the device to operate as a latch.
Remarkably, all of these features are packed
into a 16-pin DIP, which consumes only 19 mA of
supply current when the outputs are unloaded. This
is only s lightly more than t he ripple counter! And
the price, currently, is only about fifty cents via
mail-order in sing le quantities. This powerful little
fo ur-bit universal counter is a prime example of t he
appeal of MSI designs. Oust imagine constructing
the circuit of Fig. 9-6B from individual SSI components).
More detail on the function of the binary synchronous counter is provide d in Fig. 9-7. The timing diagram is, in this case, a much more convenient
and meaningful way of illustrating the modes of
operation than a state table. The diagram depicts a
sequence of operations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Clear outputs to 0,
Load with decimal 13 I binary 1101,
Count up as follows: 14 - 15 - 0 - 1 - 2,
Count down as follows: 1 - 0 - 15 - 14 - 13.

Referring to the timing diagram, you' ll note
t hat the clear line is active high. It is an asynchronous input and overrides all other inputs. Next, the
counter is preset to 1101 by the load line, which is
an active low input. While load is low, the outputs
wi ll follow the inputs transparently. Then, the clock
s ignal is fed into the count up input. When the
counter reaches 15 (binary 1111), the carry output
goes low for half a clock cycle. The count continues
to decimal 2. Then the clock signal is fed into the
count down input. When the counter reaches zero
(binary 0000), the borrow output goes low for half a
clock cycle, and the count finishes where we began
(binary 1101).
A few comments regarding the de tails of the
transitions and about t he borrow and carry lines are

in order. First, the output state of the counter
changes on the leading or up-going edge of t he
clock. T his is because the individual flip-flops are
D-type devices, not master/slave flip-flops. Second , the borrow and carry outputs go low on t he
trailing or down-going edge of the clock and remain
low unti l t he clock s ignal again goes high. The low
pulse on carry occurs after the output has achieved
1111 for a count up ope ration. The low pulse on
borrow occurs after the output has achieved 0000
for a count down operation. These aspects of carry
and borrow transition are illustrated in t he bottom
of Fig. 9-7.
As men tio ned, the synchronous up/down
counter comes in a BCD version, the LS192. The
timing diagram for this device is given in Fig. 9-8.
As with t he diagram for the binary counter, this
diagram illustrates t he major modes of operation:
clear, load, count up (with carry), and count down
(with borrow). Examine this figure as you did the
previous one. Note that the borrow and carry outputs are again active low when the counter has
counted down to 0000 or up to 1001.
Two very s imple applications will be mentioned: modulo-N division, and multidigit counting.
One use of the synchronous up/down counter
is as a rnodulo-N, or divide-by-N device, where N is
any numbe r between 2 and 30 in increments of 2. If
you connect the borrow output to the load pin, and
feed the clock signal to the coun t down clock input,
as in Fig. 9-9A, you have a modulo-N configuration.
The operation is as follows: Assume the output
state is 0000, and the clock goes low. Then borrow
goes low, and so therefore does the signal on load
pin, to which it is connected. Then, whatever data
is on the inputs is loaded into the counte r. When the
clock resumes with the next low to high transition,
counting down from this preset number will occur.
When the counter reaches 0000, that number will
again be loaded (if it has not been changed in the
meantime) and the cycle repeats. At any time you
can change the data inputs in order to obtain division by a different number.
Note that the division is taken with respect to
the frequency of the clock pulse, so that the
minimum di visor is 2, and the maximum is 30. The
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Fig. 9-6. Synchronous counters: pin-out and schematic diagram of the LS192/ 193 (BCD and binary) synchronous counters. These are universal MSI counters
which are powerful for their size, and also in regard to both package cost and power consumption.
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Fig. 9-8. Detailed timing diagram for the LS192 BCD device. It is similar to the LS193 except for the counting range.

actual output is taken off the borrow pin itself. It can
be inverted if need be.
A second application is that of cascading the
counte rs for multidigit counting. For instance, two
LS193s may be connected as shown in Fig. 9-9B.

The clock s ignal is fed into the count up pin on
counter A. The carry output off counter A is connected to the count up pin on counter B. Each time
the least s ignificant fou r bits of counter A have
achieved binary 1111 and begin the next cycle, the
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carry line of A goes low the n high, and counte r B
wi ll increment by one. This is a cascade configuration, and in fact, the count in device B will increment half a clock cycle later than the count in device
A. Therefore, this two digit counter is not truly
synchronous.

For two LS193 devices, the count can r ange
from 0 to 255 (or hex $00 to $FF). Two LS192
devices could count from decimal 0 to 99.
Finally, there are other options to the LS192/
193. The LS190 BCD and LS191 binary counters
are both four-bit synchronous up/down counters.
Co unt
(

~-~~
D c B A ) down (:..-o
- o_o_o_)
~
Load
Output

C ount Down -

Borrow

- -.... Down

J,
LJ

Occurs
every
Nth
clock pulse
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74LS193
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Division
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L--.---J
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8-bit
output

4 5 6 7
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BitO 1 2 3
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Count up

0-255 Decimal
00-FF Hex

Carry
Carry
Count
up LS193
LS193
A
Load r>-- - - - e 1 Load
B

MSB

LSB

4 5 6 7

Bit 0 1 2 3
Input

Fig. 9-9. Applications of the LS193 as (A) a modulo-N device, and (B) in multidigit counting.
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Fig. 9-10. Anothe r four-bit synchronous up/ down counter. BCD and binary versions (LS190 and 191) have that same pin-out.
The somewhat different features from the LS192/193 are listed.

Howeve r, they differ from the counters we just
discussed in a few respects. The major difference is
that these devices have an up/down control pin, and
a separate clock pin. This means that the device can
be made to change the direction of its counting
instantly, with no necessity of reconnecting the
clock signal from a count up to a count down pin, or
vice-versa. This is a distinct advantage in some
control applications, where revers ibility is required. To count up, a low must be placed on the
up/down input.
In addition, there is a separate enable pin,
which is active low. This allows counting to be
disabled or enabled at will. Last, the re are cascade lines -max/min and r ipple borrow/carry.
These are used for modulo-N functions, as well as
for cascading for multidigit counting and display
applications.

In some respects, the LS190/191 may be a
more flexible device, since the only functions lacking is an asynchronous clear line. However, there
are problems if you try to disable the counter, or
change the up/down mode, while the clock is low.
The exact nature and reason for such problems will
be explored in Experiment 17. You should refer to
data and application manuals for further information
on this counter.

EXPERIMENT 17, THE
SYNCHRONOUS UP/ DOWN COUNTER

Purpose
T o show the basic operation of a synchronous
up/ down counter. A short project involving the addition of control gating circuitry is included. Limitations of synchronous counters are d iscussed.
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Materials
1 - 74LS193 synchronous up/down binary
counter
2 - 74LS 192 sync hronous up/down BCD
counter (optional)
1 - 74LS74 D-flip-flop
1 - 74LSOO quad NAND
1 - 74LS32 quad OR
3 - 330 ohm resistor s
NOTE - Use STD-TTL if LS192/193 unavai lable .

Procedure
1. The circuit shown in Fig. 9-11 will allow you to
demonstrate all of the functions of the LS193 4-bit
binary counter and the LS192 BCD counter. The
utility strobe is used as t he clock. It may be attached directly to e ither the up or down clock pins

to demonstrate the bidirectional counting capability. However , t he edge-triggered LS74 flip-flop
with LED indicator is included in this circuit so t hat
you can see how the output state changes on the
up-going clock transistion. (This corresponds to t he
LED turning on). T he two othe r LEDs indicate t he
status of the bo rrow and carry pins during counting.
Jumpers for load and clear are also indicated.

2. As you recall, the basic functions of the synchronous up/down counte r are: clear, load, count
up, and co unt down. You should leave clear
grounded while counting and loading; tie it high to
set the outputs to zero. You should be able to leave
load floating high/inactive during counting; howeve r, tie it high to + 5 V if you experience any
problems with erratic operation. As you demonstrate these various modes, you might want to

+ 5V

I Borrow

+5V

1

Clear ~----------.
,,}, Jmpr

+5V

/

I'

~-------' 330ohm

I Carry

--~

330ohm

74LS193

ANO -15

A

AN1-1 4
AN2-13

PB0-2
PB1-3

O utputs

Fig. 9-11 . Experiment 17 setup for the LS193 demonstration.
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follow the example of the timing diagram given
earlier. After observing the binary LS193 device,
you can substitute the LS192 binary counter. What
happens when you load a number greater than 1001,
and then start counting?

3. You may want to show the modulo-Nor divideby-N function of this counter by connecting the
borrow pin to the load pin. Follow the schematic in
Fig. 9-9A. When, during the clock cycle, does the
loading action occur?
4. Control circuitry project: Let's pose a s imple
design problem. Suppose you wanted to add the
following features to the LS193 counter: (1) An
enable line, which would allow you to disable the

counter so that clock pulses would have no effect on
the count state. (2) A single up/down line, which
when high would effect a count up operation, and
when low would cause the counter to count down. A
separate clock line would be needed in this case.
Consider how you would approach this problem
before you proceed.
5. Defining the problem: As you think about this
little project, you may find it convenient to draw a
block diagram that includes the inputs and outputs
of the circuit you want to des ign. This is indicated
by the block di agram in Fig. 9-12A. The up/down
control line, which we'll call count up (CUP), the
enable line (EN), and the clock line (CK) are shown.
Since the LS193and192 have separate up and down
pins, two outputs from the control circuitry are

Count up C UP
Enable EN
Clock CK

0

Control
circuitry

UP fo llows clock (UTILSTB) ON stays high

= low -+

ON follows c lock (UTILSTB)' UP stays high

e

Enabled

Count up

Disabled

Count down

;;_i I /xi I IL

Inputs
Count up
C UP
Clock
CLK
Up

O"IP"'' {

ON To pin 4 on LS193

CUP = high ~
CUP

Enable
EN

UP To pin 5 on LS193

2

u

3

Li

Li

~t

I

Down
I

'l'

Fig. 9-12. Statement of the control circuitry design problem of Experiment 17 given in block diagram and timing diagram form.
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Fig. 9-13. Solution to design problem: truth table with two equations (for the two outputs from the control circuitry), along with the
corresponding logic schematic.

necessary. Naturally, if we select a count up mode,
we would like the up output to follow the clock,
while the down output should not change. In such a
case the down output would remain at the same
logic level, let's say high. Similar reasoning applies
when we want to count down.
6. A timing diagram often he lps, even in such a
simple application as this. There are three inputs
and two outputs to and from the control circuitry, so
a five-line timing diagram should allow you to
specify all the states desired. Try constructing one,
and then refer to Fig. 9-12B.
7. A truth table is the next step in the design
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process. You should try to translate the timing
diagram directly into such a table. Refer to Fig.
9-13A. The sense of the table can be summarized
briefly: When both EN and CUP are high, the up
output should follow the clock input, and down
should remain high. Similarly, when CUP is low,
the down output should fo llow the clock, and up
should remain high. When EN is low, both up and
down should not change with the clock. They should
stay high.
8. Now you can write the Boolean equations using
the appropriate minterms from the truth table. You
could use the output high states to write the equations. However, with only one low state for each

output, it is more economical and faster to use these
states for the final equations. Minterms ml and m3
are used. Note that the input terms are equated to
the negated or inverted output. Figure 9-13B
shows the rearranged equations. De Morgan's
Theorem is invoked.

9. The preliminary circuit is given in Fig. 9-13C.
This is really a direct translation from the equations. You can reduce package count by us ing
NAND gates in place of the inverters.
10. The final circuit and pin-out for this problem is
given in Fig. 9-14. Demonstrate the operation of
the control circuitry by first setting the enable line
high, and then alternatively counting up and down at
will. Clear and load operate as before, however,
binary llll will be loaded when pin 11 is grounded
if you leave the data inputs open/high as indicated.
11 . There are two bugs in this particular design.
Try enabling and disabling the counter while in up
and down count modes. Specifically, stop the count
alternatively when the clock is high and low, then
disable and enable the device. Change the count
mode as an alternative (up and down and vice
versa). Do this several times.

Do you notice a problem when you disable the
device by setting EN to low, or when you change
the up/down count mode. What happens? Is there a
quick solution to these problems?

Discussion
In the first portion of this experiment you
looked at the basic modes of operation of the synchronous up/down counter. When using the BCD
LS192 device, you may have tried to load a number
greater than 1001. While this is illegal as far as the
BCD format is concerned, the outputs do register
such data. When the counting is continued, the
device proceeds (either up or down, as the case may
be) until it is in the normal BCD range of 0000 to
1001. From there on, it stays in this range.
Hopefully, you tried the modulo-N circuit, as
suggested. The intention here was simply to re-

state, by demonstration, some of the aspects of
device timing. In particular, you may have noted
that the borrow line went low when the count
reached zero and the clock went low (trailing edge).
Firs t, the counter reached 0000 on the leading edge
of the clock (rising edge), and borrow was still
high/inactive. Then, on the falling edge of the
clock, borrow went low (the LED lit up). That is, as
you toggled the clock line, the active low of borrow
occured 1/2 clock cycle after the 0000 state. Only
then was the number on the data lines loaded into
the counter. This Y2 clock cycle between 0000 and
borrow going low delay was intentionally designed
into the counter because without it the 0000 state
would exist only for the duration of the propagation
delay through the counter, a few tens of nanoseconds at most.
Finally, in the last part of the experiment, a
design problem was stated. One purpose was to
provide a quick review of the steps in SSI combinational design discussed a few chapters back.
Another purpose was to illustrate the little
surprises that crop up in what seemed otherwise
logical design solutions. There were hidden bugs in
the resulting circuit which you undoubtedly encountered. Specifically, if you disabled the counter
by bringing the EN line low (inactive) while the
clock line was in the low state, the counter either
advanced or decremented one count, depending on
whether you had been counting up or down at the
time. Also, if you shifted the CUP (up/down control) while the clock line was low, a false count may
have occured. Examining the truth table shows
why. What, if any, are the solutions to these problems?
Taking the second problem first, the solution
is trivial: do not shift the count up/down control line
(CUP) while the clock is low. There is really no
easy way around this problem, because it is an
inherent limitation in this type of control circuitry.
Now let's tackle the problem of false counting
that occurs when the device is disabled with a low
on en. One might be tempted to write out the truth
table in full for the disabled state (EN low) specifying that no such trans ition can occur in the respective up and down outputs. Ideally, you would want
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Fig. 9-14. Final control circuit with pin-out and connections to the LS193.
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the up and down li nes to remain in t he state they Basic Operation
we re originall y in before being disabled. This
A four bit s hift register is composed of four
would require two more equations, and more com- D-type flip-flops and associated gating circuitry for
plex control ci rcuitry.
a total of 40 or 50 gate equivalents. This places it in
Another solution would be to enable and dis- the middle of the MSI level of complexity. Each
able the cont rol gating circuitry with t hree-state flip-flop can be cons idere d as a te mporary storage
devices connected to the up and down lines with the bin which can contain one bit of data. Note that the
signal EN fed into the three-state in puts. Again, bins have been labe le d A through D with A the most
more circuitry.
s ignificant bit and D the least significant bit. An
A much simple r solution is to utilize an ex- array of four such bit bins w ill have a serial data
tre me ly short negative-going pulse as the clock input (SI), a clock (CK) line to se rially load or shift
s ignal. This s ignal would be normally high, but the data in one bit at a time, and a se rial data output
whe n acti ve would go low for a fraction of a micro- (SO).
The bas ic action is illustrate d in Fig. 9-15A
second. In fact, you have such a clock signal available : simply use the utility strobe directl y off of through E. T he register shown is a serial-in/
game port pin 5! Use it in place of the ANO clock seri al-out device; fo r s implicity, paralle l input and
source in Fig. 9-14. Un less you disable the device out put lines have been omitted.
In Fig. 9-15A we begin with the register in the
during the Y2 microsecond low inte rval of the utility
strobe pulse, there wi ll be no problem with false 0000 state . A logic high/ 1 is present on the serial-in
counting. While t his is not a 100 % solution, the use data line , SI. Along comes clock pulse 1. The binary
of a very narrow clock pulse does lessen the danger 1 is lo ade d on the leading e dge of this pulse, and the
of false counts when disabling the counter in an result is g iven in Fig. 9-15B: a binary 0 appears on
the serial output, SO. We then place a 0 on the SI
actual application.
Note that the confl ict of inputs illus trate d line, deliver the 2nd pulse on the clock line, and the
above is a problem inherent in many seque ntial result is as given in Fig. 9-15C. T wo more clock
devices, not just our simple control circuit. If you pulses, with 0 and 1 data inputs, respective ly result
read the data on the previously mentioned LS1 90/ in the final state shown in Fig. 9-15E.
What we've done is serially load a binary 1001
191 counter, which has integral up/down and enable
(decimal
9) into the register , and at the same time
pins as part of the device, you will see cautions
shift
out
a
binary 0000. This operation is also called
stated regarding false counting during the time
a
shift
right
operatum, with the directio n from A to D
whe n the clock line is low. By virtue of this exer(most
to
le
ast s ignificant bi t bin).
cise, you now have a real understanding of t his type
Shift
r egis ter operat ion is , the n, pre tty
of li mitatio n of MSI counte rs and the admonition
straightforward.
Now let's add a few embe llis hgive n in the data manuals (Tl's in this case).
ments .
Figure 9-16 illustrates another four-bit shift
SHIFT REGISTERS
register. This device, howe ve r, is a full blown uniRe lated to the MSI counter is the shift regis- ve rsal regis te r. We'll use the 74LS194A as it con- ·
ter. Like the counte r, a typical MSI shift register is tains most of the fea tures of a typical universal shift
four bits wide. Larger ones fall into the LSI range. register. With it, by setting mode controls, you can
As t he name s uggests, the shift register is not a do the following:
static register which simply holds and stores data
like a latch, but rathe r it is a dynamic device which
D Serially load data from the left, shifting data
can shift data bits between the flip-flops which con- to the right, as just done in the prior example. The
data input is referred to as the seri al shift right input
stitute it.
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Fig. 9-15. Simplified representation of shift register operation, shift right in this case.
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or SRT for short. Take particular note that there is
no serial output line labe led as such. Rather, s ince
data is be ing shifted in the direction from QAto Q0 ,
we use output Q0 as the serial shift right output or
SRO.
0 Seri ally load data from the right, shifting
data to the left. In this shift left mode, the data line
used is called the serial shift left input, or SLT .
Since data shift from right to left-Q 0 to QA- serial
output data is taken from QA, the serial s hift le ft
output, or SLO.
D At any time during or in between the shift
le ft or shift right operations, data can be read in
paralle l from the data outputs, QA through Q0 , as a
four bit number. This req uires no special mode
contro l.
D By selecting the prope r mode, you can also
load data in parallel, that is, as a four bit number via
the data input lines, DA through D0 •

0

D You also have the option to tum off or disable the device so that no parallel loading or shifting
in e ither direction can occur.
Mode controls were mentioned above. These
are the two lines labeled SO and Sl in Fig. 9-16A.
They allow you to select any one of four modes:
inhibit, shift right, shift left, and paralle l load. The
table for these four modes is given in Fig. 9-1 68.
The pin-out of the LS194A universal four-bit
shift register is shown in Fig. 9-1 7. You'll note that
it contains one more function we did not mention in
the above, namely, an act ive low clear. This is
provided on pin l.
As to the power req uirements of thi s device,
they are really quite modes t. The nominal value of
Ice is 15 mA. Again, we have another impressive
array of featu res in a small package that is typical of
the MSI group.

Data
o utputs

Serial shift left output

SLO~

Serial shift right output
SRO

SAT Serial shift -+---A
_.......__ Serial shift
right input
'--~---'-----''----.....___ ___.
left input SLT
Clock

S0 S,
Mode
controls

DB

DA

DC

DD

74LS194A

Data
inputs

s, Sci
L
L
H
H

L
H
L
H

MODE
Inhibit
Shift right
Shift left
Parallel load

Fig. 9-16. More elaborate LS194A universal shift register with bidirectional operation and parallel inputs and outputs. Mode
control states are given in (B).
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D Shift GND
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Fig. 9-17. Actual pin-out of the LS194A.

Shift Register Appl ications
There are several applications for shift registers which we'll mention; some of which may already be obvious to you. They are:

D Serial-to-paralle l conversion.
D Paralle l-to-serial conversion.
D Multiply and divide by two.
D Sequence generation.
Serial/Paralle l Format Interconversion.
Data in digital systems is usually transmitted in
either of two formats: serial or paralle l. Shift
registers are key elements in the circuit that provide interconversion between these two formats.
Parallel data is usually organized into words of
various sizes from the 4-bit nibble to the 8-bit byte,
and large r. System buses car ry data in the parallel
forma t. The advantages of paralle l data are its compactness and economy. The main disadvantage is
that para lle l lines can transmit data over a rather
limited distance . Paralle l "rainbow" or plain flat
ribbon cable has a limit of little more than a yard.
The problem stems from transmission line effects,
such as reflections up and down the line, and particularly crosstalk between lines in the same cable.
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(Remember capacitative shunting effects between
parallel conductors?)
Serial data, on the other hand, can be transmitted over much longer distances, as for example,
thro ugh the so-called twisted pairs consisting of a
signal line and a ground line. Digital data transfer
over te lephone lines is a prime example of serial
data transmission. The problem here is that serial
data schemes are complex and costly because they
entail a fair amount of circuitry to convert paralle l
data into serial fonnat on the sending end, and then
back again into paralle l format on the receiving end.
Serially transmitted data is also inherently a lot
s lower, howeve r this may not be a serious drawback in certain s ituations.
Each format has its proper place in the scheme
of things. In a self-contained computing system
whe re s peed, economy and small size are essential,
the parallel bus organization is the rule. When data
generated in that system must be transferred over
some d istance, parallel-to-ser ial (P-to-S) and
serial-to-parallel (S-to-P) conversion circuitry is
used because of the inherent long distance advantage of seri al data.
Obvious ly, s hift registers of one sort or
another play a key role in the transm ission of d igital

SI
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Fig. 9-18. Application of shift register in S-to-P and P-to-S
conversion.

information. As Fig. 9-18 illustrates, the universal
shift register can perform both S-to-P and P-to-S
conversion. Note that a bidirectional shift register
(shift right and left modes) can act as either a send
or receive device from or to the digital system. In
the figure, the conversion of binary 0110 (decimal
6) is illustrated. The principle can be readily extended to eight and s ixteen bit words.
Multiply a nd Divide by Two. An important
function in both microprocessor chips and special,
dedicated arithmetic processor chips is circuitry to
perform binary multiplication and division. The
simplest operation is a multiply or divide by two.
This is accomplished easi ly enough by a shift left or
shift right operation, as given in Fig. 9-19. Obviously, the number shifted cannot be allowed to
simply fall out: it must be stored as either the most
or least significant result of the multiply or divide
operation. Therefore, additional shift register elements and control circuitry are required in the typical arithmetic circuit.
The subject of arithmetic processing in
hardware using ALUs and other, more advanced
chips (so-called coprocessors) would fill several
chapters if not a book of advanced material. But at
least you can see how shift registers play a role in
such devices.
Sequence Gene r ators. This application is
depicted in Fig. 9-20. Here, the contents of the
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Fig. 9-19. Application in multiplication and division by two.

register are recirculated from the serial output back
into the serial input. Each time the clock signal
occurs, a bit is shifted out of the output and back into
the serial data input. The train of data coming out
can be read as the final output, and this would
consist of a recurring pattern of bits, that is, a
sequence of high and low logic levels. You might
also think of the device as a wave form generator,
with a sq uare wave output as shown.
Naturally, longer bit trains can be manipulated
Recirculate

"!~..--.__o=======o=) s~I

_"":...s-=.1
Clock

)

011001100110
Sequence
generator
Fig. 9-20. Applications as write/recirculate device, or sequence generator.
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by using larger shift registers or by stringing several s maller registers in series .
Modifications to the de vice, by means of contro l circuitry, allow you to alternatively recirculate
or to write new information into the register at will.
This is the basis for another simple design project
included in the experiment to follow.

clock line, pin 11. The data lines A to D, pins 3 to 7,
are left high so that a parallel data load (SO and S l
1) on a positive clock edge will set the register to
binary llll.

=

2. You should be able to simulate S-to-P and P-to-S
conversion, as we ll as multiply and divide by two,
which is nothing more than shift left and shift right.

EXPERIMENT 18, THE SHIFT REGISTER
Purpose
To show the operation of a shift register and its
configuration as a write/recirculate counter.
Mate rials
1 - 74LS194A universal 4-bit s hift register
NOTE - Use a STD 74194 if LS194A unavailable.
Procedure
1. Using a single LS194A bidirectional shift register, hook up the device as shown in Fig. 9-21. A
mode control table has been included for convenience. The utility strobe is connected directly to the

3 . Write/recirculate design problem: In order to
design a write/recirculate counter, such as the one
in Fig. 9-20, a block diagram incl uding all the desired input and output lines is required. You need to
know that the operation will take place with the
register in a shift right mode. Draw the block diagram using the following inputs into the control circuitry: serial data in, called data ; the write/
recirculate control line, which we'll call W; and
recirculated data from the SRO output (Q0 ), which
we'll also call Q0 . The output from the control
circuitry must be connected to the SRT input pin on
the LS194A. Since this output from the control
circuitry is connected directly to the SRT pin, the
two s ignals are essentially one and the same;
MSB

< 0•

PB3 -Cass in

Oe

PB2-4

Oc

SLO

(ser out shift right)

PB1-3

Oo ··

PB0-2
LSB

(ser out shift left)
SRO

74LS1 94A

Note : Tie CLR high for normal
operat10n

AN0-15

Mode

I

AN1 · 14
AN2·13
AN3-12

Ser IN SLT

SI

so

so

L
L
H
H

L
H
L
H

SI

Fig. 9-21 . Experiment 18 setup for demonstration of the LS194A.
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MOOE
lnhibil
Shift
Shift
Parallel

OD.-----.
Data in
Write /recirculate

DAT

Gating

W

circuitry

Shift right
SAT
Clock
Clear

Fig. 9-22. Block diagram statement of design problem in Experiment 18.

therefore, it is appropriate to call the control circuit
output SRT also.

circuitry reduced to a single LSOO NAND package
with the individual gates connected as shown. T he
double-negated terms signify the alternative representation for NAND, namely as a negated input
OR. This equivale nce allows you to use the single
NAND IC.

4. You should come up with a block diagram looking like that in Fig. 9-22. Now a truth table is in
order. Before writing the table, remember that
with three inputs into the control circuitry there
will be eight lines to the table. The sense of the truth 8. After hooking up the circuit, demonstrate fo r
table should be as follows. For the sake of argu- yourself the operation of this write/recirculate dement, let a low on the W line s ignify a recirculate vice. The mode controls must be set up for shift
operation. This means that the SRT line (serial shift right operation, with SO=l and Sl = O. You might
right data in) will follow whatever comes out of the want to use a single 1 bit and three 0 bits when
Q0 output (SRO). On the other hand, when W is recirculating data. First clear the r egister, then
high a write state is signified; then, the output of serially write in a binary 1, go to recirculate mode,
the control circuitry, SRT will follow the data line. and continuously clock the device. Table 9-2 shows
a sample output. Of course, you would do this using
5. After thinking about the problem, you should only a single line on the BDIS display. Naturally,
come up with a truth table which is essentially the data can be parallel loaded if you set both SO and Sl
same as that in Fig. 9-23A. You'll notice that there to high/ 1, and clock the data in. Binary 1111 would
are four minterms in which the output variable be loaded if the data inputs lines A to D are left
STR is true/h igh/l. Set these down in a four term floating high, as in the figure .
sum of products equation set equal to SRT . Simplify
Discussion
the equation.
6. Your final equation for the control circuitry
should be equivalent to that in Fig. 9-23B. T his is a
two term SOP equation. You may want to use the
double negative rule to come up with the equation in
Fig. 9-23C. The reason for this will be clear in a
moment.
7. The final circuit with the pin-out is given in Fig.
9-24. After this effort, you can see that the control

In the write/recirculate register, you were
again shown the usefu lness of a little SSI glue to
enhance the functions of a flexible MSI device. At
the same time you went through the basic combinational SSI design procedure as a review.
The application of this recirculate device as a
sequence generator should have been apparent as
you clocked the data through the register while in
the r ecirculate mode. Repetitive signals of e ight
and sixteen bits could be cre ated by using larger
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Fig. 9-23. Truth table and resulting sum of products equation for the control circuitry.

shift registers, such as the LS299 and LS670. MSI LATCHES
These are LSI sequential devices, as indicate d e arBefore concluding, we'll mention another type
lier in Table 9-1. Cons ult data and application man- ofMSI sequential device: the octal latch. These may
uals for more information on these latter devices, be conside red in the same class as the transparent
and for other applications of s hift registe rs.
or leve l-triggered and the edge-trigge red D-type
Table 9-2. Sample Output from the Write/ Recirculate Reeister in Experiment 18.

GPSIG: AN2 AN1 AN IZI: PB3 PB2 PB1 PB0
GPIN#:
13 14
15:
cs 4
3
2
QA QB QC QD
LABL 1 : CLR WR' DAT:
LABL2:

- - --------- -------- - --------------0
1
2

3

4
5
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0

1
1
1
1
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1
1
1
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0
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0
0
0
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0
1
0
Ill
0
1

0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0

0

0
0
0
1
0

flip-flops discussed in the last chapter, only larger.
As you might expect, e ight bit latches are quite
useful for bus-oriented applications, where temporary storage of an e ight data bit word or byte is
required. Two such devices in tandem could also
store a full sixteen bit address word, typical for
today' s microcomputers. Naturally, three-state
outputs would be necessary for bus isolation. Both
transparent and edge-tri ggered ve rsions have thei r
uses in bus-ori ented systems, and octal latches of
each type are available.

Two representative and commonly employed
octal latches are depicted in Figs. 9-25 and 9-26.
The former is the 74LS373, a level-triggered or
transparent latch wh ich continuous ly follows t he
Data input when the latch enable input is high. Its
schematic and pin-out are shown in Fig. 9-25A and
B. The LS373 is a 20-pin package which consumes a
nominal s upply current of 24 mA. It has three
modes of operation: follow data input, retain current data (memory), and isolation or high impedance output state. The four line table describing

S1

so
QA

Vee +5V

..
UTILSTB-5

PB3 - c~ss

QB

PB2-4
QC

PB1-3

LicLK

OD

PBO -2

7 4LS194A

AN2-13

5
AN1-14

+5

4 '---W•3 ~--

Data

DAT12

AN0-1 5
1-74LSOO
SO: open or tied high
S1: grounded

Fig. 9-24. Final control circuit and pin-out, with connection to the LS194A indicated.
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Fig. 9-25. A transparent octal latch, the LS373.
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Fig. 9-26. An edge-triggered octal latch. the LS374.
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the latch's function is given in Fig. 9-25C. Note that
the three-state output control is an active low line.
It enables the outputs when low and disables them
when high.
The other octal latch is the edge-triggered
74LS374. This too is a 20-pin device, consumes
about the same supply current (27 mA actually), and
has the identical pin-out. The only difference is that
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the output state changes on the leading edge of the
clock pulse. Even though the state symbol on the
flip-flop s uggests a down-going trigger , you can see
that the clock pulse is inverted first, as indicated in
the schematic of Fig. 9-26A. As with the LS373,
there is a memory or retain state, and a high impedance o utput state (isolation from bus line). This
is shown in the truth table in Fig. 9-26C.

Combinational MSI Devices
As mentioned in the introductory section on MSI,
we wi ll cover the major functional classes of combinational MSI devices in this chapter. Three broad
groups of functions will be covered. The first group
includes the code conversions and data routing devices, among which are the decoders, encoders,
multiplexers and demultiplexers. From each of
these four types of combinational MSI functions,
one or two representative devices will be detailed,
and later demonstrated by experiment. Once you
have a handle on a given device, you s hould have no
difficulty in understanding other devices in the
same functional class.
Another broad category which we will examine
is that of the MSI buffer/driver s, which serve the
same ro le as the SSI buffers covered previously.
They are used primar ily to increase current drive
capability and to provide for bus isolation. The
only difference between MSI buffer/drivers and
their SSI vers ions is one of size. Finally, we'll also
cover the XOR (exclusive-OR) device and a few of
its re lated functions-error handling, comparison
and addition.

CODE CONVERSION AND DATA ROUTING
The easiest way of defining a decoder is as a
device that converts multibit binary data into decimal data. For instance, three bits of straight binary
code can assume a value of 000 to 111, or decimal 0
to 7. Figure 10-lA illustrates such a de vice which
makes the conversion. Each of its eight output lines
is assigned a value from 0 to 7, which correspond to
the binary input 000 to 111. This device might be
called a 3-line to 8-line decoder, or alternatively, a
1 of8 decoder. In this case, if the input is, say, 101,
then output line 5 might go high, while all the other
lines remain low (an active high output decoder).
Alternatively, output line 5 might instead go low,
while all other lines remained high (an active low
output decoder).
Four bit binary decode rs also exist. They conve rt fo ur bits of straight binary input into one of
sixteen lines of active high or active low output.
BCD decoders, on the other hand, convert four
bits of binary-coded-decimal data (0000 to 1001) into
one of ten decimal values (0 to 9). Figure 10-lB
shows a 4-line to 10-line decoder. Again, the out-
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Fig. 10-1. Binary and BCD decoders.

puts are assigned numbers corresponding to the
binary input; the output may be either active high or
active low, depending on the specific IC.
Another type of decoder is the seven-segment
decoder. This device takes four bits of (usually)
BCD data, and converts it into an output which will
turn on the appropriate segments of a sevensegment LED or LCD (liquid crystal) display. Since
seven-segments disp lays are everywhere-in
watches, calculators, automotive displays, test instruments, etc. -it is not surprising that this is a
singularly important type of decoder. As suggested
in Fig. 10-2, the typical BCD to seven-segment
decoder has a few additional control lines which are
standard on most such devices. These usually include a line to blank the display for purposes of
leading and trailing zero suppression, perhaps a line
for enabling the display, and another for turning on
all segments in order to test the display.
In regard to the seven-segment display itself,
it comes in either of two types: either as a common
cathode or as a common anode. In the former, all the
cathodes of the LED segments are in common, and
are connected to ground. The decoder acts as a
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Vee - common
anode type

current source in this instance. Common anode
displays, on the other hand, have all their anodes
connected to Vee or +5 vo lts. In this case, the
decoder mus t act as a current s ink. Most sevensegment decoders are designed to drive either
common cathode or common anode displays, but
not both.
Encoders perform the inverse function of decoder s. They convert the active signal on one of
several input lines into an equivalent binary code at
the output. Figure 10-3A s hows the 8-line to 3-line
encoder , with the output in a straight 3 bit binar y
format. F igure 10-38 illustrates a 10 line to four
line BCD encoder. Outputs may be active high or
low, as with decoders.
Specific examples of encoder and decoder
chips will be detailed in the next section.
Multipkxers are best thought of as single pole,

mu ltithrow switches in which data on one of several
input lines is selected and then placed on a single
output line. This is ilJ ustrate d in Fig. 10-4. Here we
have an 8-line to 1-li ne multiplexer, in which the
input data line is selected by a three-bit address
input, shown in Fig. 10-4A. For example, these
data select lines might have a value of 110, in which
case the data on input line 6 would be placed on the
output. The action can be compared to a mechanical
switch, as given in Fig. 10-48. It is obvious why
multiplexers are also calJed data selectors.
Demultipkxers pe rform the inverse function of
multiplexers. They take data off a s ingle input line
distribute this data to one of several output lines.
Again, the action is much like that of a single-pole
multithrow switch, but one which has been turned
around from the direction shown in Fig. 10-48.
Shown in Fig. 10-5 is a 1- to 8-line demultiplexer or
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Fig. 10-3. Binary and BCD encoders.
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data distn.butor. As with its multiplexer counter-

to 1111 (decimal 10 to 15) do not activate any output
lines.
Other example s of decoders are the LS154
4-line to 16-line decoder, and the LS138 3-line to
8-line decoder. The latter dev ice also acts as a
demultiplexer, and will be described separately.
The output lines of decoders can be used to
selectively activate one of several devices or circuits downstream. Another application is address
decoding, related to device selection or activation,
but slightly more complex. This is a very important
Decode rs
topic
which is covered in detail in Chapter 11.
The representative e ncoder in Fig. 10-6 is the
Decoders
are also used in display circuits. A
LS42 BCD (4-line to 10-line) decoder. This is a
high
current
output
BCD decoder, such as the open
16-pin IC which consumes a nominal supply current
collector
74145
STD-TTL,
is capable of dr iving
of 7 mA. Valid BCD data at the inputs results in one
incandescent
lamps
and
so
called
Nixie tube disof ten output lines going low. This is expressed in
plays.
The
latter
are
older
numerical
displays in
the truth table in Fig. 10-6B. Only the active low
which
neon
tubes,
s
haped
as
d
igits
0
to
9,
are lined
output states are indicated, for the sake of clarity.
up
one
be
hind
the
othe
r
ins
ide
an
outer
glass
bulb.
Note that invalid inputs in the range from 1010
These expensive and power hungry dis plays have
been replaced by multisegment and dot matrix devices for the display of numeric and alphanumeric
0
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demonstration experiments.
part, this demultiplexe r has a three bit address
input, by me ans of which the input data is dis tributed to one of the output lines.
Both multiplexers and demultiplexers are important device categories, with the main app lication
be ing the routing of data within digital systems.
Let's now take a look at some representati ve devices.
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Fig. 10-5. Demultiplexers or data distributors are also like
multipole switches. but with one input and several outputs.
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Figure 10-7 shows a representative 8-line to
3-line e ncoder, the LS148 cascadable octal priority
encoder. This is a 16-pin device with a supply current consumption of about 10 mA.
The LS148 device has several special features
that are implied by its title. First, the term octal
me rely refers to the fact that there are eight inputs;
each of these is active low. The binary data outputs
of this device are also active low.
(Important note: This means that an output of
010 woul d actuall y represent decimal 5. Likewise,
binary 101 would be decimal 2.)
By priority e ncoder, we mean a device which
gives pre ference to the highest-valued input line
which is active. For example, if two of the active
low inputs are grounded, say line 3 and line 5, then
the active low output would register a value of 010.
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Fig. 10-6. Pin-out and truth table of a 4 to 1o line BCD decoder, the LS42.
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That is, the device is designed so that it never
becomes confused when two or more input lines are
s imultaneously active. In a practical situation, the
highest-valued input may not be the one actually
intended. However, this arbitration in favor of the
highest input avoids arbitrary logic levels at the
outputs, and so is a desirab le feature .
If you refer to the truth table, Fig. 10-7B,
you'll note a few other lines. One is the EI, or

Output

0

~

Vee

enable input, line. It is an active low input, and
permits normal operation when in th is state. When
high, the encoder is disabled, and all outputs are
high ( inactiv~ as indicted in the table.
The other lines are the EO (enable output) and
GS (gate select) lines. These are active low output
lines which allow the LS48 to be cascaded or expanded into larger e ncoder circuits. In order to
explain this cascadable feature of the LS148, we
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Fig. 10-8. For a 16 to 3 line encoder, the LSl 48 can be cascaded.

have to refer to Fig. 10-8. (Assume that for the
circuit shown the EI line is low, so that the circuit is
enabled).
Suppose you needed a 16-line to 4-line encoder. When two LS148 encoders are connected
as shown in Fig. 10-8, then the device to the left
(device A) will encode for all inputs in the range of
decimal 8 through 15. Its GS (gate select) output
will be active whenever one (or more) of its input
lines is active. This means that A3, the most significant (most leftward) bit of the four bit binary
output, will be active. The exact value of the output
will then be reflected by bits A2, Al, and AO. The
binary output will then fall in the range 0111 (decimal 8) through 0000 (decimal 15), using the active
low convention for the LS148.
If, on the other hand, only one of the lines 0
through 7 is active, then GS/A3 will remain inactive
(high). The binary output will then fall in the range
of binary 1111 (decimal0) through 1000 (decimal 7).
The three AND gates are necessary to register the

values of the three lo wer bits AO - A2. They are
represented in negative logic convention in order to
emphasize the active low character of the outputs.
Two common applications of encoders are as
components in keyboard logic and in interrupt circuitry.
You can imagine that if sixteen single-pole
s ingle-throw switches (with one side connected to
ground) we re attached to the 16-line priority e ncoder just described, you would effectively have a
small keypad. Ten keys could be assigned for decimal input, one for e nter, the rest for cursor movement or other special functions. If attached to a
computer, this simple keypad would have to be read
by the appropriate software, of course.
Keyboard encoding circuitry is more complex
than this in anything larger than a 16-key keypad.
When you re quire a typewriter sized keyboard with
a full ASCII character set, it is best to use one of the
dedicated LSI decoding chips currently available.
The priority encoder is also used in computer
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inte rrupt applications. Each computer has one or
more input control lines which, when activated by
some outs ide device, interrupt whatever the computer is doing. Control is then turned over to a
special program that the user or someone e lse may
have written. This interrupt handkr program decides which of several inte rrupt lines has been activated, and then it in tum gives control over to one of
several other programs. After the task of servicing
the peripheral which inte rrupte d the computer is
completed, then the computer resumes whatever it
was doing previously. A s imple example follows.
For instance, a factory microcomputer may be
monitoring air temperature for climate control in
the plant, security devices, fire alarms, status of
certain machinery, etc. During this time, it may
also be performing its primary task, such as giving
the current inventory status (quantity, price,
source, e tc.) to any of several users. However, the
occurrence of an e mergent event will necessitate
the inte rruption of this multiuser inventory function so that the compute r can initiate appropriate
action - sounding alarms, activat ing sprinklers,
turning off machinery o r cutting power, sending
preprogrammed phone messages to the prope r
authorities, etc. Now, if several such events occur,
then a further breakdown in order of importance is
assigned. For instance, a fire alert may take importance over the overflow of some production bin.
It is not necessary to do all this work in software,
however. You can, through the use of priority interrupt circuitry, assign priority to certain events
over others and save a bit on code.
Obviously, the priori ty encoder can play a key
role in such circuitry. It provides hardware arbitration between potentially conflicting interrupt s ignals for computers that have several interrupt input
lines. Naturally, it is up to the user to assign the
proper priority to the various peripherals.

Multiplexers
The LS251 is as good an example as any of an
MSI multiplexer chip. This 16-pin DIP consumes a
nominal 7 mA of s upply curre nt. It has the useful
feature of comple mentary three-state outputs fo r
bus o riented applications.
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Figure 10-9A illustrates the pin-out of the
LS251. The truth table in Fig. 10-9B defines the
operation. When S' (the three state output control
line) is low, the Y output follows the se lected data
line (1 of 8). At the same time , the W output follow
the inve rse of the data. In other words, W is the
complementary output. When S' is high, these two
outputs are isolated, or in other words in the high
impedance state .
Obviously, multiplexers can be used to select
one of several data sources for transmission on a
single data line, or on e ither of two complementary
lines in the case of the LS251. This is desirable in
instances where serial data transmission is
employed. If you were monitoring several serial
data sources, you would save on hardware by using
a multiplexer; all you would need would be some
software to scan each input line. This could be done
by periodically incrementing the three select lines,
and reading the serial data.
This principle can be extended to bused data
transmission. You need only provide one multiplexer for each line on the data bus. Eight LS25ls
would allow eight parallel data peripherals to share
the same system data bus. In this case, the multiplexer functions as a parallel data router.
Multiplexers are also used in the encoding
circuitry for larger keyboards of 32 keys or more.
Anothe r application is in multidigit displays.
Multiplexers economize on the amount of display
circuitry needed by allowing each digit in the display to s hare the common BCD to 7-segment components in the circuit. Such systems do require
clocking, but for a s ix or seven digit display the
savings in space, power and hardware for the decoding elements is considerable.

Demultiplexers
We'll talk here of a very popular device, shown
in Fig. 10-10. This is the LS138, a 16-pin package
using 6 to 7 mA of supply current. Actually, this
device can be used as either a decoder or demultiplexer.
When used as a decoder, the output will be
active low. When operating as a decoder, the three
enabling or gating inputs-Gl, G2a', and G2b' -
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Fig. 10-9. Pin-out and truth table of a 1 of 8 line multiplexer, the LS2S1 .

must be at the proper logic leve l. Gl must be high,
and the other two, sometimes referred to simply as
G2, must be low. When so enabled, the three bit
binary input-A, B, C-will set one of e ight outputs
low, leaving the others high. This is indicated in the
truth table ofFig. 10-10. (The highs are left b lank in
this part of the tab le for clarity).
How does the device operate as a multiplexer?
By using one of the enable lines as a data input!

Usually G2 (either 2a or 2b) is used as a data line,
because in this way the selected output will be
noninver ted. To see how this works, imagine
you've selected line Y4 as the output to which you
want to distribute your data. The data se lect lines
wou ld be HLL (100) in the truth table. When G2 is
low, Y4 is low, and when G2 is high, Y4 is high. This
is indicated by the arrows in the figure .
Of course, if you needed the additional feature
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types of combinational functions. One is the LS259
addressable latch. Essentially, it is a demultiplexer
with some added functions that can be selected by
means of mode settings. The key feature is that
each output line is attached to a flip-flop. This permits data to be retained in those outputs which are
not currently being addressed. T he LS259 is a 16pin IC with a nominal current demand of 22 mA; this
is more than the other devices mentioned, but acceptable in view of the flexibility of this IC. The

of three s tate outputs as well, then an octal three
state buffer/drive r would be needed. This device
will be covered shortly.
The data routing function of data distribution is
performed by the LS138 when it is used as a demultiplexer. A more important application is in address
decoding.

The Addressable Latch
There are variants of the above four basic
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pin-out and truth table descriptions of this device the unaddressed outputs retain their prior state.
This is the addressable latch mode of operation.
are give n in Fig. 10-11.
0 Clear and G =high: The device is disabled
F our modes of operation are possible with the
LS259, and they are determined by the settings on in this mode. In this memory s tate, all latches
(output lines) remain in the state they were in just
the clear and G (enable) inputs.
prior to disabling, regardless of the condition of the
select
inputs A, B, and C.
0 Clear and G =low: It can act as a 1of8-line
The applications of the addressable latch are
demultiplexer, wherein input data is distributed to
one of e ight output lines. In this mode, the ad- probably obvious to you. It is convenient to be able
dressed output fo llows the data input, and all other to distribute data to one of several output lines and
(unaddressed) outputs are low.
have that data re tained, that is, latched on those
0 Clear = low, G = high: All outputs are lines. The logic levels on the output lines could
represent control s ignals that enable/disable other
cleared or set low.
0 Clear = high, G = low: Again, the LS259 devices. In the next chapter, you'll see how the
acts as a 1 of 8 demultiple xer, with the addressed LS259 plays a key role in Apple 's game port ciroutputs following the data line. But in this mode, cuitry.
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14

15

The Seven-Segment Decoder/ Driver

are labe led a through g, as shown in F ig. 10-12B.
This is a slightly more complex class of de- The truth table that describes the seven segment
vices than the five jus t covered. As the name output code for each 4-bit input is given in Fig.
suggests, these devices are used to decode BCD 10-12C. One thing to o bserve is that the decimal
inputs into seven segment code so as to light up the digits 0 to 9 are registered (in seven segment code)
appropriate segments in a numeric dis play. just as you would expect. However, the invalid
Furthe r, they also drive the display; that is, they inputs 1010 to 1110 produce strange-looking patprovide the necessary curre nt to light up the LED. terns on the seven-segment display. An input of
A typical device is the LS48 BCD to 7-segment 1111 blanks the display (all outputs are low). Ideally
decoder with active high outputs. See Fig. 10-12. It all invalid inputs should resu lt in a blanked display.
will provide sufficie nt current sourcing capability to That is, these inputs should be full y decoded, but
drive the average small to medium sized 7-segment the additional circuitry was not designed into the
LED. The current requi rement of this 16-pin IC is LS48 to do this. However, this is usually not a
about 25 mA with outputs open. More current is drawback, because in practice illegal values never
consumed when the 7-segment display digit is con- reach the decoder if the display circuit is designed
properly.
nected, about 6 mA per lit segment.
You' ll note that there are two additional inputs
Each of the segments of a 7-segment display
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Fig. t 0-13. (A) Current source logic of the common cathode driver. (8) Use of variable duty cycle clock to control brightness.
(C) Cascading LS48s for multidigit display with leading zero blanking.

and one other output besides the BCD lines. One of LT' is inactive (high) and the BCD input is 0000, the
these inputs is the lamp test or LT'. When low RBI' input will make all outputs low. This is a
(active) it wi ll turn all outputs high and t hereby blanking condition.
lights up all seven segments. When LT' is low, it
The additional output is the ripple blanking
makes no difference what the other inputs are, as it output, RBO ', also an act ive low line . This line is
overrides them all. The other input is the active high during a blanking condition, and when 1111 is
low, ripple blanking input, or RBI'. Provided that placed on the inputs. This output can, if desired,
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also be used as a direct blanking input as well. This
is why it is sometimes referred to as the BI'/RBO'
line.
It's important to understand how the LS48
drive s an LED segment. For this, and in order to
make some sense of these extra input and output
lines, look at Fig. 10-13.
Figure 10-13A shows how the active high output line off the LS48 drives an LED segment. The
output transistor acts as a current source with respect to the load presented by the LED. This diode
segment is connected with its cathode grounded, as
are all other diode segments in the seven segment
package. This is why such displays are called common cathode devices. Note that the output is not a
totem-pole but rather an open collector configuration. More accurately, the pull-up resistor has been
included inside the IC package! This is especially
convenient, and is why this particular decoder has
been chosen both for this discussion and for a later
experiment.
Now, what about those ripple blanking lines?
They can be understood with reference to two applications. First, the BI'/RBO' line can be used
directly as a blanking input, as just mentioned.
Specifically, when BI' is low the display blanks off.
If you were to feed a sufficiently high frequency
square wave to this input and could vary its duty
cycle, you would have a way of varying the brightness of the display. See Fig. 10-13B. This can be
accomplished for one or several displays simultaneously. You would need a clock source of about 1
kHz or so for this purpose. (Too low a frequency
would result in display flicker) .
As far as the purpose of RBI' and RBO' are
concerned, refer to Fig. 10-13C. The most significant digit of this four digit display is decoded by the
leftmost LS48 IC. If you were to input a number 6,
for example, the display might actually read 0006.
This is cumbersome to read. You want some way of
suppre ssing the leading zeros . This is accomplishe d by grounding the RBI' line of the most
significant decoder, and cascading the RBI' and
RBO' lines as s hown in the figure. Then whenever
there is a leading zero input (0685, 0020, 0006,
etc.) the corresponding zero digit will be blanked or

suppressed. This fo llows directly from the truth
table. Note that a number like 1006 will be registered as such, with the two middle zeros displayed.
Trailing zero suppression is also possible with
the LS48, with some circuit modification (not
shown). This means that a number such as 4. 7000
would be displayed as 4. 7 while a number like
4. 7001 would be displayed as is.
Other Devices
There is a tremendous variety of display
ch ips available. Among the seven-segment
decoder/drivers are open collector devices, such as
the LS47 common anode and LS49 common cathode
I Cs. High power chips for larger LEDs or incandescant displays are also available. Other types of
disp lays incorporate multiple digits and the necessary decoding circuitry all in one package. This
approach is excellent for clock modules and test
equipment.
LED and LCD displays with more than seven
segments exist; the extra segments permit display
of letters as well as numbers. As you would expect,
there is a line of decoder-driver I Cs for this family
of displays. More prevalent are the dot matrix displays, often in a 5 x 7 arrangement, much like the
screen matrix for text display on your Apple . Virtually any upper or lower case figure can be represented using these alphanumeric displays and
their associated decoder chips. In particular, Hewlett Packard makes a variety of such devices. (See
their Optoelectronics Designers' Catalog. Write to
Hewlett Packard, 640 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto,
Calif. 94304.)
EXPERIMENTS FOR MSI
COMBINATIONAL FUNCTIONS
The organization of this set of experiments is
somewhat different from those of the preceding
chapters. First, the express purpose of the experiments can be stated here: to demonstrate the basic
operation of several representative devices by
means of simple circuits. As a matter of both convenience and visual appeal, three of the demonstrations incorporate LED and bar graph displays.
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Fig. 10-14. Experiment 19. LS148 encoder circuit.

For the same reasons, two of the circuits include an
MSI counter.
It is assumed that you will perfonn all of the
demonstrations as a set of related experiments.
This has been made convenient by the design and
sequencing of the experiments: some of the circuitry can be left unchanged as you proceed from
one demonstration to the next. By following this
sequence, you will be reinforcing some of the main
combinational MSI concepts just covered.
Finally, the procedure and discussion sections
are combined, and are less formal than in prior
experiments. You're provide d with modified
schematic diagrams with pin-outs, along with
sugges ted connections to the annunciator and
pushbutton game port pins.
If you obtained digital applications manuals
from any of the manufacturers, check them for applications involving the devices we've mentioned.
You might want to design your own experiments by
adapting some of the s uggested circuits in these
manuals.
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EXPERIMENT 19, PRIORITY ENCODER

Materials
1 74LS148 8-line to 3-line priority encoder
1 8-switch SPST DIP-switch (Radio Shack
275-1301 or equiv)
1 LED
1 330 ohm resistor
8 2. 2 K resistors
Remember that the LS148 priority encoder
has active low inputs and outputs. Therefore, one
way of placing an active logic level on one of the
e ight input pins is by grounding it. For this purpose,
a DIP switch package with e ight single-pole
single-throw switches (a 16-pin package) is used.
To be sure that the corresponding eight inputs are
actually at logic high when the respective swi tches
are open, you may want to use pull up resistors, as
shown in Fig. 10-14.

Only one annunciator is used, namely for
enabling/disabling the device through the EI input.
All PB lines are used- three to indicate the encoded binary output, and one fo r the EO (enable
output) status. The LED indicator is connected to
show GS (gate select) status. Verify the ope ration,
with reference to the truth table in Fig. 10-7B.
Observe that the outputs are in active low/negative
logic, so that 010 actually represents 101 in positive
logic, or decimal 5. 101 would be equivalent to
decimal 2, etc.
As an additional project, you may want to hook
up the circuit in Fig. 10-8, which is a full 16 line
encode r. You are cascading the EO and EI lines in
this circut, an d adding 3/.i of an LSOO NAN D
package. A second 8-switch DIP-switch will be
necessary. As shown, you need only the four PB
lines to indicate the encoded output.

EXPERIMENT 20,
BINARY DECODER/DEMULTIPLEXER
Materials
1 74LS138 Decoder/Demultiplexer
1 LED bar graph (R.S. 275-082 or equiv.)
1 330 ohm resistor

NOTE: You can use e ight discrete LEDs, with their
anodes tied in common to + 5 volts through a 330
ohm resistor in place of the bar graph shown. T he
bar graph looks neate r and is more compact.
Figure 10-15 gives the demonstration circuit
for the LS138 3-line to 8-line decoder/demultiplexer. Four annunicators are used, three for the 3
bit input, as an enable (gating) line to G2A'. First
show how the device operates as a decoder, by first
enabling the device with a low/O on the active low
G2A' pin. With the configuration shown, the topmost bar is decimal 0 (binary 000) and the bottommost is decimal 7 (binary 111). The convention is
that when an LED segment in the bar graph is lit,
then the logic level on the corresponding out put pin
is low/O. This follows from the truth table. (The
LEDs are dri ven by output-low/current-s ink logic,
which you've seen many times before).
Now operate the device as a demultiplexer.
Given that an output low is indicated by a lit LED,
you can reason that by toggling the G2A' input to
high, you are outputting a logic high. The LED will
be off, naturall y. That is, you've addressed a given
output and are toggling it on and off with G2A' ,
which acts like the data line in a demultiplexer.
Address a different output line, and you can do the
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----1 4

P--'--- -- - -- - - - - 1 5
P - -- -- - - - - - - - 1 6
D-~----------17

330
ohrn

=
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irrelevent
(4 + 1 BOIS display)

=

=

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

+
74LS138
3 to 8 decoder
1 to 8 demux/data distributor

Fig. 10-15 . Experiment 20. LS138 decoder/ demultiplexer circuit.
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Fig. 10·16. Experiment 21 . LS42 BCD decoder with counter and bar graph.
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BCD
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same thing. You've demonstrated the data distribution or demultiplexing function of the LS138.
If you had used the Gl line and the data line,
the output would be the inverse of the level on G1.
This follows from the truth table in Fig. 10-10.

EXPERIMENT 21, BCD DECODER

Materials
1 74LS192 BCD Counter
1 74LS42 BCD Decoder (4-line to 10-line)
1 LED Bar Graph
1 330 ohm resistor
The LS42 BCD decoder is another active low
output device. Again, we can use a bar graph display
(or 10 discrete LEDs if you wish), driven by current
sink logic.
Figure 10-16 shows the setup for this experiment. A BCD counter is used to enhance the demonstration of the BCD decoder. Two annunciator
lines are used: one to clock the count up or count
down pins as desired, and the other as a clear input.
Leave the data lines A-D open. The counter outputs
are monitored by four pushbutton lines. You need

LS192
BCD
counter

....-..

....
-..

LS42
BCD
decoder

LS48
BCD to
7-seg
dec/ drvr

only add the two extr a connections to the bar graph
to complete the display. Zero is at the top and nine
is at the bottom of the display for the configuration
shown.
If you wish to operate the circuit forward,
connect ANO to the up input. To see the lighting
sequence in reverse, clock the down input.
For faster operation, replace the ANO line with
the utility strobe. The speed of the lighting sequence will increase several fold.
Do not disassemble this experiment.

EXPERIMENT 22,
SEVEN-SEGMENT DECODER/DRIVER

Materials
1 Circuit setup from the prior experiment
1 74LS48 Common Cathode 7-Segment
Decoder/Driver
1 Common Cathode 7-Segment LED Display-use any available display, the R.S. 276-067
(MAN84A) for example.
1 LED
1 330 ohm resistor

.....
.......

10-LED
bar
graph
display

Experiment 21

.....
......
7-seg
LED
display

Experiment 22

Fig. 10· 17. General setup for Experiment 22.
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Fig. 10-18. Experiment 22. LS48 circuit.
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The configuration for our last circuit is given in
Fig. 10-17. A portion of it consists of the entire
circuit from Experiment 21. You need only add the
LS48 device and the seven-segment display.
The detail of the circuit is given in Fig. 10-18.
Two additional annunciator lines are connected to
the RBI' and LT' inputs of the LS48. A single LED is
used to indicate the status of the RBO' line.
Set up the BDIS display as shown in Table
10-1. In T able 10-lA the RBI line is left high (inactive) so that the zero state will be shown on the
seven segment display. If RBI' is set low, as in
Table 10-lB, then the dis play will be blanked on
zero. When operating th is circuit, you can see how
the clocked input of the LS192 translates into three
outputs: BCD code on the BDIS display, a one of ten
line output on the bar graph, and a number on the
seven segment LED. Verify the operation of the
lamp TEST, RBI' and RBO' lines as well. Use the
utility strobe for faster operation if you wish.

THREE STATE DEVICES
Figure 10-1 9 illustrates two octal buffer/

drivers, the LS240 and LS241. These three state
devices consist of eight buffers connected as two
groups of four. A separate enable input controls the
output of each group. Data is buffered as e ight bits,
that is, each device can buffer a full byte of data.
Further, the three state outputs permit isolation for
bus oriented applications.
The LS240, inverts the data. The LS241, on
the other hand, is a noninverting octal buffer. Each
is a 20-pin DIP. Both devices have essentially the
same pin-outs . The only difference (aside from inversion and noninversion) is the active state of the
G2 enable pin. In the LS240 it is active low. In the
LS241 it is active high.
Each device boosts the current sinking capability to 24 mA. This is three times as much as the
normal LSTTL sink capability of 8 mA. Also, these
devices can source current (output high current 10 H)
providing a nominal value of 15 mA of source current if desired. Of course, current consumption
increases to about 30 mA for these devices.
These two octal buffers are one-way. This
means that they can pass data in only one direction.

Table 10-1. Setup of BOIS Display for Experiment 22.
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H
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-
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24 mA sink
15 mA source
30 mA Ice (nominal)

Fig. 10-19. Octal buffer/drivers (bus drivers!).

For bidirectional data bus applications, you would
need two-way devices. These would be able to send
or receive data in e ither direction under the influence of some control signal. These bus transceivers
(as opposed to one-way bus drivers) are commonly
employed in computer systems. One such popular
device is the LS245 octal bus transce iver shown in
Fig. 10-20.
This device is a noninverting transceiver with
a single active low enable pin (G'), and a direction
control pin (DIR). When G' is high, the outputs are
in high impedance state, when low, the device acts
as a transceiver. Direction control pin DIR sends
data from pins A to B when it is high. When DIR is
290

low, data passes in the reve rse direction from B to

A.
Sink and source capability is similar to the
LS240/241 type device. But since there are twice
as many buffe rs in the LS245, s upply current demands is about 60 mA.
Figure 10-2 1 illustrates the role of the transceiver in a computer system. The READ/WRITE'
control pin on some microprocessor chips (the Apple 's 6502 for example) is used to control the direction of data flow. When high, the microprocessor is
executing a read operation. Peeking data from
memory would be an example. In such a case, data
is going into the chip, from A to B as illustrated.
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x
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Octal driver/receiver

Output
y
L
H

z

3-state outputs
~ I solated

20-pin dip
24 mA sink
15 mA source
30 mA Ice (nominal)

ation. The LS86 performs a combinational function
such that whenever the two inputs are different the
output is high/I. When the two inputs are the same,
the output is low/0. The encircled plus sign signifies the XOR function. The schematic symbol is
given in the pin-out.
EXCLUSIVE-OR FUNCTIONS
As to the LS86 itself, it is a 14-pin DIP with a
Our discussion of combinational MSI devices very modest power requirement of about 6 mA.
would not be complete without mention of the
What about the applications of this device?
exclusive-OR funct ion. The re presentative chip, There are many uses, but for brevity we'll look at
the LS86, is just on the other side of the SSI/MSI thr ee major ones here: data comparison, error
division of device complexity. You were introduced handling, and addition.
to the XOR in Chapter 4 but its function was not
Comparison of Digital Words
detailed at that time.
Comparison of multibit data is often required
First, refer to Fig. 10-22 to review XOR oper-

The reverse is the case for a write operation. Here,
DIR would be low, and data would be sent in the B
to A direction-to RAM memory or to some
peripheral.

.
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Fig. 10-20. An octal bus transceiver.

in digital systems. This can be done in hardware, so
that the re lationship between two digita l words of
equal le ngth (4, 8, 16, or more bits) can be
specified. If we call the words A and B, then the
possible relationships are: A> B; A B; A < B.
The circuit shown in Fig. 10-23 indicates only
whether two four-bit words are equal or unequal.
The circuit is designed to indicate a high when the
words (nibbles) are equal. Only if all outputs of the
XOR gates are low wi ll the output of the total circuit
be high. This final output is taken off a four input

=
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NO R gate. Note that if the LED lights up (output is
low) a mismatch is s ignaled.
Conversely, if you wanted to indicate a match
by an output low, ratherthan a high, a four input OR
gate would be used, as in Fig. 10-24A. Here, a lit
LED indicated agreement, bit for bit, between the
two nibbles. Or, you could use the output arrangement in Fig. 10-248 so that you could use either
form of match/mismatch indication.
More complex, dedicated comparators exist.
But the principle of those using XOR logic as es-
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Fig. 10-21. Application of a transceiver in a computer system.
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sentially the same as that illustrated he re.

adapt one form or parity in a system, you must stick
with it. As you can see from the example:

Parity Checkers/Generators
A gross way to indicate whether or not there is
an error in a digital word is to know whether it
contains an even or odd number of binary ones. If
you could somehow include this information in the
transmitted word, you would have a crude means of
indicating whethe r or not a s ing le bit error had
occurred. Parity is the term referring to whether
there are an even or odd numbe r of binary ones in a
given digital word.
Specifically, t he parity concept implies that an
extra bit is added to the word so that the number of
ones is always even or odd, de pending on whether
you are us ing an even or odd parity conve ntion.
This extra bit is called the parity bit.
To make this concept clear, we' ll take a s ix bit
word as an example. There are two conventions for
parity. Referring to Fig. 10-25A, you can see that
the same s ix bit word has an extra bit added so that
the total number of ones is either even or odd. Even
par ity and odd parity are conventions. Once you

PB
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I
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1
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lo !101101 i
PB

0

~Oddpac;ty

lo I101111 1
PB

1
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C9

I I

I I
1

101111

I

PB
Word

Odd parity

0

I 1 I ooooool
PB

Even parity

IoI000000 I

Fig. 10-25. Odd and even parity conventions.

0 The odd parity system would demand that
the tota l number of ones, including the pari ty bit, is
odd.
0 The even pari ty system demands that t he
total number of ones, including the parity bit, is
even.
Figure 10-25B gives another example of even
and odd parity applied to a d ifferent s ix bit word.
You may ask if the re is any inherent advantage
of one parity convention over the other. The answer
is provided in Fig. 10-25C. The zero value word in
Fig. 10-25C, 000000, wou ld have for its parity bit
another zero if even parity were used; it would have
a one for the parity bit if the odd parity convention
were used. Since it is usually desirable to have at
least one high bit in a given word, t he odd parity
system would be prefe rred.
Regarding the circuit imple mentations for
generating and checking parity bits, refer to Fig.
10-26.
In Fig. 10-26A, a fo ur gate parity generator
circuit is s hown. It consists of ~ of an LS86 plus an
inverte r. The circuit checks for an even or odd
number of ones and yie lds the appropriate parity bit
fo r both even and odd parity conventions. You
s hould verify the logic of this circuit yourself. Once
the parity bit is gene rated, it can be "tacked on" as
an extra bit before the digital word is sent out on the
bus or transmission line.
Figure 10-26B illustrates a par ity checker. A
rece iving module may have s uch circuitry built in to
check for errors before passing it on to the rest of
the system. The circuit shown operates as an odd
parity checker . If there are an even numbe r of ones
in the data portion of the word, then a 0 will be
output from gate 3. The parity bit, which s hould be
1, is then XO Red with this 0 to give a final output of
binary 1. T his output high indicates no error. A low
would indicate an e rror and light up the LED.
Finally, you may wonder about two errors that
cancel each other out, so that no e rror is detected.
This would occur if a 0 was somehow transformed in
transmission to a 1, and vice versa for another bit.
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Fig. 10-26. (A) Parity generator - odd and even. (B) Odd parity checker.

This is an obvious limitation on the single parity bit them will correct er rors as well.
system. Also, what about the possibility of the
One way to detect multiple errors is the soparity bit itself being erroneously transmitted called vertical and horizontal system. For example,
(through static interference, noise "glitches", data is sometimes transmitted in blocks, as a series
etc.)? In this instance, a false error would be indi- of digital words. Parity bits for these blocks can be
cated. The parity checker would see an error when generated and later checked in two ways: horizonthere really was none .
tally, word by word ; and vertically, column by colWhat is the solution to these limitations on the umn. This gives a re liable check of the overall
single parity bit system? The answer is in part parity of the entire block of data. Multiple errors
provided by multiple parity bit systems; these can be checked for. If errors do occur in transmisperform sophisticated error detection, and some of sion, the block is simply retransmitted. This is a
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Fig. 10-27. Hall-adder using XOR.

very che ap form of error detection and correction, one having a carry out (CO) bit of one. In F ig.
and does help overcome the problem of multibit 10-278 is the XOR impleme ntation of this addition.
The XOR gate performs the actual addition of the
e rrors.
Mor e s ophis ticate d de t ection/ correction two bits, which one might call the unit sum or place
schemes do e xist, s uch as the Hamming Code sum ; this is indicated in tabular form in 10-27C. The
me thod, in which multiple bits permit the actual AN D gate registers the CO bit.
The entire circuit is called a half adder circuit
correction of e rrors as they occur. There are also
me thods of transmitting data in a matrix format so because one element is missing: the carry in bit (Cl)
that correction of up to three consecutive e rrors is from the previous place to the right; i.e., the next
possible! Obviously, these sche mes are more com- Jess s ignificant bit position. What is needed is afull
plex than the simple go/ no-go and r etrans mit adder circuit. To unde rstand this, look at Fig.
method mentioned above. However, they ar e use- 10-28.
Assume you want to add two three-bit numful in one-way applications, as in te lemetry (automated transmis sion of data) whe re re transmission bers, as in F ig. 10-27A. You proceed fro m right to
left as in decimal addition, noting the carry bits as
on demand may not be possible.
you go. At any given bit position, you must account
fo r any bits carried in from the prior position before
Adders
you record the s um at the curre nt position; if the re
XOR devices can perform binary addition. To are any CO bits, you carry them over to the next
see how an XOR gate does this, refe r to Fig. 10- more significant position to the left. Note that in the
27A. The additio n of two bits is illustrated. As you most significant position of this three-bit addition,
can see, the re are only four possibilities, the last the re is a CI bit plus two one bits and a CO bit. T his
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Fig. 10-28. The full-adder accounts for Cl bits.

is indicated by the dashed box.
The truth table for all input conditions - status
of A and B bits and of the CI bit-is given in Fig.
10-27B. The full sum at any bit pos ition plus the CO
bit constitute the outputs. This table describes a
full adder and allows you to design the full adder
circuit. (Line 8 corresponds to the dashed box in
Fig. 10-28A). The circuit implementation is shown
in Fig. 10-28C. Note that the CI bit of this circuit
e le ment would be connected to the CO output from
the prior (less significant) e lement.
Naturally, four and eight bit adde rs come in
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integrated form. Some of these are based on XOR
logic. Many of these adders also perform other
functions like s ubtraction, Boolean operations, and
shift register functions. As you would expect, these
accumulators and arithmetic and logic units (ALU's)
fall into the upper MSI to LSI range of complexity.
Us ing your construction skills, you should be
able to verify the operation of one or more of the
XO R functions discussed. You might want to refer
to the LS181, LS280, the LS281, and the LS283 in
your data manual.

An Introduction to Interfacing
T he re is no question that microcomputer interfacing is a very broad and highly technical area that requires the proverbial library of volumes to do it
justice. So, it may seem iron ic that this final chapter
is an introduction to a rather complex topic. Perhaps the subject should be reserved for another
book. However, it really is appropriate to introduce you to the basics of interfacing at this time.
Microcomputer interfacing is the business end
of your digital hardware knowledge-how you connect your computer to the outs ide world to make it
do something useful, or at least interesting and
educational. It is important that you get some idea
of what is involved in interfacing right now. You
should have no difficulty in this, because the principles of interfacing are only a logical extension of the
material on digital e lectronics already presented. In
this sense, this last chapter not only reinforces
what you already know, but also he lps prepare you
fo r more advanced material that you will encounter
later.
Early on in this chapter, we' ll concentrate on

the major e lements of computer hardware application that is referred to here as the 1/0 (input/
output) triad. Once the broad picture is painted,
we'll ge t into the specifics of the Apple's I/O memory organization and also illustrate the important
topic of address decoding by direct reference to
Apple's on-board 1/0 circuitry. In the concluding
portion of the chapter, a few examples of applications circuits are presented. The emphasis is on
measurement using resistive transduce rs. Each
expe riment is relatively simple, but this is intentional, as the simplicity permits a more detailed
coverage of key e lements in each project.

THE 1/0 TRIAD
The concern here is with computer-based
hardware applications. To be clear on this point,
we're not concerned with word processing, data
management, spreadsheets, and the like, however
powerful such programs may be. Rather, we'll deal
with the other domain of computer applicationsthose tasks which cannot be performed by software,
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no matter how clever it might be designed. For
instance, you can't literally make a disk drive, a
keyboard, a video controller, or an ND (analog to
digital) converte r out of program code. That is,
while software is a necessary part of any hardware
configuration, you must also have the actual physical device and the all-important connection or
interface between it and the computer it serves.
Thus, in any computer hardware application
there are three main components: the system (computer and software), the peripheral ckvice or applications circuit, and the interface circuitry which connects the peripheral to the computer.
In this scheme, the system is the brains behind
the peripheral, and the inter/ace is the necessary
conduit for the data and various control signals
between the m. While the exact line of demarcation
be tween any two of these components may some times appear blurred, this idea of computer hardware configurations as three-part entities is
nonethe less fairl y accurate.
The re are an endless number of applications
for computer-based systems. And as you might imagine, there are usually several approaches to a
particular applications project-be it something
basic like a printer card or more complex like a
computer based instrumentation system. The final
hardware/software configuration of the systeminterface-peripheral may vary considerably. The
configuration depends on the precise goals of the
application, as well as on the skill and experience of
the designer.
For example, there are many ways that you
could design a modem communications device. The
final solution depends on specific details of the
application, and on whether it is to be cheap and
simple, or may incorporate a number of sophis ticated features.
However, in each such project, there are certain absol ute givens. These are the things that the
designe r must deal with in almost any compute rbased hardware project, particularly when he designs the interface between the compute r and
peripheral device .
In other words, there are certain tasks that the
interface must perform regardless of the specific
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nature of the I/O project at hand. Signal buffering,
address decoding, data latching, and synchronization between computer and peripheral are always
required. In essence, the interface is a slave
that must serve two different maste rs: the
system and the peripheral.
Let's take a look at the different demands that
may be made on the interface, and on the functions
which it must fulfill.

System Demands
The microcomputer system itse lf is a given,
and the interface must serve this e lement of the I/O
triad. More specifically, you are provided with a
bus oriented system with data, address and control
lines. And it is this raw system bus which must be
inte rfaced with your applications circuit.
System Bus. The system bus refers to the
data, address and control buses, a concept you've
encountered earlier.
The data bus is bidirectional, as data may
originate in either the microprocessor o r in the
peripheral. It has e ight parallel lines, as the typical
data word is e ight bits wide. (An extra parity bit is
present in some micros as well).
The address bus is unidirectional, because in
most situations the computer is addressing the
periphe ral, not the other way around. (The exception is so-called direct memory access (DMA) in
which the peripheral takes control of the system
address bus and accesses computer me mory direct ly, independent of the microprocessor. This is
an advanced subject of which we'll say no more).
The address bus typically consists of 16 address
lines, corresponding to the 16-bit address word in
an 8-bit micro. A total of 65, 535 memory locations
can be accessed with such a bus. Longer address
words in 16-bit micros exist.
Last, there is the control bus, which is a mixed
collection of lines: read/write output lines from the
microprocessor that control the direction of data
flow; interrupts, which are input lines to the microprocessor; the system clock lines, which he lp
synchronize microprocessor operations.
The main point here is that these bus lines

have certam electrical characteristics that must be
respected by any circuitry connected to them. The
voltage and current specifications cannot be exceeded. In the case of the Apple's 6502 TTL microprocessor, it is obvious that TTL guidelines must
be heeded.
In short, the interface must assure that s ignals
into and out of the computer are e lectrically compatible with the TTL requirements of the computer's system buses.
Memory Mapping. Beyond these physical
considerations of the system bus , there is another
system "given" which is of a more abstract nature:
the computer's I/O memory organization.
The Apple treats peripherals attached to its
system bus just as it treats main system memory.
That is, as far as Apple is concerned, the keyboard,
the dis k drive or the printer are nothing more than
me mory locations. There are no s pecial, dedicated
I/O lines coming off the 6502 microprocessor chip.
The re are only address lines that select the desired
location in memory- either writing data to that
location and/or reading data from it. Whethe r that
location in memory is actually a byte of RAM or an
external device makes no difference to Apple's microprocessor. This form of memory organization
where normal RAM/ROM access is not segregated
from I/O functions is known as memory-mapped

1/0.
Thus, in the 6502 type memory-mapped I/O
system, the interface must perform address decoding by using address bus logic levels to access
the pe riphe ral device.
Some microprocessor fami lies do in fact have
dedicated I/O lines. Such chips are said to have I!O
mapped input and output o rganization. The 80xx
series of microprocessor chips is a prime example.
Naturall y, there are proponents of both systems.
However, the chief advantage of memory mapped
I/O organization like App le's is that you have potentiall y as many I/O ports as you have locations in
memory. This is particularly useful in those settings (factory automation, security, scientific data
collection) where hundreds of points might have to
be monitored or controlled by the compute r. Also,

from t he programme r 's viewpoint, memorymapped I/O is more convenient because no special
instructions are needed to write to or read from the
pe riphe ral device.
The Software. The prime function of the
inte rface is to transfer properly formatted and
e lectricall y compatible data between the computer
and the peripheral. Once this is done, it is the role
of the software to store, process and d isplay this
data. You need to be able to POKE and PEEK data
in BASIC, or do the equivalent from assembly language. You mus t also be able to store the data for
subsequent processing; this storage may be in the
form of simple intege r variables, as strings of text
characte rs, or as a multidimensional floating point
array. Finally, you must be able to display the data
going to or coming from the peripheral in a readable
fo rm-single numbe r display or alphanumerics,
tabular display, running text, elaborate graphics or
whatever.
The software component of the system, then,
makes no demands on the interface. Instead, it
really is a servant of the whole I/O triad.
As usual, there are some qualifications. Occass ionally, the optimum dividing line between
hardware interface functions and software functions
is not always as c lear as implied above. The
designe r/programmer must decide what tasks his
project are best handled by hardware, and what
tasks are best performed by software. T his is not
always easy, but once the circuit functions have
been partitioned from the code, the hardware des ign becomes clearer.
The decision must also be made as to how the
software that controls the peripheral circuit is to be
embodied. Storing the program on disk or tape is a
possibility. In the many cases, however, the
per ipheral and its software should ideally be part of
the same package, not separate. Usually, the most
e fficient way to do this is to bum the program (most
often in machine language) into a PROM (programmable read only memory). This PROM is then
plugged into and becomes part of the peripheral
circuitry. Be ing neither pure hardware (it's intelligent) nor pure software (unlike tape or disk), the
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PROM is in between. It's therefore called firm-

ware, a term you've probably heard before.
In summary, the interface design must take
into account the following:

D A raw system bus, with certain electrical
characteristics, often TTL.
D Memory-mapped I/O or ganization, in
which address decoding is necessary to activate the
peripheral.
D There is necessity for some r esident
software for your 1/0 application. The re fore, cons ideration given to the optimum partitioning of
hardware tasks from software tasks.
Demands of the Peripheral Device
This is the functional part of the 1/0 triad.
Examples include instruments for measurement,
magnetic storage devices (disks), information displays (monitors and printers), data input devices
(keyboards, graphics table ts), modems, servomechanisms (robots!), and so on.
Obviously, it is almost impossible to specify a
list of fixed demands that a peripheral will impose
on an interface . This is due simply to the seemingly
countless list of applications circuits that exist.
However, it is possible to mention some of the
factors that should be considered by the designer
when he approaches such projects. A partial list of
factors involved in interface design re lative to the
peripheral would include the following:
Data Format. This is an important factor in
interface design. That is, will data be in serial or
parallel format? Will data be transferred as a string
of bits, or in paralle l 8 bit data words or bytes. If in
serial format, are there othe r special constraints,
such as communications protocols? Modems, networks, and multiuser app lications often involve
long distance communications ; therefore, some
form of serial data protocol is mandatory. Laboratory instruments, on the other hand, are often quite
close to the desktop microcomputer. Therefore,
the paralle l data format is often used, especiall y
since the s ignal lines are more easily mated to the
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parallel system data bus.
Signal Conditioning. This set of demands
refe rs to the e lectrical characteri stics of the
peripheral's signals. We've already said that signals
to and from the system bus must adhere to TT L
specifications: square waves with clean rising and
falling edges, proper voltage levels, safe curre nt
levels, and as little noise as possible. He re we're
referring to the opposite side of the problem; the
interface signals must also be compatible with the
peripheral's electrical needs.
For example, there are circuits which require
lots of power at the input, deliver a lot of current at
the output, or which control other power hungry
devices (motors, incandescant lamps, etc.) .
Further, these peripherals may generate or require
data/control signals of odd (non-TTL) voltage
levels . In some circuits, further e lectrical isolation
via relays or opto-isolators may be necessary. The
interface must provide for these electrical requirements in some way or another.
Dyn amic Facto rs. Timing, speed of operation, and "handshaking" are other factors which
may enter into the design of an 1/ 0 system, depending on the nature of the peripheral.
Timing implies synchronization of computer
with peripheral. For example, a small but finite
time is required for the compute r to set up the
address lines before it transfers data onto or from
address bus. T he easiest way of assuring the proper
timing of these operations is to use the system
clock signal. This signal may control part of the
interface circuitry, so that the transmission or receipt of data occurs at the proper time .
Speed of operation is also a factor. High speed
operations may require not only par alle l data
transfer (as opposed to serial), but also may require
hardware intensive implementations. For instance,
suppose that you want to display quickly changing
data in real time - say in graphic form as the measurements are be ing made. In such cases, hardware
processing of the data may be necessary, as this is
usually much faster than softwar e data processing.
A prime example of such an application is in high
resolution medical imaging. Pictoral data from a

transducer is digitized, cleaned of noise, formatted
and finally sent to video me mory for display at high
frame rates. Even machine language is too slow to
perform all of these tasks on the raw data. So some
hardwar e pre processing is mandatory if a high
quality, flicker-free image is to be obtained.
Hand.shaking is another function which may be
incorporated in an applications circuit. Handshaking is best defined as a form of communication
be tween computer and exte rnal device; it is most
often employed when the speed of operation of the
two differs widely. Handshaking accomplishes synchroni zation between computer and pe ripheral
much as do common clock signals, though in a diffe rent manner.
For instance, a modem ope rates much more
slowly than the computer which sends it data for
ser ial transmission over the phone line . The same
thing may be said of a printer. In eithe r case, the
peripheral will send a ready signal to the computer,
telling it when to send the next byte (or block) of
data. Once the data is received, it may send an
acknowf.edge signal. After doing what it has to do
(printing, transmitting, etc.) the peripheral will
then send the next ready signal. This handshaking,
or exchange of ready and acknowledge signals between compute r and peripheral, is an asynchronous
process because the system clock signal does not
completely control data transfer.
Analog or Digital Data. This is the anothe r
basic question you would ask about the exte rnal
device. Are the s ignals originating from or destined
for the device digital (e.g., on/off switches) or
analog (as from a temperature probe)? If the signals
are already in digital form, then so much the better.
For instance, simple TTL devices and circui ts
are no proble m. Witness the BDIS/game portbased logic trainer system; this is after all nothing
but a digital-to-digital system.
But if the exte rnal device is generating analog
signals (or requires such signals), the n some form
of analog-to-digital (AID) or digital-to-analog (DI A)
converter is necessary. An example of a need for
AID conversion would be that of measurement; if
the computer was to output sound or voice, then

DI A conve rsion would be require d.
Summary of Interface Functions
To get back to the essentials, we can reiterate
the functions that all inte rface circuitry must fulfill:
At the very least, the inte rface must provide the
system (computer + software) access to a specific
pe ripheral device and assure that the data and control signals are electrically compatible with both
the system bus and with the periphe ral device. The
first function is that of address decoding; the second
implies, at the very least, buffering and latching of
signals.
Address Decoding . Since in memorymapped I/O systems each periphe ral occupies at
least one location in memory, the appropriate lines
in the syste m address bus must be used to activate
or address the periphe ral. Remember how the
LS138 1-of 8-line decoder operates: one of eight
lines goes low for a given 3-bit address on the
data-se lect lines. These lines in turn may be used to
selectively enable another device or circuit.
In other words, the whole purpose of address
decoding circuitry is to translate voltage levels on
the system address lines into an active logic le ve l
called a device sef.ect or chip select signal which will
serve to e nable and disable the circuit or device of
interest. Then, data and control signals can be
fre e ly t ran sferre d be t ween the syste m and
peripheral.
Data and Control Signal Transfer. The
other major task of the inte rface circuitry is to
assure that data and control signals are efficiently
exchanged between the computer and the interface.
The primary functions would include temporary
data latching or storage in registers, buffering the
signal to the proper strength (fan out), and providing for bus isolation if necessary through the use of
three-state logic.
Control signals also may play a part in the
operation of the interface and the applications circuitry. The microprocessor's read/write line must
be employed if there is to be bidirectional data
transfer. System clock lines (there be ing more than
one in most microcomputer systems), as well as
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Table 11-1. The Main Elements in the 1/0 Triad.

System aspects

Raw system bus-TTL electrical specifications of the data. address and control
buses.
Memory mapped 1/0-external devices
treated as locations in memory.
Applications software-RAM - machine
or high level, language or a mix of the
two. ROM/ PROM - machine code in
firmware.

Interface aspects

Address decoding circuitry- selective
enabling/ disabling of the peripheral device by use of the system address lines.
Signal transfer-routine handling of
system bus signals. e.g .. buffering,
latching setting data direction, etc.

Peripheral Device

Analog or digital data
Data format (serial or parallel)
Signal conditioning (proper voltage. current levels)
Dynamic factors (timing, speed, need
for handshaking)

(factors in
interface design)

interrupt, reset, DMA and other lines in the control
bus may be required, depending on the application.
Non-TTL voltage levels may be generated or
required by the peripheral, so that conversion to
TTL may be another task of the interface. The same
thing holds for data format and for analog/digital
interconversion.
The division of app lications hardware into
system, inte rface, and peripheral is perhaps an
oversimplification, as it may be argued that the
distinction between these e lements is not so sharp
as suggested here. It may be pointed out by some
that AID and DIA conversion functions are properly classified as functions of the peripheral itse lf,
and this is certainly reasonable.
Admittedly, the subjects of interfacing and I/O
applications fall into the intermediate to advanced
range of technical expertise, not only in terms of
hardware design, but also in terms of the design of
appropriate software. Hopefully though you at least
have some familiarity with the major factors involved in interfacing. A summary of the main ideas
so far presented is given in Table 11-1.
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THE SYSTEM AND 1/0 MEMORY MAPS
To this brief overview, we will now add or plug
in a detailed example of an I/O triad-the Apple's
I!O me mory organization, address decoding concepts and on-board decoding and I/O circuitry, and
a few simple applications examples using resistive
transducers. The important subject of address decoding will become a lot clearer as we analyze the
particulars involved. In this way you will have a
much better conception of the subject matter. Some
mention of slot-based 1/0 will also be made during
the discussion.
Computer Memory, Blocks and Pages
A computer's three basic operations are to
input, process, and store data. Memory is required
for input, for storage, and for the display of the
results. And though it is the microprocessor chip
that performs the actual operations on the data, it is
memory which holds the instructions necessary to
perform these operations.
Computer memory consists of both RAM (random access or read/write memory) and ROM (read

only memory). RAM memory is programmable
memory which can be changed at will, either by
programming from the keyboard, or loading from
external storage devices such as floppy disk drive.
When the computer is turned off, the data contained
in this volatile RAM is lost. ROM memory, on the
other hand, is permanent. It contains fixed programs which are necessary to the operation of the
particular machine-such t hings as primitive
routines that are used for routine input and display
of data, as well as more sophisticated programs
such as high leve l language interpreters. The Apple's monitor ROM and Applesoft ROM are examples of such hard-wired programs. This type of
memory is known as firmware.
As mentioned in Chapter One, in a typical 8-bit
microcomputer the data word is 8-bits wide (one
byte) and the address word is 16-bits wide; this
corresponds to the 8 and 16 lines on the data and
address buses respectively. The number of distinct
and separate me mory locations available in an 8-bit
computer would be 216 or 65, 536. Each location
holds an 8-bit data word. This is expressed as 64
kilobytes of capacity, or 64 K for short.
A 64 K memory range can be expressed by a
four digit hex number: $ZYXW, each digit assuming
a value between $0 and $F (0 to 15 decimal) . Each
hex digit, from the least to most significant digit
(digit W to digit Z), has its own place value , just like
in the decimal number syste ms. In this case, the
place values are 1, 16, 256, and 4096. (See the
section on number systems in Chapter One). The
entire 64 K range can be expressed, then, as $0000
to $FFFF.
Any given hex number-$DlF5 (decimal
53749) for instance - represents more than a simple nume rical value. It also represents a location in
memory, a place where data is stored. This 4 digi t
hex number is a memory address, which can be
accessed using the appropriate decoding hardware.
Re lated to this idea of memory r ange is the
concept of memory blocks and pages. A block of
memory is basically any sub-range of memory. In a
64 K system one might speak of 2 K, 4 Kor 16 K
blocks. Relating this to hex notation, you can see
that a 4 K block is represented by the most signifi-

cant digit in the 4-digit address: The most significant digit has a place value of 4096, that is, the re are
4096 locations in the range $COOO-$CFFF, or in the
range $1000-$1FFF. An example of a 16 K block of
memory would be $COOO-$FFFF, and of a 2 K
block, $COOO-$C7FF.
In a more restricted sense one can speak of a
page of memory. This has a specific meaning: a 256
byte block of memory specified by the two most
significant hex digits in a 4-digit hex number. For
instance:
$0000-$00FF page zero ($00) and
$A300-$A3FF page 163 ($A3)
are two pages of memory. But $0080-$017F is not.
The reason why the third range is not technically speaking a page - even though it contains 256
bytes-is that it crosses a page boundary, that is
from page zero to page one. The first two ranges
can be expressed by two hex digits ($00 and $A3).
But because the third range crosses the page boundary, it must be specified by a 4-digit range . Hence
it does not be long exclusively to one page.
These concepts of pages and blocks are use ful
when discussing memory mapping, the next subject.

System Memory Map
The allocation of this computer memory is
SYSTEM ROM
FIRMWARE
(Monitor and
Apple soft)
1/ 0 MEMORY

$FFFF
12 K
$0 000
4K

$CFFF
$COOO

FREE
RAM
MEMORY

$BFFF
46 K

RAM RESERVED
2K
FOR SYSTEM USAGE

$0800
$07FF
$0000

Fig. 11 -1. Rough system memory map.
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depicted by means of a system memory map. As you
would expect, (and we'll restrict the discussion to
8-bit computers) each type or family of microprocessors uses its 64 K differently. But all have ROM
for system instructions (monitor, built in BASIC,
etc.) and RAM for CRT display, operating system
software, application programs, temporar y data
storage, e tc.
Figure 11-1 illustrates the system memory
map for a typical 8-bit machine, the Apple. Shown in
this simplified map is the 64 K memory range from
$0000 to $FFFF, with the highest location (65535
decimal) at the top.
The emphasis here is on the use of the major
ranges of memory, of which there are four types:
space for a high-level language and moni tor in
ROM, an area for input and output (1/0) functions,
space for application programs in RAM, and temporary storage areas for system usage, also RAM
memory.
Kee ping in mind these four ranges of me mory,
we can delve into a more detailed description of
system me mory organization, given in tabu lar form
this time, in Table 11-2. To keep things simple,
assume we have a so-called 48 K machine with
DOS.
From top to bottom, the four areas of memory
can be defined in terms of both s ize and function. In
regard to size, we can refer the number of individual
bytes, or refer to the range in te rms of page numbers, expressed as hex or decimal. This is done to
the left in Table 11-2. As to the functions of each
major range and sub-range of memory, we can break
them as fo llows:
1. System Firmware (pages 208-255). In the

Apple, 12 K at the upper end is occupied by the
burned-in software (PROM or ROM) that comes
with the machine. This consists of the Applesoft
BASIC inte rpreter and a 2 K monitor program to
take care of housekeeping chores like scanning the
keyboard, outputting text to screen, plotting in
LORES graphics, etc.
For those of you who are not familiar with 16 K
memory cards or with Apple JJe banked memory, it
should be mentioned that this 12 K upper block can
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serve another purpose: this same 12 K block can
alternatively be occupied by 16 K of RAM memory,
in a 12 K + 4 K arrangement! This RAM must be
bank selected by soft switches dedicated to that
purpose. Again, soft switches are memory location
which when accessed can effect a change in
hardware function, in this case activation of alternate memory banks or blocks. This is done both in
the Apple lie, and in those Apple Ils, with 16K
RAM cards. In effect this rather odd arrangement
places two blocks of memory in parallel.
2. 1/0 Memory (pages 192-207). A 4 K block on
the Apple in the $COOO-$CFFF range is devoted to
input/output. Most of this block is reserved for use
by the peripheral cards that occupy the 1/0 slots on
the Apple main board. Half of it, 2 K or e ight pages,
is intended for PROM memory space that is shared
by the cards. The other e ight pages is divided
among the I/O slots and for on-board 1/0 functions.
These are detailed shortly.
3. RAM for app lications programs (pages
8-191). Nominally, 46 K (more precisely 47 K) is
set aside as programming space, that is, space
where both the program currently in use resides;
data generated by the program is also stored in this
free RAM area.
This area is not entire ly free, however. In
reality, a fair amount of this space is consumed by a
special applications program Apple's DOS (Disk
Operating System). DOS takes up roughly the
upper 11 K.
There is also a 16 K area which may, if desired,
be used for two pages of HIRES graphics display ;
also, there is another 1 Kat the bottom of this range
that may be used for a second page of text of LO RES
graphics. If these latter options for HIRES and
secondary text/LORES memory usage are not required, then about 36 K is available to the user for
program and data space. (Check the DOS and A/S
Manuals for further details about memory usage).
4. RAM for System Use (pages 0-7). About 2 K
is reserved for usage by the A/S interpreter, the
Apple Monitor and the DOS. This space includes

Table 11-2. Breakdown of Apple's System Memory Map.

64 K or $FFFF bytes of memory
is organized as
256 ($FF) Pages of 256 ($FF) Bytes each.
Function or Allocation

$FF
255
through
208
$DO

System monitor
and
Applesoft ROM

12 K: (10 K + 2 K for Monitor)

65,535
to
53.248

207
$CF
through
192
$CO

Apple's
1/ 0
Memory

4 K: (2 K Mixed+ 2 KROM )

53,247
to
49,152

191
$BF
through
96
$60
95
$SF
through
64
$40
$3F
63
through
32
$20
31
$1F
through
12
$0C
8-11
$8-B

4-7
3
2
1
0

(.,.)

0
""-.I

Decimal Address
Range

Page number
Decimal Hex

$4-7
$3
$2
$1
$0

Disk Operating System
(10.7 K)
Free RAM
Free RAM
Secondary HIRES
Graphics Page
Free RAM
(uses 8 K)
Free RAM
Primary HIRES
Free RAM
Graphics Page
Free RAM
Free RAM
(uses 8 K)
Free RAM
Free RAM
Free RAM
TEXT and LORES Display [Secondary Page ].
$800 is usually the beginning of NS programs.
TEXT and LO RES Display [Primary Page )
Page Three - Mostly free, some vector locations
Page Two - Keyboard Input Buffer
Page One - System Stack
Page Zero - Monitor/ DOS/ Applesoft Usage

I
I
I

I
47 Kor
36 K with DOS
I
I

I

49,151
to
24,576
24,575
to
16,384
16,383
to
8192
8191
to
3072
2048-3071

1024-2047
768-1023
512-767
256-5 11

0-255

about 1 K of video m~mory for primary page text
display, and temporary sto rage locations for DOS,
monitor and Applesoft. (Pascal, COBOL, Logo and
other high-level languages also use some of these
locations). You may be aware that there is space on
page 3 and a few free locations in page zero for
assembly language programmer s to sq ueeze in
short routines. Otherwise, this lower 2 K block
must serve varied syste m functions and, with these
few exceptions, should not be wr itten over by the
programmer.

The 1/0 Memory Map
From here on in we'll concentrate on the I/O
block of memory. This will allow you, ultimately, to
understand memory mapping and related concepts
right down at the chip level!
Figure 11-2 is a blowup of the 4 K (16-page)
$COOO-$CFFF memory block that, on the Apple, is
dedicated to I/O functions. The first major division
of this block is into s lot-based I/O functions and
on-board I/O functions. The slot-based range occupies $C080 through $CFFF; the on/ board I/O
range occupies $COOO through $C07F. Using Fig.
11-2, and the more detailed breakdown given in

EXPANSION
ROM
SPACE

Table 11-3, we' ll discuss the various functions in
these two ranges.
On-board 1/0 Me mory. ($COnx n = O- 7).
At the bottom of the 4 K I/O memory block is a 128
byte (V2 page) from $COOO to $C07F. As you can see
from Table 11-3, this set of locations is devoted to
functions performed ON-BOARD, that is, as an
integral part of compu ter operation. These are
exemplified by such functions as holding a character
sent from the keyboard, toggling the speaker, setting screen display soft switches, and inputting and
outputting s ignals to and from the game connector.
The locations we are concerned with in our computer based logic trained (BDIS) are marke d by
asterisks .
Note especially the hex notation for a V2 page
memory range. The page $CO might be represented
by the notation $COxx, where each 'x' can assume
any hex value from 0 to F. But we want only to
specify one-half of this page, so the notation $COnx
is used, where n = O- 7. This notation indicates the
128 byte range from $COOO to $C07F which onboard I/O occupies.
Slot-based 1/0 Mem ory ($C080-$COFF).
Slot-based I/O refe rs to memory space allotted to

$CFFF

+

2K
$C800
$C7FF

PERIPHERAL CARD
ROM
7x256
SPACE
bytes

SLOT-BASED
l/ OMEMORY
$C100

PERIPHERAL CARD
8 x 16
1/0 SPACE
bytes

$COFF

$COBO
ON-BOARD 1/0
MEMORY

$C07F
128 bytes

1/ 0
$COOO

Fig. 11 ·2. 1/0 memory map.
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ON-BOARD

~

Table 11-3. Detail of the 1/0 Memory Allocations.

Hex Address or
Address range

Function

Expansion ROM: $CNxx
$C800 - $CFFF

through
$C100 - $C1 FF

through

$C080 - $C08F
On-board 1/ 0 locations :
$COCO
$C010
$C020
$C030
• $C040
$C05u - $C057
• $C058 - $C05F
• $C060
• $C061 - $C067
• $C070

N= 1-7

7x256 bytes

Seven pages of 256 bytes each are set
aside, one page for each peripheral card
in slots 1 to 7. Slot O has no such
reserved page. In the notation $CNxx, N
is the slot number.

Peripheral Card 1/ 0 Space: $COnx
$COFO - $COFF

2 K Shared

This is the upper 2 K of 1/ 0 memory which
is shared among the peripheral 1/0
slots. A 2 K PROM on a given card can be
switc hed into memory, using address
decoding signals 1/ 0 se lect and 1/0 strobe.

Periperal Card ROM Space: $CNxx
$C700 - $C7FF

N=8- F

n=8-F

8x16 bytes

Eight little 16 byte blocks are set
aside, one for each peripheral card in
slots O to 7. The exception is the ] ( e,
in which $C080-$C08F is devoted to
memory management. In the notation $COnx,
n=slot# + 8.
$COnn
n= 0- 7 128 bytes
Keyboard Data and Keyboard Strobe Bit
Clears Keyboard Strobe Bit
Cassette Out
Toggle Speaker
Utility Strobe
Screen Soft Switches (Page/Text/G raphics)
Annunciators (4 pair of ON/ OFF switches)
Cassette input
PB0-2 Inputs, and PDL0-3 Inputs
Strobe for POL inputs (triggers 558 one-shot)

Note: Range $C068-C06F repeats the functions of $C060-C067. Also,
the ) [ e uses some locations in the $COOx and $C01x ranges for
memory and display functions.

the eight I/O peripheral card slots on the back of
Apple's main board. These 50-pin connectors carry
the full address bus, data bus and control bus, along
with four diffe re nt voltages ( +/- 5 and +/- 12
volts) and a few extra address decoding s ignals.

The s lot-based memory is broken down into three
other s ubranges:

Peripheral card 1/0 space ($COnx n=
8- F). The other half of page $CO is taken up by 128
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bytes devoted to the peripheral cards . The organi- principles are the same regardless of the memory
zation is 16 bytes for 8 slots (numbered 0 to 7), for a range involved.
Remember that a peripheral device occupies
total of 8 x l 6 =128. These locations are often devoted to "configuring'' the card for a specific appli- one or more places in memory in memory mapped
cation rather than for program storage. Note that 1/0 systems like the Apple, so that device selection
slot Os 16 bytes are given over to other functions in involves decoding the address lines attached to that
the lie, as noted in the table.
device. Technically, anything external to the miPeripheral card ROM (PROM) space croprocessor chip is a "pe ripheral" including on($CNxx N =1- 7). Seven pages are set aside for board RAM and ROM. This is reasonable because
slots 1 to 7. He re, the capital N signifies a full page all addresses, whethe r associated with RAM memfor each card. Each 256 byte page can be used for a ory or a robot arm, look the same to the Apple's
little machine language code to run the peripheral 6502 microprocessor. Therefore, we can see how
card in the given s lot. Sometimes, such a shor t address decoding is accomplished s imply by exaprogram burned into a 256 byte PROM is sufficient. mining the decoding circuitry on the Apple's main
For more sophisticated functions-printer cards board.
with dot addressable graphics for example-more
First we'll look how large blocks of memory
memory is required, so-called expansion ROM.
are opened up by upstream decoder chips. Then
Expansion ROM (PROM) space ($CNxx we'll see how smaller blocks and pages, and finally
N =8-F) . Last, there is a 2 K block of expansion individual locations are addressed.
ROM. This space is shared by all slots and is usually occupied by 2 K worth firmware which is on the Block Decoding
card. Modem cards, printer cards, and the like
Address decoding begins with the activation of
therefore have 2 K worth of program memory space the proper address lines in the 16-line address bus.
available to the m, space occupied by their built in The address lines run from computer to the address
PROMs. Since only one peripheral card can be decoding circuit, and the output of the decoding
active at a time, the respective 2 K of PROM on the circuitry consists of one or more lines which will in
active card (containing the card's driving software) tum activate one or more devices.
will "take over" this upper 2 K 110 memory block.
Wi th 65,536 locations in an 8 bit microcomThe other cards, and their 2 K PROMs, are inac- puter (there are never any more than this at one
tive, so that no conflict occurs. (The scheme for this time, even with bank switched RAM memory,
is given on pages 84-85 of the Apple II Reference RAM disks, and the like) you may ask if the decodManual, and on pages 123-125 of the Apple lie ing is accomplished all at once. This is not the case
Reference Manual).
because, practically speaking, the circuitry would
Don' t hesitate to read and reread the above be too complex. Ins tead, address decoding is
material on memory maps, with Reference Manuals achieved stepwise, by selecting a large block and
in hand, because this concept of memory organiza- then proceeding to small blocks, pages, sub-pages
and finally to individual locations in memory.
tion is necessary in understanding the next section.
Figure 11-3 shows how 4 K blocks of memory
1/0 ADDRESS DECODING
can be opened up in a 64 K system. By using the top
Some of the other tasks the interface must four address lines Al2-Al5, one can decode for one
perform-buffering, latching, isolation via three- of sixteen 4 K blocks, for a total of 64 K. This is
state logic-have already been covered. There- accomplished using the LS154 l -of-16 decoder.
fore, we'll deal he re with the other major task of Address lines AO-All are employed for downinterface circuitry, address decoding. The I/O stream decoding circuitry, which will select for
block will be used as the example, however, the smalle r and smaller ranges of memory.
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Fig. 11-3. Block decoding a range of memory, illustrated with the 1-of-16 LS154 binary decoder. The 1/0 memory range is highlighted.
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Note that our range of inte rest-I/O Memory
Range $Cxxx ($COOO-$CFFF)-would correspond
to output line 12 or hex $C. This lines goes active
low when binary llOO I hex $C is placed on the
input. Figure ll-3B shows the status of the address
lines, with 'x' indicating "don't care", or in other
words 0-F.
ls this the way Apple begins its stepwise decoding? Actually, no. The LS154 example was used
to present the basic idea of block decoding in a
simplified form. What really happens on the Apple
main board is a bit more complicated, and is presented be low.
1/0 Decoding Circuitry
The details of the 1/0 decoding circuitry are
given in this and the next section. This circuitry is
also presented in the main board schematic in the
Apple II Reference Manual. The Ile has consolidated many chips present on the II and II+ into
custom ICs- the Memory Management and I/O
Units. The details of address decoding are lost or
hurried in these large custom chips and so are not
visible on the schematic in the Ile manual. T herefore, if you can, try to borrow or buy the original
Apple II Manual. Thi s manual has a fo ld-out
schematic of the entire main board, so that you can
see the on-board circuitry at a glance. In all our
discussions, we will be refe rring to the original
circuitry on the II/II+. Again, the principles are
the same, whether the decoding circuitry is buried
or not.
I/O address decod ing is done in several states
stages, in which the memory is broken down as
follows:

D first from a large 16 K block to eight 2 K
blocks using the ROM select chip,
D then from a 2 K block to eight 258 byte
pages using the 1/0 select chip,
D then further into two 128 byte half-pages
(device select and on-board 1/0 decoder chips),
D one of which is divided into e ight 16-byte
sections for I/O s lot usage, the other being devoted
to a variety of on-board 1/0 functions.
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Now to cover each stage in turn.
ROM Select Chip (16 K - pages $CO-$FF).
What the Apple does first in decoding 1/0 memory
is to use the LS138 l-of-8 decoder to select the
upper 16 K of memory, and further break it down
into eight 2 K blocks. This chip is called the ROM
select chip on the schematic in the Apple II/ II+
manual. Refer to Fig. ll-4A and B.
How is this selection of the upper 16 K accomplished? Simply by tying both A14 and A15
through an AND gate (LS08) to the active high
enable input, Gl. Only whe n this input is active
(with both A14 and A15 high,) is the LS138 decoder
enabled. When so enabled, the LS138 chip selects
address locations in the range $Nxxx where N = $C
to $F. If e ither or both A14, A15 are low, then it
means the microprocessor is addressing the lower
48 K of memory.
With the uppe r 16 K selected by A14 and A15,
the chip then decodes for eight 2 K blocks in this 16
K range . The output line for each 2 K is active low.
Note how input lines All-A13 determine which
output is selected.
Specifically, lines Al2, A13 select which 4 K
block is turned on: $Cxxx, $Dxxx, $Exxx or $Fxxx.
Then line All, the least significant bit in the 3-bit
input, selects the upper or lower half of the 4 K
block. In the case of the $Cxxx block, when All is
0, $COOO-$C7FF is se lected; when All is 1,
$C800-$CFFF is selected. This is illustrated in
Fig. ll-4B. The same principle applies to the other
2 K ranges selected by this chip.
1/0 Select Chip ($CNxx N =0- 7). Our
interest is, ultimately, in seeing how the on-board
locations (including the game port addresses) are
decoded. So we'll look at the 2 K range off the ROM
select from $COOO-$C7FF, i.e. , $CNxx (N =0- 7).
This is the "YO" output off the ROM SELECT.
Using this line, and three more address lines A8A10, we can decode for eight smaller ranges in this
2 K block. Again, the LS138 is employed, as shown
in Fig. ll-5. This chip is known as the 1/0 select
chip.
As you can see in the figure, the e ight s ubranges decoded are actually eight pages. The upper
seven pages, $Cl to $C7, are used to select for 256

16 K
4 x 4 K Memory Blocks
CXXX, DXXX. EXXX and FXXX

0
A15

Y7

$F800-$FFFF

Y6

$FOOO-$F7FF

YS

$E800-$EFFF

Y4

$EOOO-$E7FF

Y3

$D800-$DFFF

Y2

$D000-$07FF

A14

LS138

3

A13

2

A12
A11

c
8

Y1

A

l

2 K blocks
in range
from
$COOO
to
$FFFF

$C800-$CFFF

15

YO

$COOO-$C7FF

Further decoding of AO-A 10

A15 A14 A13 A12
Y1
YO

CNXX>
N = 8-F

A11 (A10-A8)

(A3-AO)

Range
decoded

1

1

0

0

1

xxx

xx xx

xxxx

$CFFF
$C800

1

1

0

0

0

xxx

xx xx

xx xx

$C7FF
$COOO

CNXX~

N= 0- 7

(A7-A4)

t

For 128 bytes 1/ 0 space
and 128 bytes on-board 1/ 0

Fig. 11-4. ROM select chip. with 2 K blocks. Breakdown of block $C is shown in (B).
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Fig. 11-5. 1/ 0 select chip, generating 1/0 SEL signals. Further decoding is performed on page $CO, as shown.

On board
1/0
locations
(128 bytes)

bytes of PROM/ROM, which contain short machine
language drivers on the peripheral cards that may
reside in these respective s lots. These are the
peripheral card ROM space pages mentioned earlier. The signals coming off outputs Yl to Y7 are
called the I/O select signals, and are active low.
They are distributed to pin # 41 on each of the s lots
1 to 7.
Observe that peripheral slot 0 has no such page
set aside fo r it. Instead, page $CO is broken up into
two 128 byte half-pages, one for I/O space, the
other for on-board memory.
Device Select Ch ip (for I/O space) ($COnx
n = 8-F). Refer to Fig. 11-6, which recapitulates
the address decoding circuitry we've covered so
far.
The 128 bytes from $C080 to $ COFF are decoded into eight groups of 16 bytes each. These are
available to each of the e ight 1/0 peripheral s lots.
This breakdown of the upper half of page $CO is
done by another LS 138, called the device select
chip. Note that it is activated by the $COxx line off
the 1/0 select chip.
Further decoding is done by the four address
lines, A4 to A7. When A7 is high, the device is
active for binary inputs of 1000 to 1111. (It's connected to act ive high Gl). This corresponds to the
N = 8- F range of $COnx. Each value of 'n' cover s a
subrange of 16 bytes.
Often, these locations (16 to a card) are used to
set up or configure the card, such as by turning
flip-flops on the board on or off, for example. They
often function, then, as soft switches, rathe r than as
space for program storage.
On-Board 1/0 Chip ($COnx n = O- 7). Another LS138 chip is used to decode this 128 bytes
of page $CO, (lower half-page) into e ight 16 byte
groups. The only difference between the address
line connections to this chip and that of the device
select chip is in line A7. This line is connected to an
active low enable , G2A', instead of an act ive high
enable . Therefore, chip will be operational as a
decoder when the inputs are in the range of 0000 to
1111. This corresponds to the n= O- 7 range in
$COnx. Again, each output line corresponds to a 16
byte group. Major functions of each group are indi-

cated in Fig. 11-6.
Further decod ing of the on-board s ignals is
covere d below.

ON-BOARD 1/ 0 CIRCUITRY
The e ight groups of 16 bytes each that fall into
the lower half of page $CO are the on-board memory
1/0 locations, just covered in the last section. As
you can see from Fig. 11-6 and Table 11-3, the
locations in this 128 byte range are either inputs or
out puts.

Outputs
The major output lines with wh ich we're concerned are the fou r annunciator s (ANO to AN3), and
the utility s trobe (UTILSTB).
The UTILSTB line is taken directly off the
on-board decode r, as indicated in Fig. 11-7. Note
that the role of the system clock is to synchronize
major operations such as the setup of addresses,
and the reading and writing of data. In this case, the
$C040 line which corresponds to the UTILSTB is
active low only when the proper address is placed
and the decoder and the phase 0 system clock is
hi gh. Since this is a 1 MHz clock, it is high only fo r
¥2 µ. sec. Therefore, UTILSTB can be active low
only for a ¥2 µ.sec duration, while it is be ing addressed. Now you know why accessing the $C040
location (e ither from BASIC or machine language)
results in a brief ¥2 µ. sec down-going pulse.
Observe that the UTILSTB line is distributed
directly to the game port socket. with no intervening hardware. The on-board 1/0 decoder chip
serves dual roles as an interface: it decodes for the
UTI LSTB signal and also buffers the s ignal to normal LSTTL fan-out. Naturally, we can use the
UTILSTB signal to create stable high or low signals
by e mploying an external flip-flop, as done in earlier
expe rime nts.
Two other points: the UTILSTB line should be
acti vated by a read command not a write command-e. g., a PEEK, not a POKE from BASIC. If
you access UTILSTB with a POKE, then two negative pulses will be output on the line instead of one.
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This is because of certain technicalities in system
timing. Also, you should understand why any location in the 16 byte range from $C040-$C04F will
activate the UTILSTB; the answer is because this
line is not decoded any furthe r after it exits the Y4
pin of the on-board decoder.
Unlike the UTILSTB line, the annunciator line
$C05x is not distributed directly to the game connector. Instead, it is furthe r decoded using the
LS259 Addressable latch. This latch is activated by
the $C05x (Y5) output of the on-board decoder. The
upper four outputs of the latch-Q4 to Q7- are
used for the ANO to AN3 lines. Any one of these
1ines can be selected by the right input one the three
address inputs Al to A3. These will have a binary
number in the range 100 to 111, for a total of fo ur
possibilities. For any one of the ann unciator s
selected, address line AO wi ll determine whether it
is to be high or low (on/off). The short truth tab le at
the bottom of Fig. 11-7 illustrates this act ion of AO
as the on/off bit. Review the functions of the addressable latch mode of LS259 operation, if necessary, to verify the above.
Note that since the LS259 is a latch, it will hold
the data in a stable fashion, so that a high or low on a
give n o utput will remain in that state unless
changed. Also, observe that as far as the programmer is concerned, it looks as if the re are four pairs
of on/off locations, each corresponding one of the
addresses in the range $C058-$C05F, with the even
numbered locations turning the corresponding annunciator off (AO = O), and the odd numbe red locations turning the corresponding annunciator on
(AO=l).
What about the lower four outputs of the
LS259? These are also treated as fo ur pairs of
on/off location, the only difference be ing that the
A3 line is low. Again AO acts as the on/off switch for
each of these four lines. As to the function of these
lines, they are used as screen soft switches. These
are locations that can be accessed from BASIC to
set the screen display, and may be familiar to you
already: they serve to set LORES/HIRES/text
modes, mixed text and grap hics, a ll text or
graphics, etc.
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Inputs
Again we'll concentrate on the signals used on
the game connector. Refe r to Fig. 11-8. You' ll note
that there are three types of inputs to the computer
data bus: one cassette input (CIN), three pushbutton inputs (PBO-PB2), and four analog or game
paddle inputs (PDLO-PDL3).
Before getting into the circuitry involved, one
important fact that should be mentioned. The status
of all of these single bit inputs is placed on a single
data bus line: the D7 or most s ignificant bit of the
system data bus. This means that when the corresponding input is high, this bit is set or equal to one.
The refore, regardless of the state of the other
seven data lines (DO-D6), the number on the data
bus will be 1000 0000 or greater when D7 is high.
This corresponds to decimal 128 or more. This is
why such locations are PEEKed as to whether they
are > 127 'or < 128 to determine the ir high or low
status.
Now, to explain the applications input circuitry, we'll work backwards, starting from the D7
data line.
T he LS251 Data Selector. This chip decodes for addresses in the range $C060-$C06F, and
is activated at its strobe' pin by the active low
$C06x line. There are eight inputs to the data selector/m ultiplexer-from cassette in put, pu shbuttons and paddles-and three address lines to select one of these inputs. The non-inverted threestate output is connected bit D7 of the system data
bus.
The s harp-eyed among you may notice that the
active low $C06x signal allows for sixteen locations, even though there are only eight inputs to
this demultiplexer. What is going on? The explanation is clear if you note that there is no A3 address
line connected to this device. This means that as fa r
as this LS251 is concerned, addresses 0000-0111
look the same as addresses 1000-1111. This means
that the range of on-board input can be read twice.
That is, the range $C060-$C067 is repeated, in the
same sequence, in the range $C068-$C06F. (This
was mentioned briefly in Table 11-3).
Cassette Input. While not connected to the
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game port, t his input to the compute r is mentione d
because it is part of the BDIS s ystem. The cassette
input op-amp circuitry is not detailed. Suffice it to
say that this input is connected to the DO pin on t he
LS251, and corresponds to locations $C060 o r
$C068. We use it as t he fourth pushbutton input.
P u s hbutton Inputs. These three line s are
connecte d directly to the LS251 from the game
connecto r. The primary addre s ses are $C061$C063. T hey can be drive n by any two-s tate
device -a mechanical switch, TTL output, etc. The
LS251 serves as a decoder and also buffers these
signals, t hat is, normalizes the m to LSTTL fan-out
curre nt levels.
Ana log o r Paddle Inputs. Four output li nes
from the 558 quad one shot (or time r as it is often
called), comple te the set of game port inputs we' ll
discuss. T he primary locations of t hese inputs are
$C064-$C067. Usually, a variable resistor is connected to one of these inputs. A s ing le such input
can be used as a game padd le input, a pair can be
used as a joystick input.
Figure 11-8 shows that the 558 quad one -shot
device is trigge red by the $C070 line off the onboard 1/0 decoder. Again, any address in the
$C070-$C07F range wi ll tri gger this one shot. Note
that all timer s on the chip are tr igge red s imultane ous ly. On each timer each timer output w ill appear a
square wave, the duration of which depends on the
time constant (T C) of the RC network attached to
the timing input (A thru D). The pulse widt h of the
output square wave is eq ual to RC. The width of the
square wave is measured by a soft ware timing loop
in t he Apple Monitor , called PREAD for paddle
re ad.
These analog inputs provide t he basis fo r
single bit N D convers ion with fairl y modest means
and we' ll take a look at this subject next.
You should look over Table 11 -4. It provides a
capsule summary of the on-board 1/0 decoding circuitry cove red in this section.

SIMPLE APPLICATIONS CIRCUITS
Her e we' ll describe t he standard setup of the
Apple game padd les, including t he circuitry and
Monitor paddle reading software .
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Standard Analog Input Hardware and Software
The analog or paddle inputs on Apple's game
port allow for single bit AID conver s ion. T he
hardware basis for this, wit h which you are already
fami liar , is re peated in Fig. 11-9A. T he on-board
resistor and capacitor are attached to the timing
input of one of t he 558 one shots. As shown, a
potent iometer is connected to t he respective game
por t paddle input as a variable resistor. That is, one
end is connected to the + 5 vo lt suppl y, t he wiper is
connected to the paddle input, and t he othe r end is
left free . (This potentiomete r is connected as a
variable resistor , and so technically is a rheostat).
That portion of the pot resistance that appears
in t he circuit depends upon the position of the
wiper , which in t um depends, in the usual case, on
the position of t he game paddle dial. T his in- line
resistance we'll call Rp', as marked in the figure .
As you know, in the one shot the sq uare wave
output's duration or pulse width (PW) depends on
the exte rnal RC time constan t. In t his case t he TC
equals (Rl + Rp')Cl , where Rl and Cl are on t he
Apple main board. If the pot is set to ze ro, then t he
time cons tant will be Rl x Cl = .022 µF x 100
ohms or 2. 2 µ.sec. If the 150 K pot (as comes with
the Apple game paddle) is set at maximum, t he n the
TC will be about Rp x Cl
150 I< x . 022 µF or
3300 µ sec (3. 3 mi llisec).
So you have a square wave, whi ch appears as a
signal on data bus line 0 7, and which remains at
logic high for some durat ion, depending on the
value of the game paddle pot. How is t hi s duration
me as ured and converted into some meaningfu l
value?
The answer is in the PREAD routine that is
part of Apple's Monitor. If you t um to the Monitor
listing in your Apple Re fe rence Manual beginning at
$FB1E you'll find the P READ routine . For those of
you who know little o r nothing about assembly
language, the explanation of the routi ne is as follows.
T he calling program places t he number of paddle to be read in the Apple's 6502 X-register. Microprocessors have temporary storage locations,
called registers and accumulators, that can be di-

=

Table 11-4. Game Port Memory: Pinout, Chips and Memory Locations.

GPIN #

Address

Name
Decimal

1, 8
2
3

4
5
6
7
10
11
12
13
14
15
9,16

+5, GNO
Cass. In
PBO
PB1
PB2
UTILSTB
POLO
PDL2
PDL1
PDL3
AN3
AN2
AN1
ANO

Hex

49,248
$C060
49,249
$C061
49,250
$C062
49,251
$C063
49,216
$C040
49,252
$C064
49,254
$C066
49,253
$C065
49,255
$C067
49,246/7
$C05E, F
49,244/5
$C05C,D
49,242/3
$C05A.B
49,240/ 1
$C058,9
(NC no connection)

Read or
Write
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R or W
R orW
R orW
R orW

Chips

op-amp CIRCUIT
LS251 MUX, 8T28°
LS251 MUX, 8T2s•
LS251 MUX, 8T28°
direct off on-bd 1/0 decoder
558,LS251 MUX, 8T28
558.LS251 MUX, 8T28
558,LS251 MUX, 8T28
558,LS251 MUX, 8T28
LS259 Latched deMUX
LS259 Latched deMUX
LS259 Latched deMUX
LS259 Latched deMUX

• Note: The 8T28 is a bus transciever similar to the LS245, and is used to
buffe r the system data bus. Since it is a quad rather than ocial device, two
are used.

rectly accessed by assembly language. In Apple's
6502, two registers are present, called X and Y;
each are 8 bits wide. Let's assume that the calling
program is BASIC (some target game for example),
and the command "X=PDL(O)" is encountered at
some point in this program. The BASIC inte rpreter, when encountering this instruction, wou ld first
load the X-register with the value 0, and then jump
to the PREAD routine in the monitor.
The first thing that happens in PREAD is that
the 558 timer is triggered by accessing $C070.
Then the Y-registe r, which is to serve as a counter,
is set to zero. Then the particular paddle location is
evaluated: the logic level on the D7 line, taken off
the noninverted output of the LS251 multiplexer, is
read into the 6502's accumulator. The routine then
checks to see if this value is zero or nonzero. If
nonzero, this means that the square wave pulse is
still high, and the co un ter CY-register) is incremented.
Next the routine checks to see if the counter
has reached zero. If not, the count continues, unti l
the 558 line being measured "times out", leaving
the final value of the paddle in the Y-register. This

value will fall in the range of 0-255, and can be used
by the program for a variety of purposes.
What happens if the time constant of the RC is
greater than the maximum loop time in PREAD.
Then in such a case, PREAD will keep counting up
to 255, and then incre ment to zero: when an 8 bit
counter reaches $FF (255), incrementing it by one
gives you $00. Therefore, if you've counted up to
zero, it means that you've reached the maximum
range of the 8-bit counter, namely $FF or 255 decimal. At this point PREAD decrements the counter
by one (back to $FF) and returns to the calling
program CRTS return from subroutine) with the
value 255 in the Y-register.
Since each loop through PREAD takes about
12 µ.sec, the max loop time for looking at the paddle
IS

PREAD,max loop time = 255 x 12µ.sec/loop
3060 µ.sec or 3. 06 millisec
Note that the minimum time between triggering the
558 and exiting the loop is about 13 µ.sec. This
means that any time constant less than 13 msec will
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0

PW= R·C
+5
RP = 150 K pot

POL (0)

PW = (R1

+ Rp') C1

$C070

(Paddle # in X register)

$FBIE PREAD:

13 µs

Trigger 558 ($C070)
Set counter to zero (Y-register)
(Bit 07)

Pre ad
loop
12 µsec

Increment counter

FF + 1 = 100

Decrement counter

00 - 1 =FF

Return to calling program

I

ATS

Max. PREAD loop time = (255 x 12) = 3060 µsec

Fig. 11-9. 558 timer with RC circuit and flowchart of PREAD : standard gear for paddle reading.
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return to zero value, and any TC > 3.06 millisec angular position) fall unde r the heading of resistive
transducers.
will return 255.
What about the problem of interfacing variable
In othe r words values of the RC time constant
between about 13 µ.sec and 3060 µ.sec will return resistances or with nonstandard maximum values
values of 1 to 254. TCs outside this range result in (those other than 150 K max value) to the game
less useful values from PREAD: 0 and 255 only tell port? While this can usually be de alt with easily,
you that the TC falls into a low or high range , and in you might wonde r if such an exercise is really usethis sense they are not reall y t rans latable into exact ful. The fact is, if you can interface some arbitrary
pot va lue so that it returns a range of 0 to 255 using
time units.
PREAD,
you can most like ly interface any resisStill another way of expressing the above is to
tance.
This
includes resis tive t ransducers which
say that the dynamic range of PREAD is only 254 to
you
woul
d
want
to use in laboratory measurement
1, or somewhat better than two orders of magand
similar
AID
applications.
You'll see how th is is
nitude.
done
next.
The maximum TC of the Apple paddle circui try
(3.3 msec), when the pot is turne d up to 150 K,
exceeds t he maximum PREAD loop time (3. 06 Matching Time Constants
msec). That is, there is a certain dead space at the
To hook up any res istive transduce r to one of
end of the pot trave l, with t he normal 150 K game
Apple's analog inputs you must match the maximum
paddle attac hed. This is acce ptable, as some
hardware time constant with t he maximum PREAD
downside variation in pot resistance due to normal
value. This means that the T Cmax of the RC nettolerance in manufacture is to be expected. If the
work attached to the timing input should usually be
pot t urns out to have a less than 150 K max. resisabout equal to the PREADmax time of 3. 06 µ.sec.
tance, then the re is a small safety margin, and you'll
But there are times when the RC time constant
sti ll get a 255 value when it is turned to maximum.
max value-TCmax-winds up to be something
Finally, another aspect o f the variable resistor
more or less than the PRE AD max of 3. 06 msec. At
and PREAD combination is that the greater the
other times a value slightly less may be acceptable .
resistance, the longer it takes PREAD to read it.
The que stion is, just how do you adjust the TC for an
This means that a series of readings on a quickly
arbitrary res istance? By add ing external capacichanging resistor will be separate d by unequal time
tance!
intervals. This is important to know if you want to
We are matching t he hardware to the monitor
store the readings and later display them as a funcPREAD routine. Normally, in a from-scratch 1/0
tion of time.
project, it would be the other way around. But
What is really being measured by PREAD?
PREAD is part of the built-in firmware, is readily
How far away you are from zapping a space monsaccessed from built-in BASIC commands, and does
ter, or eating a ghost or power pe llet?
its job efficiently. So its loop times are the basis
Obviously, you are measuring an RC time confor our simple hardware (RC time constant) design
stant and anything that changes that time constant
decisions.
changes the value returned by PREAD. In fact, you
In Fig. 11-lOA the usual setup of t he Apple
don't have to use a variable resis tor at all. Instead,
paddle 150 K pot connected to the on-board timer is
you may want to measure physical quantities (light,
shown. Again the important times are:
tempe rature, pressure, st rain, physico-chemical
Hardware time
properties like pH, etc.) by e mploying not a resisconstant (RC)
2. 2 to 3, 300 µ.sec range
tor but some othe r component (photocell, thermistor, etc.) in which resistance changes in re Monitor PREAD
sponse to that physical quantity. All such compoloop time
13 to 3, 060 µ. sec range
nents (including the pot, which in a sense measures
Assume that the pot resistor is less than 150

=
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0
2.2 µS
to
3300 µ S

~

on-board 1

I

+5

TCmin = R1 C1 = 2.2 µ s
TCmax
R2C1
3,300 µ S
or 3.3 ms

v

=

I

Q

=

PREAD:13 µ s to 3.060 µ s

+5 V

+5

e

R1
t--<t---'VV'\1"""1-....,

__

.__

_.

C2

J;C1

~

f

v
R2 = 100 K

J;C2

PREAD MAX

- C1
Apo,

Fig. 11 -10. Additional capacitance is necessary for potentiometers less than 150 K. Best placed as shown in (C).
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K. Then by adding capacitance, we can make sure
that TCmax still approaches PREADmax by adding
a capacitor. The first problem is where to add it in
the circuit of Fig. 11-lOA. Two alternatives are
shown in Fig. 11-lOB and C. In Fig. 11-lOB the
capacitor is added in line with the pot. This is not
really correct, though it is often seen in "add your
own joystick" type articles.
A better way is to attach the extra capacitance,
which we'll call C2, as shown in Fig. 11-lOC. Re member that to add capacitors you place them in
parallel. The configuration in Fig. 11-lOC places C2
almost directly in parallel wit h the on-board
capacitor, Cl. There is no intervening variable resistance as in Fig. 11-lOB, so this arrangement is
preferred. (The small 100 ohm current limiting onboard resistor has little effect over most of the
range of RC, so we can ignore it).
The calculation fo r the added capacitor, C2 is

Figure 11-llC provides the solution. Just add
the . 1 and . 01 capacitors (caps A and B shown to the
right) in series. Remembering the rule for series
additions, you'll come up with a net value of. 91 µ.F.
This is a more reasonable safety margin fo r C2,
enough (about 6%) but not too much.
Figure 11-llC also shows how to increase the
value of C2 when needed: just add small values of
capacitance in parallel.

Matching Non Standard Resistances
Try the TC matching technique out for yourse lf by getting an assortment of small disc
capacitors and a pot in the 50 to 100 Kohm range.
Make sure to measure the pot yourself with an
ohmmeter. Don't take the face value on the package, as there is often cons iderable variability between specified and actual maximum resistance, as
much as 20%. Then work out the solution for C2
using the formula.
C2 = (PREADmax I Rpot ) - Cl
Using the tiny program in Listing 11-1, find out
or
how good your calculated value for C2 really is.
C2 = (3.06 ms IR ) - .022 µ.F
Increase or decrease the value of C2 as suggested in
. m
.P"'Kohms
where Rpot 1s
Fig. 11-llC, so that you have just the right amount
C2 is in µ.F
of dead space. Ho w far away were you from the
Figure 11-11 shows a calculation for a calculated value?
100 K pot. Figure 11-llA indicates the normal
Question: By changing things around a bit, can
situation with the 150 K pot, with a .24 msec differ- you use this scheme as a crude measure of capacience be tween PREADmax and TCmax; this is tance?
equivalent to about 10. 9 Kohms at the uppe r end of
Question: For pot values greater than 150 K,
pot travel, i. e., dead space. There is an 8% margin how do you match the time constant? Hint- parallel
of tolerance in this difference.
resistances.
Now that you know how to match time conAnother form ula we could use is:
stants to PREAD, let's look at a rat ional way of
C2 = ((150 KI Rpot ) x .022) - .022
interfacing a joystick to your computer.
In Fig. 11-llB we simply plug in the values for
the equation for added capacitance. C2 works out to Joystick Interfacing Techniques
about 0. 0086 µ.F if we want TCmax to equal
Apple's bui lt-in analog timer circuit and
PREADmax. To give a little margin of dead PREAD routine makes interfacing resistive transspace - that is, to assure we will always reach a 255 ducers much easier than on some other machines.
value from PREAD at the end of pot travel-you can You need only match time constants and you're
boost up C2 a bit. A value of 0. 01 µ.F could be used, home free. Right? Not quite. Matching a joystick to
because it is a common value . The resulting 16% a graphics screen display require something more
safety margin may leave too much dead space, how- than matching time constants alone. Correct ly
choosing the RC values is the important first step,
ever.
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0

TCmax ~
, ----1
PREAO max 3.3 µs j .24 µ.S or 10.9 K Electrical
~i~h
7f 3.06 µ.s
dead space
150 K
pot

MS

PREAD
time

µF

K

TC = RP<'t (C l

C2 ;;.

C2 "" 3.06 ms
100 k

"" 8'k

+

[

C2)

rem.,= 3.06
C l =.022 µ F

PRE AD . max )
( min acceptable

- Cl

- .022

or

C2 ;;. .0086 µ. F
or .01 µ.F

~
T.01

e

C2

&_

T

.001

= .01 1

Fig. 11-11 . (A) Dead space on paddle is due to a time constant somewhat longer than PREAOmax. (B) Formula for calculating
additional capacitance in cases where RP ( 150 K. (C) Fine-tuning the value of C2.

-------------------

REM
REM POL TEST
6
REM
7
REM
10
HOME

4
5

2121 p = 0
30
PRINT POL
40
GOTO 30

<P>

Listing 11 -1. Simple program for reading a paddle value.
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true, but you need some software to interpret the
values obtained. This will become clear as we run
through a joystick inte rfacing example.
Fig ure 11-12 s hows the joystick we'll be
working with-one with two 100 K pots. A Radio
Shack 271-1705 or the equivalent will do. Assume
we have a graphics application; one pot will be the
X-pot and the other the Y-pot, connected with the
orientation s hown. The steps in interfacing are:
1. Choosing the values of Cx and Cy .
2. Scaling the PREAD values to the screen
display.

For s implicity's sake, let's assume a LORES

POL (0)
pin 6

+5
POL (1)
PW 10

+5

and LLP), and the right upper and lower points
(RUP and RLP).
Figure ll-13B shows the square shape of the
screen, be it T EXT, LORES or HIRES. T he points
of interest are the corners which are labeled as
LUC, LLC, RUC, and RLC. They might have the
PX, PY values shown in the figure.
How do you match joystick excursion to screen
pos ition? That is, how should these two shapes circle and square - be reconciled? The answer lies
in how the screen corners are related to the quadrant points on the joystick excur sion circle.

X-Oirection

1) C,. Cv
2) Scaling PREAO values
to LORES/ HIRES
SCREEN

PY =O

RS 271 1705
100 K joystick

LUP

PX = O A
Fig. 11-12. Statement of the basic factors involved in interfacing a joystick. 100 K used as an example.

c

RUP

F(127. 127) B PX= 255
TC, = 3.06µ.s

E
(200,200)

ALP
(low resolution graphics screen) application, and
LLP
that you've already calculated value for C and C ,
0
x
)'
so that you have a full exc ursion of 0 to 255 for the
PY=255
X-pot and Y-pot. Now what software is necessary to
TCY;;;,, 3.06 µS
give you proper SCREEN excursion?
Figure 11-13 illustrates what is involved in
matching the PREAD value returned to the screen
position screen pos ition. The circle in ll-13A repX-Oirection
resents the excursion of the pot. Point A and B
~
(PX.PY)
(255,0)
represent the X-pot travel, with PX (the value re (0.0)
URC
turned by PREAD from the X-pot) going from 0 to
LORES mixed
255. Likewise, points C and D represent the exULC
40 x 40
tremes of PY, the value fo r the Y-pot returned by
~
(or)
0
PREAD.
HIRES
mixed
>Note that there are other points both on and
160 x 292
within this circle . Point E in the r ight lower quadLLC
LAC
(0,255)
rant of trave l, might have a value around 200, 200 for
(255,255)
PX.PY. Point F in the center of pot travel would
have PX, PY values of 127, 127, assuming perfect
li nearity. Also, there are " corne rs" of travel, Fig. 11 -13. (A) Points on the joystick excursion circle are
represented by pairs of paddle values, PX and PY. (B)
namely at the extreme points of joystick excursion in Screen corners should correspond to the points on the circle.
each quadrant: left upper and lower points (LUP (LUP, etc.).

~

l
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LUC
Limits of
joystick excursion

(PX.PY)
(127.0)

RUC

r7Tr:--::-:::=---+-~...,,.,,.-;-;T77"1

(O,~RLP 8

Shaded area:
No access
from joystick

(255.127)

(255,2551f2

D

~

RLC

(127,255)

Fig. 11-14. In this arrangement, the joystick can never reach the corners of the screen.

One possible arrangement is illustrated in Fig.
11-14. If you were to make points A to D on the
joystick circle line up on the respective sides of the
screen square, then you would have the circle inside the square, as shown. (This would be done by
appropriate scaling in software, as will be explained
shortly). However, there is an obvious problem
with the arrangement shown in Fig. 11-14; the
corners of the screen will be inaccessable to the
joystick! This is indicate d by the shaded area, and is
obvious ly not a desirable situation.

Instead, we'll set the scaling factors in the
software to make the joystick excursion fall outside
the screen range of coordinate values. Then the
relationship between joystick points and screen
corners would be something like that illustrated in
Fig. 11-15. By introducing the right scale factors,
the PX and PY values returned can be converted to,
for instance, LORES screen coordinates. These
would fall in the range of 0 to 39 for a mixed LORES
text display.
More precisely, we start with the assumption

PXi.uc-20·30 range

Shaded area:
D{Joystick
dead space

ALP
PXRLc- 240-250 range

B

PYRLc- 240-250 range

Fig. 11 -15. When properly scaled by software scaling factors, the PX and PY values can be made to correspond to the screen
corners. Joystick dead space is dealt with in software.
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LORES/HIRES JOYSTICK PROJECT

that the time constants for the X and Y circuits are
chosen to give maximum values for X-pot and Y-pot
excursion (points B and 0 ). When the joystick is
pos itioned in the LUC of the screen, then the value
returned for PX and PY will be something more than
the minimum. That is PX.PY will be more than
0,0-probably in the range of 20 to 30. Likewise,
the value of PX and PY at the RLC of the screen will
be somewhat be low maximum, probably in t he
range of 240 to 250. Remember that t hese are t he
important points, the ones w hose PX, PY values we
must use to write t he prope r scaling factors in the
software equations.
Naturally, with the arrangement shown in Fig.
11-15, we' ll have some dead s pace be low and above
the PX and PY minimum and maximum values of
20-30 and 240-250. This dead space, indicated by
the shaded areas, has to be dealt with in soft ware,
as you' ll see in the example to follow.

You have a cheap 100 K joystick. How do you
interface it to the App le game port?
Start by measuring the two pots to find t he ir
real value. Figure 11-16 indicates the procedure for
one of the pots, which we'll call the X-pot. Figure
11-17 s hows t he same sequence for the Y-pot. By
convention, we'll attach the X-pot to PDL(O)-pin 6,
and the Y-pot to PD L(l)-pin 10 on the game connector. The values given in this project are real
values obtained when t his demonstration was originall y teste d out. Let's now determine the RC circuit
and appropriate scaling factors for t hese two pots.

1. As shown in Fig. ll-16A, the value of Rx and Cx
must be determined. Measure the max value of the
X-pot, which we'll call Rx . (This 100 K pot actuall y
turned out to be 85 K! Definitely, this is a real-life
example). Then determine the va lue of Cx , using

~ +s

R, = 85 K Ma> pot-votue
3

0

6

L--c_._=__~~-_-_.0_22_=_._0_14_µ._F_=_
> u_se_.0_1_µ._F.....

i:(

CJ;
PXi_uc

=21-35

~

40 :

.__P_x_R_Lc_=_2_4_6_-2_4_9_~

X,,,,n

=0

_ __
24_o_:_x,,,
_ ••_=_3_
9 __.

X

=S,

(PX - PXwcl

S,

S,

LORE

= Sc ale factor
fo r lo res screen

><,,,,..
s = ---•

}

~

=0. 195

200

PXRLc- PXi.uc

= 0.196 (next h igher thousandth)

X = INT (. 196 • (PX-40))

Fig. 11 -6. Method for calculating scale factor for the X-pot,

Program stateme nt

s,.
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F\ =

100 K max pot value

cy =

3 06
·
- .022 = .0086 µ.F=>use .005 µ. F
100

PYLUC = 28-32~0 :
Ymin = 0
PYRLC = 245-247 = 240: Ymax = 39

e

Y = Sv (PY-PYLUc)
Sy= 0.196 (PY-40)

Y = INT (.196 • (PY-40))

sv- - - - PYRLc-PYLUC

Program statement

Fig. 11 -17. Method for calculating scale factor Sy.

the equation already introduced. From the calculation, a value of .014 µ.F was obtained. For simplicity, we' ll.use a. 01 µ.F cap. and just add. 001 µ.Fat a
time, if necessary. So, for starters, let Cx =. 01 µ.F.
Now do the same thi ng for the Y-pot, as given
in Fig. ll-17A. In the real case, this pot actually
turned out to have a value of 100 K. C was calcur
lated at .0086 µ.F. Again, use a small value - .005
µ.F - and add in .001 increments if needed.
2. Using Listing 11-2 find out just what values are
returned from PREAD when the joystick is moved
between the two critical points-the left upper and
right lower corners of the screen (LUC and RLC).
You will have to find the two corners by reading the
values of Px and P y as follows: the point on the
joystick where the two values are at a minimum
corresponds to the LUC of the screen; the point on
the joystick where the two values are at maximum
corresponds to the RLC of the screen. Mark these
two points (LUP and RLP) on the joystick housing,
perhaps temporarily, with tape.
Repeatedly take measurements at these two
corners, and determine a range of values for both
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PXmin and PYmin. For t his example, real values of
21-35 and 28-32 were obtained for the PXmin and
PYmin at the upper point of joystick excursion.

'35

REM ----------------REM LORES.JOY.TEST1
'38 REM ----------------'39
REM
100 HOME

'37

110 PX=

PDL (0):PY =

PDL

( 1)

120
130

PRINT PX,PY
GOTO 110

Listing 11-2. This short routine gives PX and PY values at
various points in the joystick excursion, before any screen
display is created. This allows for proper conve rsion to
screen (LORES/ HIRES) coordinates.

These va lues rough ly correspond to LORES
graphics X, Y screen coordinates of (0, 0).
Likewise, the PXmax and PYmax values obtained at the lower right point of the joystick excursion. Values in the range of 246-249 and 245-247
were obtained. These values correspond to the
Xmax, Ymax LORES coordinates of (39,39). As a
point of practical interest, the Cx and Cu values of
. 01 µ.F and . 005 µ.F were all that were used to
obtain the above Px and Pv values.
From these PX and PY max. and min. values,
40 was chosen as a minimum value for both PX and
PY, and 240 as a maximum value for PX and PY. It is
these two values which will be used to scale PX and
PY pairs to the proper screen coordinates.
Why do you get such variability at either end of
joystick excursion? The most likely answer is the
mechnical play inherent in cheap joysticks.
3. The formula used to calculate the X and Y coor-

dinates is based on the old Y=mX +b type formula
from high school math. As indicated in Fig. ll-16C
and Fig. ll-l 7C, the scale factors Sx and SY are
calculated using the coordinate maxima on the
LORES screen and the range between the PX and
PY values at the LUP and RLP of joystick excursion. These were chosen as 40 and 240 in Step B.
A little calculation gives a value of 0.195 for
both X and Y conversion. Round this value up to the
next thousandth, 0. 196. (this prevents roundoff
error when the value of X and Y are calculated in
BASIC).
4. Write the expression using BASIC statements.

5. Write a simple program which displays the values of PX and PY and also plot the joystick position
on the LORES screen. The answer is given in
Listing 11-3.
The program required some conditional

96
97

REM - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - REM
LORES.JOY.TEST2
98
REM - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 9'3
REM
1121121
HOME : GR
110 PX = PDL (121) : PY = PDL ( 1)
12 0
= INT <. 1'36
CPX - 40) > :Y
= INT <. 1 '36
(PY - 40) >
13 121
IF X < 0 THEN X = tZI
14121
IF X ) 3'3 THEN X = 3'3
150
IF Y < 0 THEN Y = tZI
16121
IF Y > 3'3 THEN Y = 3'3
17121
COLOR= 0: PLOT XT,YT
18121
COLOR= 1: PLOT X,Y
130 XT = X:YT = Y
20121
PR INT "PX/X: ";P X ;" /" ; X, "PY/
y : " ; PY; II I II ; y
21IZI
GOTO 11IZI

x

*

•

*

Listing 11 -3. Short program to illustrate the minimum statements needed to run the joystick presented here.
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+5
+5 - 1

0

So
Game
port
conn

S1
Ry

Rx

PDL(0)-6
PBO- 2
PB1 -3
PDL(1)-10
RO
GND-8

c•.

~
From
circuit

Cy

RO. R 1 = 220 - 560 o hms
R•. Ry = 100 K (assumed)
Cy = .005 to .01 µ.F

B

0

c.

R1

GND

~ f ~ ~ ~ ~70,10,1

._____)- -

for wire

1

I(.,

DIP
lheadercover

Plug into
game socket

Fig. 11-18. A complete joystick + 2-pushbutton circuit.

statement to make sure that those points with coor- the pushbutton inputs. The cabling can be s ixdinate values greater than 39 or Jess than zero were conductor r ibbon cable, commercial six-conductor
not plotted. These points lie within the shaded area round cable, or "homebrew" cable made of 22 gauge
of dead space in Fig. 11-15. Translating from these solid wire braided together.
areas result in "illegal" coordinate values, which
Connect the wire to a DIP header. This is
result in range errors. Therefore, the mu ltiple IF depicted in Fig. ll-18B. The six wires are soldered
statements in the listing are necessary.
to their respective pins, and a small cutout in the
DIP header cover is made to pass the wi re, as
indicated. The cover can be glued in place, and the
A Complete Joystick Project
If you want to construct your own joystick, whole assembly can then be plugged into the game
with two pushbuttons, use the circuit in Fig. 11-18 socket. For a little labor and perhaps $10 in parts
as a guide. The circuit can be housed in a smal l you've got a servicable joystick.
experimenter's plastic box. The buttons should be
of the momentary pushbutton variety. Resistors RO
and Rl are pull-down, current limiting resistors for
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HIRES Scaling

Try scaling the joystick to the HI RES mixed

•
(160 x 280) points. Hint: You have to make either
one of two compromises- limited excursion on
either end of the X-axis, or "dead points" along the
X axis which cannot be reached. T he latter problem
will result if you try to stretch or scale a 200 point
PX range into a 280 point HIRES X-axis range. See
which compromise you find less objectionable.

Photocell Example
As a concluding project suggestion, you might
try interfacing a res istive photocell (not a photovoltaic). A Cadium Sulfide photocell will change its
resistance in response to a range of light intens ities. Any such photocell will do - the Radio Shack
276-116A is an example, though any other overthe-counter or mail order source would do.
The typical resistive photocell has a characteristic dark resistance, usually on the order of 1
Megohm or so. Minimum resistance in very bright
light may fall near or below 100 ohms. T his represents a 10, 000 to 1ratio- about40 times the range
of the PREAD. The problem you should resolve is
whether you want your setup to read very bright or
very dim light intensities, or somewhere in between. As a rough guide, follow the procedure
below:
Use an ohmmeter to check for the range of
res istance in the illumination range you wish to
measure. For a real-world case, I noted that the
' cadmium photocell approached 100 ohms in daylight, several thousand ohms in subdued room light.
This seemed to be a reasonab le range of resistance
to work with.
With the photocell set up for the bright end of
illumination, then, it is best to figure a minimum
value for the time constant, based on the minimum
value of its resis tance in the brightest light you
would expect to measure. (This is obviously different from the game pot example, because the whole
intention of this transducer is different).
Refe rring to Fig. 11-19, calculate C2 on the
basis of
1. The minimum PREAD time of 13 µ.sec.
2. The minimum value of in-circuit resistance, 100
ohms.

The result for CZ would be about .11 µ.F. Use a
.10 µ.F disc capacitor, and add additional. 01 caps as
necessary. Listing 11-1 is the minimum software
you need to observe the variations in paddle value
in re lation to light intensity.
Is there some way of building a circuit to measure wide range of light intensity? Hint: use a
switch arrangement of capacitors. A capacitor substitution box, if available, is ideal. What about other
physical quantities? Thermistors, res istive strain
gauges, pendula to measure mechanical oscillation
(based on a common potentiometer) are some possibilities. If you use pots for angular measurement
as in pendulum, make sure you use linear taper, not
aud io taper.
Another idea is to measure sound! Hint: carbon microphones act as resistive sound transducers.

CLOSING COMMENTS
Hopefully, this will only be the beginning for
you as a digital hardware experimenter. If you've
mastered most of the material presented, and per formed the experiments, then you have gained valuable skills as well as fundamental knowledge.
There are numerous books which detail intermediate and advanced digita l applications both in
the form of stand-alone and computer-based circuits. Remember that manufacturers' application
manuals are excellent sources of basic information
and project ideas.
DI A conversion is an exciting area which you
may want to look into at some point in your expe rimentation. Two dramat ic examples are sound
synthesis (covering data words into frequency/
intensity information), and motor control (converting data words into mechanical motion). Sound
synthesizer chips and stepper-motor controller
chips are available for these more advanced pro"
jects.
An area that you might want to investigate is
ND convers ion using dedicated chips- 8 and 12 bit
chips are cheap and readily available, but do require
s lot-based 1/ 0 hardware.
Another subject of interest is that of amplifica-
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0

R1ohms
100

~,/

R2 : 100 ohms -1 meg

To
558 ~
timer

~ Cl

Min PREAD loop time
TCm,n

= Rm•n

C2

- ---

(C 1

;J; C2

= .0 22 µ. F

= 13 µs

+ C2)

= 13 µ.S

C2

=-

13 µ S

-

- - .022 µ.F

100 ohm
C2

::: 0. 11 µ. F

Fig. 11-19. Method for calculating C2 for a low resistance range in a cadmium sulfide photocell.

tion, necessary for measuring very weak s ignals.
Therefore, a knowledge of operational amp lifiers
(integrated amplifiers o n a chip, which are linear
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devices) is certainly important in some of the more
advanced AID applications, when you are ready to
explore them.
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